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Abstract 
Pure- and mixed-integer programmes can often be solved more quickly if the constraints 
are reformulated first. In this thesis five main themes related to reformulating these pro-
grammes are explored. 
Following introductory material, in Chapter 2 the existing view that reformulating linear 
0-1 inequalities into equivalent forms with minimal-sized integer coefficients facilitates the 
solution process is confirmed empirically. A rounding procedure is developed, with basic and 
'ideal' variations, which produces near-'minimal' inequalities in pseudo-polynomial time. 
On inequalities with a 'small' number of variables it is faster and almost as effective as an 
approach for producing 'minimal' inequalities. These techniques facilitate the solution of 
appropriate standard benchmark problems. 
In Chapter 3 four definitions of 'minimality' are given, and their inter-relationships are 
examined. An efficient method is derived for proving minimality (transparently) which, in 
isolation, is applicable only to 'minimum' inequalities with coefficients and RHS bounded 
above by those of the minimum inequalities L~l FiXi :::; Fn+l - 1 (n E 1Nl), where Fi is 
the ith Fibonacci number. Computational experiments suggest the restriction to minimum 
inequalities is not significant, but the bounds are increasingly limiting as n increases. 
In Chapter 4 coefficient size reduction, in a more general sense, is shown to improve the 
formulation and an explanation for this is sought by considering various measures of the 
efficacy of the formulation of an individual 0-1 inequality. An accurate rule of thumb is 
derived for the efficacy in terms of coefficient size that also explains why coefficient reduction 
tends to be less effective when there are more variables in an inequality. Properties and 
limitations of the measures are explored, including their correlation with branch-and-bound 
performance. Applications are describ,ed, including the reformulation of inequalities so that 
they optimise, amongst equi"va:lent inequalities, a measure. Results show that for some 
programmes this approach is far superior to mi[limising coefficient size. 
Chapter 5 introduces a method, with a geometrical interpretation, for reformulating 
some mathematical programmes'into' tighter equivalent programmes. The method unifies, 
generalises and enhances the existing, widely used, methods for tightening a linear 0-1 
programme by changing an inequality. In some cases infinite sequences of reformulations 
using existing techniques are required to match one application of the new method. Some 
important implementational and practical issues are addressed. 
The reformulation techniques for 0-1 inequalities described hitherto involve calculations 
closely tied to the original inequality. In Chapter 6 a different approach is presented in-
volving transformations to a related inequality, followed by its possible reformulation, and 
then transformations to produce a reformulated inequality equivalent to the original. Its 
effectiveness is demonstrated empirically and by proving it produces minimal inequalities 
in many easily detected instances. The probability that various reformulation techniques 
can achieve a reformulation is also calculated. Conclusions and ideas for further research 
follow. 
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Preface 
The gods sell us all good things for hard work. Epicharmus 
If you don't see a person making mistakes, they're probably not pushing hard 
enough for new opportunities. Executive EQ 
A thing of beauty is a joy for ever. Keats 
We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give. Winston 
Churchill 
Life is about more than just maintaining oneself, it is about extending oneself. 
Otherwise living is only not dying. Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986), French 
socialist, feminist and writer. 
In this thesis I have attempted to give as good an account of my abilities as possible, 
challenging myself to aim for what LittIewood [11, p. 83) described as "sharp bracing pre-
cision", and frequently following Richard Dedekind's maxim "In Science nothing capable of 
proof ought to be accepted without proof". I hoped to contribute something I could take 
pleasure in, that would survive scrutiny, be amply creative and interesting to read. Without 
deliberately aiming to do so, I have found myself devoting nearly all my time to this end, 
not least because the general area of my research is well established following investigation 
by numerous eminent people and rigorous analysis is frequently needed. 
It is of course a good policy, and I have often practised it, to begin without going 
too much into the existing literature. Littlewood [11, p. 93) 
I began by trying to think creatively about the area as soon as possible, and within two 
months I had the essential idea of Chapter 2. A received wisdom was that re-expressing 
linear inequalities involving binary-valued variables and integer coefficients using smaller 
integer coefficients generally quickened the process of solving various problems. Ivly idea 
was simply to divide all the coefficients in an inequality by some large number and do some 
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rounding to make sure the coefficients became integers. Naturally a lot more effort was 
required to develop this idea rigorously, write computer software to effect the changes, and 
test it thoroughly on complete test problems. Ultimately the aspect of this research that 
pleased me most was that I was able to get the coefficients remarkably close to minimal 
values (attainable using the relatively sophisticated ideas of Bradley, Hammer and Wolsey 
[17]) using this simple idea. 
At the same time I began trying to construct a method different from Bradley et al 
that guaranteed to reduce the coefficients to minimal values and would prove that these 
values were minimal. Inventing and implementing a fully comprehensive version of my 
methods proved difficult, and so after many months of effort (and some progress) I decided 
to suspend this research, the final straw being the emergence of a particularly troublesome 
bug in the computer program! However, I was later compensated with some ideas for proving 
the minimality of the coefficients in some special cases. These ideas were triggered off by 
my discovery of the Fibonacci sequence 1,1,2,3, ... in the coefficients of some inequalities 
with minimal coefficients. I was particularly pleased with this connection to the Fibonacci 
sequence and these ideas gradually grew into Chapter 3. 
Throughout this time I often wondered why it was that smaller coefficients in the ex-
pression of these inequalities were helpful. I was not fully satisfied with the explanations for 
this in the literature and eventually I put in a concerted effort to try to understand better 
the reasons for it. During this effort I also began to wonder if minimising coefficients was 
the best general aim when expressing individual inequalities, and so I tried to answer this 
question too. This forms the substance of Chapter 4. 
After about 14 months I was able to generalise some of the ideas contained within a 
paper by Dietrich, Escudero and Chance [46] on tightening formulations of problems. The 
generalisation consisted of replacing particular numbers with symbols representing unknown 
numbers, but I put it aside as being rather dull. A year or so later I looked at it again 
and realised that I could take this research much further, not only making the method 
more widely applicable by generalising the result to a still wider class of numbers, but also 
making it more effective. I liked this much better and this grew into Chapter 5. 
The final idea that is developed in this thesis came to me after about 18 months. It was 
the night before I going to leave for a conference and, dissatisfied with what I was going 
to present, I stayed up into the small hours trying to come up with something better. The 
idea. I t.hen had, which I had cOllie close to having before, was to transform the inequality 
to a rela.t.ed inequality (called the dual inequality), reformulate this inequality with the 
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techniques of Dietrich et ai, and then 'undo' the transformation to produce a reformulated 
inequality equivalent to the original one. Later I developed some other transformations 
and was pleased with how fast some of them could be performed. This research became 
Chapter 6. In a way this brought the research full circle as some of the transformations 
were able to produce minimal or at least reduced coefficients very quickly. 
Each of Chapters 2-6 are written so that they can be read largely in isolation, but 
clearly in a thesis there are some common concepts and connections between the chapters. 
Further (albeit superficial) insight into these connections is provided by the following table 
which shows the number of times each chapter is referenced from within another chapter. 
Citing Chapter 
Cited Chapter 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 
2 7 13 20 
3 1 1 6 
4 1 1 
5 11 
6 1 
It is difficult to understand why statisticians commonly limit their inquiries to 
Averages, and do not revel in more comprehensive views. Their souls seem as 
dull to the charm of variety as that of the native of one of our flat English 
counties, whose retrospect of Switzerland was that, if its mountains could be 
thrown into its lakes, two nuisances would be got rid of at once. Francis Galton 
[8, p. 171) 
hope that, like Galton, you will find the variety of ideas and themes in this thesis 
makes it more interesting to read, just as it helped sustain me in my research, and you will 
not be daunted by it. In fact this thesis contains only a small fraction of the ideas which 
have occurred to me as I have worked towards my PhD. The reason for developing and 
presenting this particular combination is that they address closely related issues. 
As well as central branch-and-bound and linear programming notions, the mathemat-
ical concepts I have incorporated into this thesis include order statistics, the Fibonacci 
sequence and the golden ratio, convexity theory, analysis, non-parametric statistics, mul-
12 
tiple integrals, posets, linear algebra and fractional programming amongst others, but at a 
level which I hope is sufficiently elementary that it is more interesting than taxing. I hope 
this encourages you. 
In places I have not explained things fully, but merely highlighted a term or phrase in 
italics and, for the most part, included a reference to further information. However, I hope 
I have explained the most important parts clearly enough and that the index of terms and 
ci tations at the back helps. Nevertheless, there is no escaping the fact that understanding 
non-trivial mathematics is arduous, especially someone else's, and you may wish to follow 
Galton's example [8, p. 154]: 
He kept himself from falling asleep during his favourite studying hours of lOp. m. 
to 2 a.m. with his "Gumption-Reviver machine," a gadget he had invented that 
kept his head wet with cold water. 
Above all, I hope you find that there is much to enjoy. Thank you and good luck! 
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Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
I feel sure that the surface of the moon is not perfectly smooth, free from in-
equalities and exactly spherical as a large school of philosophers considers with 
regard to the moon and the other heavenly bodies, but that on the contmry, it is 
full of inequalities. Galileo 
1.1 Introduction 
What determines whether or not a computer algorithm is used in practice? The answer 
certainly includes the amount of time required to execute it - especially if it is to be 
used to solve real problems in commercial organisations. To reduce the execution times of 
such algorithms is a simple but important aim of much mathematical research, and one of 
my aims in this thesis. The principal algorithm that I have tried to make finish sooner is 
called bmnch-and-bound, which is a well-established technique used to solve what are called 
pure-integer progmmmes, mixed-integer programmes and some related problems. The ideas 
I develop can also be used to reduce solution times for a number of other algorithms for 
these sorts of problems, and I will mention these other algorithms in due course. I will also 
explain more about branch-and-bound and integer programmes. 
In this thesis I assume that a mathematical model of a problem has already been con-
structed, and my main aim is to then speed up the solution of the problem by reformulating 
(re-expressing) the model so that it can be solved more quickly using some existing methods. 
This is sometimes referred to as pre-processing as it is done before the main processing (i.e., 
solving). I do not attempt to alter the solution techniques themselves. Complementary to 
this, [ also present methods for proving that some models of problems are well formulated 
in a certain respect, and attempt to explain the reason for the effectiveness of a certain 
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method of reformulation, since its effectiveness is not obvious. 
In this Chapter I will explain a little about the general area in which my research 
lies, starting with very general aspects and gradually focusing in on more closely related 
research in the literature, including that of my peers. For further general background the 
reader may refer to the very readable books by Williams [160, 162). In Section 2 I discuss 
Operational Research, the field within which my research lies, including applications to 
real-world problems, the process employed when trying to solve these practical problems 
and the main approaches used within this process. In Section 3 I focus on those approaches 
that involve modelling the problem using what is called a Mathematical Programme. A 
particular type of mathematical programme called a Linear Programme then becomes the 
focus of Section 4. Some of the concepts most closely involved in the rest of the thesis 
are introduced in this section. In Section 5 Integer Programmes are considered and I 
describe some methods for solving these, the most important of which are based on linear 
programmes, and a few that are not. Often integer programmes take a long while to solve 
and in Section 6 I address the important issue of attempting to solve them more quickly. 
The most relevant way of doing this as far as this thesis is concerned is by reformulating 
the integer programme automatically, prior to solving it, using ideas incorporated into a 
computer program. This is the subject of Section 7. In Section 8 a few further important 
concepts that are carried right through this thesis are introduced. Finally in Section 9 I 
give a brief outline of the ideas expounded in this thesis and how they were tested. 
1.2 Operational Research 
Operational Research (OR) emerged as a recognised discipline during the second world war 
as a way of supporting military operations. Since then it has grown considerably and it 
continues to do so, so any definition of the subject (and there are many of these) needs to 
be carefully and rather vaguely worded if it is not to exclude some important aspect of the 
discipline. One definition of the subject that is suitable for this thesis is the following. 
Operations research seeks the determination of the best (optimum) course of 
action of a decision problem under the restriction of limited resourees. Taha 
[151). 
Given the definition, it is perhaps no surpnse that the range of problems addressed 
by OR is vast. To illustrate how widespread the use of OR techniques is, one can find 
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numerous applications in industries concerned with aircraft, apparel, chemicals, cement, 
glass, computers, electronics, farm and industrial machinery, food, metal manufacturing 
and products, mining, motor vehicles, paper and wood products, petroleum refining, and 
pharmaceuticals, as well as in commercial banks, insurance companies, merchandising firms, 
public utilities, and transportation companies. 
Usually the applications are to the planning and organisation of resources. Depending 
on the industry, the applications may, for example, pertain to the extraction of natural re-
sources, manufacturing, transportation and warehousing, plant size and location, inventory 
management, scheduling of workers and machines, forecasting, new product development, 
marketing, advertising, cash management and finance, portfolio management, mergers, and 
both short- and long-range corporate planning. 
1.2.1 The Process of Operational Research 
I now briefly consider the way in which OR techniques are applied. In practice, seeking 
the best (or at least an acceptable or improved) solution to a problem occurs within a 
process that makes many different demands on OR practitioners. The nature and scope 
of this process has been the subject of debate over the years, but [ am satisfied with the 
description of the process given by Ormerod and Boothroyd [124], from which the following 
table summarising the process is drawn. 
Name of stage Technical work Socio-political work 
1. Research the context Interview, gather information Form steering committee 
2. Negotiate the problem Articulate issues Negotiate scope 
3. Design an intervention process Plan project Agree plan and resources 
4. Analyse the issues Analyse theories and proposals Negotiate theories 
5. Advise on what could be done Evaluate proposals Negotiate proposals 
6. Assist with implementation Design and communicate Authorise 
7. Rellect on the intervention Rellect Reflect 
1.2.2 Hard and Soft approaches 
Within this process as described above there are two main approaches to what can be done 
in, roughly speaking, Stages 4 and 5. These are the hard and soft approaches, described by 
Schon [141] as follows: 
In the varied topography of professional pmctice, there is a high, har-d g1"Uuud 
where pmctitioners can make effective use of research-based theory and tech-
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nique, and there is a swampy lowland where situations are confusing 'messes' 
incapable of technical solution. 
Soft approaches are used when a problem cannot be sufficiently accurately represented 
by a mathematical model that can be readily solved. Some soft OR approaches include: Cog-
nitive Mapping, Repertory Grid, Strategic Choice, Soft Systems Methodology, Interactive 
Planning and the Dialectical Approach. For a description of these methods and examples 
of usage, see, e.g., Holt [76). 
Hard OR includes problems amenable to a mathematical formulation and solution, in-
cluding probabiIistic problems, which might be solved using, e.g., Decision, Inventory and 
Queuing Theory, and Mathematical Programmes which may be solved using, e.g., Linear 
Programming, network models and Nonlinear Programming methods. For a description of 
a wide spectrum of hard OR, see, e.g., [151). 
Of the two main approaches the hard approach is the one traditionally adopted and it 
is used in most journal articles, but soft approaches are increasingly being used. 
There are also methods that combine hard and soft elements, e.g., the A nalytic Hierarchy 
Process (see, e.g., Saaty [138)), Data Envelopment Analysis (see, e.g., Charnes, Cooper, 
Lewin, and Seiford [26)) and Decision Conferences (see, e.g., Phillips and Phillips [129, 
pp. 548-549)). 
Whilst recognising the merits of all these approaches, the focus of this thesis will stay 
on Schiin's "hard high ground", that is, hard OR, and in particular, a certain aspect of 
mathematical programming. 
1.3 Mathematical Programming 
Mathematical Programmingl is concerned with mathematical models, and lS defined by 
Borowski and Borwein [13) to be: 
The theory and application of the optimisation of functions, often subject to 
constraints given in terms of functions. 
As an example, we may be trying to maximise the total profit subject to using existing 
amounts of machinery and man-power, or trying to minimise the total distance travelled by 
a vehicle subject to the constraint of visiting certain locations. 
'The word "programming" came from the use of the word in the 19405 as a synonym for planning or 
scheduling and does not. rder to computer programming. 
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Various mathematical techniques may be used in an attempt to find the best (optimal) 
solution. For large problems involving many variables, the application of these techniques 
will normally require the use of an algorithm incorporated into a computer code. The 
choice of algorithm and code will depend both on the function to be optimised (the objective 
junction) and the constraints that must be satisfied. 
A type of mathematical programme that is frequently studied, is that in which both 
the constraints and the objective function are linear, and problems of this nature are called 
Linear Programming (LP) problems. If the objective function or any of the constraints is 
nonlinear then the mathematical programme can be called a Nonlinear Programming (NLP) 
problem. Problems in this category can usefully be categorised further, with appropriate 
algorithms used for problems in a given sub-category (see, e.g., Fletcher [53]). An example 
of an important sub-category is the Quadratic Programming Problem (see, e.g., Jensen and 
King [81]) which consists of linear constraints on the values that the variables can hold and 
an objective that is a quadratic function of the variables. 
The special case of the linear programming model is given a lot of attention in com-
parison with the much vaster area of non-linear programming largely because linear pro-
grammes are much easier to solve, important theoretical questions are much more amenable 
to analysis, and it has many practical applications. In a survey on the use of quantitat-
ive techniques by business described by Wisniewski et al [167), 42% of those businesses 
responding were aware of linear programming and 40% of those aware of it used it. 
1.4 Linear Programming and its extensions 
Most of the issues I address in this thesis are connected with linear programming and its 
extensions, so I will now describe this area in more detail. 
The field of linear programming grew out of work done in the 1930s and 1940s. Its 
importance derives in part from its many applications and in part from the existence of good 
general-purpose techniques for finding optimal solutions. Applications have become more 
diverse and now include transportation, distribution, manufacturing, scheduling, finance 
and many others (see, e.g., Johnson and Nemhauser [85]). Recognition of its importance 
can be seen from the fact that the 1975 Nobel Prize in economics was given to L. V. 
Kantorovich and T. C. Koopmans for work in linear programming. 
Linear programming deals with problems in which the variables are continuous, i.e., they 
may take allY value in some interval of the real numbers, Ht. An example of a continuous 
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variable might be the volume of oil used in making a product. Linear programmes are 
easy to solve compared to many other types of mathematical programmes, indeed large 
instances, currently with up to 30000 variables and 50000 constraints can be solved with 
freely available software (Fourer and Gregory [55]) on a personal computer. 
However, some of the variables in a linear programme might be restricted still further to 
a discrete (countable) set of values, typically integers. Normally this makes the programme 
much harder to solve, indeed programmes of this type in not more than a hundred variables 
can be challenging (see, e.g., [55]). Linear programmes with these extra restrictions are 
called mixed-integer linear programmes or simply mixed-integer programmes (MIPS) if only 
some of the variables are forced to be integers, and pure-·integer linear programmes or simply 
pure-integer programmes (PIPS) if all of them are. When discussing both MIPs and PIPS or 
when it is clear from the context which type of integer programme I am referring to I will 
often simply use the term integer programme. They belong to the class of Np-complete 
problems (see, e.g., Garey and Johnson [56] for more on this), all of which are reckoned to 
be very hard to solve. 
The most important class of integer programmes from a practical point of view is the 
mixed 0-1 programme, in which each integer variable must take the value 0 or 1 and is 
consequently called a 0-1 variable. These programmes are especially important since 0-1 
variables can represent logical restrictions or decisions that need to be taken. For example, 
either an activity is undertaken or it is not - perhaps a decision needs to be taken on 
whether or not to build a new factory, open up a sales territory, acquire another business, 
or sell a currently owned asset. The programme can be formulated so that a value of 1 for 
the 0-1 variable indicates going ahead with the idea, and a value of 0 indicates not doing 
so. Solving the programme then yields the best combination of these decisions to make. 
Note that values between 0 and 1 are not what is wanted here! Mixed 0-1 programmes can 
be used to solve a remarkably wide variety of practical problems. 
In this thesis I focus mainly on those constraints within integer programmes that in-
volve only 0-1 variables, though some of the techniques I develop can be usefully applied 
to constraints involving general integer variables (which may take any integral value), con-
tinuous variables and even nonlinearities. It is important to emphasise that not all of the 
constraints within the programme need to be of a form suitable for reformulation in order 
to benefit from reformulation. Sometimes altering only a few constraints is enough to speed 
up the solution process considerably. Thus mixed integer programmes are included in some 
of the computational tests of those methods of mine that focus on 0-1 inequalities (which 
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contain only 0-1 variables), since they often contain some 0-1 inequalities. This emphasis 
on 0-1 variables has brought a combinatorial flavour to some of the research, which I have 
enjoyed. 
1.4.1 A linear programme in the flesh 
Some of the most widely used techniques for solving pure- and mixed-integer linear pro-
grammes rely on solving related linear programmes, so I will explain more about solving 
them. 
The following problem of a practical nature taken from [160] illustrates the algebraic 
appearance of a linear programme and a type of situation from which it might be derived. 
I t models a problem in which a food is manufactured by refining raw oils and blending 
them together with the aim being to maximise profit subject to various restrictions. The 
mathematical formulation is as follows. 
subject to 
Maximise - 110Xl - 120x2 - 130x3 - 100x4 - 115xs + 150y 
Xl +X2 < 200 
X3 + X4 + Xs < 250 
8.8xl + 6.1x2 + 2X3 + 4.2x4 + 5xs - 6y < 0 
8.8xl + 6.1x2 + 2X3 + 4.2x4 + 5xs - 3y > 0 
Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 + Xs - y 0 
The variables Xl, X2, X3, X4 and Xs represent the quantities of each of the raw oils that 
are to be bought and y represents the quantity of the manufactured food. The expression 
for profit is equal to the income derived from selling the product (150y) minus the cost 
of the raw oils. The first two constraints represent the limited capacities for refining each 
of two sorts of oils, the next two represent upper and lower limits on the hardness of the 
manufactured food, and the fifth constrains the weight of the ingredients to be equal to the 
total weight of the final product. 
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1.4.2 Coefficients of variables and representing a problem 
Note that constraints and objective functions may have coefficients that are positive, neg· 
ative or zero, and of a variety of sizes. They may also be integers, rational numbers or 
potentially even irrationals (e.g., ,f2 or IT). With practical programmes it generally does 
not matter if the coefficients are very slightly misrepresented (indeed completely accurate 
values may not always be known anyway), so any irrational that might occur could most 
likely be approximated by a rational number. This is just as well since most computer codes 
for solving these programmes assume the coefficients are rational. 
Widely varying coefficient sizes can pose more of a problem, potentially affecting the 
numerical stability of the solution process. Software packages often attempt to rescale the 
coefficients for this reason. 
Since most computer codes store the coefficients as rational numbers it is possible to 
multiply all the coefficients and the right· hand side (RHS) of each constraint by a suitable 
integer to make each of them integers, but as a result they may be very large. However, in 
subsequent examples I shall present constraints and objective functions with small integer 
coefficients simply in order to make the calculations easier. 
It will become clear in later chapters that the nature of the coefficients in the formulation 
is even more important when solving pure- and mixed-integer programmes - in computa-
tional experiments some measures of the ease of solution were found to be approximately 
inversely proportional to the size of coefficients in the formulation of the problem (assuming 
the coefficients to be integral). 
In what follows I will not be directly interested in what each variable, constraint, or 
objective function represents, but only in the mathematical aspects of the problem required 
in the solution process. Consequently, descriptions of actual or potential applications will 
not be included alongside the mathematical formulations, and in this sense the work is 
abstract. However, the techniques I describe can clearly be applied to any situation that 
gives rise to the types of mathematical programmes considered. 
1.4.3 Feasible regions and polytopes 
The set of all points that satisfy the constraints of a programme constitutes what is known 
as the feasible region. If this set is empty then the model is called infeasible, otherwise 
the model is called feasible. If we are dealing with a linear programme in which further 
restrictive conditions such as integrality (i.e., being an integer value) are imposed on some 
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of the variables, then we may also be interested in a related programme in which these 
extra conditions are omitt"ed or "relaxed" since this may be easier to solve and provide 
useful information about the original programme. This related programme is referred to as 
the LP-relaxation of the original programme since it is a linear programme. A vector that 
is feasible for the LP-relaxation may be referred to as being LP-feasible and the constraints 
in the LP-relaxation are said to define the LP-feasible region. If all the variables in the 
programme are required to be integers, then a feasible solution can also be referred to as 
an integral solution. 
Finding the reason for the infeasibility in an infeasible linear programme is a non-trivial 
problem in itself which is reviewed in Chinneck [28]. The programmes considered in this 
thesis are of a size for which the feasibility of the LP-relaxation is easily determined, but 
the feasibility of the original programme may not be. Therefore I assume that the models 
considered in this thesis have feasible LP-relaxations (there is no point in trying to solve the 
original, more restrictive, programme otherwise) though they may possibly have no solution 
satisfying all the extra constraints on the variables, such as integrality requirements. 
To illustrate some of these concepts and introduce further ones, consider Example 1. 
Example 1 
subject to 
Maximise 3XI + 2xz 
Xl + Xz < 3 
2XI + Xz < 4 
4XI + 3xz < 10 
( 1.1) 
( 1.2) 
(1.3) 
( 1.4) 
The corresponding feasible region is displayed in Figure 1.1. ((1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) 
correspond to lines passing through the line segments A B, BC, DE and the xz- and XI- axes 
respective/y.) 
In Figure 1.1, the feasible region is outlined by the quadrilateral ABCO. Note that the 
point (2,2) is infeasible, but that (1,1) is feasible. Observe that each inequality divides up 
the 2-dimensional space into two regions. For example, the inequality (1.1) (corresponding 
to the line passing through A and B and extended indefinitely in both directions) divides the 
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Figure 1.1: A simple programme in two dimensions. 
plane into the set of points that satisfy the inequality (on or below the line in Figure 1.1), 
and the set of points that violate it (above it in Figure 1.1). (In higher-dimensional spaces 
an inequality will correspond to a hyperplane (see, e.g., [13]) instead of a line.) Hence it is 
easy to see why the set of points that satisfy an inequality is called a half-space. The set of 
points that satisfy all of the inequalities will lie inside an intersection of these half-spaces. 
Providing that there are only finitely many inequalities, this intersection of half-spaces is 
known as a polyhedron. A polyhedron that is bounded in size is known as a po/ytope. In the 
sequel I shall generally be dealing with polytopes, and restricting attention to these is not 
a serious limitation since there can only be finitely many inequalities in a programme as it 
is presented to the computer and normally all the variables can be bounded in a practical 
problem. Note that in Example 1 the feasible region defined by (1.1)-(1.4) is a polytope, 
but that defined by (1.1)-(1.3) is only a polyhedron. 
Observe that the presence of the constraint (1.3) (corresponding to the line DE in 
Figure 1.1 has no effect on the feasible region and hence no impact on the set of solutions. 
Such a constraint is said to be redundant and could be removed from the programme. 
The line PQ is drawn so that the objective function is constant on all lines parallel to 
it. In particular, 3xI + 2X2 is equal to 10 on the line PQ itself. By moving the line PQ 
downwards and to the left whilst keeping it parallel to its original position, the value of 
the objective function on this line decreases. By continuing this until the feasible region is 
first encountered at the point B it is clear that B corresponds to the values of XI and X2 
that maximise the objective over the feasible region. In this way we have solved the LP in 
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Example 1 graphically. 
l.4.4 Solution methods for linear programmes 
Whilst it was possible to solve the LP of Example 1 graphically, there will normally be more 
variables (and hence more dimensions) in the problem as well as more constraints. Therefore 
the nature of the feasible region cannot be determined so easily and special algorithms are 
needed for solving LP problems quickly that do not involve visualising the feasible region. 
One such is the Simplex Algorithm (see, e.g., Dantzig [35]). With a feasible region that is 
a polytope this algorithm will involve moving around the boundary of the region from one 
vertex to another whilst improving the objective function until an optimal vertex solution 
is found. In Example 1 the route taken to the optimal vertex could be 0 to C to B. The 
coordinates of each vertex solution are computed by converting the linear programme into 
a standard form involving only equations and fixing enough of the variables at their bounds 
to reduce the constraints to a square system of simultaneous equations, which can be solved 
for unique values of the remaining variables. An optimal vertex solution is optimal amongst 
all feasible solutions since the feasible region is a convex set (see, e.g., Bunday [22]). (A 
convex set is a set that contains all of the line segment joining any two points in the set.) 
There are various deterministic ways of moving around the boundary of the region 
called pivot selection rules. No such rule is currently known to guarantee that the optimal 
solution is found in less than an exponential number of steps. Indeed for many selection 
rules example programmes exist that require an exponential number of individual steps 
around the polytope to attain optimality (see, e.g., Klee and Minty [94]). However, in 
practice many implementations exhibit good behaviour in all but the most pathological of 
cases. Indeed, when using the simplex method: 
As a rough rule of thumb the time to solve a linear programming model increases 
as the cube of the number of constraints. Williams [159J. 
Recently some algorithms with much better worst-case behaviour have been discovered. 
These methods include the Ellipsoid Algorithm of Khachian [90] and· the Projected Facet 
Algorithm of Karmarkar [87J. However, Khachian's algorithm has poor average-case per-
formance, with the worst-case behaviour almost always being achieved [85J. 
Karmarkar's algorithm is an example of an interior-point method. As the name suggests, 
this type of method involves moving around inside the polytope towards the optimal solution 
rather than staying on the boundary as done in the simplex method. A great deal of research 
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in interior-point methods is currently being done, with some implementations being very 
competitive with the simplex method on large programmes. This competition has resulted 
in faster solutions to linear programmes [85]. According to Kranich [97] a rule of thumb is to 
use the simplex algorithm if the number of variables is less than 500, and an interior-point 
method otherwise. 
1.5 Integer programmes 
In the previously mentioned survey of Wisniewski et al [167]19% of businesses responding 
were aware of the technique integer programming and 30% of these businesses used it. 
Though used less frequently than linear programming, integer programming is clearly also 
important and offers more fundamental challenges to researchers and practitioners since 
integer programmes are much harder to solve. Linear integer programmes are often solved 
with the aid of the LP-based techniques already described, but some additional concepts 
are required, some of which are now introduced. 
1.5.1 Coping with integrality constraints 
When integrality constraints are imposed on at least some of the variables in a linear 
programme this complicates the solution process considerably and makes the problem much 
more difficult to solve optimally. 
In the early days of OR it was common practice to deal with integrality conditions by 
solving the LP-relaxation of the programme and then adjusting the values of any fractional 
variables in the solution to integer values if they were meant to be integers (Dantzig [36]). 
Given that an integer programming model may be an imperfect reflection of reality, Dantzig 
recommended this approach for most practical problems, though such procedures do not 
guarantee to provide an optimal solution and can occasionally give an answer far from the 
best [36]. 
In a competitive world it is important to try to do better than this, and the discovery 
of new algorithms and the widespread availability of powerful computers means that more 
sophisticated techniques can often solve sizeable problems in an acceptable amount of time. 
Consequently the approach from the early days is now less often to be recommended for an 
important problem. Nevertheless, if the discrete variables in a problem can take one of a 
large range of values (e.g., any number in the range 0 to 80) say, then often a reasonable 
approximation to the solution of the original problem may be obtained in this way (see, 
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e.g., Simons [145]). 
Returning to more precise methods, let us consider the difficulties that integrality con-
ditions cause. For a start, the feasible region will generally be disconnected and may bear 
little resemblance to the corresponding LP-feasible region. This may mean that the best 
solution of the LP-relaxation is distant from the true optimum solution. Indeed, the op-
timal solution may no longer be on the boundary of the LP-feasible region, and so it cannot 
generally be found using LP methods on the LP-relaxation as it stands. However, there is a 
related poly to pe that contains the optimal solution not only as a vertex, but as an optimal 
vertex, namely by the convex hull of all the feasible points. 
The convex hull of a set 5 can be defined as the smallest convex set containing all the 
points in 5. 2 If S is the feasible region of an integer programme and a specification of 
the convex hull of S in terms of a finite set of linear inequalities is known then the LP-
feasible region could be altered to be the convex hull, with the feasible region being all 
the points inside satisfying the integrality constraints. If all the variables are required to 
be integral then this convex hull is sometimes referred to as the integer hull or integer 
polytope. With this alternative formulation the optimum solution could be found using a 
linear programming method since the optimal vertex solution will automatically satisfy the 
integrality conditions. 
To illustrate these ideas, consider the following integer programme from [162, pp. 28-29J. 
Example 2 
Maximise Xl + X2 
subject to 
2XI + 2X2 > 3 
2XI - 2X2 < 3 
2XI + 4X2 < 19 
Xl, X2 > o and integer. 
The LP-feasible region is labelled as ABeD in Figure 1.2. The feasible region is given by the 
2To illustrate the idea of a convex hull in two dimensions, consider a set of points in a plane, perhaps 
represented by nails in a piece of wood. We can take an elastic band, stretch it around the outside of all the 
nails, and let go so that the band pulls tight around the outside of the nails. The elastic band then outlines 
the convex hull of the points. 
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twelve points with integer coordinates inside ABeD and the convex hull of these is labelled 
PQRSTUV. The objective function is constant on lines parallel to AB so it is easy to see 
that if the constraints defining PQRSTUV were the constraints of the LP-relaxation of the 
programme then the optimum solution obtained using the graphical LP method described 
earlier would be T. 
c 
Q R 
O~---1~B~~2~--~3~--74----5~---Xl 
Figure 1.2: The convex hull of feasible (integral) solutions and the Lp-relaxation. 
However, whilst methods are known (see, e.g., Swart [149]) for finding all the constraints 
that define the integer hull, the number of such constraints can rise exponentially with the 
number of \'ariables in the problem and exponentially relative to the number of constraints 
in its LP-relaxation (see, e.g., Edmonds [47) and Schrijver [142]), so not only can finding all 
the constraints defining the convex hull of feasible solutions take an extremely long time, 
but also soh'ing a linear programme with these constraints may take a considerable time as 
well. Clearly an alternative general solution method is needed for integer programmes. 
In the following subsections a variety of common solution methods for solving pure-
and/or mixed-integer programmes are described. The methods are divided into two sub-
sections according to whether or not they are principally LP-based. 
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1.5.2 Solution methods based on linear programming 
The Cutting Plane method 
The task of solving an integer programme based on linear programming is made easier by 
realising that it is not necessary to find all the inequalities that define the convex huB of 
feasible solutions. Cutting plane methods involve adding extra constraints caBed cuts or 
cutting planes to the original programme that are satisfied by all of the feasible points but 
not aB of the LP-feasible points - i.e., they "cut off" feasible solutions to the LP-relaxation 
of the programme. For example, the cut Xl :5 3 could be added to the formulation in 
Example 2. Clearly if these cuts are added to the programme they will be redundant as far 
as representing the feasible region is concerned, but not redundant in representing its LP-
relaxation. Whilst the aim of the cutting plane approach is to approximate the underlying 
convex huB formulation more closely, no attempt is made to define the entire convex hull, 
or even necessarily a significant proportion of it. AB that is sought is enough cuts to make 
the Lp-optimum feasible. 
There are a number of methods for generating these cuts. Some can always be applied 
a finite number of times until the approximation of the convex huB is good enough (at least 
10caBy) that the Lp-optimum is feasible (and hence optimal). For example, cutting planes 
caBed Gomory cuts can be added in a systematic way using the set of equations resulting 
from solving the LP-relaxation using the simplex method (see, e.g., Gomory [63], Johnson 
[83] and [162]). 
However, there is no bound on the number of iterations of the procedure that may be 
required and the cutting plane approach has not proved to be commercially practicable on 
its own [162]. Nevertheless, development of the approach continues, including using the new 
interior-point methods to solve the sequence of LPS (see, e.g., Mitchell and Borchers [115]), 
and employing the interior-point methods to solve the LPs early on in the sequence and 
simplex methods later on (see, e.g., Mitchell and Borchers [116]). Cutting plane approaches 
can be very successful on some problems (see, e.g., [115, 116] and Griitschel and Win [68]). 
The Branch-and-Bound method 
A method that has proved commercially practicable, is the branch-and-bound method re-
ferred to in the beginning of this thesis. Sometimes it is combined with cutting-plane-like 
techniques and caBed branch-and-cut. (This variation is discussed later in this subsection.) 
The Branch-and-Bound algorithm was devised by Land and Doig [101] and later modified 
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by Dakin [34]. It is easily the most commonly used method for solving general pure- and 
mixed-integer programmes, forming the basis of most commercial codes. 
Suppose the model is stated as 
subject to 
Maximise 
n 
n 
~c·X· L., J J 
j;:::1 
La;jxj:Sb; for iE{1,2, ... ,m} 
j=1 
Xj integer-valued for j E {1,2, ... ,p} (:S n) 
Xj 2': ° for j E {p+ 1,p+2, ... ,n} if p < n. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
In addition, assume that for each integer-valued variable, it is possible to provide lower and 
upper bounds that include the optimal values, that is: 
Ij:S Xj:S Uj for j E {1,2, ... ,p}. (1.9) 
Usually Ij = 0, but it need not be. 
Divide and conquer 
One principle of the branch-and-bound algorithm is to split into two the range of some 
of the variables and explore the possibility that a variable's value is in each part of the 
range as separate and slightly easier sub problems. To be more explicit, consider any integer 
variable Xj, and let I be some integer value, where Ij :S I :S Uj - 1. Then an optimal 
solution to (1.5)-(1.9) will also satisfy one of the constraints Xj :S I Or Xj 2': 1+1. Thus 
we can split the original problem into two "subproblems", one of which has the constraint 
Xj :S I added to its formulation, and one of which has Xj 2': [ + 1 added. Note that when 
Xj is restricted to the set {O, I}, the appended constraint effectively fixes Xj at either 0 or 
1. 
The solution to at least one of these subproblems will provide an optimal solution 
to (1.5)-(1.9), assuming a solution exists. In general both sub problems will need to be 
examined to determine the optimal solution. This splitting of the search space is known 
as branching on a variable, with Xj being the branching variable, and gives rise to what is 
known as a search tree, as illustrated in Figure 1.5.2. Each node in the tree corresponds to 
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a (sub)problem. 
I original problem I 
r-:-:-----,~/ ,--'\.,..:,------:-:,-----, 
Above problem Above problem 
with Xj ::; 11 with Xj 2: h + 1 
appended appended 
,.,-,----:-:-..:....,/ .......,'\,.:..-----:-:----, 
Above problem Above problem 
with Xk ::; 12 with Xk 2: h + 1 
appended appended 
Figure 1.3: The (sub )problems in part of a branch-and-bound tree. 
In the usual implementation of branch-and-bound this idea is then used along with 
linear programming as follows. 
Suppose we ignore the integrality restriction (1.7) and find that an optimal LP solution 
to (1.5), (1.6), (1.8) and (1.9) has a number of the variables, including Xl say, that do 
not satisfy (1.7). Suppose, for example, that Xl = 2/3. We then formulate and solve two 
more linear programmes. Each of these will still contain (1.5), (1.6) and (1.8), but (1.9) is 
modified for j = 1 to be 1 ::; Xl ::; Ul in one problem and 11 ::; Xl ::; 0 in the other. Thus 
the LP-optimum guides how we split up the ranges of the variables. 
Making choices 
Already a number of options present themselves: not only must a branching variable be 
chosen, but also after the first branching there is a choice of which subproblem to address 
next. 
Information obtained by solving the LP-relaxations of the su bproblems can help us to 
do this . 
• First, if there is no feasible solution to the LP-relaxation of a subproblem then clearly 
there is no feasible solution to the subproblem itself, and choosing to explore that 
subproblem further can be ruled out. 
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• Second, if a feasible solution to the original problem has already been found (either 
earlier in the search or by other means) this gives rise to a bound on the optimum 
feasible solution. (Hence the name branch-and-bound.) Therefore if the objective 
function value of the LP-optimum of a subproblem is no better than this bound then 
no feasible solution can exist to this subproblem that is better than one found already, 
and this subproblem can also be dismissed from further consideration. This is known 
as pruning by bounds . 
• Third, subproblems in which the Lp-optimum is feasible for the subproblem need not 
be explored further. If the objective value of the Lp-optimum is better than that of 
the best solution found so far, the best solution is now updated to be this one. 
In all three cases the node is said to be fathomed. However, many subproblems will not 
be dismissed by any of these three rules so the problem of choosing a node remains. Fur-
thermore, the problem of choosing a branching variable remains undiminished. Since little 
is known in general about how to make these choices, heuristic (i.e., good but not fail-
safe) rules have to be used to make them. The elements of branch-and-bound are brought 
together in the next subsection. 
The algorithm 
In the following I assume that the objective is to be maximised. (Note that a minimisa-
tion problem can be converted into a maximisation problem by multiplying each coefficient 
in the objective function by -1.) The description of the algorithm is based on one from 
Wagner [155]. 
The method is iterative and at any iteration it is assumed that a lower bound, IPb, for 
the optimal value of the objective function is available. I assume that at the first iteration, 
IPb is either some chosen value strictly less than the optimal value, or is the value of the 
objective function for a particular feasible solution that has been recorded, or is "-00" when 
there is no information at all about the problem. This value is sometimes referred to as the 
value of the incumbent solution. In addition to a lower bound, we maintain a master list of 
LP-subproblems that remain to be solved. The only differences among these are different 
revisions in the bounds (1.9). Initially the master list contains a single programme consisting 
of (1.5), (1.6), (1.8) and (1.9). The procedure can now be described as in Algorithm 1.1, 
where for any real number v, l v J signifies the largest integer less than or equal to v. 
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Algorithm 1.1 The basic branch-and-bound algorithm. 
while the master list is not empty do 
Remove an LP problem from the master list and solve it. 
if it has a feasible solution, and an optimal solution, "', has an objective function value 
z that is greater than 1Pb then 
if '" satisfies the integrality constraints then 
Record", and set IPb equal to z. 
else 
Select a variable Xi that should be integral and is not so in the solution "'. 
Add two LP problems to the master list that are identical to the current problem 
except that in one the lower bound on Xi is replaced by LXiJ + 1, and in the other 
the upper bound on Xi is replaced by LXiJ. 
end if 
end if 
end while 
When the procedure ends, if 1Pb # -00 the recorded feasible solution is optimal, other-
wise no feasible solution exists. Note that whilst an integer-valued solution may be obtained 
prior to the last iteration, we will not know whether such a solution is optimal until the 
last iteration. 
Example 3 The problem of Example 2 is now solved using branch-and-bound. To begin 
with we have the LP-feasible region labelled ABCD in Figure 1.4 and PQ is such that the 
objective function is constant on lines parallel to it. Solving this LP graphically we obtain the 
LP-optimum C. This has coordinates (4~, 2~) so it does not satisfy the integrality constraints. 
Choosing a fractionally valued variable to branch on, X2 say, we add two new problems to 
the master list by appending either X2 :::: 3 or X2 ~ 2. If we choose to remove and examine 
the former problem first then we now have a modified LP-feasible region EWD. The LP-
optimum for this is W with coordinates (3~, 3) so now we must choose Xl as the branching 
variable. Adding either Xl ~ 3 or Xl :::: 4 we obtain two new problems for the master list. 
If we choose to remove the first of these problems next the corresponding LP-feasible region 
is EYXD. This has an Lp-optimum of X with coordinates (3,3t) so the next branching 
variable is X.,. Adding either X2 ~ 3 or X2 :::: 4 we obtain two new problems for the master 
list. Removing the first of these next the LP-feasible region is just the line segment El'. This 
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has an LP-optimum of Y with coordinates (3,3) which satisfies the integrality constraints. 
Thus we record this feasible solution, set 1Pb to 6 and continue. It is easily checked that each 
problem remaining in the master list is either infeasible or has a worse optimum than 6. 
For example, if we consider the problem equal to the original problem with X2 ~ 2. appended 
then we obtain an LP-feasible region of A BZF, an Lp-optimum of Z with coordinates (3!, 2) 
and an objective value of only 5! « 6). Hence all remaining nodes will be fathomed and 
branch-and-bound will terminate with Y as the optimum solution to the integer programme. 
Q 
OL---~1~B~~2~--~3----74----5~---Xl 
Figure 1.4: Solving Example 2 using branch-and-bound. 
It should also be mentioned that branch-and-bound can be used to solve non linear 
programmes. This may sometimes be possible by algebraic manipulation of seemingly 
non linear constraints into a linear form (see, e.g., [145]). Otherwise, nonlinear functions 
can be approximated with piecewise-linear functions using special data structures called 
Special Ordered Sets of type 2 (S2 sets). Other structures, called chains of linked ordered 
sets can also be useful (see, e.g., [143]). 
Performance 
If the above algorithm is to be implemented it needs to be elaborated by specifying how 
the choices described earlier are to be made and the performance will depend very much 
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on these choices. There are two places where the computer must make a choice in this 
algorithm. 
First, the computer must choose a problem from the master list. This could be done in 
many different ways, but it is generally based on choosing the node for which the associated 
IP subproblem is reckoned to have the best solution. For node i (where node 0 is the root 
node), let LPi denote the value of the LP-optimum and suppose that the set of variables that 
should be integral but are not is {Xj : j E J;} for some set Ji . In the sequel the symbol ':=' 
can be read as "is defined to be equal to". Various types of sensible criteria for choosing a 
node include: 
1. Take one with the best LP-optimum (mentioned in [162)). 
2. Take one with the smallest/largest actual or estimated deterioration in the objective 
associated with making any single branching variable integral (used in [162)). 
3. Take one with the best estimate for the integer optimum. These estimates are based 
on the size of the fractional part of each variable in Ji and the estimated pseudo-
costs3 of increasing or decreasing their value (with the aim of forcing them to integral 
values). For example, in the solver MIPIII [89) the estimate of the integer optimum 
for the subproblem corresponding to node i in a minimisation problem is LPi + pai 
where ai = LjEJ; min{xj -[ XjJ, r Xj 1 - Xj} and p = min{OA, (IPb - LPo)/LPo}LPo/ao. 
ai can be viewed as the distance (under the 1-norm) from the solution at node i to 
the nearest point satisfying the integrality conditions, or the sum of the amounts by 
which the variables are infeasible as far as the integrality conditions are concerned. 
p is an estimate of the amount by which each unit of reduction in the sum of the 
infeasibilities is likely to worsen the objective function, so it is a type of pseudo-cost. 
More conventional pseudo-costs are employed in the solver MPSX [80), in which the 
formula used for the estimate is er := LPi + LjEJ; min{PCLj(Xj - [Xj J), PCVj(f Xj 1 -
Xj)} though the lower- and upper-pseudo-costs PCLj and pevj are not calculated at 
the current node. See also [162). 
4. Take one that seems most likely to have a better optimum than 1Pb given that an 
estimate such as that in item 3 above may be inaccurate. A criterion of this kind 
called the relative error strategy is described in Taha [1.50, p. 169). The node chosen 
3 A pseudo-cost is an empirically derived quantity that suggests the degradations that will result from 
branching on particular variables [162]. 
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is the one with the largest value of ei := (IPb - ef)/(IPb - LP;). This measures the 
proportion of the amount IPb - LP; that the estimate er can be worse by and still 
improve upon IPb. Hence, in general, the larger the value the better. 
The mathematical programming package SCICONIC [143] uses, under its default strategy, the 
formula for er if there is no incumbent solution and the measure et := (IPb - ef)/(e; - LP;) if 
such a solution exists. Note that et = er / (1 - en and so, being a monotonically increasing 
function of ei, this measure will rank waiting nodes exactly the same as ei. Clearly SCICONIC 
uses a combination of criteria of types 3 and 4. 
Second, the computer must choose a variable or other entity to branch on. Criteria for 
doing this include: 
1. Choose the variable with value in the LP optimum that is furthest from the nearest 
integer [162]. 
2. Choose the variable with the smallest/largest degradation according to penalties' or 
pseudo-costs [162]. 
3. Choose a variable in the highest priority class [162] that is best according either to 
criteria 1 or 2. In SCICO:-.1IC this approach is used with criteria 2. 
Aside from these choices. the performance will depend on how useful the solution to 
the Lp-relaxation is in guiding the search. If the LP-optimum were to be the same as the 
lP-optimum throughout the branch-and-bound process, our choices would be easy to make, 
since we could always choose a correct branch to follow in the search tree by examining a 
subproblem with the best Lp-optimum, eventually stopping when all the integrality condi-
tions are were satisfied. However, there is normally a gap between the IP- and Lp-optimal 
values for most of the subproblems in the search tree. The difference between the value of 
the LP-optimum and that of the lP-optimum is referred to as the integrality gap (or some-
times, the duality gap). The presence of such a gap makes the LP-relaxation less useful 
because the value of the LP-optimum for the subproblems will not always correctly indicate 
which subproblem to focus upon. If this gap is large then many parts of the tree will be 
explored fruitlessly, taking up a great deal of time. Consequently for good performance it 
generally helps to have as small an integrality gap as possible, though normally the precise 
value of this gap is only clear after the integer programme has been solved! 
4 Penalties are minimum amounts by which the objective function will be degraded through branching on 
a variable which can be calculated using information obtained from the LP-relaxation at a node [162]. Thus 
they tend to consistently underestimate the degradation, unlike well-devised pseudo-costs. 
3.5 
The cutting plane approaches described previously can help to reduce the integrality 
gap. Indeed, a common solution method is to first add cuts to the model using a cutting 
plane approach and afterwards run branch-and-bound on the resulting programme. This 
often speeds up branch-and-bound enormously. However, the adding of cuts need not be 
restricted to the original programme (or root node) of the branch-and-bound search tree, 
as is made clear in the next subsection. 
Branch-and-Cut 
Branch-and-cut is a variation on branch-and-bound in which additional constraints or cuts 
are added to the formulation from time to time during the branch-and-bound process in 
order to improve the formulation of the subproblems. Generally the idea is to create cuts 
that are valid for the original programme. (A cut is valid for a programme if it is satisfied 
by all its feasible solutions.) Balas, Ceria and Cornuejols [3] consider how to mix normal 
branch-and-bound and the adding of cuts in order to give the best solution times, as well 
as describing the branch-and-cut process generally. They elected to add cuts at the root 
node and at every kth node thereafter, where k is chosen according to a particular problem-
dependent formula. Naturally, interior-point methods for the solution of LPs have also been 
tried and tested within a branch-and-cut framework (see, e.g., Mitchell [114]). Interior-
point methods are already being incorporated into some branch-and-bound codes with some 
success (see, e.g., Borchers and Mitchell [12]). 
Dynamic presolve or 'branch-and-tighten-bounds' 
An approach called dynamic presolve employed in SCICONIC has some similarities to branch-
and-cut. At each node, rather than considering the possibility of adding cuts, an attempt 
is made to strengthen the bounds on the variables or other entities (such as special ordered 
sets) in the subproblem. Whilst, like adding cuts, this may reduce the feasible region, it 
has the advantage of not increasing the number of constraints in the model. 
Two techniques are used in SCICONIC. The first uses the bounds directly imposed by 
the branching process along with a technique described in detail by Brearley, Mitra and 
Williams [21]. The technique is now illustrated with an example. 
Example 4 {143} Consider the constraint 2xI + 3X2 + 4X3 ::; 12, where XI, X2 and X3 are 
integers in the range [0,3]. If at some stage we branch on X3 and impose the bound X3 2 2 
then the constraint can be re-expressed as 2xI +3X2 +4(X3 - 2) ::; 4 with XI and X2 integers 
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in [0,3] and X3 - 2 an integer in [0, 1]. It is now clear that the bound on Xl can be improved 
to Xl ::; 4/2 = 2 and that on x2 to X2 ::; 4/3. Since X2 is integer we may tighten this bound 
even further to X2 < 1. 
The second technique imposes bounds by ruling out solutions that are worse than IPb. 
Example 5 Suppose that we have a minimisation problem with IPb = 19.2 and a current 
subproblem with an Lp-optimum that has a value of 18.1. Suppose that a variable Xl in the 
current subproblem has bounds 0 and 5 and takes the value 0 in the Lp-optimum. Now it 
is possible to calculate a lower bound on the amount by which the LP-optimum will worsen 
per unit increase in Xl, called a reduced cost. If the reduced cost is 0.3 then with the 
aim of avoiding considering solutions worse than IPb, we can impose the condition Xl ::; 
l(19.2 - 18.1)/0.3J = 3. 
Sometimes these bounds may be strong enough to fix variables or rule out any LP-feasible 
solutions. In the latter case the subproblem is fathomed. Kennedy [88] reports reductions 
in the solu tion time by up to about 50% on some problems using the presol ve option of 
SCICONIC. 
Column generation 
Some problems such as cutting stock problems can be formulated in such a way that the LP-
optimum can generally be rounded to give a very good solution to the integer programme, 
but there are far too many variables (corresponding to columns in the simplex tableau) to 
make it feasible to execute the simplex algorithm normally. Instead most of the variables 
and their corresponding columns are not listed as normal, but only generated as needed 
during the course of the usual simplex algorithm. To determine which columns are needed 
some relatively easy integer programmes such as knapsack problems are solved. (I discuss 
knapsack problems in more detail in Section 1.8.) This method, called column generation 
was devised by Gilmore and Gomory [58]. See, e.g., Winston [166] for a worked example 
illustrating this method. 
1.5.3 Solution methods not principally based on linear programming. 
Branch-and-bound not based on linear programming 
Some programmes can be solved more efficiently by using relaxations other than the Ll'-
relaxation to provide the bounds within branch-and-bound. Instead of relaxing the integral-
ity constraints to produce the LP-relaxation, other constraints may be dropped to produce 
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other relaxations. For example, with the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) (see, e.g., 
Lawler et al [103]), some of the constraints can be dropped to leave what is known as an 
Assignment Problem as the relaxation. The solution to this can be obtained quickly using 
specialist methods and can give an especially good bound in the case of the Asymmetric 
TSP (Balas and Toth [4]). Other relaxations of integer programmes include the Lagrangean 
Relaxation, the Surrogate Relaxation and the Group or Cone relaxation (see, e.g., [162]). 
Heuristics 
According to Williams [162] heuristics are: 
Simple procedures, often guided by common sense, that are meant to provide 
good, but not necessarily optimal, solutions to difficult problems easily and quickly. 
Heuristics may be essential when exact methods prove too slow. Most heuristics attempt 
to either find an initial feasible solution or improve upon an existing feasible solution. The 
heuristic may be a general one with wide applicability, in which case it is often called a 
metaheuristic, or it may be quite specific to a particular class of problems. Metaheuristics 
that are currently popular and can be used effectively for some integer programmes in-
clude Genetic Algorithms (GAS) (see, e.g., Goldberg [61]), Simulated Annealing (see, e.g., 
Eirkpatrick [93]), Tabu Search (see, e.g., Glover [59]), Neural Networks (see, e.g., Hopfield 
[77], Hertz, Krogh and Palmer [73] and, for a discussion of the practicalities of using neural 
networks, Coates et al [32]) and Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedures (GRASPS) 
(see, e.g., Feo and Resende [52]). 
It is also possible to apply branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut heuristically. For 
example, Hoffman and Padberg [75] describe a "diving heuristic" for 0-1 programmes that 
was summarised in [3] and is presented in algorithmic form in Algorithm 1.2. Note that the 
heuristic cannot guarantee to find a solution. 
An even simpler way of using branch-and-bound heuristically is to terminate the search 
after a number of feasible solutions have been found but before it has been determined 
whether or not the current best solution is optimal. Often when running branch-and-bound 
a few solutions are found very quickly and the remainder of the search only improves 1Pb 
"ery slightly, if at all. Consequently branch-and-bound is often used in this way. 
Another strategy is to redefine IPb whilst branch-and-bound is running to be equal to 
le + z, where k > 0 and z is as in Algorithm 1.1. Doing so means that we miss finding 
any solutions with objective function values in the range (z, z + k], and in particular we 
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Algorithm 1.2 The diving heuristic. 
stop:=false. 
repeat 
Solve the LP-relaxation of the problem. 
if the LP- relaxation was feasible then 
Fix any variables taking binary values in the optimal solution to these values. 
if there is an unfixed variable then 
Choose one to branch on and try fixing it to both zero and one. 
Follow only the most promising branch. 
else 
stop:=true. A solution has been found. 
end if 
else 
stop:=true. No solution found. 
end if 
until stop=true 
may miss finding the optimal solution. However, it generally results in more nodes being 
fathomed subsequently and a smaller search trees. 
Balas' additive algorithm 
In the special case of the pure 0-1 programme, an alternative to branch-and-bound is the 
method of implicit enumeration called Balas' additive algorithm. This can be executed 
in only additive integer arithmetic and with great economy in data storage and execution 
time. The word "implicit" refers to the fact that tests are used to rule out large parts of 
the search space, so that not all parts of the search space are considered explicitly (branch-
and-bound and branch-and-cut are also implicit enumeration techniques). The technique is 
like branch-and-bound but does not use the LP-relaxation or indeed any relaxation. 
5Contrary to common belief, with some implementations of branch-and-bound (e.g., MIPIII {89] and MPSX 
[80)) having a better incumbent solution can sometimes result in a larger search tree. This can occur with 
an implementation if the order in which the problems in the master list are removed depends on the value 
of the incumbent solution (Ragsdale and Shapiro [134]). 
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Boolean Methods and Constraint Logic Programming 
Another method for 0-1 programmes is based on Boolean Algebra (see, e.g., [162]). In 
this approach each constraint is converted to a logical expression called a resolvent that 
is satisfied if and only if the corresponding constraint is not satisfied. The expressions for 
the individual constraints are combined with logical operations into what is known as the 
resolvent oJ the system which defines the set of feasible 0-1 solutions to the programme. 
The value of the resolvent corresponding to a 0-1 vector is true if and only if the 0-1 vector 
is not feasible for the 0-1 programme. To see how the programme is solved, suppose that we 
wish to minimise the objective function 14xl + 7X2 + 4X3 + 4X4 + 2xs + 2X6. To see whether 
or not the optimal solution has a value of at most 18, say, we may add the constraint 
(1.10) 
to the constraints of the programme and see if it is possible for the new resolvent to be 
f alsa. If it is not then we can try adding a similar constraint with a greater RHS in place of 
that in (1.lO), whereas if it is then we can try adding a similar constraint with a smaller RHS 
in place of that in (1.10). By applying this enough times we can find the optimal objective 
function value and, incidentally, characterise all optimal solutions to the problem as being 
those 0-1 vectors corresponding to false values of the resolvent when the optimal value for 
the RHS of (1.10) is chosen. 
Recently Barth [5] developed a method for solving linear 0-1 programmes similar to 
that above, based on an earlier method of Davis and Putnam [39] for solving satisfiability 
problems. It uses a tree search strategy and bounds on the objective function obtained from 
solutions encountered earlier in the search. It also involves the simplification of existing 
constraints by examining the implications of assignments already made in the tree search 
at ancestor nodes. In this sense it is similar to the techniques of Brearley, Mitra and 
Williams described in Subsection 1.5.2 on dynamic presolve. Barth has written a book on 
the subject (Barth [6]) and made a computer code available [7]. His code is competitive 
with LP-based branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut codes on a large proportion of the 
problems in MIPLIB, a standard test set. (See Bixby, Boyd and Indovina [10].) 
Constraint logic programming (CL?) deals with the more general case in which the 
constraints, stated in their most natural form, may be nonlinear in almost any way and the 
range of values for the variables may be non-boolean, such as a bounded set of integers, or 
real numbers, ete. Again a tree search strategy is used and previously made assignments of 
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values to variables are used to imply tighter conditions on the remaining variables. Special 
Prolog-like languages have been developed to aid the implementation of eLP (see, e.g., 
Kriwaczek [98]) though general purpose languages such as CH are also used (see, e.g., 
Puget [132]). 
eLP sometimes proves more successful than integer linear programming methods on 
combinatorial problems, particularly if the most simple formulation of the problem involves 
general integer variables and nonlinear constraints in which the assignments of values to 
some variables restricts substantially the possible values of the remaining variables. See, 
e.g., Brailsford et al [20] and Puget [133] for successful applications of eLP and comparisons 
with mixed integer linear programming, and Caprara et al [23] for a description of an 
effective integration of eLP and OR techniques. 
Group-theoretic methods 
A group-theoretic method for tackling integer linear programmes has been developed by 
Gomory [64, 65, 66]. The method involves first finding an optimal basic solution (see, 
e.g., [162]) for the LP-relaxation of the programme, and then relaxing the standard form of 
the integer programme by removing the non-negativity constraints on the variables in the 
integer programme that are basic variables (see, e.g., [162]) in the LP-optimum. This relax-
ation is called the group relaxation. It is at least as strong as the LP-relaxation (see, e.g., 
Nemhauser and Wolsey [120]) and it can be used in any branch-and-bound procedure. In-
deed, the relaxation is sufficiently good that for large enough RHS values the original integer 
programming problem can be solved by solving this relaxation [64]. Due to the relaxation 
of the non-negativity constraints on the basic variables this relaxation can be expressed 
using only the non-basic variables in the optimal simplex tableau, with the constraints of 
the relaxation being expressed using modulo arithmetic (initially, modulo 1). This means 
that the relaxation is solved within a product of cyclic groups (see, e.g., Bhattacharya et 
al [9]), and consequently when the relaxation is studied in this way it is referred to as the 
group problem. Much fuller accounts of group-theoretic methods are given in [120, 142, 155]. 
Wolsey [170] gives a survey on the subject. 
Faster algorithms for special cases 
Some integer programmes that might appear difficult to solve have special properties that 
allow them to be solved very easily. For example, when the matrix associated with the model 
has the property of being totally unimodular (sec, e.g., Scymour [144]), the LP-optimal 
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solution will be completely integer-valued if each RHS is an integer. However, this does not 
necessarily mean it is best to solve them using LP-based techniques. Some pure network flow 
problems have the property, and it can be more efficient to use a specialised algorithm for 
this type of problem such as that of Ford and Fulkerson [54] or a special-purpose network 
simplex method. Indeed many integer programming problems can be solved more efficiently 
using specialist techniques than by using general integer programming methods, and it is 
advisable to not apply a technique like branch-and-bound to all problems that it can solve 
regardless of their nature. Other problems more easily solved by special algorithms include 
the matching problem, shortest path and the minimum-cost spanning tree problem, for 
which more appropriate methods are discussed in [162]. 
1.6 What if the problem is taking too long to solve? 
The main focus of this thesis will be on exact solution methods and especially on automat-
ically improving the formulation of some of the problems that are difficult to solve so that 
an optimal solution can be found more quickly, or a better heuristic solution can be found 
if there is not enough time to find an optimal solution and prove its optimality. First I 
discuss a variety of ways of speeding up the solution process, one of which is reformulation 
performed using a computer program (or Automatic Reformulation). 
1.6.1 Manual reformulation 
The practitioner could try to make a problem solve more quickly by personally altering the 
formulation. I term this manual reformulation. Many branch-and-bound codes accommod-
ate the use of special constructs that enable the user to specify the problem in a way that 
models the decisions to be taken more directly. For example, if you have to choose one 
of, say, six alternatives, rather than model this using six binary variables, each of which is 
equal to one if the corresponding choice is made and zero otherwise, this can be modelled 
by what is called a Special Ordered Set of type 1 (or 51 set) (see, e.g., [145]). Ashford 
and Daniel [1] give two practical problems that benefit from having Si sets included in the 
model. 
Another useful construct is the semi-continuous variable. (See, e.g., [1] for an application 
for which it is helpful.) Such a variable can take the value 0 or any real number from 1 
to some upper bound, 1L. Generalisations of this concept include variables whose value lies 
within one of a series of continuous ranges, {[I., u.] : i E S} for some set 5, and variables 
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whose value is an integer from the set {O, 1, ... , I} or is taken from the range [I, u] (see, e.g., 
Si mons [147] and [1]). 
Other forms of reformulation which the practitioner might try include splitting some 
of the variables in to sums of other variables and introducing auxiliary variables (see, e.g., 
Williams [163]). Variables might be split as a way of modelling disjunctive formulations or 
as part of partial network reformulations. Auxiliary variables might be introduced to deal 
with disjunctive formulations of individual 0-1 inequalities. 
1.6.2 How the user might guide the search more effectively 
As already mentioned, the basic branch-and-bound algorithm does not specify how to make 
a number of the decisions that a computer code needs to make during the branch-and-bound 
process. This leaves plenty of scope for major differences in the search strategies employed 
by various codes, and some of them enable the user to choose, within certain limits, how to 
conduct the search. Options frequently include: 
1. The ability to select one of a number of strategies for choosing the next node. In 
SCICONIC, the 'system state variable' STRAT1 can be set to one of three values to 
decide how an eligible list of remaining nodes is formed, and the variable STRAT2 can 
be set to one of two values to decide how a node is selected from the eligible list. 
2. The ability to specify priorities on the order in which certain integer variables and 
structures are branched upon. This can be very useful if it is understood that certain 
variables have a large impact on the problem, possibly in terms of the objective 
function. By giving such variables a high priority, they will be branched on a few 
times early on in the branch-and-bound tree, and bad decisions quickly pruned away, 
instead 'of being branched on many times later on in the search and thereby taking 
up more CPu time [1]. 
3. The ability to choose the direction of branching followed first. SCICONIC allows the 
user to bias the decision (either towards a reduction or an increase in the variable) 
differently in each case. 
4. The ability to control the cut-off value. All nodes with an associated LP-optimum 
that is no better than the best solution found so far are normally "cut off" (by default 
the cut-off value is 1Pb). But the cut-off value can be changed in most packages so 
that the associated LP-optimum must be better than the best solution found so far by 
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a margin of at least k(> 0) if the node is not to be cut off. This can be very effective 
as demonstrated through a metal ingot production problem in [1), though it makes 
branch-and-bound into a heuristic, as made clear in Subsection 1.5.3. 
1.6.3 Automatic reformulation 
Getting the computer to reformulate the problem automatically has the obvious advantage 
of not requiring significant effort from the user, and doing so can have a very significant 
effect on solution times. To reduce the gap between the lP- and LP-optimum and improve 
performance, we can attempt to tighten the LP-relaxation. Tightening involves trying to 
alter the constraints so that the revised LP-feasible region is contained strictly within the 
original LP-feasible region. The revised set offeasible LP solutions therefore fits more tightly 
around the set of feasible lP solutions. Methods of this kind have proved very successful, 
with, e.g., Crowder, Johnson and Padberg winning a Lanchester prize for their paper [33) on 
the subject. The main techniques used are changing existing constraints (which I refer to as 
constraint changing), adding new constraints (sometimes known as constraint generation), 
and combinations of these two. Other work on improving formulations includes that of Van 
Roy and Wolsey [154) and Dietrich, Escudero and Chance [46). Some of these automatic 
methods appear in state-of-the-art software packages. Evidence of the benefits of automatic 
reformulation is given in, for example, [1, 33, 46, 160) and Ciriani [30). These methods are 
discussed in more detail in the next section. 
1.6.4 Speed-up techniques within branch-and-bound/cut codes 
Here I consider speed-up techniques that can be employed within a branch-and-bound/cut 
code for use after the solution process has begun. Finding a good initial value for lPb 
generally helps branch-and-bound to solve a problem more quickly, though as mentioned 
earlier, not in every case (see [134)). A primal heuristic attempts to find a good solution 
to the original problem in order to provide a good value for lPb, and one is frequently 
incorporated into sophisticated branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut procedures such as 
MlNTO (see, e.g., Savelsbergh [140)) and MlPO (see, e.g., [3)). 
In addition, applying reduced cost fixing during branch-and-bound in ways similar to 
that mentioned in connection with dynamic presolve (Subsection 1.5.2) is often done (see, 
c.g., [140)). 
A more unusual possibility that is currently being researched (Robinson [137)) is that of 
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automatically guiding the behaviour of branch-and-bound using information obtained from 
a genetic algorithm. 
Running the core of the algorithm on parallel hardware could also speed up the solution 
process substantially (see, e.g., Simons [146] and Pekny and Miller [128]). 
One can take the view that during the search the branch-and-bound code calls an 
"oracle" to solve the linear programming problem at each node. Given the large number 
of times that the oracle is called, the speed with which it returns an answer is clearly 
crucial to the performance of the branch-and-bound process. The oracle is normally the 
dual simplex algorithm since it re-optimises the subproblems after the bounds have been 
altered more quickly than the primal simplex algorithm, indeed typically about 10 times 
faster according to [147]. Unfortunately, some dual simplex codes are not very robust, 
and the slower primal simplex must be called when the dual fails, resulting in longer run-
times. Thus improving the robustness of dual simplex algorithms as well as speeding up 
the primal and dual algorithms can quicken the solution process. In addition, the advent 
of interior-point methods for solving LPS [87, 90] might lead to faster oracles in due course. 
1. 7 Automatic reformulation approaches 
With linear programmes there can often be little scope for productively changing the for-
mulation of a problem as the boundary of the feasible region determines uniquely (up to 
multiplication by a scalar) a minimum set of constraints (recall, e.g., Example 1). 
However, this is not true with constraints involving only integer variables since there 
is always some freedom of movement between the integral points satisfying it and those 
violating it, within which the hyperplane corresponding to the constraint can be adjus-
ted. Consequently there are many reasonable ways in which an IP or MIP problem can be 
reformulated. 
I first mention some elementary types of reformulation. For example, an inequality 
constraint can sometimes be sufficiently restrictive that one or more variables can be fixed. 
Example 6 Consider the inequality 7xI + 3X2 + 2X3 <::: 4 involving 0-1 variables. Clearly 
XI = 0 in any solution so it may be fixed to zero and the term involving XI removed from 
the inequality and elsewhere in the progmmme. 
At the other extreme the constraint could be completely unrestrictive. 
Example 7 Consider the inequality 7xI + 3X2 + 2X3 <::: 13 involving 0-1 variables. It IS 
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easily checked that any assignment of the values 0 or 1 to these variables results In the 
inequality being satisfied, so the constmint can be removed from the progmmme. 
The automatic reformulations considered in the literature have one of two aims. The 
most common aim is to tighten the formulation in order to give a stronger Lp-relaxation. An 
early indication of the computational advantage to be obtained by this approach was given 
by Mairs et al [110]. The less common aim is to simply reduce the size of the (assumed 
integral) coefficients. An early indication of the computational benefits of this approach 
was given in Bradley, Hammer and Wolsey [17]. Williams [157] demonstrated the benefits 
of pursuing either aim. 
It should be noted that tightening is mainly directed at improving LP-based solution 
methods including branch-and-cut (see, e.g., Hoffman and Padberg [74]), and its efficacy is 
fairly obvious, whereas coefficient size reduction helps not only these but also group-theoretic 
methods, and its efficacy is less obvious. Coefficient size reduction helps group-theoretic 
methods because reducing the coefficient size of a single binding inequality by a factor of k 
usually leads to a similar reduction in the determinant of the linear programming optimal 
basis, and the amount of computation necessary to solve the group problem is proportional 
to this determinant squared [17]. The reasons why coefficient size reduction helps LP-based 
methods are explored in new research in Chapter 4. 
Reformulations such as those in the above examples are easily performed and are not 
dwelt on at length in this thesis, though they are important. Instead more advanced re-
formulation ideas are considered. Some existing methods of a more advanced nature are 
introduced first. 
1.7.1 Changing individual constraints 
An advantage of this approach is that it does not increase the number of constraints in the 
model, thereby helping to keep down the time taken to solve each LP during the execution 
of LP-based solution procedures (recall the quote in Subsection 1.4.4). However, so far 
this approach has received less attention than that of constraint generation. Currently 
constraint changing techniques can be classified into two types. The first type involves 
simply attempting to reduce the size of the coefficients in the representation of the inequality 
(subject to certain limitations), without regard to the corresponding alteration to the LP-
feasible region. Bradley et at conducted pioneering research in this area [17] and Williams 
[157] showed their techniques to be effective in speeding up branch-and-bound. 
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Bradley et al discuss the problem of, given an inequality, finding an equivalent inequality 
that has the smallest possible coefficients subject to maintaining a gap of at least one 
between the value of any vector satisfying the inequality and the value of any vector violating 
it. Their basic method involves: 
l. Finding a restricted set of 0-1 vectors just satisfying the inequality (called ceiling 
points), and a similar set just violating it (called roof points) which, together with an 
ordering on the coefficient sizes, are sufficient to completely characterise the inequality. 
2. Solving the LP problem of minimising some function of the coefficients (such as their 
sum) subject to satisfying the ordering conditions and maintaining the feasibility 
(infeasibility by at least one) of the ceiling (roof) points, respectively. 
This method is generally very slow for inequalities with many variables, so it is only prac-
ticable on inequalities with a small number of variables. An example of this type of refor-
mulation is as follows. 
Example 8 The 0-1 inequality 
(l.ll) 
can be re-expressed using this approach as 
(1.12) 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 and much of Chapter 6 of this thesis focus on the sizes of the coefficients 
in 0-1 inequalities. 
The second type of approach is tightening. Important research into tightening pro-
grammes has been done by Kianfar (92), Crowder, Johnson and Padberg [33], Van Roy and 
Wolsey [1.54J, Dictrich and Escudero [41, 44] and Dietrich, Escudero and Chance [46] among 
others. 
Dietrich. Escudero and Chance, in common with most of the other contributors, used 
simpler techniques than those in [17]. They were able to reduce the RHS and one or more 
of the coefficients in individual inequalities, whereas Kianfar increased individual LHS coef-
ficients in individual inequalities using similarly simple techniques. As these techniques are 
faster than those of Bradley et al they can be used on inequalities with more variables 
(even hundreds of variables). They are generally applied repeatedly, each time obtaining 
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a formulation that is as tight or tighter than the one before. An example of this type of 
reformulation follows. 
Example 9 The inequality (1.11) can be re-expressed as 
( 1.13) 
by using a technique of [SS} known as myopic coefficient reduction or as 
(1.14) 
using the technique of [92} (coefficient increasing). 
More complex techniques have been discovered by Dietrich et al that change individual 
constraints using information from other constraints and I shall return to this aspect of 
their research in Subsection 1.7.3. 
Chapters 5 and parts of Chapter 6 of this thesis focus on obtaining tighter formulations. 
Note that whilst the coefficients of (1.12) are at least as small as those of (1.11), and 
so it is better formulated in terms of the sizes of the coefficients, it is not a tightened 
formulation of (1.11) since the point specified by Xl = 0.5, Xz = 1 and X3 = 0 is feasible 
for (1.12) but not for (1.11). Similarly (1.14) is a tightened formulation of (1.11) but it 
does not have smaller coefficients. Thus the relationship between the two aims of reducing 
coefficient size and improving tightness is not a simple one. However, putting aside the 
pairwise comparisons of formulations inherent in the definition of tightening, and using 
broader measures of 'tightness', the two aims of coefficient size reduction and tightening can 
often be achieved simultaneously. The link between reducing coefficient size and improving 
measures of tightness is explored in parts of Chapter 4. 
1. 7.2 Appending valid inequalities 
Adding valid inequalities to the model is like the cutting plane method except that normally 
the constraints added are members of a particular restricted class and there is no guarantee 
that if the constraint generation procedure is applied enough then the LP-optimum will 
become integral (indeed this is not generally expected to happen). Common types of con-
straints generated are clique inequalities and cover inequalities, the validity of which are 
implied by some individual constraint [46J. (These types of inequalities are defin~d later in 
this chapter.) Integer programming techniques are then applied to the reformulated model 
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if the constraints generated are not sufficient to make the LP-optimum integral (see, e.g., 
[46]) . 
An important problem connected to this approach is the separation problem. The sep-
aration problem is to decide whether a point", lies within a polyhedron and, if it does 
not, to exhibit an inequality that is valid for the polyhedron but which", violates. A case 
of particular relevance is that in which'" is an LP-optimal solution to a programme that 
does not satisfy the integrality constraints and the polyhedron is the convex hull of feasible 
solutions, C. In this case solving the separation problem will create a valid inequality that 
can be appended to the programme. Separation algorithms are eagerly sought for some 
classes of problems (see, e.g., [120] and Letchford [107]). However, the separation problem 
for an integer programme is in general NP-hard (see, e.g., [120]). 
Commonly, separation algorithms are designed so that they search for inequalities that 
are violated as much as possible by the LP-optimum, or are as close to C as possible. 
The closest that a valid inequality can get to C is achieved when the intersection of the 
hyperplane corresponding to the inequality and C is of as high a dimension as possible. Such 
a valid inequality is called facet-defining and the associated region of intersection is called 
a facet of C. In Example 2 a facet would be one of the edges of the polygon PQRSTUV 
(and Xl :::: 3 would be facet-defining). Valid inequalities intersecting C in 'high'-dimensional 
regions (or faces) are often referred to as being "strong". However, a constraint need not 
be facet-defining or strong for it to be useful to append it. In Example 2, the inequality 
Xl + X2 :::: 6 is valid and it passes through the JP optimum, T. Appending it to the original 
formulation would reduce the feasible region and make the new LP-optimum integral, so it 
is very useful indeed. 
It is important to safeguard the quality of the valid inequalities appended to a pro-
gramme and not add too many since appending them increases the size of the LPS that 
need to be solved and if they are not good enough then the reduction in the number of LPS 
solved in branch-and-bound due to having a closer approximation of C will not be enough 
to compensate for taking longer to solve individual LPs. Often though, experimentation 
seems to be the only way to determine which cuts are worth adding. 
Research into discovering classes of strong valid inequalities and separation algorithms 
that restrict their search to inequalities in these classes is very active and often focussed on 
particular classes of problems. Contributions in this area include Letchford [106], Van Roy 
and Wolse,. [153], Wilson [165], and Wolsey [171, 172] among many others. See also [120]. 
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1. 7.3 Appending constraints in order to change constraints 
As well as reformulating individual constraints using just the information contained in 
that constraint and the bounds on its variables, Dietrich et al developed some techniques 
that revise individual constraints using information from other constraints. These other 
constraints may exist in the original formulation of the programme or they may be generated 
from them, sometimes with the specific aim of enabling certain reformulations to existing 
constraints. Consider the following example. 
Example 10 {46} Consider the 0-1 inequality 
(1.15) 
It is easy to see that any solution to this inequality also satisfies 
(1.16) 
so that Xl + X3 ~ 1 can be appended to the programme. The former inequality can now be 
reformulated using the latter along with the coefficient reduction technique in {46} to give 
(1.17) 
The pair of inequalities (I.17) and (I.16) gives a tighter formulation than the pair (1.15) 
and {I.16}, but has the same set of feasible solutions. 
The mechanism for determining the coefficients of the reformulated inequality using the 
techniques in [46) will be discussed in detail along with considerable enhancements to it in 
Chapter 5. 
1.8 Further background on reformulation 
In the main chapters of this thesis some notions frequently recur and deserve special mention 
now. 
1.8.1 Knapsack and Subset-Sum problems 
Many existing techniques for reformulating the original programme involve the solution of 
potentially difficult auxiliary problems. Some of these auxiliary problems belong to the 
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difficult class of NP-complete [56] problems. Two auxiliary problems of this type are the 
subset-sum problem and the 0-1 knapsack problem. There are two standard forms of these 
problems: the decision and optimisation forms. For the subset-sum problem (ssp), the 
optimisation problem version is: 
n 
Maximise L: aixi subject to 
i=l 
n L: ajXj -::; ao, 
i=l 
where ai EN for all i E {O,I, ... ,n} and Xi E {0,1} for all i E {1, ... ,n}. The decision 
problem version is: 
n 
Does 'E aiXi = ao 
i=l 
(1.18) 
have a solution subject to the same conditions on the coefficients, RHS and variables [56]? In 
this thesis I shall consider both versions - it should be clear from the context which version 
I am considering. 
For the 0-1 knapsack problem, the optimisation problem version is: 
n 
Maximise L: CiXi subject to 
1=1 
n 
L aix; ::; ao, 
i=l 
where Ci, ai E N for all i E {I, ... , n}, ao E N and Xi E {O, I} for all i E {I, ... , n}. The 
decision problem version is: 
n 
Is it possible to satisfy L: CiXi :::: C 
1=1 
whilst 2:;;1 aiXi :5 ao subject to the same conditions on the coefficients, RHS and variables 
and C E N? Note that the ssp is the special case of the 0-1 knapsack problem in which 
Ci = ai for all i E {I, 2, ... , n} and C = ao. Other versions of the knapsack problem 
exist that do not require the variables to be binary. In this thesis I shall consider only the 
optimisation version of knapsack problems. 
As well their uses in the reformulation of linear integer programmes, both versions of 
these two problems are important in their own right. The knapsack problem can be applied 
to problems in cutting stock, cargo loading, production scheduling, project selection, capital 
budgeting, and portfolio management (Zhu [175]). See also McDonnell [112]. Moreover, an 
integer linear programming problem can be reduced to a knapsack problem by carefully 
aggregating constraints, though in general the resulting knapsack problem will contain 
integral variables that are not 0-1 (see, e.g., Bradley [16], [155] and Zhu and Broughan 
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[176]). The decision problem version of the subset-sum problem has even been applied to 
devising cryptosystems (see, e.g., Welsh [156] for more details on this).6. 
Consequently finding better algorithms for their solution continues to be an important 
research area and any advances in these areas may therefore facilitate the use of some of 
the ideas in this thesis. However, I shall not discuss algorithms for solving these problems 
in any detail, but treat them instead as "black boxes". The interested reader may refer to 
Martello and Toth [111] for a substantial treatment of the subject. 
1.8.2 Some important terminology and notions 
There is potentially some leeway in deciding whether or not solutions to the original for-
mulation of a problem need to be solutions to a revised formulation and vice-versa. For 
example, non-optimal solutions could be eliminated, and infeasible solutions included if 
they have worse objective values than the original optimal solutions. However, it is gener-
ally safer and computationally simpler to make the set of constraints of the reformulated 
problem equivalent to those of the original problem in the following Sense. 
Definition 11 {46} Two sets of inequalities A", ~ b and A'", :S b' are called equivalent 
when the sets of feasible solutions to each are the same. For sets of 0-1 inequalities we may 
then say they are 0-1 equivalent. 
I will often be concerned in this thesis with whether or not a pair of individual inequalities 
are 0-1 equivalent. 
The notion of tightness described earlier is now made more precise. 
Definition 12 {46} We say that A'", ~ b' is as tight as A", ~ b whenever the set of real-
valued solutions to A'", ~ b' is a subset of the set of real-valued solutions to A", :S b, and 
tighter whenever, in addition to this, the two sets are not equal. 
6In the Merkle-Hellrnan public key system [113] an individual, A, communicates a specially constructed 
"public" set of integers a1, ... , an. Another individual, B, wanting to communicate with A then encodes 
each chunk of a message as n bits (Xl,. ",xn) by calculating the LHS of (1.18). The message that would be 
transmitted to A would then be ao. A third party, C, wishing to intercept the message needs to solve the 
difficult subset-sum problem (1.18). However, each Gi is constructed so that it is equal to wc, modulo N 
where wand N are "big" co-prime integers chosen by A and the ei are chosen by A so that all subset-sum 
problems having the ej as coefficients are easily solved (see, e.g., Welsh [156) for more details on this). A 
keeps w, N and the ei secret, so A (alone) can readily multiply both sides of (1.18) by the inverse of w, w- 1 , 
to obtain the easy subset-sum problem 2:7=1 eiXi = w-1oo modulo N and thereby read the message. (Note 
that N is chosen so that N > 2:~=1 ei; thus 'modulo N' can be disregarded.) 
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Some particular types of inequalities are especially important. 
Definition 13 A clique inequality is an inequality of the form LjEC Xj < 1 where Xj E 
{O, I} for all j E C. The set C is referred to as a clique. 
Clique inequalities commonly appear in a linear integer programme as they can represent 
multiple choice decisions. They can also be derived easily from other constraints and can 
be useful in subsequent reformulations (as in Example 10). Similar remarks apply to the 
following type of inequality. 
Definition 14 A cover inequality is an inequality of the form LjEC Xj :S c, where 1 :S C < 
ICI and Xj E {O, I} for all j E C. Here C is called a cover. 
Note that a clique inequality is a cover inequality with c = 1. 
Given any 0-1 inequality 
n 
~aixi ~ ao 
;=1 
(1.19) 
it is possible to assume that a; ~ 0 for all i E {O, 1, ... , n} when dealing with it in isola-
tion. To see this, first observe that any variable, X;, that has a negative coefficient can be 
replaced by 1 - X; and the inequality can then be rearranged using basic algebra so that 
the left-hand side (LHS) is of the required form. (Note that X; = 1 - x; implies that X; 
is a 0-1 variable.) Once any necessary rearranging has been done the new RHS must be 
non-negative since otherwise the rearranged constraint has no solutions, thereby implying 
that the original constraint, and its LP-relaxation have no solutions; consequently the LP-
relaxation of the original programme has no solutions, which contradicts the assumption 
made in Subsection 1.4.3 of the feasibility of the LP-relaxation. 
We can also assume that each a; is an integer because, if necessary, we can multiply the 
entire inequality by some integer to ensure it. (This is normally possible since the integer 
programme will normally be solved using a computer code that stores the coefficients as 
rational numbers.) It is desirable to do so, since integer coefficients are assumed when 
using many solution procedures (e.g., group-theoretic algorithms [66] and Balas' additive 
algorithm [2]) and algorithms for solving subset-sum and knapsack problems (see, e.g., [111]) 
that are used to reformulate constraints. 
As an alternative to assuming that each coefficient is an integer we may assume that any 
0-1 vector that violates the inequality violates it by at least a given amount (say, 1). These 
assumptions enable us to consider various useful definitions of what we mean by "smallest 
possible" coefficients. 
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Providing a reasonable definition of "smallest possible" is used, the efficacy of making 
the coefficients as small as possible is not much affected by the choice of definition, though 
the theoretical results obtained in chapter 2 of this thesis do differ to some extent according 
to the definition used. Specific definitions are postponed till subsequent chapters. 
Finally, for convenience I shall sometimes write N for {I, 2, ... , n} and No for NU {O}. 
1.9 The research described III this thesis 
1.9.1 How the ideas were tested 
In many cases the merit of the ideas in this thesis has been demonstrated by means of· 
proofs. However, the author has not yet been able to demonstrate the value of some of 
the ideas using theoretical arguments and it has been necessary to provide a less rigorous 
demonstration of their value. This was done by conducting computational experiments 
which were sufficiently extensive to enable good results to be statistically significant at 
a convincing level. Despite the success of branch-and-cut approaches, the computational 
experiments with reformulations I describe are all restricted to the model in its original form 
before solving it using the branch-and-bound approach, so in effect only the formulation 
at the root node will be focussed upon. This approach was also adopted in [46, 120, 154] 
and Escudero, Martello and Toth [49]. The main reason for this is that the version of 
SCICONIC used in most of the experiments does not provide a facility for adding cuts during 
branch-and-bound. The branch-and-bound strategy used is the default option for SCICONIC 
(STRAT1=2), which is to some extent a depth-first strategy. 
Other limitations to the computational experiments include not storing the data in 
computer memory in a way that would allow the reformulations to be conducted as efficiently 
as possible. Such considerations are important in constructing a state-of-the-art optimiser 
such as ABC_OPT (see, e.g., [74]) but the computer code I have written is not fine-tuned to 
this extent. 
1.9.2 An outline of the ideas in this thesis 
The original work in this thesis begins in the next chapter with some extensive computa-
tional testing of the coefficient minimisation technique of Bradley et al, and the development 
of a heuristic for trying to find an equivalent inequality with minimal coefficients. The heur-
istic is surprisingly effective. The issue of proving minimality in a simple and informative 
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way is given expression in Chapter 3, and an unexpected connection to the Fibonacci se-
quence is discovered. In Chapter 4 the question of why coefficient reduction is effective is 
examined. Greater understanding of the reasons for this is obtained, but it turns out that 
coefficient size is not always the best quantity to minimise over equivalent inequalities. The 
tools used to gain this greater understanding could be used to help focus reformulation 
efforts more effectively. In Chapter 5 the existing reformulation techniques for tighten-
ing 0-1 inequalities using information from other constraints are unified, generalised to a 
large class of mathematical programmes and made more powerful, and the link between the 
reformulation of mathematical programmes and fractional programming is established for 
the first time in the literature. Though no computational experiments are included in this 
chapter, the theoretical results invite considerable excitement around the potential success 
of such experiments. In Chapter 6 a method for 'deconstructing' a 0-1 inequality, possibly 
reformulating it, and 'reconstructing' it into an equivalent but generally different form is 
described. In a sense this Chapter touches upon and harnesses both the types of refor-
mulation discussed in the preceding four chapters, as minimal inequalities are frequently 
produced by the method, whilst a limited version of the method is shown to be as effective 
at achieving a reformulation as the myopic coefficient reduction technique of Crowder et al. 
In addition, all the types of reformulation described in these earlier chapters, as well as oth-
ers, can be employed On the inequality arrived at following the 'deconstruction' and before 
the 'reconstruction', and they can sometimes be made more effective by this. Conclusions 
and ideas for further research are given in Chapter 7. Further relevant introductory ma-
terial is included at the beginning of each of Chapters 2-6 so that they can be read largely 
independently of each other. Whilst there is some repetition of the material, it is hoped 
that this makes for easier reading. 
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Chapter 2 
Solving 0-1 integer programmes 
more quickly via minimal or 
near-minimal inequalities 
Can you do Division? Divide a loaf by a knife - what's the answer to that? 
Lewis Carroll 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Background 
Many integer programmes can be solved more quickly, in terms of computer processing 
time required, by reformulation of the model. Most commercial codes for solving integer 
programmes involve the branch-and-bound method; consequently most methods of refor-
mulation aim to speed up this particular process. Eliminating non-integer solutions whilst 
retaining all the integer solutions generally has the desired effect and this can be achieved 
by changing the coefficients of variables and/or the right-hand side (RHS) value of some 
constraints, tightening bounds on variables or adding new constraints. 
These changes aim to lessen the difference between the optimum integer and fractional 
solutions, thus closing what is called the integrality gap. Generally! this speeds up the 
I Even if the feasible region is a proper subset of the original feasible region, the changed coefficients 
or additional constraints may lead to a change in the choice of nodes to expand, the branching variables 
or the branching direction during branch-nnd-bound. Depending on the problem and branch-and-houlld 
implementation, this may result in worse integer solutions being found early on, causing fewer nodes to be 
fathomed and a larger search tree. 
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process of finding a solution with branch-and-bound. The changes are usually made auto-
matically by a computer programme, in a pre-processing phase between model building 
and model solving. However, infeasibilities and redundancies in the set of constraints may 
be detected during reformulation, perhaps reflecting errors in modelling and suggesting a 
return to the model building phase. Numerous developments have been made in this area 
(see [17, 33,46,157] amongst others). 
However, the role of reformulation is not limited to pre-processing, as the bmnch-and-cut 
methodology demonstrates (see e.g. [74] and Padberg and Rinaldi [126]). In this approach, 
constraints are appended to selected nodes of the branch-and-bound tree, effectively refor-
mulating some of the sub-problems. Furthermore, some existing packages for Mixed Integer 
Programming (MIP) perform pre-processing after reading in the data, and/or after each 
branch-and-bound node is generated. One such package is SCICONIC/VM [143] which, when 
using the presolve option, tightens bounds after each branch-and-bound node is generated. 
The reformulated model must have the same optimal solution vector(s) as the original, 
and this can be ensured by replacing each constraint in the original problem with one that 
is 0-1 equivalent. We define 0-1 equivalence and tightness as single-inequality cases of 
definitions of [46], which define the same concepts for sets of inequalities. 
Definition 15 Let N = {1, 2, ... , n}. Two inequalities involving 0-1 variables are called 
0-1 equivalent when the sets of 0-1 vectors that satisfy each inequality are the same. We 
say LjEN ajxj :s: ao is as tight as LjEN ajxj :s: a~ whenever 
and tighter whenever the containment is strict. 
Ideally then we want to obtain tighter as well as equivalent inequalities. 
2.1.2 Existing methods 
Constructing good formulations is a key aspect of integer programming, and has encour-
aged a number of contributions since the early 1970s. Bradley, Hammer and Wolsey [17] 
described a method for producing a minimal inequality equivalent to any given inequality. 
They considered an inequality to be minimal if its coefficients minimise, over the set of 
all equivalent inequalities with non-negative integer coefficients, some appropriate function. 
Five different functions, including the sum of the coefficients plus the RHS, were considered. 
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Minimal inequalities tend to be more restrictive than the original inequality, thus im-
proving the LP-relaxation and helping to speed up the branch-and-bound procedure [157]. 
Solution times for other methods including Gomory's group-theoretic algorithm (see, e.g., 
[64] and Wolsey [168]) also benefit from smaller coefficients as they are directly related 
to coefficient size. Unfortunately the time taken to find the minimal inequality can rise 
exponentially with the number of variables in the inequality [17]. 
Williams [157] described a method which replaces the single constraint nxo - Xl - X2 -
••• - Xn ::": 0 by n of the form Xo - Xi ::": 0, i E {I, 2, ... , n}. This was shown to improve 
branch-and-bound performance and could be viewed as a type of coefficient reduction since 
the coefficient n is reduced, but it is commonly referred to as disaggregation. 
In their Lanchester Prize-winning paper Crowder et al [33] described a fast method for 
reducing one coefficient at a time under certain conditions. Along with other techniques 
this significantly reduced solution times for a number of test problems. Recently, Dietrich 
et al [46] provided not only a more easily satisfied condition for reducing a single coefficient, 
involving the solution to a subset-sum problem, but also a sufficient condition for reducing 
a number of coefficients simultaneously. Their methods are still relatively fast since each 
subset-sum problem normally involves only a small proportion of the variables in the entire 
integer programme. However, the latter technique has the disadvantage of generally requir-
ing that a constraint be appended to ensure a tighter equivalent integer programme, thus 
increasing the problem size. 
Other approaches include lifting coefficients (which always results in an inequality at 
least as tight as before) and appending valid inequalities such as cliques and covers (see, 
e.g., [120]) to the original problem [33,46]. Providing that sufficiently restrictive constraints 
are added, the reduction in the number of branch-and-bound iterations will more than 
compensate for the larger size of the LPs that are solved. Adding constraints may cause 
difficulties if the size of the original problem is close to the maximum allowed by the solving 
package. The method presented here aims to reduce coefficients to some extent, without 
necessarily producing either a minimal inequality or a tighter formulation, and in doing so, 
it fills a gap in the literature. 
2.1.3 Research focus 
In this chapter an existing exact method and new heuristics are used to reduce coefficients 
to minimal or near-minimal values with the aim of gaining an improved forlllulation. 
We focus on individual inequality constraints involving only 0-1 variables, so the prob-
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lems of most relevance are pure 0-1 linear programming problems: 
Maximise z 
subject to A", < b 
'" E {G,l}', 
where A is an r X s matrix and c and bare s- and r-Iong column vectors respectively, each 
with elements in Q. '" is an s-Iong column vector. However, MIP problems containing some 
pure 0-1 constraints are also relevant, and some such problems are used in the computational 
testing. 
Those constraints that are considered suitable are processed by the techniques described 
later and the reformulated model is presented to SCICONIC for solving. The results with and 
without reformulation are compared, using the SCICONIC'S presolve option in both cases. 
Clearly, using this option reduces the scope for further improvement of formulations with 
the methods presented, but it was felt that, realistically, all options helpful to the solution 
process should be incorporated. 
2.1.4 Structure of the chapter 
First, in Section 2, we describe a method of Bradley €I of [17] that produces minimal 
inequalities and present the first set of systematic computational results with their method. 
In Section 3 a new and conceptually simple heuristic for reducing coefficients in individual 
constraints is described which is based on dividing and rounding the coefficients and tests 
of equivalence. The equivalence of the reduced inequalities is proved in the cases considered 
and some comparisons are made between the cases. In Section 4 algorithmic issues are 
discussed, especially the complexity of the calculations. In Section 5 we consider the choice 
of divisors and construct an 'ideal' set of divisors. Limitations of the heuristic are also 
explored. In Section 6 the generation of the test problems is described. In Section 7 the 
scope for, and efficacy of, minimising coefficients is explored through computational testing. 
We test the various heuristic approaches and compare the most promising ones with the 
minimal inequality approach. 
Ideas for further research and a summary of the work is given in Chapter 7. Full results 
arc provided in Appendix A. 
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2.2 Minimal inequalities 
Minimal (equivalent) inequalities can be obtained using one of two procedures described 
in [17]. One involves solving an integer programme and the other involves row genemtion. 
The former method is now described. 
A minimal inequality is obtained from the optimal solution to an integer programme in 
which the constraints are used to ensure equivalence and the objective function is used to 
ensure minimality. The constraints are generated from some binary n-vectors called ceiling 
points and roof points [17]. To introduce these, first assume we have an inequality 
n L aixi ::; ao, 
1=1 
where the following normalisation conditions are satisfied: 
NI Ui ~ 0, i = 1,2, ... , n, 
N2 all infeasible points x satisfy Li=1 aixi ~ ao + 1, 
(2.1) 
These assumptions are justified in [17], from which come the following definitions and 
examples. 
Definition 16 An n-vector x* with 0-1 coefficients is a ceiling point of (2.1) if 
(ii) If xi = 0, then Li=1 aixi + at ~ ao + 1, 
(iii) If xi = 0 and X;+1 = 1, then Li=1 aixi + at - at+l ~ ao + 1. 
The set {i : xi = 1} is called a ceiling of (2.1). 
Example 17 The ceilings of 
(2.2) 
are {I}, {2,5} and {3,4}. 
Definition 18 Ann-vector x* with 0-1 coefficients is a roof point of (2.1) if 
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(ii) If xi = 1, then Li'=1 a;xi - at ::; ao, 
(iii) If xi = 1 and xiH = 0, then Li':,1 a;xi - at + atH ::; ao· 
The set {i: xi = I} is called a roof of {2.1}. 
Example 19 The roofs of {2.2} are {I, 5}, {2,4} and {3, 4, 5}. 
In [17] it is proved that a new inequality satisfying NI-N3 is equivalent to (2.1) if and 
only if the ceiling points of (2.1) satisfy the new inequality and the roof points do not. The 
constraints that arise from these conditions, along with an objective function, constitute the 
integer programme that we solve to find the minimal inequality, Li':,1 b;x; ::; boo We choose 
one of the functions from [17], the sum of the coefficients plus the RHS, as the objective 
function so the integer programme for the example above is: 
subject to 
Minimise 
bl - bo < 
b2 + bs - bo < 
b3 + b4 - bo < 
bl + bs - bo > 
h +b4 - bo > 
b3 + b4 + bs - bo > 
bl - b2 > 0 
b2 -b3 > 0 
b3 - b4 > 0 
b4 - bs > 0 
bs > o. 
derived from NI & N3 
The solution inequality is 4xI + 3X2 + 2X3 + 2X4 + Xs ::; 4. 
The ceiling and roof points were found using a simple recursively-defined version of 
the algorithm for constructing roofs given in [17]. It is essentially a depth-first-search of a 
binary tree in which the branch corresponding to setting a variable to one is chosen before 
the branch corresponding to setting it to zero. The algorithm is recursive and consists of 
a single call, roof(O, 0, n), of the routine roof(", sum, next), where x is the potential roof 
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point, sum is the sum of the coefficients whose indices are already flagged in a:, and next 
is the index of the next coefficient to consider. The routine roof is as follows. 
roof(a:, sum, next): 
if sum :s ao2 then 
if next ~ 1 then 
Set Xnext = 1. 
roof(a:, sum + a nex" next - 1). 
Set Xnext = O. 
roof( a:, sum, next - 1). 
end if 
else 
if a: satisfies the criteria for being a roof then 
Record a:. 
end if 
end if 
Definition 20 [17l The dual of inequality (2.1) IS the inequality 2::;;', aiXi < 2:::'=1 ai -
ao - 1. 
Bradley et al [17] point out the useful property that the roof points of the dual inequality 
are the complements of the ceiling points of the original inequality. Hence, in order to 
simplify the computer code, the ceiling points were. found by determining the roof points of 
the dual inequality, and complementing the bits in each. 
The number of constraints in the integer programme can increase exponentially as the 
number of variables increases. To see this, we use the following proposition [17]. 
Proposition 21 For every inequality (2.1) with al > a2 > ... > an > 0, there exists a 
coefficient ao such that the inequality has at least 2n /(1 + 2::;'=1 ao) roofs. 
2If the condition 'and sum 2: enoughnext ' is added here, where enoughnexf = 00 + 1 - L~;:t 0i this 
prevents further levels of recursion when it is not possible for a putative roof point to have a LHS value 
exceeding 00. To test if this modification generally reduces the time taken to find roofs, for each n E 
{2,3, ... ,16} 100 inequalities were generated randomly and the total time taken for each version of the 
rout.ine on these sets of inequalities were compared. Including a substantial amount of I/O, the times were 
109 and 99 seconds for the original and modified versions respectively. Thus adding the extra condition 
appears beneficial. However, the main computat.ional experiments in this chapter were conducted prior to 
the implementation of this modification, and so involved the original version of this routine. 
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If we set ai = n + 1 - i, i EN, the condition in the proposition is satisfied allowing a value 
for aD to be found such that the inequality 2:;=1 aiXi $ aD has at least 2"/(1 + n(n + 1)/2) 
roofs. This number rises exponentially fast, so this method of finding minimal inequalities 
has at least exponential worst-case running time. This raises the question: Is the problem 
of minimising coefficients intrinsically NP-hard? The answer to this question is, as far as 
the author is aware, unknown. Nevertheless, the method can be used for constraints with 
a small number of variables. In our experiments all the constraints that contain at most 
16 variables were processed in this way, whilst constraints with more variables were copied 
unaltered. The results of these experiments are discussed in Section 7. First, however, we 
present an alternative method for reducing coefficients. 
2.3 A new rounding procedure 
A direct approach to reducing inequalities is to divide all the coefficients and the RHS by 
some number greater than 1, and then round them, either down or to the nearest integer. 
Rounding down each coefficient and the RHS is effective to some extent, producing a valid 
but not necessarily equivalent inequality. This is a restricted version of the more general 
Chvritai-Gomory rounding procedure [29]. In contrast, the approach we use is to round each 
coefficient to the nearest integer. Again this may exclude feasible or include infeasible integer 
solutions, so producing an inequivalent inequality, so to guarantee equivalent inequ.alities a 
more calculated version of this approach is used. 
2.3.1 Basic description 
Assume that we have an inequality in the following form: 
n 
'\' a'x' < aD ~ 1 t_ 
1=1 
n 
aiENU{O}, ai$aO, iEN, Lai>ao. 
i=1 
(2.3) 
This assumption can be made for any 0-1 inequality with rational coefficients for the 
following reasons. 
Considering the first condition, we can assume that Qi ~ 0 since otherwise we can (at 
least during reformulation) rewrite the inequality with Xi replaced by 1- Xi, and re-arrange 
it into the required form. In addition we can assume aj is an integer since otherwise, being a 
rational number, we can multiply the entire constraint by some integer to ensure it. For most 
practical problems stored on a computer the coefficients have short binary representations 
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so they will not become excessively large integers.3 We can assume the second condition, 
since otherwise Xi can be fixed at zero and eliminated, and we can assume the final condition 
since otherwise the constraint is redundant and can be eliminated. 
All the modifications required to ensure we have an inequality in form (2.3) are made 
in a preliminary pre-processing phase before more complicated reformulation. Since all the 
random problems are generated with constraints satisfying (2.3), they are unchanged during 
this phase. However, the MIPLIB [10] problems are usually changed and statistics describing 
the effects are included in Table 10.1 in Appendix A, where all tables for this chapter are 
located. (The form of this table is described towards the end of Section 2.6). 
As part of the heuristic we divide each coefficient and the RHS by the highest common 
factor (HeF) of the LHS coefficients. Following this the LHS coefficients remain integers, so 
the RHS may be rounded-down to the nearest integer if it has a fractional part. This type of 
reduction has been termed Euclidean reduction [74]. The essence of the rounding procedure 
can now be described in Algorithm 2.1. 
Algorithm 2.1 The heuristic. 
repeat 
Apply Euclidean reduction. 
Decide upon an ordered set of possible divisors, D (3 1). 
repeat 
Choose the next divisor, dE D. 
Calculate the putative new LHS by dividing the LHS coefficients by d and rounding 
to the nearest integer. 
Discover whether the new LHS expression separates the feasible from the infeasible 
solutions of the original inequality. 
until it does separate them 
Choose an RHS to form a new equivalent inequality to replace the original. 
until no reduction in the RHS is achieved 
By the LHS expression separating feasible from infeasible solutions, we mean that when 
substituted into the new expression, all feasible solutions of the original inequality have 
a value of at most {J, say, and all infeasible solutions have a value of at least." where 
l{J J < r., 1· This tests whether we can form a new equivalent inequality with this LHS, 
3Note that one of the advantages of ensuring integrality of the coefficients is that it. makes it possible to 
use standard subset-sum problem algorithms thereafter. 
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because any RHS in the range UP J, r')' 1) would give an equivalent inequality, as is proved in 
Theorem 27. 
To select the best inequality from those that pass the test for equivalence, we list the 
divisors in D in descending order of merit (however we decide to define that). Then the 
first acceptable divisor is also the best one, and generally we avoid trying many of the 
divisors. The key aspects of the heuristic are choosing the ordered set D, and the means of 
calculating the values of P, ')' and the new RHS. 
2.3.2 Choices for D 
In choosing D it is helpful to obtain an upper bound on any element it may usefully contain. 
To do this we first define the concept of a necessary variable and show in Proposition 23 
how to establish if a particular variable is necessary. In Proposition 24 we show that at 
least one necessary variable must exist in each inequality that is not redundant, and we 
derive the upper bound from the coefficient of such a variable. 
Definition 22 If the coefficient of a particular variable is positive in all 0-1 equivalent 
inequalities satisfying (2.3), then we say that variable is necessary. 
Proposition 23 For an inequality in form (2.3), a variable Xk is necessary if and only if 
the value of the solution to the following subset-sum problem exceeds aD - ak. 
n 
Maximise Lax , . 
i=l 
n 
subject to Laixi < ao (2.4) 
;::;:1 
Xk = 0 
Xi E {O,l}, iEN\{k}. 
Proof. Suppose that Xk is not necessary. Then there is a 0-1 equivalent inequality 
n 
L biXi :s; bo (2.5) 
i=l 
in which bk = o. Clearly, whenever x satisfies (2.5) with Xk = 0, x satisfies (2.5) with Xk re-
set to 1. Therefore, since (2.4) and (2.5) are 0-1 equivalent, we can say that LiEN\{k} aixi :s; 
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.......................................... 
ao implies that L:iEN\{k} aixi + ak ::; ao. Thus 
max { L aixi: L aixi::; ao, x E {O, l}n} ::; aD - ak· 
iEN\{k} iEN\{k} 
Conversely, suppose max {L:iEN\{k} aiXi : L:iEN\{k} aixi ::; ao, x E {O, l}n} ::; ao - ak. It 
is claimed that (2.4) is equivalent to 
L aixi + O.Xk ::; ao· 
iEN\{k} 
(2.6) 
For suppose that x satisfies (2.4). Then x satisfies (2.6) since (2.6) is a relaxation of (2.4). 
Suppose instead that x satisfies (2.6). By assumption, L:iEN\{k} aixi ::; ao - ak and so 
L:iEN\{k} aiXi + ak· 1 ::; ao· But L:iEN aixi ::; L:iEN\{k} aiXi + ak·1 ::; aD so x satisfies (2.4). 
Hence Xk is not necessary. o 
Proposition 24 If an inequality is not redundant, it must contain at least one necessary 
variable. 
Proof. Suppose that (2.4) is restrictive and none of the variables is necessary. Let x O = 0 
(a vector of all zeroes) and define xi to be x i - 1 with xi reset to 1 (i E {1,2, ... ,n}). We 
now show xn satisfies (2.4) by induction. 
Clearly X O satisfies (2.4). Suppose x i- 1 satisfies (2.4) for some i. Then by the proof of 
Proposition 23, xi satisfies (2.4) since Xi is not a necessary variable. Hence by the principle 
of induction. xn satisfies (2.4). But xn = 1 so the inequality is redundant - a contradiction. 
o 
Observe that an acceptable divisor must be less than twice the coefficient of any ne-
cessary variable, since otherwise that coefficient will be zero in the reduced inequality and 
the constraint will not be equivalent. The strongest such upper bound on the divisor is 
2ap, where up is the smallest coefficient of any necessary variable. Using this, the following 
choices for D were experimented with: 
1. D, = {d EN: d < 2ap }, listed in decreasing order of magnitude, 
2. D, = {cl EN: cl < 2ap }, listed in increasing order of magnitude, 
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.......................................... 
3. Dr = {ao/ao: ao EN, 1:5 ao/ao < 2ap } U {ao/(ao + 1/2} : ao EN, i < ao/(ao + 1/2} 
< 2}, listed in decreasing order of magnitude, 
4. Da = {dk: 0:5 k:5 99, d99-k = ao/(ao - kx)} where x 
decreasing order of magnitude, and 
= (ao - f.'-}/100, listed in 
p 
5. Dc = {a;f(ai-i/2}: 1 < ai/(ai -1/2) < 2ap ,i E N,ai > O,ai EN} U {I}, listed In 
decreasing order of magnitude. 
The subscripts are I for largest, s for smallest, r for RHs-based, a because it is based on an 
arithmetic progression, and c for a complete set of divisors (this set is discussed in more 
detail in Subsection 2.5.2). The first two chosen were considered obvious sets to try. DJ 
is ordered so that the largest integer is considered first, and D, is ordered in exactly the 
opposite fashion. Dr is based on the RHS with extra divisors no larger than 2 to help obtain 
a reduction when the coefficients cannot be reduced by a large factor. Da is of a fixed size, 
arbitrarily chosen to be 100, independent of the size of the original coefficients. Its divisors 
range from i to just less than the bound 2ap • Dc is an 'ideal' set of divisors that adapts 
specifically to the inequality, as is demonstrated when the choice of D is discussed further 
in Section 2.6. 
2.3.3 The choice of (3, I and the RHS value 
The choices of {3, "y and the RHS value that we make depends upon bounds that are described 
and proved to be bounds in Lemmas 25 and 26 below. The idea of Lemma 25 is to calculate 
some upper bounds for the value of the LHS of the new putative inequality, given that the 
original inequality is satisfied. These bounds are possible choices for fJ and the RHS. Note 
that, somewhat arbitrarily, the rounding function, R, rounds down to the nearest integer 
when its operand is half way between consecutive integers. In Lemma 26 we calculate lower 
bounds for the LHS of the new inequality given that the original inequality was not satisfied. 
These bounds are possible choices for {. Theorem 27 then ties this together by producing a 
reduced inequality and a criterion for its equivalence to the original inequality based upon 
the bounds. 
Lemma 25 Letd> 0, 1= {i EN: a;fd-la;fdJ > 1/2}, s = II1 andl= max{LiENaixi: 
'" E {O, 1 }n, LiEN aixi :5 ao}. Let ei(d), or simply ei where there is no ambiguity, be equal 
to a;fd - R(a;fd), where R(o} = loJ if 0 - loJ :5 t, and R(o} = [01 otherwise. Suppose 
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x E {O, l}n and LiEN aixi :::: ao. Then LiEN R(a;jd)xi is bounded above by 
max {L R(a;(d)xi: x E {O, 1}n, L aixi :::: ao}, 
iEN . iEN 
max {L R(a;jd)xi : x E [0, 1r, L aixi :::: I}, 
iEN iEN 
~ + max {L -eiXi : x E [0,1]', Laixi :::: I} 
IEI IEI 
I 
and d + L-ei. 
iEI 
Proof. Let x E {O, l}n and LiEN aixi :::: ao. Then 
L R(a;(d)xi 
iEN 
< max {L R(a;(d)xi : x E {O, 1}n, L aixi :::: ao} 
iEN ieN 
max {L R(a;(d)xi : x E {O, l}n, L aixi :::: l} 
iEN iEN 
< max {L R(a;(d)xi : x E [0, 1r, L aiXi :::: l} 
ieN iEN 
< max{L~Xi:XE[O,lr'LaiXi::::l} 
tEN tEN 
+max{L -eixi: x E [0, 1r, L aixi :::: I} 
ieN ieN 
by a property of the maximum 
= ~ +max{L -eiXi: x E [0, 1r,L aixi:::: l} 
iEN iEN 
= ~ + max {L -eixi : x E [0,1)', Laixi :::: I} 
tEI IEl 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
since any x with Xk > 0, k E J would be improved with Xk reset to 0 
I 
< -+L-ei. 
d iEl 
o 
Lemma 26 Along with the definitions in Lemma 25, let g = min {LiEN aixi : x E {O, l}n, 
LiEN aiXi 2': ao + 1}, J = N \ l. Suppose x E {o,l}n and LiEN aixi 2': ao + 1. Then 
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L'EN R(a;jd)x. is bounded below by 
min {L R(a;jd)x.: x E {O, 1}n, L a.x. ~ ao + 1}, (2.11) 
iEN ieN 
min {L R(a;jd)x.: x E [0, 1r, L a.x. ~ g}, (2.12) 
iEN iEN 
~ + L -e. + min {L -e.x. : x E [0,1]', L a.x. ~ 9 - La.} (2.13) 
iEJ iel iel iEJ 
and ~ + L -e.. (2.14) 
iEJ 
Proof. Let x E {O, 1}n and L'EN a.x. ~ ao + 1. Then 
L R(a;jd)x. > min {L R(a;jd)x.: x E {O, 1}n, L a.x. ~ ao + 1} 
iEN iEN iEN 
min {L R(a;jd)x. : x E {O, l}n, L a.x. 2: g} 
iEN iEN 
> min {L R(a;jd)x.: x E [0, 1r, L a.x; ~ g} 
iEN iEN 
> min {L ~ x; : x E [0, 1r, L a.x. ~ g} 
iEN iEN 
+ min {L -e.x.: x E [0, 1r, L a;x. ~ g} 
iEN iEN 
by a property of the minimum 
= ~ + min {L -e;x.: x E [0, 1]n, L a;x; ~ g} 
tEN tEN 
~ + L-e;+ min{L-e.x;: x E [0, 1]',La;x; 2: g- La.} 
iEJ ie/ iE] iE) 
since any x with Xk < 1, k E J would be improved with Xk reset to 1 
> ~+L-e;. 
iEJ 
D 
Theorem 27 Given the definitions in Lemmas 25 and 26. let fJ be any of {2.7}, (2.8), 
{2.9} and {2.1O} and 'Y be any of {2.11}, {2.12}, {2.13} and (2.14). If lPJ < f'Yl, then 
(2.15) 
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is equivalent to (2.3). 
Proof. Let", E {O, l}n and suppose that l.oJ < rl'l. Suppose further that", satisfies (2.3). 
Then by Lemma 25, LiEN R(a;fd)xi ~ .B. Since the LHS coefficients are integers, we can 
round the RHS down to the nearest integer, so '" satisfies (2.15). 
Conversely, suppose that", does not satisfy (2.3). Then LiEN aixi 2: ao + 1 and by 
Lemma 26, LiEN R(ai/d)xi 2: 1'. Similarly we can round up the RHS to obtain 
"LiEN R(a;fd)xi 2: h1· Since rl'l > l.oJ, '" does not satisfy (2.15), and (2.15) and (2.3) are 
0-1 equivalent. o 
The following obvious consequence is used later in this chapter. 
Corollary 28 Given the definitions in Lemmas 25 and 26, let.o be any of (2.7), (2.8), 
(2.9) and (2.10) and l' be any of (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14). If.o < 1', then (2.15) is 
equivalent to (2.3). 
2.3.4 Comparing bounds 
The condition in Theorem 27 is the most difficult to satisfy when using bounds (2.10) and 
(2.14). If we use D, with these bounds the inequality 4xs + 3X4 + 3X3 +3X2 + Xl ~ 4 cannot 
be shown to be equivalent to the minimal inequality 
(2.16) 
using any divisor. (The only divisor dE D, producing (2.16) is 4/3, but then .0 = I/d + 
"LiE/-ei = 3 + 1/4 = 3l, l' = 9/d+"LiEJ -ei = 15/4 - 3/4 = 3 and ll1J = 3 = rl'l) 
The extrema in bounds (2.8), (2.9), (2.12) and (2.13) can be calculated using an al-
gorithm in [35). In this case, inequality (2.16) cannot be obtained with bounds (2.9) and 
(2.13) either, since .0 = I/d + max {LiE/-eixi : '" E [0,1]', LiEI aixi <:; I} = 3 + 1/4 = 3l, 
1'= g/d+LiEJ-ei+ min {LiEl-eixi :'" E [0, 1]', LiEI aixi 2: g-LiOai} = 15/4-3/4+ 
0=3 and again l.oJ = 3 = rl'l. 
However, using bounds (2.8) and (2.12) we obtain .0 = max {LiEN R(a;fd)xi : '" E [0, l]n, 
LiEN aixi <:; I} = 1+9/4 = 3l and l' = min {"LiEN R(a;fd)Xi : '" E [0, 1]n, LiEN aixi 2: g} = 
2 x ~ = 3!, so l.oJ = 3 < 4 = h 1 and by Theorem 27 they are equivalent. 
Clearly, from the proof of Lemmas 25 and 26, each of the bounds (2.7)-(2.10) and 
(2.11)-(2.14) is weaker than the preceding one. The weaker the bounds, the less likely it 
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is that the condition in the theorem is satisfied for a given divisor so the reduction in a 
particular iteration will tend to be smaller whilst the bounds will be progressively easier to 
calculate. Therefore, it is interesting to ask at what point in this hierarchy of bounds, is it 
best to make the compromise between the speed and the effectiveness of the reformulation. 
This question is answered by the computational results. 
However, the use of stronger bounds at each iteration does not always result in smaller 
coefficients in the final inequality. Different bounds can cause the inequality to pass through 
different intermediate equivalent inequalities, so we may occasionally become stuck with 
higher coefficients using stronger bounds than with weaker bounds. In other words a greedy 
approach (see, e.g., Horowitz and Sahni [78]), in which we aim at the maximum reduction 
at each iteration, is not always best. Examples of this, and computational results obtained 
to determine the relative merits of the bounds, are described in Section 2.7. 
2.4 Algorithmic assessment 
Of the sixteen different pairs of bounds, we compare just the four i~ which both bounds are 
of the same type (and therefore strength). The merit of the other pairs of bounds can be 
estimated from the results with these, so saving excessive computational testing. 
In our implementation there are three main parts to the calculations. These are the 
'overhead' calculations that are needed whatever bounds or divisors are used, the construc-
tion of the set of divisors and the calculations within the inner loop. 
2.4.1 Overheads 
In this part of the calculations we perform a first pass through the coefficients to calculate 
the HCF and a second to divide the coefficients by it and calculate the sum of the coefficients. 
The number of iterations of the Euclidean algorithm required in the calculation of the HCF 
is less than n - 1 plus the logarithm of the smallest coefficient to the base </>, where </> is the 
golden ratio, (J5 + 1)/2 [14]. These and other basic calculations involve O(n) operations. 
The next task is the calculation of the values of I and g using the solutions to two subset-
sum problems. Whilst the subset-sum problem is Np-complete, it is also pseudo-polynomial 
[.56] and most problems encountered can be solved very quickly using available specialist 
codes, such as MTSL [111], which we used. The definition of a pseudo-polynomial algorithm 
in [.'>6] is as follows. 
Definition 29 An algorithm that solves a problem is called a pseudo-polynomial time al-
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gorithm for the problem if its time complexity function is bounded above by a polynomial 
function of both the number of symbols and the magnitude of the largest number in an 
instance of the problem. 
2.4.2 Constructing D 
To find the bound on the maximum divisor, 2ap , described in Subsection 2.3.1 we need 
to find the smallest coefficient of a necessary variable. We test for necessity by solving 
subset-sum problems, and since by Lemma 258 of Subsection 6.3.3 the necessary variables 
are ai, ... , ak for some k, we search for the smallest relevant coefficient with a binary search. 
Thus we have to solve O(1og n) subset-sum problems. 
If we are constructing DJ or Ds we must fill an array of size 2ap - 1 with the integers from 
1 to 2ap - 1, whilst the main calculation in the construction of D, involves at most O(RHS) 
divisions. Clearly the construction of Da takes 0(1) time due to its fixed size and the 
construction of Dc is an O(n maxi ai : i E N}) task, which is of course pseUdo-polynomial. 
2.4.3 The inner loop 
For each divisor we calculate the putative LHS and various values required to calculate the 
bounds. This is performed in a single pass along the array of coefficients and involves 
dividing each coefficient by the divisor, rounding, calculating the ei and their Sum over the 
sets I and J, as well as calculating the sum of the ai over the same sets. This task takes 
O(n) time in total. 
Using the values calculated earlier, the calculation of the simple bounds (2.10) and (2.14) 
now takes 0(1) time. The calculation of the partial LP bounds (2.9) and (2.13) involves 
solving a linear programming relaxation of a 0-1 knapsack problem. This is easily solved 
in O(n log n) time (see, e.g., [35]). Similarly, the full LP bounds (2.8) and (2.12) can be 
calculated in O(nlogn) time. Naturally they usually take slightly longer to calculate than 
the partial LP bounds since the LP problem has n variables instead of s (::; n), but the 
bound is much more effective. 
The calculation of the bound (2.7) involves solving a knapsack problem which is NP-
complete and pseudo-polynomial (see, e.g., [56]). However, like the subset-sum problems, 
these are solved quickly on constraints of the size that we consider, using the specially 
written algorithm, MT2 [111] (see also Pisinger [130] for a discussion of potential anomalies 
with this algorithm). The calculation of the bound (2.11) may look quite different. However, 
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by substituting 1- Yi for Xi it is easy to see that it is given by "I = LiEN R(add) - z, where 
z = max {LiEN R(a;fd)Yi : LiEN aiYi :::: LiEN ai - (ao + 1), Yi E {O, 1 H· 
2.4.4 Overall 
Clearly the time complexity of performing one iteration of the heuristic has its dominant 
term based upon the inner loop. The number of divisors is at most pseudo-polynomial, 
and each trial with a divisor consumes at most pseudo-polynomial time. It follows that 
each iteration has pseudo-polynomial time complexity. Since another iteration occurs only 
if the RHS is reduced, there cannot be mOre iterations than the value of the RHS. Thus the 
heuristic in its entirety is pseudo-polynomial. 
2.4.5 The Euclidean reduction 
It might be thought that a Euclidean reduction would never occur after the initial iteration 
of the main loop of the heuristic, since on subsequent iterations its application will follow 
that of the more powerful rounding procedure. With some sets of divisors this is true, but 
with others it may be used several times. The following proposition clarifies the situation. 
Proposition 30 Suppose d is an acceptable divisor such that the coefficients of the inequal-
ity, after dividing by d and rounding are multiples of le, for some kEN. Then kd is an 
acceptable divisor. 
Proof. The coefficient ai, when divided by d and rounded, takes the value R(a;fd). This is a 
multiple of k, so dR(aild) is a multiple of kd. Now dR(a;fd) is the nearest multiple of d to ai, 
so it must be the nearest multiple of kd to ai, and hence it is equal to kdR( a;f kd). With the 
divisor kd, the putative new LHS is L~1 R(a;f(kd»xi, but this is equal to i L;=1 R(a;fd)xi. 
Therefore, if we denote the values of the particular bounds chosen, using d as a divisor, by 
!3 and "I, and the corresponding bounds using kd by !3' and "I', it is easy to see that !3' = ~ 
and "I' = 1- Now l!3'J = l!3lkJ :::: l.8Jlk. Since d was an acceptable divisor, l.8J < h1, so 
l!3'J < f"ll/k:::: f"llk1 = hT Hence, by Theorem 27, L;=1 R(!f:I)Xi :5l.8'J is an equivalent 
inequality and so the divisor kd is acceptable. 0 
Suppose a Euclidean reduction occurs after the first iteration (with a divisor of k say, 
following a reduction with the rounding procedure using a divisor of d say). Then the 
conditions in Proposition 30 must be satisfied. This can only occur if kd was not listed 
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before d in the set of divisors. Thus when D is list!'<i in decreasing order of magnitude 
and includes all integer multiples of any divisors it contains (less than some bound on the 
maximum divisor), the Euclidean reduction will not be used after the first iteration. This 
applies when using DJ but not when using D" nor necessarily with D" D. and Dc. 
2.5 The importance of the choice of D 
2.5.1 Using only prime divisors 
Based on the following result, the possibility of choosing only prime numbers from DJ was 
considered. 
Proposition 31 Suppose that using bounds (2.10) and (2.1.1), and Corollary 28, we find 
that d E R is a possible divisor. If d'ld, i.e., d = d'q for some q E N, then d' is also a 
possible divisor. 
Proof. d is a possible divisor, so the condition lid + LiEI -ei(d) < 9/d + LiEJ -ei(d) is 
satisfied or equivalently LiEN lei (dll < (g - I) / d. But since d'ld, ai can be no further away 
from the nearest multiple of d' than it is from the nearest multiple of d, i.e. Id'ei(d')1 :'0 
Idei(d)l. Hence LiEN lei(d')1 :'0 (d/d') LiEN lei(d)1 < (g -l)/d'. Thus d' is also a possible 
divisor. o 
The idea behind this approach was to achieve a reduction by a factor of d by dividing by 
each prime factor of d in turn. By trying only the numbers up to the next prime factor in 
d, a considerable amount of time might be saved. However, Corollary 28 gives much weaker 
results than Theorem 27. 
When the proposition above uses Theorem 27 instead of Corollary 28, it is false, as the 
following example illustrates: 
(2.17) 
The divisor 4 is acceptable when using any pair of bounds (e.g., with (2.10) and (2.14) 
I/d = 6/4, LET-ei = 1/4, g/d = 7/4 and LEJ -ei = -2/4 so LIlJ = [(6 + 1)/4J = 1 < 
2 = [(7 - 2)/41 = ['Y 1). However, the divisor 2 (a factor of 4) is not acceptable because it 
yields a new LHS of2x[ +X2+X3 and so does not separate the feasible and infeasible solutions 
of (2.17) whichever choice of bounds is made (e.g., using (2.7) and (2.11), [IlJ = 3 = h 1). 
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Not surprisingly then, experiments using the theorem showed that the coefficients were 
reduced by less using only primes as divisors. Neither was there much improvement in 
speed, so the approach was not taken further. 
2.5.2 Limitations 
Choosing a good set of divisors is necessary for good performance of the heuristic. However, 
no set of divisors will guarantee that the reduced inequality will be minimal. For example, 
suppose an inequality has been reduced to 
(2.18) 
an inequality taken from [17). The minimal inequality is 9Xl + 7X2 + 7X3+ 6X4 + 5xs + 5X6+ 
3X7 + 2xs + 2X9 :::; 12, but this cannot be obtained from (2.18) by the rounding procedure 
because coefficients that are equal before applying it are equal afterwards. However, (2.18) 
is tighter than the minimal inequality, so in this case it is an advantage that the reduced 
inequality is not minimal. To clarify whether or not (and for which divisors) it is possible 
to obtain one inequality from another using one iteration of the heuristic, we prove the 
following two results. 
Proposition 32 Given an inequality in form (2.3), the linear combination L:i~l a;xi may 
be obtained as the LHS of an inequality using a single iteration of the heuristic if and 
only if the divisor d satisfies r- > d ~ r+, where r- = min { a:~t : i EN} and r+ = 
maX{~:iEN}. Qj+2 
Proof. The heuristic will produce the new coefficient a; instead of ai if and only if a; -1/2 < 
add:::; a; + 1/2, or equivalently, a;/(a; - 1/2) > d ~ ad(a; + 1/2). This applies for all 
i EN, therefore we will obtain the entire LHS if and only if r- > d ~ rt. o 
Corollary 33 If r- :::; r+ then the heuristic cannot obtain an inequality with this new LHS. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the proposition. o 
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An example with a similar property is provided by the reduced inequality 
67x, + 66x2 + 54x3 + 42x4 + 30xs + 29x6 + 27x7 + 1Bxs + 17x9 
+BXIO + 4Xl1 + 2X12 < BO (2.19) 
which is tighter than the minimal equivalent inequality 
67x, + 64x2 + 54x3 + 42x4 + 30xs + 29x6 + 27x7 + 1Bxs + 17x9 
+BXIO + 4Xl1 + 2Xl2 < BO. (2.20) 
In (2.19), the coefficient of X2 cannot be reduced to 65 (or 64 to obtain the minimal inequality 
(2.20}). This is because any acceptable divisor must keep the coefficient of Xl at 67, and 
so is less than 67/66.5, but such a divisor would not reduce any other coefficient either 
(r- = 67/66.5 and r+ ?:: 66/65.5). Thus, using the heuristic, we are stuck with (2.19). This 
example illustrates the fact, mentioned without an example in Johnson et al [B4], that even 
a minimal inequality need not be tighter than the original. 
On the other hand, there are inequalities such as 
for which the reduced inequality is less tight than the minimal. We can apply to this 
inequality a procedure in [46], producing the tighter (minimal) inequality 
However, r+ = 10/9.5, r- = 14/13.5 and r- :'0 r+, so by the corollary it is impossible to 
obtain this reduction using the heuristic. 
Finally there are the more common cases such as 
(2.21) 
where the situation is between these two extremes. The minimal equivalent inequality 
{2.22} 
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excludes some fractional solutions of (2.21) with XI +X2+X3+X4 < 2 (e.g., (1,0.8,0,0,0,0)), 
but includes solutions with XI +X2+X3+X4 > 2 (e.g., (0,3/4,1,1,0,0)) which (2.21) excludes. 
Inequality (2.22) cannot be obtained from (2.21) since r+ = 2/1.5 and r- = 6/4.5. 
It is worth noting that when the heuristic can reduce the inequality, the resultant in-
equality is not necessarily tighter than the original. The inequality 
is an example. Using a divisor 3 with bounds (2.10) and (2.14) we can reduce this inequality 
to obtain the minimal inequality 
but the original is tighter as can be seen by multiplying the latter by 3 and noticing the 
smaller coefficient of X6. Nevertheless, our computational results indicate that the reduced 
inequality is normally better than the original. 
2.5.3 The ideal of Dc 
Although the results show that Dc is not the only effective set of divisors of the five, the 
other sets are somewhat ad hoc and weakly related to the inequality in hand. In contrast, 
Dc is an 'ideal' set of divisors that adapts quite specifically to the inequality. In the following 
proposition, We show that Dc contains precisely what is needed to produce every LHS that 
can be produced with one iteration of the heuristic. 
Proposition 34 Given a particular inequality in form (2.3), consider an associated func-
tionI from [1, 00) to the set of linear combinations {2:?=1 b;x;} given byl(d) = 2::'=1 R(a;jd)x;. 
Let IIDc denote the restriction of I to the domain Dc. Then IIDc is a one-one mapping 
onto lm I. 
Proof. Suppose dl , d2 E Dc with dl i= d2 . Suppose further that l(dJ) = I(d2 ). By 
Proposition 32, I(dJ) can be obtained if and only if the divisor is in the range [r+, r-), 
where r+ and r- are as defined therein and a: = R(a;jdJl. Thus d1,d2 E [r+,r~). Since 
d1 , d2 E Dc, any smaller divisor would result, in either case, in a larger new coefficient for 
some variable(s) and hence a different image. Thus d1 and d2 must both be equal to r+ 
and hence to each other - a contradiction which proves that liDo is one-one. For any 
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dE [1,00), I(d) can be obtained using the divisor r+ which is equal to a;j(R(a;jd) + 1/2) 
for some i, and therefore in Dc. Hence IIDc is onto. o 
To illustrate the use of the heuristic in general and Dc in particular, consider the in-
equality from [46], 
(2.23) 
Here the bound 2ap on the maximum divisor is 4. Since only distinct divisors are of 
interest, it is not necessary to consider equal coefficients in the inequality, so the set of 
divisors generated is 
After removing duplicate values (3/1.5 and 2/1.5) and sorting into decreasing order, we 
obtain 
I." sing the heuristic, the first three linear combinations we obtain are, in order: 
The first two expressions do not separate the feasible from the infeasible 0-1 solutions of the 
original inequality, and so the condition in Theorem 27 is violated for any pair of bounds. 
However, the third is acceptable and the condition on the bounds will be satisfied providing 
"'e are using the lP or full LP bounds. In these cases the heuristic will reformulate the 
inequality into 
(2.24) 
otherwise further LHS expressions will be tried. No further reduction is possible on the next 
iteration. as this inequality is minimal, but in general further reduction may occur. 
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2.5.4 Alternatives and extensions not implemented 
The heuristic could be extended to allow divisors less than one. This would prove beneficial 
for some inequalities, for example (2.19). With a divisor in the range [66/66.5,67/67.5), 
all the LHS coefficients would remain unaltered except the coefficient of XI, which would 
increase to 68. With the same RHS, the new constraint would be both equivalent and 
tighter. However, increasing the coefficients will not generally improve the formulation 
as it is the opposite of the generally beneficial approach of reducing coefficients. When 
individual coefficients can be beneficially increased, this would be done more efficiently by 
lifting coefficients with a procedure in (92). 
Another alteration would be to round down instead of rounding to the nearest in-
teger. However, this entails at least two disadvantages compared with the adopted ap-
proach. Firstly, it is not possible to reduce some of the coefficients without reducing all 
of them. This would prove a serious handicap and make, for example, reduction of the 
M coefficient in big M constraints (which have a single coefficient M much larger than 
the rest) impossible. Secondly, the set of linear combinations available to form the po-
tential new LHS would tend to be smaller. This is because without the extra 1/2 in the 
denominator, more duplicates will tend to be generated in the new 'ideal' set of divisors, 
{ad a; : 1 < ad a; < 2ap , i E N, a; > 0, a; E N} U {1}. 
2.6 The test problems 
Random problems were generated with all constraints containing the same number of vari-
ables in order to examine how the effect of reformulation changes as the number of variables 
in a constraint increases4 • The random number generator DRAND48, available under the 
4 An alternative approach was also considered. It consists of first generating randomly enough ceil. 
ing and roof points to determine which 0-1 vectors satisfy the inequality and which do not and 
then, if possible, constructing a representation of this division by a linear 0-1 inequality. Unfortu-
nately it is possible that the subset of {D,l}n determined by the ceilings and roofs may result in 
contradictory requirements being made upon the coefficients of the corresponding putative linear 0-
1 inequality_ As an example, suppose that the roof points are (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1), (1, a, 1,0,0,0,1,0), 
(1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0), (1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1), (1,0,0,0,1,1,0,1), (0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1), and (0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1) and 
the ceiling points are (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0)' (1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1), (1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0), (1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0), 
(1,0.0,0,1,0,1,1), (0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0), (0, 1,1,0,0,1,1,1), (0,1,0,1,1,0,1,1), and (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1). Then 
since (1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1) is a ceiling point and (1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0) is a roof point we obtain b3 -bs -bs > ° in 
any equivalent inequality. However, since (0,1, 1,1,0,1,0,0) satisfies the inequality (being below the ceiling 
point (01111000)) and (0,1,0, I, I, 1,0, 1) is a roof point we have -b3 +bs +b8 > 0, providing a contradiction. 
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HP-UX operating system, was used. 
Algorithm 2.2 The generation scheme for some random problems. 
Choose m as the number of constraints (all ':S'). 
Choose n as the number of variables. 
Choose p :s n as the number of variables per inequality. 
Choose q:S n as the number of non-zero coefficients in the objective function. 
Choose Cm• x as the maximum possible coefficient in an inequality or objective function. 
Choose Cm;n as the minimum possible positive coefficient in an inequality or objective 
function. 
Choose a seed for the random number generator. 
Choose q variables, at random, to have non-zero coefficients in the objective function. 
Choose each non-zero objective function coefficient randomly from Unif( {cm;n, ... , c max}). 
for each constraint do 
Choose p variables, at random, to have non-zero coefficients. 
Choose each non-zero coefficient randomly from Unif( {cm;n, ... , cmax}). 
Let U m• x be the largest coefficient and sum the sum of the coefficients. 
Choose all RHS for the constraint from Unif( {ama., ... , sum - l}). 
end for 
Each of the problems generated has n = q = 80, m = 40, P E {2, 4, 6,8, 10, 12, 13,14, 16} 
and Cm;n = 1. Cmax was set to 999 for p :s 10 and 9999 for p ;:: 12. The procedure was as in 
Algorithm 2.6. 
This value of n is large enough to provide challenging problems, but not so large that the 
version of SCICONIC available cannot solve them. The values of p range from the smallest 
size of inequality of interest5 to the largest that can definitely be reformulated using the 
wrsion of SCICONIC available without producing more roof- or ceiling-point constraints than 
can be dealt with. The 13-variable case is included to help determine how many variables an 
inequality may ha"e if its reformulated equivalent is required to be better on average. The 
"alues of Cmax are chosen to provide scope for a large reduction in the coefficients for all the 
values of p chosen. Setting Cm;n to 1 was considered a natural choice. The random problems 
Therefore there may be no solution to the programme of Bradley, Hammer and Wolsey and the procedure will 
need to be repeated until there is. Thus, this alternative approach is considerably more awkward than that 
chosen, though it might result in a random distribution of 0-1 inequalities that is different in an interesting 
respect from the distribution resulting from the method chosen. 
51nequalities with one variable are dealt with and removed in the preliminary pre-processing phase. 
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are labelled 'r80ip', where i is a letter of the alphabet and p is the number of variables per 
constraint. Finally, the seed for the problem r80ip is lO(p - 2) plus the position of i in 
the alphabet. At least eight problems were generated for each different size of constraint. 
This was done so that an improvement in computational performance on each problem 
following reformulation would occur at random with a probability of 1/256, and therefore 
be a significant result. 
Standard benchmark problems were used to examine the utility of reformulating real 
problems in this way, but the methods were not adapted to suit their particular nature. 
The problems were taken from MIPLIB [10]' which can be accessed through anonymous ftp 
to softlib.cs.rice.edu (128.42.1.127). 
After our code reads in the problem, the set of constraints is examined. Those that in-
volve non 0-1 variables or equalities are unsuitable for our pre-processing and are copied un-
altered. As the aim of our techniques is to reduce coefficients, constraints with all left-hand 
side (LHS) coefficients equal to one are also copied unaltered, because they are already min-
imal and cannot be reduced. Again constraints with more than 16 variables may have too 
many roofs and ceilings so these constraints are copied unaltered. Those constraints remain-
ing may have variables fixed and/or be eliminated during the preliminary pre-processing 
phase. None of this affects the randomly generated problems, but the MIPLIB problems are 
changed. Statistics summarising these changes are given in Table 10.1. 
In this table the number of inequalities that are not simply copied is given in the column 
headed 'pro' (processed), the number of variables eliminated during the preliminary pre-
processing is given under 'v.elim', and the number of inequalities that are not eliminated 
in this phase is given in the column headed 'fpro' (fully processed). Other column headings 
are 'Prob.' (problem name), '#V' (number of variables), '#C' (number of constraints), 
'#B' (number of binary variables) and 'den' (density, or percentage of coefficients, that are 
non-zero in matrix A). The last four columns state how many inequalities contain a number 
of variables in certain ranges. 
Many of the problems in MIPLIB have 'no known application', but are based on data 
from real problems. However, gen is known to be a generator scheduling problem involving 
24 periods and 6 generators. 
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2.7 Computational results 
2.7.1 Background 
The reformulation code was written in ANSI C, but called FORTRAN code (MT2 and MTSL) 
for solving the knapsack and subset-sum problems. It was compiled using the HP-UX C 
compiler 'cc' and run on a Hewlett Packard HP 9000/700 machine. This computer caters 
for multiple users; therefore CPU times vary for a given task (frequently by as much as 
10-20%) and other measures of performance may be more reliable. The input files were in 
the standard MPS format. 
For efficiency, the heuristic only changes the representation of the constraint in computer 
memory, and the formulation is written to the output file only once, at the end of the 
reformulation process. Apart from storing at least part of the problem specification in 
memory, the main storage requirement for the heuristic is an array containing the set of 
divisors. This may need to be large when using Dc or D" but it is not significantly so for 
modern computers. A pseudo-polynomial array size, equal to the product of the maximum 
coefficient size and the maximum number of variables in a constraint, is enough for even the 
. simplest and least economical implementation using Dc. For the experiments undertaken, 
an array of size 200000 was used. Due to the number of ceiling- and roof-point constraints, 
memory requirements for the exact technique of Bradley et al [17] rise exponentially fast as 
the number of variables in an inequality increases. Furthermore, SCICONIC can only cope 
with a limited number of constraints, so an upper limit of 16 variables per inequality was 
imposed. 
Library subroutines of the SCICONIC package are not available for this machine, so for 
each inequality in order to solve the integer programme and thereby discover the minimal 
inequality, the whole package must be invoked. The process involves writing the input file 
for SCICONIC, issuing a UNIX command to run SCICONIC on it and reading the solution from 
the output, all of which consume a substantial amount of 'system' CPU time as well as 'user' 
CPU time. These timings are included in the tables for the BHW technique. Normally only 
a very small proportion of the total CPU time used by the heuristic consists of 'system' time 
so we only give total CPU time for this technique. The code that Wa.5 written to read in the 
original problem from a file and to write the processed problem to a file is basic and inefficient 
in the current implementation, as demonstrated by the times for preliminary pre-processing 
in Table 10.2 which consist mainly of input and output. Furthermore, the optimisatioll 
options of the compiler were not used, so the timings are not optimal. Nevertheless, each 
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method is similarly disadvantaged and hence the comparisons made between them are valid. 
The main criteria used in assessing the performance of the methods are: 
1. the size of the RHS before and after reformulation; 
2. the number of branch-and-bound nodes required to prove optimality before and after 
reformulation; 
3. the proportion of the integrality gap closed by reformulation; and 
4. the time taken to perform the reformulation and subsequent branch-and-bound com-
pared with the original solution time. 
The proportion of the integrality gap closed is given by (LP - LP,)((LP - I P), where 
LP, LPc and 1 P are the optimal solutions to the LP-relaxation of the original problem, the 
LP-relaxation of the reformulated problem, and the original integer programme respectively. 
In some problems the LP-relaxation is worse after reformulation than before it, giving a 
negative proportion of the gap closed - i.e. the gap is widened. In such cases the value of 
LP, given in the tables is marked with a 'w'. 
2.7.2 Comparing the various bounds and divisor sets 
Four pairs of bounds and five sets of divisors have been discussed, and all twenty combin-
ations were tested to see which were best. The MIPLIB problems were not considered a 
suitable test-bed because they have an inconsistent number of variables in each constraint. 
Instead fifteen problems with 6 variables per constraint were chosen, r80a6 to r8006. The 
results are displayed in Tables 2.1 to 6.4 and summarised in Table 1.l. 
Tables 2.1 to 6.4 have columns headed 'Prob.' (problem name), 'RT' (reformulation 
time), 'NR' (geometric mean of the RHS after reformulation), 'LP,' (optimal solution to 
LP-relaxation after reformulation), '#Nc' (number of branch-and-bound nodes after refor-
mulation) and 'is,' (number of seconds since setup to solve by branch-and-bound). 
Table 1.1 contains 'Bounds & divisor set', 'RHS' (geometric mean of the RHS after re-
formulation), 'PlC' (arithmetic mean of the percentage of the integrality gap closed) and 
'NODES' (geometric mean of the number of nodes in the branch-and-bound tree to prove 
optimality). 
The geometric mean is used instead of the arithmetic mean because the reduction ratios 
are of interest, for example, to compare with the values in [17J and these ratios may be 
obtained using the property that the geometric mean of the ratio origrhs : newrhs is 
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given by the ratio of the original and new geometric means, values which are themselves 
of interest for possible comparison outside the current experiment. For similar reasons, 
a geometric mean was used when averaging the number of branch-and-bound nodes. An 
additional reason is that it is less sensitive to large values which are outliers, and therefore 
to problems that take an unusually large number of nodes to solve. 
Examining Table 1.1 we can see that in terms of average RHS, percentage of the integral-
ity gap closed and number of branch-and-bound nodes after reformulation, the hierarchy of 
bounds described earlier is reflected in the results. We can see that the simple and partial 
bounds give similar results, as do the full LP and IP bounds. Nevertheless, the amount of 
time taken to perform the reformulation is not much more with the IP bounds than with the 
simple bounds. Therefore the use of IP bounds is recommended. However, as mentioned in 
Subsection 2.3.4, in a small proportion of the problems we tested, the greedy approach of 
using the strongest bounds at every iteration does not give the smallest average RHS. See 
problems rSOc6 and r80e6 in Tables 2.3 & 2.4, rSOb6 in Tables 4.1 & 4.2, r80a6 in Tables 5.1 
& 5.2 and rSOa6 and r80g6 in Tables 6.3 & 6.4 - relevant cells are marked with a 'g'. 
An approximate order of the sets by increasing merit is D" DJ, D" Da and Dc. As both 
Da and Dc, with the IP bounds, came out approximately equal first, these two combinations 
were chosen for comparison with the exact method as the number of variables per inequality 
varies. For convenience these methods will be referred to simply as Da and Dc. 
2.7.3 Comparing the techniques as n varies 
The random problems described earlier were used to compare the techniques as the number 
of variables per inequality increases. Tables 7.2 to 7.16 contain the results when the BHW 
technique is applied to these problems. The first few columns describe results without 
reformulation and are headed 'Prob' (problem name), 'LP' (LP optimum), 'lP' (IP optimum), 
'#N' (number of nodes) and '#S' (number of seconds). The next two columns are headed 
'UT' (user time spent reformulating) and 'ST' (system time spent reformulating). The next 
five describe results after reformulation: 'OR' (geometric mean of the original RHS), 'MR' 
(geometric mean of the minimal inequality RHS), 'LP,' (LP optimum), '#N,o (number of 
nodes), and '#S,o (number of seconds). The last column, headed 'sd', contains the seed 
required for the random number generator to produce the problem. 
Tables S.2 to S.16 and 9.2 to 9.16 contain the results of applying the Da and Dc tech-
niques respectively, in the same format as Tables 2.1 to 6.4. 
A summary of these results is given in Table 1.2 by averaging the statistics of the 
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first eight problems for each constraint size. The columns are headed: on' (number of 
variables per constraint), followed by the following geometric means: 'OR' (original RHS), 
'MR' (minimal RHS), 'DeR' (RHS after using Dc), 'DaR' (RHS after using Da), 'ON' (original 
number of branch-and-bound nodes), 'MN' (number of nodes using minimal inequalities), 
'DeN' (number of nodes after using Dc), 'DaN' (number of nodes after using Da). The next 
column headings are arithmetic means: 'MPIC' (percentage of the integrality gap closed 
using minimal inequalities), 'DcPIC' (percentage of the integrality gap closed after using 
Dc), 'DaPIC' (percentage of the integrality gap closed after using Da), 'MRT' (time to apply 
the BHW technique), 'DaRT' (time to apply D.) and 'DeRT' (time to apply Dc). 
The information in this table is displayed in Figures 2.2 to 2.5 which serve to illustrate 
average performance. Figure 2.2 shows how the size of the RHS changes as the number of 
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Figure 2.1: The RHS before and after reformulation. 
yariables per inequality changes in the randomly generated problems both before and after 
reformulation. The vertical axis is scaled logarithmically to enable a large range of values 
to be plotted on the same graph. The upper, fragmented, line shows the logarithm of the 
geometric mean of the original RHS. There is a jump between 10 and 12 variables because 
the original coefficients were generated in the range [1,9999] for more than 10 variables and 
[1,999] for 10 or fewer variables. This jump prevents the distribution of minimal inequalities 
for more than 10 variables being affected by ensuring that thc inequalities are not near-
minimal already. 
The lowcr solid line shows the same statistic for the minimal inequality. A dashed line 
shows this statistic after applying the Dc technique on the original inequality, but is so 
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similar to that of the minimal inequality that one is superimposed on the other6. The 
dotted line showing the value for the Da technique is again very similar, except when there 
are more than 10 variables in an inequality. 
Remarkably the Dc technique is able to reduce the RHS to within 1% of minimality 
(see Table 1.2). In addition it is interesting to note that the lower solid line is almost 
straight, suggesting that the RHS in the minimal inequality tends to grow approximately 
exponentially as the number of variables increases within the range examined. The set Da 
gives good results for small numbers of variables, mainly because its size of 100 is competitive 
with that of Dc after some iterations of the heuristic. However, as the number of variables 
increases, Da becomes small compared with Dc and its performance declines relative to Dc. 
However, this does not produce a significantly worse formulation for branch-and-bound, as 
we can see from Figures 2.3 and 2.4. 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Number of variables per inequality 
Figure 2.2: The number of nodes before and after reformulation. 
Figure 2.3 shows the number of variables in each inequality plotted against the logarithm 
of the average number of branch-and-bound nodes required to solve the overall problem. 
The upper solid line shows the value for the original problem formulations and the lower 
one shows the value for the problems with inequalities reduced to minimal forms. Again, 
the dashed and dotted lines refer to the values after applying the Dc and Da techniques 
respectively. 
Note that the performance of the Dc and D. techniques hardly differs from that of the 
6 After applying Dc! the inequality is usually minimal, even on sixteen variables, but is sometimes not 
minimal on as few as six variables, as (2.21) demonstrates. 
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BHW technique. For two variables we can see that there is a massive difference between 
the original formulations, which take an average of 8008 nodes to solve (see Table 1.2), and 
the reduced formulations, which take an average of 1 node after applying each method. 
The difference between the original and reduced formulations decreases as the number of 
variables increases, eventually becoming insignificant. 
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Figure 2.3: Percentage of the integrality gap closed. 
Figure 2.4 is a graph of the number of variables in each inequality plotted against 
the proportion of the integrality gap closed. Once again, the solid, dashed and dotted lines 
refer to the values after applying the BHW, Dc and D. technique respectively. For 2-variable 
inequalities almost 100% of the integrality gap can be closed with any of the methods, and 
the LP optimum is usually the same as the IP optimum. As the number of variables per 
inequality increases, the proportion of the integrality gap closed decreases. Compared with 
the exact technique, the two heuristic methods Da and Dc close very similar proportions of 
the integrality gap, except for slightly less in the 10-variable case. 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 suggest that the heuristics reformulate the integer programme about 
as effectively as the exact approach. The only remaining criterion to consider is the time 
it takes to perform the reformulation and subsequent branch-and-bound, and whether it is 
less than the time taken to solve the original problem. 
Figure 2 .. 5 is a graph of the number of variables in each inequality, plotted against the 
average of the time taken to solve the reformulated problem as a proportion of the time 
taken to apply reformulation and solve the original problem. The correspondence between 
lines and methods is as before. The data for this comes from Table 1.3, which has columns 
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Figure 2.4: Total time taken. 
headed 'n' (number of variables), 'OTT' (geometric mean of original time taken), 'MTT' 
(geometric mean of total time taken with minimal inequality approach), 'DaTT' (geometric 
mean of total time taken with Da) and 'Dc TT' (geometric mean of total time taken with 
'Ve can see that all three methods of reformulation reduce the time taken when there are 
up to 10 variables in an inequality, whereas for 12 or more variables the total time is longer. 
Indeed, for more than 12 variables the extent of the calculations for the reformulated model, 
as measured by the number of nodes in Tables 7.2 to 7.16, is not consistently less than with 
the original formulation. This means that however quickly the coefficients are reduced, 
it will not generally be worthwhile for inequalities of this size when applying branch-and-
bound as the solution method. The Da technique performs the best, and is not badly 
affected by the jump in the original coefficient size from 10 to 12 variables. In contrast, the 
Dc technique is made much slower by the larger coefficients for 12 or more variables, as we 
can see from Figure 2.5. 
Inequalities of a different sort might be reformulated beneficially for more than 10 vari-
ables, for example if they are 'big M' constraints. Furthermore, if instead of branch-and-
bound, other methods are used for which the run-time is more dependent on coefficient size 
then much bigger constraints may be worth reformulating. 
2.7.4 Comparing the techniques on benchmark problems 
To demonstrate that the techniques for reducing coefficients are also useful on many non-
random real-world problems, they were also tested on problems from a standard set in 
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MIPLIB. 
Tables 10.2 to 10.5 describe the results of applying the methods to the benchmark 
problems. Tables 10.2 and 10.3 have a similar format to Tables 7.2 to 7.16, whilst Tables 10.4 
and 10.5 have the same format as Tables 8.2 to 9.16. 
Table 10.3 shows the results after both preliminary and full pre-processing. The only 
problems affected, in terms of number of nodes required to prove optimality, by preliminary 
pre-processing were p0040, p0201, p0282, p0291 and gen. Of these, only p0040 and p0282 
require fewer nodes - 18 and 1 fewer respectively. This is a reflection of the vagaries of 
the branch-and-bound procedure - p0201, p0291 and gen take more nodes despite each 
having a smaller feasible region. 
When considering the effects of the main techniques, we compare the results with 
those following preliminary pre-processing since full pre-processing includes preliminary pre-
processing. Inevitably, some of the problems do not benefit much from reformulation with 
our techniques. This is either because the constraints are minimal already (p0282, p0291), 
near-minimal (pipex), contain too many variables (bm23, sentoy) or are exact multiples of 
minimal inequalities (miscOl, misc02, misc03 and misc07). It is interesting to note that 
the 'misc' problems take a different number of nodes before and after reformulation, even 
though the only change made is dividing some inequalities through by 100. 
For the remaining problems, the effect of reformulation with the BHW technique is clear. 
In all cases there is either a significant reduction in the number of nodes required (p0033, 
p0040, lseu, p0201, gen) or a better sub-optimal solution is obtained during an incomplete 
search (p0548'). In the case of p0033, lseu, p0201 and gen, there is an overall saving of 
time by reformulation. The results are even better for the Da technique, with an overall 
saving of time for p0040 as well. The Dc technique gives very similar results except for 
p0548. This problem is different in that it has many 'big M' constraints that this technique 
is very slow in dealing with, and the reformulation was terminated, incomplete, after 20000 
seconds. 
7In the case of p0548 SCICO~IC exhausts the space it has allocated to outstanding (unfathomed) branch-
and-bound nodes. and has to terminate execution without completing the search. This is marked in the 
tables by an asterisk, '*" and in contrast to the normal interpretation, a larger number of nodes suggests 
that more of the search tree was fathomed owing to the stronger reformulation. enabling more nodes of the 
tree to be explored before finally running out of space. 
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2.7.5 Computational advantages and disadvantages of the heuristic 
As the results demonstrate, the rounding procedure generally produces minimal or near-
minimal inequalities when a good set of divisors such as Da or Dc is chosen. Sometimes 
though, this process is not efficient - for example, with constraints containing a 'big M' 
type coefficient (a single coefficient much larger than the rest). They occur in some of the 
MIPLIB problems, causing slow reformulation times using the heuristic, but they can be 
reduced very efficiently by the myopic method of Crowder et al [33]. An example of this 
sort of inequality is 
(2.25) 
for which the minimal equivalent inequality is 
(2.26) 
As (2.26) is minimal, only the largest coefficient in (2.25) can be reduced, but the best that 
the heuristic can achieve is to reduce the largest coefficient to 8, 7, 6 and 5 in turn, involving 
4 iterations. Many more iterations may be necessary on other similar inequalities, whereas 
the full transformation from (2.25) to (2.26) can be achieved directly and very efficiently 
using the method of Crowder et al [33]. The nature of this inefficiency is similar to that 
using the method of Dietrich and Escudero [45] for achieving myopic coefficient reduction 
using Chvatal-Gomory inequalities, which can only reduce a single coefficient by one at a 
time. 
The heuristic cannot always perform full myopic coefficient reduction. This situation is 
illustrated by lOX6+3xs+3x4+2x3+2x2+Xl S 19. It can be reduced to2X6+3xs+3x4+ 
2X3 + 2X2 + XIS 11 by the myopic method but, after several iterations of the heuristic, the 
coefficient of X6 cannot be reduced below 3 without reducing the coefficients of Xs and X4 
as well. 
On the other hand there are inequalities that cannot be reduced any further using 
methods such as those in [46], but can be reduced further by the heuristic. For example, 
the inequality (2.23) cannot be reduced further with their methods but, as shown earlier, 
it can be reduced to the minimal inequality (2.24) using the heuristic. Alternatively, this 
reduction can be obtained with a divisor of 13/5 using simple bounds. However, in this 
instance {3 > I' so this reduction could not be obtained using the corollary. 
It would be possible to speed up the heuristic, perhaps by using Da to reduce the 
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coefficients to a reasonable size before finishing with the Dc technique. However, in any 
robust and comprehensive reformulation code the technique would be combined with others 
and would probably follow applications of the myopic reduction technique and those of [46]. 
In this way much smaller coefficients would be presented to the heuristic, and the possibility 
of much inefficiency would be removed. This is why the method has not been refined any 
further in isolation. 
Some conclusions and ideas for fU'rther research related to this chapter are included in 
Chapter 7. The next chapter is concerned with proving minimality. 
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Chapter 3 
On the Fibonacci sequence and 
proving the minimality of 0-1 
inequalities 
Learn the particular strength of the Fibonacci series, a balanced spiraling outward 
of shapes, those golden numbers which describe dimensions of sea shells, rams' 
horns, collections of petals and generations of bees. Judith Baumel 
3.1 Introduction 
Integer linear programming problems are modelled by a linear objective function of integer 
variables, which is either maximised Or minimised, and linear constraints on the variables. 
The model can be re-expressed so that all the constraints are inequalities. Often the vari-
ables are further restricted to taking the value 0 or 1, in which case we have what are 
called '0-1' inequalities (involving 0-1 variables). Otherwise, bounded variables that are 
not 0-1 can be replaced by a number of 0-1 variables. Thus most practical integer linear 
programmes may be expressed as pure 0-1 programmes in which all the constraints are 0-1 
inequalities. 
Generally, integer programmes can be solved more quickly when the 0-1 inequalities 
within them are re-expressed using smaller coefficients; hence the interest in 'minimal' 
inequalities. To quote from [17J, "For example, in Gomory's group-theoretic algorithm 
([6-1. 168J in this chapter), reducing the coefficient size of a single binding inequality by a 
factor of k usually leads to a similar reduction in the determinant of the linear programming 
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optimal basis. The amount of computation necessary to solve the group problem is pro-
portional to this determinant squared". Also, using the more common branch-and-bound 
solution method [101]' solution times for integer programmes with randomly generated 
coefficients can normally be speeded up considerably by replacing constraints on up to 12 
variables (recall Chapter 2) with equivalent inequalities that have minimal, or much re-
duced, coefficients (see [46, 157] and Chapter 2). In practice the matrix of coefficients is 
not randomly generated and constraints with many more than 12 variables can also have 
their coefficients reduced with ensuing computational benefits. FUrthermore, even in large 
real-world problems the matrix is generally sparse enough that there are some constraints 
with very few non-zero coefficients. 
In other algorithms [15], Bradley and Wahi [18] and [168] that involve performing al-
gebraic transformations of integer programmes, the numerical difficulties involved are also 
decreased by reducing coefficients. A reduction in coefficient size also makes it easier to 
identify redundant constraints. 
In the field of threshold logic (see, e.g., Muroga [117]), the key concept of a threshold 
gate corresponds to an inequality involving 0-1 variables, and the reduction of coefficients in 
these inequalities haS several advantages. It means that the logic gate can more easily resist 
noise, electrical fluctuation or any deviation of the parameters (from originally designed 
values) with the result that the operation of the gate is more reliable. It also means 
that the permissible deviation of the component values used in a circuit is greater, thus 
making the circuit cheaper because fewer manufactured components are wasted. In any 
physical realisation of the gate, the weights (which correspond to the LHS coefficients of the 
inequalities) are inversely proportional to the coupling impedances. Thus, by minimising 
the coefficients we maximise the coupling impedances. This will increase the maximum 
permissible number of gates that may be coupled to the output of a gate without impairing 
its operation, which usually gives greater flexibility in designing a network and often results 
in one that is more economical and faster. 
The smallest possible size of a coefficient of a variable is also important for other reasons. 
For example, when solving an integer programme using a commercial branch-and-bound 
code there will be a limited amount of computer memory allocated to the representation 
of each coefficient, so 'extremely large' numbers are not representable. The size of the 
coefficients is also important in threshold logic, since for engineering reasons there may be 
a limitation on the magnitude of the weights of a threshold gate - if too large a weight is 
. required then an appropriate threshold gate will not be realisable [117]. 
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Clearly, if we can prove the minimality of a minimal inequality it demonstrates that the 
inequality is well formulated from an integer programming or threshold logic perspective. 
Furthermore, if any of the minimal coefficients are too large to be represented then we have 
proved that the inequality cannot be represented. Other applications of proving minimality 
include generating minimal inequalities to test the correctness of any procedure that aims 
to reformulate inequalities into minimal inequalities. In addition, when illustrating the 
application of methods for reducing coefficients, such as those in [46], it can be used to show 
that no further reductions can occur and therefore that the coefficient reduction procedure 
terminates with a particular inequality. 
One existing method for proving that an inequality is 'minimal' (in fact, a 'minimum' in-
equality using our definitions - see Section 3.2) is based on linear programming theory and 
can be used for proving the minimality of self-dual inequalities [117]. The standard method 
[17] of proving that a general inequality is 'minimal' ('minimising' using our definitions -
see Section 3.2) involves finding ceiling points and roof points and then solving an integer 
programme with n + 1 variables and a number of constraints that grows exponentially with 
n. This method has the advantage of constructing the minimal form of an inequality as 
well as proving minimality. 
In this chapter we give a method for proving the minimality (according to each of four 
definitions) of a putative minimal inequality. Most of the proofs are expressed in terms of 
our preferred definition of minimality, but the inter-relationships between the definitions 
are explored, and the results are carried over to the other definitions where we are able to 
do so. Some of the proofs involve methods from the field of reformulation of 0-1 inequalities 
that are very different from the methods in [17, 117] mentioned above. 
Some of the limitations of our method are explored. Whilst our method is not restricted 
to proving the minimality of self-dual inequalities, it is found that a limited version of our 
method can only be used to prove the minimality of inequalities that satisfy two necessary 
conditions. First, they must belong to a special class of minimal inequalities called 'min-
imum' inequalities. Secondly, their ith coefficient and RHS are bounded above by those of 
the inequality 
n L F;x; ::; Fn+l - 1, 
i;:: 1 
(3.1) 
where F; is the ith Fibonacci number, defined by Fl = 1, F2 = 1 and F'n+l = Fn + Fn- 1 , n ::': 
2. We call this inequality the Fibonacci inequality on 11 variables and prove that it is 
a minimum inequality using the limited version of our method. Finally, we perform some 
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computational experiments that explore how restrictive these two conditions are in practice. 
We summarise, discuss implications and suggest ideas for further research in Chapter 7. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2 we provide some background 
definitions and results, give four definitions of minimality and examine their inter-relationships. 
In Section 3 we derive new methods for generating minimal inequalities on n + 1 variables 
from minimal inequalities on n variables and show how they can be used to prove that vari-
ous inequalities, including some special families, are in minimal form. In Section 4 we derive 
the bounds described above that apply to a limited version of our method. In Section 5 we 
show that these Fibonacci-based upper bounds are attained by the Fibonacci inequalities. 
In Section 6 we carry over the results from our preferred definition of minimality to the 
other definitions where we can, using the inter-relationships if they are helpful. In Section 
7 we point out the further restriction that applies to the limited version of our method, and 
examine empirically how serious this and the restrictions of Section 4 are. 
3.2 Background 
We write N for {I, 2, ... , n} and No for Nu {O}. 
3.2.1 0-1 inequalities 
Throughout we shall assume that the 0-1 inequalities we consider are in the following form: 
n L: a;xi ::; ao, X; E {O, I}, for all i E N, 
i;;;; 1 
where the following normalisation conditions are satisfied: 
Cl a; E IN! U {O}, for all i E No; 
C2 Li~l U; > ao· 
(3.2) 
We now justify these assumptions. First, we can assume that each a; is an integer 
because, if necessary, we can multiply the entire inequality by some integer to ensure it. 
(This is normally possible since the integer programme will normally be solved using a 
computer code that stores the coefficients as rational numbers). It is desirable to do so, since 
integer coefficients are required by many solution procedures (e.g., group theory algorithms 
and algorithms used to reformulate constraints). The stronger condition Cl is assumed so 
that our concept of minimality is well defined. This is realistic in the integer programming 
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context because if a; < 0 (i E N) we can replace X; by I-x;, and re-arrange the inequality so 
that Cl is satisfied, and if ao < 0 the constraint (and therefore the entire integer programme) 
is infeasible. 
We wish to assume C2 so that an important inequality related to (3.2), called the dual 
inequality (see Section 3.3), also satisfies Cl. This is realistic in integer programming, since 
otherwise the inequality would always be satisfied and could be eliminated from the integer 
programme. In addition it would be reasonable to assume 
C3 a;:5 aa, for all i EN, 
because otherwise X; can be fixed at zero and eliminated from the inequality. Such pre-
processing is normal practice in commercial branch-and-bound codes. However, we only 
assume C3 as required, since there are inequalities that we are interested in that do not 
satisfy C3. We also assume in places the further condition, 
Cl' a;EN,foralliEN, 
which strengthens Cl. 
It is important when re-expressing an inequality that this does not change the underlying 
nature of the integer programme or threshold gate. We prevent this from occurring by 
ensuring that the re-expressed inequality is equivalent to the original one in the following 
sense. 
Definition 35 We say an inequality 
n 
'" b·x· < bo ~ 1 1_ 
i=l 
(3.3) 
is 0-1 equivalent (or simply equivalent) to (3.2) if it has the same set of 0-1 solutions. 
The concept of equivalence is also essential for the utility of our subsequent definitions 
of minimality. 
3.2.2 Reformulation techniques 
In some of our proofs we employ methods of reformulation (stated in Propositions 36-39) 
which reduce coefficients. These reductions are shown elsewhere to have the important 
property of eliminating non-integer solutions, which generally helps speed up the proccss of 
solution by the branch-and-bollnd method. Howcver. in this chaptcr we are interested in 
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these methods of reduction only from the point of view of reducing coefficients, and only 
mention the relevant details. The propositions are now stated. 
Proposition 36 [33, 84} Let j EN. If r = ao - LiEN\{j} ai > 0, then the inequality 
is equivalent to {3.2}. 
(aj - r)xj + L aixi::; ao - r 
iEN\{j) 
(3.4) 
Definition 37 A clique inequality is an inequality of the form LiES Xi ::; 1, for some set 
S. 
The next proposition provides a method of reformulating a constraint that corresponds 
to applying the algorithm for coefficient reduction in [74). 
Proposition 38 Let J ~ N. Suppose that any 0-1 solution to {3.2} satisfies the clique 
inequality LiEJ Xi ::; 1, and that ao - LiENIJ ai > o. Then, for any r satisfying 00 -
LiEN\] ai ?: r > 0, {3.2} is 0-1 equivalent to the pair of inequalities 
L max{O, ai - r }Xi + L aixi::; ao - r 
iEJ iEN\] 
and 
The following proposition is a special case of Theorem 2.1 in [46). 
Proposition 39 The inequality (aj - r)xj + LiEN\{j) aixi ::; 00 - r is equivalent to {3.2} 
for any r satisfying ao - max {LiEN\{j} aixi : LiEN\{j} aiXi ::; ao} ?: r > o. 
For more details on the integer programming context see, for example, [17,46) and Chapter 2. 
3.2.3 Types of minimality 
The definitions of minimality given elsewhere have been framed in terms of the minimisation 
of linear functions of the coefficients such as Li=o Qi or n2ao - Li=l ai (see, e.g., [17) and 
Chapter 2). To include these notions of minimality we make the following two definitions. 
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Definition 40 An inequality {3.2} is a minimising inequality on n variables {or simply a 
minimising inequality} if it satisfies Cl' and there is some non-zero linear function of the 
coefficients that it minimises over the set of equivalent inequalities satisfying Cl. 
Definition 41 A minimising inequality is positively minimising if there is such a function 
in which all the coefficients of the variables are positive. 
A minimising inequality can. be found via the solution to an integer programme, and is 
essentially the notion of 'smallest possible' used in [17). Positively minimising inequalities 
are 'smallest possible' in a very natural sense, but it might seem that a minimising, but 
not positively minimising function such as n2ao - 2::'=1 a; will not necessarily result in an 
inequality that is 'smallest possible' in any natural sense. However, it is easy to see that 
minimising this function will tend to maximise L:::'=1 ai subject to achieving the minimum 
possible value of ao. Clearly, the resulting inequality cannot be reformulated by having a 
single LHS coefficient increased whilst keeping the RHS the same (this operation is called 
coefficient increasing (see, e.g., [92)) and it improves the formulation). This lack of scope for 
improvement means that branch-and-bound will tend to solve this formulation of the integer 
programme more quickly than if we minimise, say, L:::'=o ai. Therefore it is advantageous 
to be able to include such functions. We also USe the following definitions more in keeping 
with the terminology of partially ordered sets (see, e.g., Davey and Priestly[37)). 
Definition 42 We say that the inequality {3.3} is smaller than {3.2} ifbi ::; a; for all i E No 
and there is at least one i E No such that bi < ai. 
This induces a partial ordering on 0-1 inequalities, in which context the following defin-
itions arise naturally. 
Definition 43 We say that the inequality {3.2} is a minimal inequality if it satisfies Cl' 
and there is no inequality equivalent to but smaller than {3.2} which satisfies Cl. 
This definition avoids the arbitrary choice of an objective function, whilst describing a 
natural notion of being the 'smallest possible'. We shall see that this definition facilitates 
the proof of many results and we consider it our preferred definition of minimality. The 
following type of minimal inequality is of particular interest. 
Definition 44 An inequality {3.2} is a minimum inequality if it satisfies Cl' and all equi-
valent inequalities {3.3} satisfying Cl also satisfy bi > ai, for all i E No· 
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Inequalities of this kind correspond to simultaneously minimum structures in [117]. 
Again this is a natural definition without the arbitrariness of an objective function. Prov-
ing that an inequality is a minimum inequality is a strong result and, as with minimal 
inequalities, it is possible to prove many results using this concept. Despite the demand-
ing conditions of the definition, we shall see in Section 3.7 that most inequalities have an 
equivalent minimum inequality. 
Many of the results in later sections hold when expressed using any of these definitions 
of minimality. However, the proof of this is often made easier by using the relationships 
between these types of 'minimal' inequalities that we now describe. 
3.2.4 The relationships between the types of minimality 
In this subsection we reveal some connections between these different types of minimality. 
It is easy to see that a minimum inequality is necessarily a positively minimising inequality. 
However, the following example shows that not all positively minimising inequalities are 
minimum inequalities. 
Example 45 The inequality 
(3.5) 
is a positively minimising inequality since it minimises L:?=o a o [1J}, but it is not a minimum 
inequality, because the inequalities: 
and 
are equivalent to it. 
It is also easy to see that positively minimising inequalities are necessarily minimal 
inequalities (but the converse remains an open question). A strictly inclusive relationship 
holds between minimal and minimising inequalities. The following proof of this uses the 
fact that the set of inequalities (3.3) satisfying Cl and equivalent to (3.2) is characterised by 
the set of solutions to a linear integer programme in which the variables are the coefficients 
of (3.3), and each coefficient and RHS in each constraint is equal to -1,0 or 1 - see [17]. 
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Proposition 46 A minimal inequality is a minimising inequality. 
Proof. Suppose that (3.2) is a minimal inequality. Suppose that it strictly satisfies each 
constraint in the programme described above. Then the slack in each constraint is an 
integral amount due to the integrality of the variables bi, i E No and the coefficients and 
RHSS in the programme. Since the coefficient of b1 in each constraint of the LP is equal to 
o or ±1 we may decrease the value of b1 by 1 without violating any constraint, yielding a 
smaller equivalent inequality satisfying Cl. This contradicts the minimality of (3.2), so we 
may conclude that at least one constraint is satisfied at equality. Assuming (without loss of 
generality) that all the constraints are in ':S' form, the linear expression equal to -1 times 
the LHS of this constraint is minimised by (3.2). 0 
The following example shows that not all minimising inequalities are minimal inequalities. 
Example 47 The inequality 2Xl + 2X2 + 3X3 + 5X4 + .5xs + txs + 7X7 + 7xs + 9X9 :S 12 
minimises 81ao - L:Z=1 ai [17}, but it is not minimal since the three inequalities in the 
previous example are all equivalent to, and smaller than, it. 
We may summarise the relationship between these four types of inequality by: 
{minimum} C {positively minimising} ~ {minimal} C {minimising}. 
Continuing with some order-theoretic terminology, \\'e make the following definitions. 
Definition 48 We say a function f on the coefficients of inequalities is order-preserving 
if I(a) :S f(b) whenever {3.2} is smaller than or equal to {3.3}. 
Definition 49 We soya function f on the coefficients of inequalities is an strict-order-
preserving if f(a) < f(b) whenever {3.2} is smaller than {3.3}. 
The following two propositions show that there is a simple relationship between the 
minima of such functions and both minimum and minimal inequalities. 
Proposition 50 An inequality (3.2) satisfying Cl' is a minimum inequality if and only 
if it yields a minimum, over the set of equivalent inequalities satisfying Cl, of all order-
preserving functions of the coefficients a = (00, ai, 02 . ... , an). 
Proof. Necessity: Suppose an inequality (3.2) is a minimum inequality. Then any other 
equivalent inequality has all its coefficients at least as great as those of (3.2), and at least 
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one coefficient greater. Therefore the value of any order-preserving function must be greater 
for all other equivalent inequalities than it is for (3.2). 
Sufficiency: Suppose that (3.2) is not a minimum inequality. Then there is an equivalent 
inequality, 2::;=1 biXi :::: bo, satisfying Cl with bj < aj, for some j E No. Let M = (1 + 
I 2::;=O,i#j(ai - bi)\)/(aj - bj) and consider the order-preserving function f(a) = Maj + 
2::;=o#j ai· Then f(a) - f(b) = M(aj - bj) + 2::;=o#j(aj - bj ) = 1 + 1L:;=o#j(ai - bi)1 + 
2::;=o#j(aj - bj) ~ 1. Thus (3.2) does not minimise f. The result follows. o 
Proposition 51 An inequality (3.2) satisfying Cl' is a minimal inequality if and only if 
it yields a minimum, Over the set of equivalent inequalities satisfying Cl, of a strict-order-
preserving function of the coefficients. 
Proof. Suppose that (3.2) is a minimal inequality. Then consider the strict-order-preserving 
function f of the coefficients given by f(b) = 2::;=0 f;(bi) where f;(b;) is equal to bi if 
bi :::: ai and ai + M(bi - ail otherwise, where M = 2::;=0 ai. Let b represent the coefficients 
of a different but equivalent inequality satisfying Cl. By the minimality of (3.2), there 
must be some kENo such that bk > ak. Therefore f(b) = 2::;=O,i# f;(bi) + h(bk) > 
2::;=O,i# f;(b;) + ak + M> M = f(a). Thus the coefficients of (3.2) minimise f. 
Conversely, suppose that (3.2) minimises some strict-order-embedding function f over 
the set of equivalent inequalities satisfying Cl. If there were an inequality equivalent to, 
and smaller than, (3.2) satisfying Cl it would clearly give a smaller value of f, so there 
cannot be such an inequality. The result follows. o 
Note that the function in this proof is generally non-linear, so we have not shown that all 
minimal inequalities are positively minimising inequalities. Unlike the previous proposition, 
this result fails if f is only order-preserving, as the following example shows. 
Example 52 The inequality Xl + X2 + X3 + 3X4 + 3X5 + 6X6 + 6X7 :::: 7 minimises the order-
preserving function ai, but it is not minimal since Xl + X2 + X3 + 2X4 + 2X5 + 4X6 + 4X7 :::: 5 
is equivalent and smaller. 
We now focus on proving results for minimal inequalities. These results can also be 
proved by similar arguments when 'minimal' is replaced by 'minimum', either by using the 
inter-relationships described above, or directly (using similar arguments). These proofs are 
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omitted for the sake of brevity. The inter-relationships also help in demonstrating that many 
of the results hold when 'minimal' is replaced by 'minimising' or 'positively minimising'. 
Further details of these results are given in Section 3.6. 
3.3 New minimal inequalities from existing ones 
Our basic approach to proving that certain inequalities are minimal is to start with a 
minimal inequality on fewer variables and to repeatedly add one linear term to the LHS 
(whilst possibly altering the RHS) until we have constructed the inequality we wish to prove 
minimal. The way in which the inequality is extended at each step ensures that the final 
inequality is minimal. 
In this section we provide ways of generating new minimal inequalities on n + 1 variables 
from existing ones on n variables, describe some special families of minimal inequalities, and 
discuss proving minimality in general using our methods. First we need some preliminary 
results and the concept of a dual inequality. 
Definition 53 {17l Given an inequality {3.2}, its dual inequality is 
n n 
Laixi:::: Lai - (ao+ 1). (3.6) 
i=l . i::::l 
Observe that the dual inequality of (3.2) has the same LHS coefficients as (3.2). It is easy to 
see that the dual to the dual inequality is the original inequality. The following additional 
result was stated without proof in [17]. 
Claim 54 Two inequalities satisfying Cl are equivalent if and only if their duals are equi-
valent. 
Proof. Suppose that (3.2) is equivalent to (3.3) but that their duals, (3.6) and 
n n 
Lbixi :::: Lbi - (bo + 1) (3.7) 
i=l i=l 
are not equivalent. Then there is an x* satisfying (3.6), say, and not (3.7). Now consider x*, 
where x*; = 1- xi- Since x* satisfies (3.6) it follows that 2::7=1 ai(l- x*;) :::: 2::~1 ai - ao - 1 
and therefore L;=1 aix*; ~ ao+ 1. Thus x* violates (3.2). Since x* violates (3.7), using Cl 
it follows that L~1 bi(l - x*,) ~ 2::~1 bi - bo and therefore 2::;=1 bix*;:::: bo so x' satisfies 
(3.3). This contradicts the equivalence of (3.2) and (3.3) and the result follows. 0 
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We wish to prove that the dual inequality is minimal if and only if the original inequality 
(3.2) is minimal. To do this we use the following lemma, which yields necessary conditions 
for minimality, expressed in terms of subset-sum problems (see, e.g., [56]). 
Lemma 55 If {3.2} is a minimal inequality, then the following subset-sum problems have 
solutions: 
ao, '" E {O, l}n, 
n 
L aixi = ao + 1, '" E {O, l}n. 
i=1 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Proof. Suppose that (3.8) has no solution. Then L:i:l aixi ::; ao - I is 0-1 equivalent to 
(3.2), contradicting the minimality of (3.2). Hence (3.8) has a solution. 
Suppose that (3.9) has no solution. Then (al -l)Xl + L:i:2aixi::; ao is 0-1 equivalent 
to (3.2), contradicting the minimality of (3.2). Hence (3.9) has a solution. o 
Lemma 56 If {3.2} is minimal, then its dual inequality is also minimal. 
Proof. First note that the dual inequality satisfies Cl, Cl' and C2 since (3.2) satisfies Cl, 
Cl' and C2. Suppose that the dual inequality (3.6) is not minimal. Then there exists an 
inequality 0-1 equivalent to, but smaller than, (3.6) satisfying Cl and C2: 
n 
L bixi ::; boo (3.10) 
i=1 
Taking the dual of (3.10) we obtain 
n n 
Lbixi ::; Lbi - (bo + 1), (3.11) 
I;;;; 1 i= 1 
which satisfies Cl and C2 and is 0-1 equivalent to (3.2) by Claim 54. Since bi ::; ai, for all i E 
N the RHS of (3.11) is at most ao (otherwise a solution to (3.9) satisfies (3.11), contradicting 
its equivalence to (3.2)). If bj < aj for some j EN, then (3.11) is smaller than (3.2), contra-
dicting the minimality of (3.2). Otherwise, hj = aj for all j EN, and bo < L:i=l Ui - (ao+ 1). 
This implies that the RHS of (3.11) is greater than ao, so by Cl and (3.9), (3.11) is not equi-
valent to (3.2), a contradiction. The result follows. o 
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We are now ready to prove the following result, which provides four ways of generating 
(minimal) inequalities on n + I variables from existing ones on n variables. A minimal 
inequality on n+ I variables will be generated if and only if a particular subset-sum problem 
is satisfied. 
Theorem 57 Suppose that an inequality in the form of (3.2) is a minimal inequality. Let 
a E 1Nl. Then 
(i) 
and 
n n 
aX n+1 + La;x; ~ La; - (ao + 1) + a 
i;;;;l I;;;; 1 
n 
O'Xn+l + L aiXi ~ ao 
i=1 
are minimal inequalities if and only if the subset-sum problem 
has a solution, and 
(ii) 
and 
n n 
La;x; = La; - (ao + I) + a, x E {O,l}n 
i;;;;1 i=1 
n n 
aXn +1 + La;x; ~ La; - (ao+ 1) 
1=1 1=1 
n 
O·Xn+l + L aiXj -:; ao + 0-
i=1 
are minimal inequalities if and only if the subset-sum problem 
n n 
La;x;=La;-ao-a, xE{O,I}" 
i=1 1=1 
has a solution. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Proof. (i) First observe that by Lemma 56, (3.12) is minimal if and only if (3.13) is 
minimal. Second, observe that (3.12) satisfies Cl, Cl' and C2. Thus we may prove the 
result as follows. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that (3.14) has a solution. Suppose that (3.12) is not minimal. 
Then there is an inequality 
n+1 
'\' b·x < bo L- t 1_ 
i=1 
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(3.18) 
equivalent to, and smaller than, (3.12) satisfying Cl and C2. 
Now, fixing X n +1 = 1 we obtain an inequality, 
n 
L biXi ~ bo - bn+1, 
i::::=l 
(3.19) 
that is 0-1 equivalent to (3.6), the dual inequality to (3.2). Since bi ~ ai for all i EN, by 
(3.9) the RHS of (3.19) is at most that of the dual inequality, (3.6). Thus (3.19) must be equal 
to the dual inequality to avoid contradicting Lemma 56 and bo = 2::;=1 a. - (ao + 1) + bn+1 • 
The only possibility remaining is that bn +1 < a. Since (3.14) has a solution, this implies 
that (3.12) and (3.18) are not equivalent, yielding a contradiction. 
Necessity: Suppose instead that (3.14) has no solution. Then r may be set to 1 in 
Proposition 39 to reformulate (3.12) into 
n n 
(a-1)x n +1 + La.xi ~ Lai - (ao+ 1) +a- 1 
i=1 i=l 
which is equivalent to, but smaller than, (3.12) and satisfies Cl and C2. Hence (3.12) is 
not minimal. 
(ii) First observe that by Lemma 56, (3.15) is minimal if and only if (3.16) is minimal. 
Second, observe that (3.15) satisfies Cl, Cl' and C2. Thus we may prove the result as 
follows. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that (3.17) has a solution. Suppose that (3.15) is not minimal. 
Then there is an inequality 
n+1 
"" b·x· < bo ~ , 1_ (3.20) 
equivalent to, and smaller than (3.15) satisfying Cl and C2. Then fixing xn+1 = 0 we obtain 
the inequality 2::;=1 b.x. ~ bo which is equivalent to the dual inequality, (3.6). Indeed 
it is smaller than (3.6), contradicting Lemma 56, unless bj = aj for j E Nand bo = 
2::;=1 a. - (ao + 1). The only possibility remaining is that bn +1 ~ a-I. Fixing Xn +1 = 1 
in both (3.15) and (3.20) we can see that the inequality 
is equivalent to 
n 
L b.x. ~ bo - bn +1 
i=l 
n n 
Laixi ~ La. - (ao + 1) - o. 
i=1 i=l 
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(3.21 ) 
(3.22) 
Now, (3.21) has the same LHS as (3.22), but a RHS at least one larger, so (3.17) has a 
solution that satisfies (3.21), but not (3.22), contradicting their equivalence. 
Necessity: Suppose instead that (3.17) has no solution. Then the inequality 
n n 
(0' - l)xn+l + L aixi ::; L ai - (ao + 1) 
i=1 i=1 
is equivalent to, but smaller than, (3.15) and satisfies Cl and C2. Hence (3.15) is not 
minimal. o 
Given appropriate inequalities (3.2) from which to extend, the variety of possible exten-
ded inequalities (3.12), (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16) is clearly considerable. However, if we wish 
to prove the minimality of such extended inequalities without recourse to other methods 
to prove the minimality of (3.2), we must start from an inequality that is obviously min-
imal, such as Xl ::; 0, and extend this inequality using only Theorem 57. Naturally we are 
interested in how this restricts the set of inequalities we can prove minimal. Let (Xl ::; 0) 
denote the set of inequalities that can be generated using Theorem 57 from Xl ::; O. For 
much of the remainder of this chapter we focus on considering what types of inequalities 
(Xl::; 0) contains, how large the coefficients can be for an inequality in the set on n vari-
ables, what proportion of minimal inequalities on n variables are included in the set, and 
related questions. 
3.3.1 Some special families of minimal inequalities 
In this subsection we show that (Xl::; 0) contains some families of inequalities with interest-
ing sequences of coefficients that grow exponentially as n increases. We find the following 
lemma useful. 
Lemma 58 Suppose that (3.2) is minimal. Then for any j EN the inequality 
is minimal. 
n 
ajXn+l + L aixi ::; aD 
i=l 
This simply states that one can 'copy' a coefficient and maintain minimality. 
(3.23) 
Proof. It is easily seen that the subset-sum problem L:'=l aixi = ao + 1- aj has a solution 
with Ij = 0 (otherwise OJ can be reduced by one, contradicting the minimality of (3.2)). 
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Hence the subset-sum problem (3.14) (with a = ai) has a solution and the result follows 
by (i) of Theorem 57. 0 
Proposition 59 
Xl + ... + Xk + kXk+1 + ... + kX2k + ... 
+klffi.1Jxm < klffi.'J (3.24) 
is a minimal inequality for k E 1Nl, m E 1Nl \ {I}. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the inequality Xl + .. , + Xm ~ 1 is minimal for m > 1, 
so the proposition is true for k = 1 and 1 < m ~ k. It is easy to see that Xl + ... + 
Xk + kXk+1 ~ k is minimal {for example, by extending Xl ~ 0 using (3.16) to the minimal 
inequality Xl + ... + Xk ~ k - 1, and then using (3.12)). Thus the proposition is true for 
m = k + 1. We now prove the proposition for the remaining m by induction. Assume that 
the proposition is true for m E {I, 2, ... , rk + I}, for some r E 1NL (We aim to show it 
is true for m E {I, 2, ... , (r + l)k + I}.) Using Lemma 58 we can extend this to include 
m E {rk + 2, ... , (r + l)k} since the new coefficients are the same as some existing ones. 
Using (3.16) of Theorem 57 with a = kr we can also extend the (rk + I)-variable instance 
of (3.24) to produce each of the minimal inequalities 
Xl + "'+Xk+ ... + krXrk+1 + ·.·+k"Xrk+i ~ ikr, (3.25) 
where 2 ~ i ~ k, in turn. When i = k the inequality (3.25) can be extended using (3.13) of 
Theorem 57 with a = kr+1 to prove the result for m = (r + l)k + 1. The result follows. 0 
3.3.2 Proving minimality in general with this technique 
Some subset-sum problems with indeterminate coefficients are easily recognised as having 
a solution. Obvious examples include Li;l aixi = Li;l a, and Li::l aix, = O. Using such 
cases, we can provide the following result in which the burden of proving an inequality 
minimal is lessened by not demanding that a subset-sum problem is solved. 
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Corollary 60 Let aii = L:i;l ai - (ao + 1). Suppose that (3.2) IS a minimal inequality. 
Then 
n n 
(ao + l)xn+l + L aix; < Lai, (3.26) 
i=l 1:;:::1 
(Ea; - ao) Xn+l + Ea;xi 
n 
< La;, 
1=1 
(3.27) 
n 
lao - aolxn+l + L aiXi < max{ao, ao}, (3.28) 
i=1 
n 
(ao + l)xn+1 + L aixi < ao (3.29) 
i=l 
and (t ai - ao) Xn+1 + t aixi :5 ao 
1=1 1=1 
(3.30) 
are minimal inequalities. 
Proof. The first two results follow by setting a = ao + 1 in (3.12) and a = L:i;1 ai - ao in 
(3.16). The minimality of (3.28) follows by setting a = lao - aol in (3.12) if ao ~ ao, and 
'" = lao - aol in (3.16) if ao :5 ao, or alternatively, a = lao - aol in (3.15) if ao :5 ao, and 
a = lao - aol in (3.13) if ao ~ ao' The last two results follow either by setting a = ao + 1 in 
(3.13) and a = L:;;I ai - ao in (3.15) or alternatively by taking the duals of the inequalities 
(3.26) and (3.27). o 
In [17] inequalities which satisfy ao = ao are called self-dual, and self-dual inequalities 
on n + 1 variables, (3.28), are constructed from inequalities on n variables, (3.2). Note that 
no two of the five new inequalities above are equivalent unless ao = ai), in which case the 
first two are the same as each other, as are the last two, with these two pairs being different, 
and the third inequality is different again, being the same as the original inequality (the 
new coefficient is 0). 
In general, given a particular inequality that we wish to prove minimal, we can start 
with a minimal inequality that has fewer variables and some coefficients in common with 
the given inequality, and try to transform it into the given inequality by extending it with 
combinations of Theorem 57, Lemma 58 or Corollary 60. A suitable inequality to transform 
might be a Fibonacci inequality, (3.1), an inequality from Proposition 59, an inequality 
proved to be minimal previously or, if we are prepared to risk stepping outside (XI :5 0), an 
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inequality proved minimal by other means (e.g., by taking a minimal inequality from the 
list in Hammer, Johnson and Peled [72]). This process is now illustrated. 
Example 61 Consider the inequality XI +X2 + 2X3 + 3X4 + 3xs + 4X6 + 6X7 ::; 14. This can 
be proved minimal as follows. Take the Fibonacci inequality XI +X2+2X3+3X4 ::; 4 which is 
proved minimal in Section 3.5 and extend it using Lemma 58 to XI +X2 +2X3+3x4 +3xs ::; 4. 
Then use a = 4 in (3.15) of Theorem 57 to obtain Xl + X2 + 2X3 + 3X4 + 3xs + 4X6 ::; 5. 
Finally, use (3.26) of Corollary 60 to obtain the given inequality. 
3.4 Fibonacci upper bounds 
We now consider how large the coefficients can be in a minimal inequality in (Xl::; 0). After 
obtaining some preliminary results we derive upper bounds, equal or related to Fibonacci 
numbers, on each coefficient in a minimal inequality constructed in this way. 
As a preliminary result we prove an ::; 1 + '£':;12 ai for a minimal inequality, but to do 
so we need to assume C3 holds for some minimal inequality with the same LHS coefficients 
as (3.2) (except perhaps for an-d. We have not assumed that C3 holds for (3.2), but the 
following result comes to the rescue. 
Lemma 62 Given a minimal inequality (3.2) in which n > 2, either (3.2) or its dual 
satisfies C3. 
Proof. Suppose neither (3.2) nor its dual satisfies C3, and n 2: 2. Assume without loss of 
generality that an is the largest LHS coefficient. Then using Cl, an 2: Li=1 ai - aD and hence 
,£i;/ ai ::; aD· We also have an 2: aD + 1. Therefore, since al 2: 1, using Proposition 39 
we can reduce al and the RHS in (3.2) by at least one whilst maintaining equivalence and 
satisfying Cl. This contradicts the minimality of (3.2). The result follows. 0 
Now we can prove the preliminary result. 
Lemma 63 If (3.2) is a minimal inequality, then an::; 1 + ,£i;? ai. 
Proof. The only minimal inequality on one variable is Xl ::; 0, which satisfies the lemma. 
Therefore suppose n 2: 2. Suppose that (3.2) is minimal. Since the LHS coefficients are 
the same in both (3.2) and its dual, we may attempt to prove the result on either of these 
inequalities. We select one of them that satisfies C3 (this is possible by Lemma 62), and 
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using Lemma 56 if necessary, we know it is minimal. Assume without loss of generality that 
this is (3.2). 
Now 
n-l 
ao ~ L:ai 
i=l 
(3.31) 
since otherwise we may reduce the coefficients ao and an by ao - "L':';;} ai using the myopic 
reduction method of Proposition 36, contradicting minimality of (3.2). Suppose, seeking a 
contradiction, that there is a minimal inequality with an > 1 + "Li:;;,2 ai. Suppose further 
that an-l +an > ao+ 1. Then the clique inequality Xn-l +xn :5 1 is satisfied by any solution 
to (3.2). By C3, ao 2': an so we can deduce that ao > 1 + "Li:;;12 ai, i.e., ao - "Li:;;12 ai > 1, 
so we may use this clique inequality in Proposition 38 with r = 1. Thus (3.2) is equivalent 
to the pair of inequalities 
and 
n-2 I: aixi + (an-l - l)Xn_l + (an - l)x n :5 ao - 1 
i:;::::l 
Xn-l + Xn :5 1. 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
Now an-l - 1 + an - 1 > ao - 1, so (3.33) is implied by (3.32). Hence the single inequality 
(3.32), which satisfies Cl and C2, is 0-1 equivalent to (3.2). This contradicts the minimality 
of (3.2), hence 
an + an-l :5 ao + 1. (3.34) 
Eliminating ao from (3.31) and (3.3-1) we obtain an :5 1 + "Li:;;12 ai, a contradiction. 0 
Using the property 
n-2 
Fn = 1 + I: Fi (3.35) 
i=l 
of the Fibonacci sequence (see, e.g., [152]), the following remarkable result can now be 
proved quite readily. 
Theorem 64 Let {(an,a3)}nEN bE a sequence of pairs of numbers with a corresponding 
.sequence of 0-1 inequalities 
If each inequality in this sequence is minimal then ai :5 Pi and ao :5 1";+1 - 1, for all i EN. 
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Proof. We use induction. The only minimal inequality on one variable is XI S o. This has 
al = 1 = F I , and ab = 0 = F2 - 1, so the theorem holds for n = 1. Let k E 1Nl and suppose 
that the theorem holds for n E {I, ... , k}. Then 
ak+1 < ak_1 + ak-2 + ... + al + 1 by Lemma 63 
< Fk-I + Fk-2 + ... + FI + 1 by hypothesis 
Fk+1 by (3.35). 
k 
By (3.31), a~+1 < La; 
1=1 
k 
< L F; by hypothesis 
i=1 
= Fk+2 - 1 by (3.35). 
Hence, by the principle of induction, the theorem holds for all n E 1Nl. D 
Any minimal inequality generated from XI SOusing Theorem 57 will satisfy the condi-
tions of Theorem 64 for the first n terms, so these Fibonacci upper bounds apply. However, 
the scope of this theorem is wider than this - it allows for methods of extending minimal 
inequalities other than Theorem 57, as the following example shows. 
Example 65 Both XI + X2 + 2X3 + 3X4 S 4 and its dual, XI + X2 + 2X3 + 3X4 S 2, can 
be proved minimal by extending from Xl SOusing Theorem 57. The coefficients of both 
inequalities naturally satisfy the bounds from Theorem 64. Furthermore, if either is extended 
to give the minimal inequality Xl + X2 + 2X3 + 3X4 + 2xs S 5, the conditions of Theorem 64 
are still met. However, this inequality cannot be obtained using Theorem 57 from either 
4-l"Oriable inequality, and these are the only minimal inequalities on four variables with a 
LH5 of XI + X2 + 2X3 + 3X4· 
Note, however, that the 5-variable inequality in this example can be constructed from 
X ISO using Theorem 57 if we allow permutation of the coefficients after its use (see 
Section 7.2.2). Our next aim is to show that these upper bounds on the sizes of the 
coefficients are the best possible by showing that they can be attained (simultaneously) by 
the Fibonacci inequality. 
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3.5 Proving the minimality of the Fibonacci inequality 
Clearly the Fibonacci inequality satisfies all the bounds on its LHS coefficients and RHS at 
equality. In this section we prove the Fibonacci inequality lies in (XI :5 0). 
It should be pointed out that our connection between 'minimal' inequalities and the 
Fibonacci numbers is not the first that has been made. In [117], using a method of extend-
ing an inequality from n to n + 1 variables, each of a sequence of threshold functions cor-
responding to the sequence of inequalities {I:i:i FiXi + F n - 2 x n :5 Fn - I} nEN' are shown 
to minimise a certain objective function. However, the method used is quite different from 
ours, and involves revising existing coefficients. 
The following result shows that if we start to extend an inequality using (3.26) then 
after three extensions the new coefficients will satisfy the Fibonacci recurrence relation, the 
RHS will be equal to one less than the 'newest' two coefficients, and the property (3.35) will 
hold, precisely as in the Fibonacci inequality. Using this result it is easy to prove that the 
Fibonacci inequality is minimal. The effects of using each of the other extension methods 
of Corollary 60 in place of (3.26) are also considered. 
Proposition 66 If (3.2) is extended repeatedly using (3.26), then for 011 k ;::: n+3 we have 
and k-2 
ak=l+Lai. 
i=l 
Proof. After two extensions to (3.2) we obtain 
After three extensions we obtain 
n 
(ao + l)Xn+1 + Laixi 
i=l 
n 
:5 ao + 1 + L ai· 
i=l 
n 
< ao + 2 + 2 L ai· 
i=l 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
It is easy to see that this inequality satisfies an+3 = an+2 + an+l, 0~+3 = 0n+3 + an+2 - 1 
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and an +3 = 1 + L:i~/ a;. Hence the proposition is true for k = n + 3. We now prove the 
remainder by induction. Suppose the proposition holds for k = m ~ n + 3. Then 
Also, 
am+ I aO' + 1 by the method of extension 
m 
= am + am-l - 1 + 1 by (3.36) 
m-2 
= am-l + 1 + L a; by (3.37) 
m-I 
= 1 + La;. 
i=l 
aO'+1 L a; by the method of extension 
i:;;:.l 
i=l 
am+l + am - 1 by (3.38) and (3.37) with k = m. 
Hence all three equations hold for k = m + 1 and the result follows. 
We can now prove the desired result. 
Theorem 67 The inequality L:i=l F;x; :5 Fn+! - 1 is minimal for all n E IN. 
(3.38) 
o 
Proof. Clearly, the Fibonacci inequality on 1 variable, Xl ::; 0, is minimal. Extending this 
using (3.26) of Corollary 60, we obtain minimal inequalities matching (3.1) for n = 2 and 3. 
By Proposition 66, with n = 1, the coefficients of the extended, minimal, inequality satisfy 
ak = ak-l + ak-2 and ai = ak + ak-l - 1 = ak+! - 1 for k > 4. Hence the extended, 
minimal, inequality is the same as (3.1) for all n E 1Nl. o 
When (3.27) is used to extend Xl ::; 0 instead of (3.26), it is easily seen that the sequence 
of inequalities {Xl + X2 + ... + Xn :5 n - 1 }nEN is produced. When (3.29) is used to extend 
Xl ::; 0 it is easily seen to produce the sequence {Xl +X2+" +Xn ::; O}nEN, and when (3.30) 
is used to extend Xl ::; 0, it produces the sequence of duals to the Fibonacci inequalities 
{L:~l FiXi :::: Fn - l}nEN. The inequality Xl :::: 0 cannot be extended by (3.28) to produce 
any ne\\" inequalities since it is a self-dual inequality. 
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3.6 Minimising and positively minimising inequalities 
In contrast to the position with minimum inequalities, only some of the results in Sec-
tions 3.3-3.5 hold with 'minimising' or 'positively minimising' instead of 'minimal'. In this 
section we consider each result from Sections 3.3-3.5 that involves the concept of minim-
ality, and attempt to determine which ones hold using these alternative definitions. We 
consider the two definitions separately. 
3.6.1 'positively minimising' instead of 'minimal' 
Lemma 55 carries over since a positively minimising inequality is minimal. Lemma 58 also 
holds, as is now proved. 
Lemma 68 If f(a) = (0'1"'" O'n, O'o).a is minimised by (3.2) then 
is minimised by (3.2S). 
Proof. To see this, suppose that it is false. Then there is an inequality 
n+l L b;x; ~ bo (3.39) 
i=l 
equivalent to (3.23) and satisfying Cl such that E;"o,;;Oj 0';b;+O'j(bj+bn+1 )/2 < E:'=O,i;oj O';u;+ 
OjUj. Since min{bj, bn+d ~ (bj+bnH )/2 we may obtain E:'=OHj O';b;+ "j min{bj , bn+d < 
E;"o,;;Oj O'ia; + O'jaj. Now fix to zero whichever of Xj and xnH has the larger coefficient 
in (3.39) and remove the corresponding terms from (3.39) and (3.23). Then, re-labelling 
X n+l as Xj if necessary, we see that (3.39) is now equivalent to (3.2), satisfies Cl, but yields 
a smaller value of the function f. This contradicts our original assumption, The result 
follows. o 
Proposition 59 holds since a minimum inequality is positively minimising. Lemma 62, 
Lemma 63 and Theorem 64 hold since a positively minimising inequality is minimal. The-
orem 67 holds since a minimum inequality is positively minimising. Whether Lemma 56, 
Theorem 57 and Corollary 60 hold remains open. Note that all these results are to do with 
generating new positil'ely minimising inequalities from existing ones. 
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3.6.2 'minimising' instead of 'minimal' 
In contrast to the situation with 'positively minimising' inequalities, all the results concerned 
with generating new minimising inequalities from existing ones hold. Lemma 56 holds (if 
the function f(a) = (a" ... ,an,ao).a is minimised by (3.2) then f'(a) = (a, +ao, ... ,an+ 
ao, -ao).a is minimised by its dual). Theorem 57 does not hold as stated. However, it can 
be proved that with f'(a) equal to (a, + ao, ... , an + 0-0, 0-0, -o-o).a, (0-" ... , an, 0, o-o).a, 
(0-, + 0-0, ... , O-n + 0-0, 0, -o-o).a and (a" . .. , an, -0-0, 0-0) .a, the inequalities (3.12), (3.13), 
(3.15) and (3.16) respectively are minimising inequalities regardless of whether or not the 
corresponding subset-sum problems have a solution. Corollary 60 holds via this alternat-
ive result. Lemma 58 holds (as can be proved with f'(a) = (o-" ... ,Gn,O,o-o).a). Pro-
position 59 and Theorem 67 hold since a minimal inequality is a minimising inequality. 
Lemma 55 does not hold, as is now illustrated. 
Example 69 The inequality 2x, + 2X2 ::; 3 minimises a, + a2 - ao but (3.8) does not hold. 
The inequality 2x, + 2X2 ::; 2 minimises ao - a, but (3.9) does not hold. 
However, the following related result does. 
Claim 70 If (3.2) is a minimising inequality with corresponding function 
2:7=0 aiai, then (i): (3.8) has a solution if 0-0 > 0 or aj < 0 for some j EN; (ii): 
(3.9) has a solution if ao < 0 or aj > 0 for some j EN, and (iii): either (3.8) or (3.9) or 
both have a solution. 
Proof. (i) If 0-0 > 0 or aj < 0 for some j E Nand (3.8) has no solution, then it is 
easy to see that the value of the function can be improved, whilst keeping an equivalent 
inequality, by changing a coefficient or the RHS of (3.2). (ii) follows similarly. (iii) If neither 
of the subset-sum problems has a solution then by (i) and (ii), aj = 0 for all j E No. This 
contradicts the fact that (3.2) is a minimising inequality. The result follows. o 
Lemma 62, Lemma 63 and Theorem 64 do not hold either. A counter-example to each of 
these is the inequality x, + 2X2 ::; 1, which minimises the function a2 - a,. 
3.7 Practical Issues and computational experiments 
As n increases, it is easy to see that the average number of distinct inequalities on n + 1 
variables that can be generated using Theorem 57 from an existing minimal inequality on n 
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variables will tend to increase. This shows that the number of distinct minimal inequalities 
on n variables increases super-exponentially as n increases. Clearly, Theorem 57 is a useful 
mechanism for generating minimal inequalities. 
However, if we restrict ourselves to proving minimality using only Theorem 57 starting 
with Xl :<:: 0, we have seen that all those minimal inequalities that have any coefficient 
greater than the corresponding Fibonacci- or Fibonacci-related upper bound are out of 
reach. In addition, since all the previous results hold with 'minimum' instead of 'minimal' 
and Xl :<:: 0 is a minimum inequality as well as being minimal, the only inequalities that 
we can prove minimal (according to any of the four definitions) with this restriction are 
minimum inequalities. We explore how serious these two limitations are in practice in the 
following subsections. 
3.7.1 What proportion of inequalities have a minimum equivalent In-
equality? 
It is reported in (17) that for 79 out of the 80 randomly generated inequalities that they 
tested, the same inequality was obtained whichever of the functions ao, EI=1 a;, E;;"oa;, 
n2ao + EI;1 i2a; or n2ao + EI=1 (n - i + 1)2a; were minimised over the set of equivalent 
inequalities. As remarked in (17), this suggests that the polytope that is the convex hull 
(see, e.g., (120)) of all points corresponding to 0-1 inequalities equivalent to a given one and 
satisfying certain conditions stated in (17), generally does not have many extreme points 
(at least in the region that interests us most). 
To see if it was possible to strengthen this finding, a sample of inequalities on each of 
2,4, ... ,12 variables were tested to see what proportion had an equivalent minimum inequal-
ity. (Recall that by Proposition 50, a minimum inequality minimises any order-preserving 
function of the coefficients, including the five above and with strict-order preserving func-
tions, like the last three, it uniquely minimises it.) The general approach is as follows. We 
first use the method of [17) to find an equivalent positively minimising inequality. Then 
we set the objective function equal to a;, for each i E No in turn, and check whether the 
optimal value of the function a; is equal to the value of a; in the positively minimising 
inequality. Clearly the inequality has a minimum equivalent inequality if and only if the 
positively minimising inequality is a minimum inequality if and only if these values are the 
same for all i E No. 
The only complication to this is that to use the method of [17) we must assume that the 
variables can be re-labelled so that i < j :} a; 2: aj, not only in (3.2), but in all equivalent 
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inequalities. However, the example centred around inequality (3.5) shows that this is not 
true in general, so a slightly more complicated algorithm must be used, which makes use of 
the following definition and lemma from [17]. 
Definition 71 In {3.2}, variables X; and Xi are said to be symmetric if for every feasible 
0-1 vector, the vector formed by exchanging the values of x; and Xj is also feasible. 
Lemma 72 If x; and Xi are not symmetric in {3.2} {with a; > aj}, then b; 2': bi + 1 In any 
equivalent inequality {3.3} satisfying Cl. 
Thus an inequality equivalent to (3.2) that has coefficients that do not satisfy this ordering 
has a pair of symmetric variables that do not satisfy this ordering. Two variables can 
easily be tested for symmetry by solving a subset-sum problem. Hence Algorithm 3.7.1 is 
practical. 
Algorithm 3.1 The algorithm used to determine whether an inequality has a minimum 
equivalent inequality. 
Arrange it so that i < j => a; 2': aj. 
Find a (positively minimising) inequality Li=1 at X; ::; ao that minimises Li=a Q;. 
For each i E {I, ... , n - 1} discover whether X; and X;+1 are symmetric. 1 
Find the minimum value, ac;', of aa. 
if ac;' f; ao then 
Report that there is no minimum equivalent inequality; stop. 
end if 
Set i = o. 
while no reports and i ::; n do 
Find the minimum value, aY', of a;. 
Report if aY' f; ak for any k with Xk symmetric to X;. 
Set i to be one plus the largest of these k's. 
end while 
if no reports so far then 
Report that Li=1 aix; ::; ao is the minimum equivalent inequality. 
else 
Report that there is no minimum equivalent inequality. 
end if 
lThis information is sufficient to determine whether Xi and Xj are symmetric or not since it is easily seen 
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By Lemmas 56 and 62, with 'minimum' in place of 'minimal', an inequality is a minimum 
inequality if and only if its dual is a minimum inequality, and either it or its dual satisfies 
C3. Therefore we may test all inequalities satisfying Cl and C2 to ascertain whether or 
not they have a minimum inequality by examining only those that also satisfy C3. There 
is only one minimal inequality on 2 variables satisfying C3, Xl + Xz ::; 1, and it is clearly 
a minimum inequality so we need not employ the algorithm for the 2-variable case. The 
algorithm was employed on 320 inequalities for each n E {4, 6, 8, 10, 12}. These inequalities 
are the constraints of the randomly generated problems rBOa4, ... , rBOh4, ... , rBOa12, ... 
, rBOh12 described in Chapter 2 in which rBOxn has 40 0-1 inequality constraints, each on 
n variables. The results showed that in all cases the inequalities had a minimum equivalent 
form. This strengthens the result of [17] since it implies that for each of these inequalities, 
every strict-order preserving function will be optimised by the same (minimum) inequality. 
Thus it would seem reasonable to conclude that in the vast majority of cases, the minimum 
inequality can be considered as the canonical form of the inequality. 
These results suggest that only being able to prove the minimality of minimum inequal-
ities using Theorem 57 starting from Xl ::; 0 does not represent a significant restriction in 
practice. 
3.7.2 What proportion of minimum inequalities exceed the Fibonacci 
bounds and by how much can they be exceeded? 
The minimality of the Fibonacci inequality demonstrates that the size of the coefficients can 
grow exponentially fast as n increases (its rate of growth per variable is the golden ratio, 
(1 + ,;5)/2). Clearly even the minimal inequalities in (Xl::; 0) can cause the representation 
and computational problems mentioned earlier if the number of variables is large enough. 
However, without the restriction of the conditions of Theorem 64, an even greater growth 
rate in the coefficients is possible, and it is not hard to find minimal inequalities with 
coefficients exceeding the Fibonacci bounds. In [117] a sequence of simultaneously minimum 
structures is given (corresponding to minimum inequalities in our terminology) each of which 
is obtained from the preceding one, though all the coefficients are changed in general. The 
asymptotic rate of growth of the largest LHS coefficient of each inequality in this sequence 
is 2. 
To estimate the proportion, Pn, of minimal inequalities on n variables satisfying the 
that, when it is arranged so that i < j ~ aj ~ OJ, Xi and Xj are symmetric if and only if the pairs Xi and 
Xi+l, Xi+l and Xi+2, .. "' Xj_l and Xj are symmetric. 
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bounds, computational experiments were conducted. Again, the inequalities on 2 variables 
were easily dealt with since the only minimal inequality on 2 variables satisfies the Fibonacci 
bounds. The results are displayed in Table 3.l. 
n 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Pn 1 0.854 0.438 0.175 0.094 0.056 
Wn 0 0.029 0.038 0.026 0.019 0.015 
tn 1000 575 646 819 876 911 
Table 3.1: Statistics for the randomly generated inequalities. 
For each n, the values given (to three decimal places) in this table are based upon a 
sample of 1000 randomly generated minimum inequalities on n variables. The inequalit-
ies were generated using the method in Chapter 2, with the same parameters except for 
n = q = 40 and m = 1000 and a seed of n for the problem on n variables (see Chapter 2). 
Algorithm 3.7.1 was applied and those having a minimum form with n non-zero LHS coef-
ficients (there were tn of these) were tested to see if they satisfied the Fibonacci bounds. 
The estimate of Pn, Pn, is the proportion satisfying the bounds in the sample and a 95% 
confidence interval for Pn is given by [Pn - wn,Pn + wn). Note that Pn is an upper bound on 
the proportion of minimal inequalities that can be proved minimal using our method alone. 
To estimate accurately the latter proportion would require significant additional efforts. 
As n increases from 2, it is clear from the table that the proportion of minimal inequal-
ities that satisfy the bounds declines rapidly at first and then more gradually. Thus, the 
limited version of our method would seem to be of most use on minimal inequalities in-
volving a small number of variables or larger minimal inequalities possessing much smaller 
coefficients than would be expected to occur in an inequality generated using our approach. 
To see by how much the bounds can be exceeded, further computational testing was 
conducted. Let L(n) be the largest LHS coefficient in any minimal inequality on n variables. 
Let R(n) be the largest RHS in any minimal inequality on n variables. Lower bounds on L(n) 
and R(n) were calculated based on a sample of 1000 randomly generated inequalities that 
had their coefficients minimised by a procedure in [17). These lower bounds are displayed 
in Table 3.2. The row beginnings are 'n' (number of variables in the minimal inequality). 
'L(n)' and 'R(n)'. The values of L(n) and R(n) were found to be exact for n ~ .'; (using the 
complete list of minimal inequalities on up to 5 variables in [12)). For n 2: 6 no complete 
list of minimal inequalities is available in the literature, and the values are merely lower 
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n 1 
L(n} 1 
R(n} 0 
234.5 6 
1 2 3 5 2':9 
12482':17 
7 
2': 18 
2': 35 
8 
2': 36 
>72 
Table 3.2: Bounds on the LHS coefficients and RHS. 
bounds. However, Theorem 57 was used to increase some of them. 
Note that the Fibonacci bounds on the LHS coefficients only represent a true upper limit 
for a general minimal inequality for n < 6, and the Fibonacci-based limit on the RHS is only 
generally valid for n < 5. 
Table 3.2 and the aforementioned sequence from [117] show that the Fibonacci bounds 
prevent the coefficients in (Xl ~ 0) from being even nearly big enough to include all minimal 
inequalities. Two unanswered questions suggested by the table are: 'Is R(n + I} 2': 2R(n} 
for all n E 1Nl?' and 'Is L(n+l} = R(n}+1 for all n EN?'. The former question seems likely 
to have the answer 'yes' given the rate of growth of the coefficients in one of the families 
of minimal inequalities described above, but the answer to the second question seems less 
clear. 
Some conclusions and ideas for further research related to this chapter are included in 
Chapter 7. In the next chapter an attempt is made to gain a greater understanding of why 
having small coefficients is beneficial when the solution method is branch-and-bound. 
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Chapter 4 
Towards understanding the efficacy 
of reducing coefficients in 0-1 
inequalities and optimising their 
formulation 
No one will get very far or become a real mathematician without certain indis-
pensable qualities. He must have hope, faith, and curiosity, and prime necessity 
is curiosity. Louis Joel Mordell 
4.1 Introduction 
Often integer programmes can be solved more quickly, in terms of computer processing 
time required, by changing some of the coefficients of the variables and some of the right-
hand-sides (RHSS). It is easy to see why some of the methods for doing this are effective. 
Lifting (see, e.g., [33, 125, 174]), coefficient increasing [92] and methods of myopic coefficient 
reduction such as [33] and [74] guarantee to reduce the linear programming (LP)-feasible 
region of the problem to a subset of its original form. The methods of Dietrich, Escudero 
and Chance [46] also offer this guarantee, though at the cost of generally appending extra 
constraints to the original problem. 
Such changes to the LP-feasible region generally lessen the difference between the ob-
jective function values of the optimum integral and fractional solutions, Le., closing what is 
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called the integrality gap (or duality gap). Generally,l this speeds up the process of finding 
a solution (see, e.g., [33,46)) using a particular implementation of branch-and-bound [101]. 
However, the effects of these reformulations are not fully understood. (It is mentioned 
by Savelsbergh [140] that such reformulations do not always lead to a smaller search tree. 
Based on results from applying some reformulation techniques to some standard problems, 
Savelsbergh writes: "This shows that, at this moment, we do not have a clear understanding 
of how the different techniques embedded in state-of-the-art mixed integer optimizers inter-
act.".) Nevertheless, techniques for tightening formulations are used in many mixed-integer 
optimizers, yielding a significant reduction in the solution time on most problems. 
The methods of reformulation described in [17] and Chapter 2 aim simply to reduce 
the size of the coefficients to minimal or near-minimal integer values without regard to the 
nature of the corresponding LP-feasible region. Surprisingly, methods of this type have not, 
as far as the author is aware, been considered for use in state-of-the-art optimizers although 
they can be efficient and effective on constraints with a small number of variables, as has 
been demonstrated in Chapter 2 and [157]. The effectiveness of applying these methods of 
reformulation is even less well understood, though an explanation was attempted in [17]. 
In this chapter the effectiveness of the latter type of reformulation is examined in greater 
depth than it has been hitherto. First, strong evidence is obtained from extensive compu-
tational testing that reducing coefficients in any "sensible" way is generally beneficial for 
branch-and-bound. 
Then an understanding is sought of why this is so. This search involves analysing the 
effects of reducing coefficients on eleven measures of the efficacy of the formulation of a 0-1 
inequality, including one from [17] and some new measures. For each measure we consider 
how to calculate it and its range of values before demonstrating empirically how coefficient 
reduction improves it. We then discuss why coefficient reduction tends to improve these 
measures and why doing so tends to result in a faster performance by branch-and-bound. 
The effects of reducing coefficients on the various measures are synthesised to produce 
the "rule of thumb" that the improvement in the formulation as a result of reducing coeffi-
cients from very large values is approximately inversely proportional to the size to which the 
1 Even if the new feasible region is a proper subset of the original feasible region, the changed coefficients or 
additional constraints may lead to a change in the choices of nodes to develop, variables to branch on or the 
branching directions to take during branch.ond-bound. Depending on the problem and the implementation 
of branch-and-bound, this may result in worse integer solutions being found early on, fewer nodes being 
fathomed and a larger search tree. 
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coefficients are reduced. It is shown using a regression analysis that, averaging over many 
inequalities, the rule of thumb is very accurate. This is used to explain why the scope for 
improving the formulation using coefficient reduction diminishes as the number of variables 
in an inequality increases. 
Some applications of measures of efficacy are considered. One of these is to reformulate 
constraints so that they optimise the value of the measure. With this in mind, the optimal 
formulation of each of the 0-1 inequalities on at most four variables is sought with respect 
to each measure. In some cases the inequality with minimal coefficients is not optimal, but 
frequently it is, confirming the value of this approach. In the course of this investigation 
it is shown that, contrary to common assumptions, tightening a programme can sometimes 
result in a larger search tree in some implementations of branch-and-bound even when 
av~raging over a balanced set of objective functions. 
Since minimal inequalities are not always optimal (see, e.g., Chapter 2), the eleven 
measures are assessed with a view to optimising them instead of coefficient size. The 
limitations of each measure are considered. Then the class of inequalities on n variables that 
optimises each measure is determined, and this is used to classify the measures and make 
further comparisons of their merits. Finally the measures are compared by determining how 
well they are correlated with branch-and-bound performance on some problems inyolving 
six-variable constraints. 
To assist in measuring the correlations, a heuristic that seeks the optimal formulation 
of an inequality with respect to a given measure is developed and used to reformulate 
some randomly-generated problems involving six-variable inequalities. Though the heu ristic 
often produces inequalities that are clearly not quite optimal, the reformulations of some 
types of problems based on certain measures are substantially better than those based 
on minimising coefficients, and great savings in branch-and-bound time can sometimes be 
made. This can occur even if none of the corresponding 'minimal' inequalities can be 
lifted (a potential weakness of 'minimal' inequalities). Some ideas for further research are 
suggested in Chapter 7. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2 some definitions and further 
background are given. In Section 3 the effectiveness of coefficient reduction is examined 
empirically. In Section 4 each measure and the corresponding issues are dealt with. before 
arguing why coefficient reduction speeds up brallclI-and-bound. In Section 5 the rule of 
thumb and related matters are considered. In Section 6 some applications of the meas-
ures are considered. In Section 7 optimal formulations of some inequalities are sought and 
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tightening a formulation is shown to sometimes hinder branch-and-bound. In Section 8 the 
limitations and properties of the measures and their correlation with branch-and-bound per-
formance are considered. In Section 9 results are described using the heuristic for optimising 
the formulation. 
4.2 Background 
Given n E IN!, let N = {I, 2, ... , n}, and No = {a, 1,2, ... , n}. 
Whilst the techniques for reformulation mentioned in this chapter can be applied to 0-1 
inequalities within mixed integer programmes, we focus on pure 0-1 programmes and, in 
particular, individual constraints in the form: 
L a;xi ~ ao, Xi E {a, I} for all i E N, (4.1) 
iEN 
where the following normalisation conditions are satisfied: 
Cl ai ~ 0, for all i E No; 
C3 ai ~ ao, for all i EN. 
The assumption that these conditions are satisfied is now justified. To assume Cl is 
realistic because if ai < ° (i E N) then X; can be replaced by 1 - X;, and the inequality re-
arranged so that Cl is satisfied, and if ao < ° in the resultant constraint, the constraint (and 
therefore the entire integer programme) is infeasible. C2 may be assumed since otherwise the 
inequality would always be satisfied and could be eliminated from the integer programme. 
In addition, it is reasonable to assume C3 because otherwise Xi can be fixed at zero and 
eliminated from the inequality. Such pre-processing is normal practice in commercial branch-
and-bound software. 
Sometimes one of the following conditions strengthening Cl will be assumed: 
Cl' ai E IN! U {a}, for all i E No; 
Cl/l ai E IN! , for all i E N. 
It is reasonable to assume that each ai is an iIlteger because, if necessary, the entire 
inequality can be multiplied by some integer to ensure it. (This is normally possible since the 
integer programme will normally be solved using a computer code that stores the coefficients 
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as rational numbers.} This is often done during reformulation since integer coefficients are 
required by some of the algorithms used to reformulate constraints. 
It is important that a reformulation does not change the underlying nature of a problem. 
This can be ensured by making the reformulated inequality equivalent to the original one 
in the following sense. 
Definition 73 A n inequality 
'" b·x· < bo L...J I l_
iEN 
{4.2} 
is 0-1 equivalent (or simply equivalent) to (4.1) if they have the same set of 0-1 solutions. 
The following concept is also important when reformulating constraints. 
Definition 74 [46] LiENaixi ~ ao is as tight as LiENbixi ~ bo whenever {x E [0, l]n: 
LiENaixi ~ ao} <;; {x E [0, l]n: LiENbiXi ~ bo} and tighter whenever the containment is 
strict. 
Normally it facilitates the solution of the integer programme if the reformulated inequal-
ity is tighter than, as well as equivalent to, the original as this ensures the feasible region 
of the reformulated programme is a subset of the original region, with the consequences 
described in Section 1. Interestingly, however, the methods of reformulation described in 
[17] and Chapter 2 are effective even though they do not guarantee to maintain or improve 
the tightness of the formulation. 
The technique of Bradley, Hammer and Wolsey [17] involves finding an inequality {4.2} 
that minimises some function of the coefficients such as 'Li'=o bi subject to the constraint 
that {4.1} and {4.2} are equivalent and {4.2} satisfies Cl and the following constraints: 
C5 If x violates {4.2} then L;=I b,x, ;0: bo + 1; 
where al ;0: a2 ;0: ... ;0: an holds in {4.1}. Note that CS prevents the coefficients from all 
becoming arbitrarily small during the minimisation process. 
The heuristic technique of Chapter 2 involves repeated attempts to reformulate the 
original inequality into an equivalent form possessing smaller coefficients by dividing by a 
number from a set, and then rounding. It is generally effective in reducing the coefficients 
to minimal or near-minimal values in inequalities on up to 16 variables. 
The efficacy of reformulating using the technique of Bradley et al was argued using a 
simple measure of efficacy in [17], and was demonstrated empirically in, e.g., [157]. The 
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efficacy of using the heuristic of Chapter 2 was demonstrated empirically in that chapter, 
though without supporting theoretical arguments. 
It will be useful to be able to discuss inequalities with coefficients that are 'smallest 
possible' in some sense. To this end the following three definitions are used, which have 
been taken from Chapter 3, or are related to some therein. 
Definition 75 The inequality (4.2) is smaller than (4.1) if b; ::; U; for all i E No and there 
is at least one i E No such that b; < a;. 
This relation induces a partial ordering on 0-1 inequalities, in which context the follow-
ing definitions arise naturally. 
Definition 76 The inequality (4-1) is a minimal inequality if it satisfies Cl and C5 and 
thae is no inequality equivalent to but smaller than (4.1) that satisfies Cl and C5. 
Definition 77 An inequality (4.1) is a minimum inequality if it satisfies Cl and C5 and 
all equivalent inequalities (4.2) satisfying Cl and C5 also satisfy b; ~ a;, for all i E No. 
Given the effectiveness of the two coefficient reduction methods it seems reasonable 
to hypothesise that reducing coefficients would generally be beneficial using most 'sens-
ible' methods.2 In the next section this hypothesis is tested by conducting computational 
experiments. 
4.3 The effectiveness of reducing coefficients in general 
In this section we attempt to determine, with as much generality as possible, the effectiveness 
of reducing coefficients to various extents. The reduction techniques of [17] and Chapter 2 
were considered unsuitable for this purpose, for the following reasons. First, neither method 
as it stands is suitable for producing reductions of a small degree - the method of [17] 
reduces coefficients to minimal values and the method of Chapter 2 tends to reduce the 
coefficients in a few large steps. Second, even if either method were interrupted, other 
factors would reduce the generality of the results and could introduce bias. In particular, 
reducing coefficients using the method of Chapter 2 results in choosing the most favourable 
2The word 'sensible' is used to exclude poor methods of reformulation such as attempting to reduce a 
single left-hand-side (LHS) coefficient. Clearly this method ensures that the original formulation is as tight 
as or tighter than the new formulation, thereby having an effcn that is opposite to that of a successful 
method, and therefore it will generally increase solution times. 
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RHS possible, and interrupting the method of Bradley et al [17] would give an inequality at 
or near the boundary of the feasible region of the poly to pe over which Li'=o ai is minimised. 
Therefore a new method of reduction was used. This new method, which is termed random 
coefficient reduction, involves trying to replace each inequality by a randomly generated 
equivalent inequality having smaller coefficients. It turns out to be a practicable (though 
not efficient) procedure for reformulating inequalities with a small number of variables (up to 
about 8, say). By varying the range within which the coefficients of the randomly generated 
inequalities lie it is possible to examine the efficacy of reducing coefficients to various extents 
in a way that is without bias and independent of any particular deterministic method of 
coefficient reduction. 
The approach is now described in more detail. First ten problems, denoted by P" ... , PlO, 
were generated randomly using the scheme from Chapter 2 displayed in Algorithm 4.1. All 
the parameters are assumed to be integers. 
Algorithm 4.1 The algorithm used to generate ten random problems. 
Choose m as the number of constraints (all ':5'). 
Choose n as the number of variables. 
Choose p :5 n as the number of variables per inequality. 
Choose q :5 n as the number of non-zero coefficients in the objective function. 
Choose Cmax as the maximum possible coefficient in an inequality or objective function. 
Choose Cm;n as the minimum possible positive coefficient in an inequality or objective 
function. 
Choose a seed for the random number generator. 
Choose q variables, at random, to have non-zero coefficients in the objective function. 
Sample each non-zero objective function coefficient from Unif( {Cmin, ... , cm•x}). 
for each constraint do 
Choose p variables, at random, to have non-zero coefficients. 
Sample each non-zero coefficient from Unif({cm;n, ... ,cm•x}). 
Let a m • x be the largest coefficient and (1 the sum of the coefficients. 
Choose an RIIS for the constraint from Unif( {am." ... , (1 - I}). 
end for 
Each of the problems generated has n = q = 60, m = 30, p = 6. Cm in = 1 and Cmax = 999. 
The random number generator was rand2 (see Press et al [131]). The seed was equal to i 
for the ith problem. Note that these problems are multidimensional 0-1 knapsack problems 
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with no special constraints such as generalised upper bounds or special-ordered sets. This 
makes them more challenging to solve as these special constraints are often of considerable 
help when reformulating 0-1 programmes using methods of tightening such as those in 
[33, 46]. 
Then for each problem, P;, thirty-one files (i,j) containing equivalent problems P;,j,j E 
{0, ... ,30} were generated using Algorithm 4.2 using a seed of 11i. P;,j can be considered 
to be a reformulation of the original problem P; using random coefficient reduction. Cl' 
and C4 are also assumed. 
Algorithm 4.2 The algorithm used to generate thirty-one equivalent problems. 
Copy the objective function of the integer programme i to each output file. 
Choose a seed for the random number generator. 
for each inequality, [, in the integer programme do 
Find the smallest J], such that there exists an inequality equivalent to [ with integral 
LHS coefficients at most J],.3 
for j := 0 to 30 do 
v:= lIL(9~9)ioJ. 
repeat 
Generate the LHS of an inequality Jj with coefficients sampled from 
Unif({O, ... ,v}). 
Sample a RHS for Jj from Unif({amax> ... ,u-I}). 
Sort the coefficients of Jj so that C4 holds and test it for 0-1 equivalence with [. 
until Jj is equivalent to [ 
end for 
for k := 0 to 30 do 
Output the inequality from {Jj : j E {O, 1, ... , 30}} with the (k + l)th smallest RHS 
to file (i, k). 
end for 
end for 
Our reasons for calculating vas in Algorithm 4.2 are as follows. First, we wish to vary 
it between the smallest possible value, namely the smallest possible value of the largest 
coefficient in an equivalent inequality, and a value large enough to explore the behaviour 
of branch-and-bound a, the coefficients tend to 00. Second, it was anticipated that most 
3This can be done using a method from (17). 
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of the benefit that would be gained from using smaller coefficients would be gained when 
the coefficients were relatively close to minimal values. Accordingly, v was defined so that 
log(v) rather than v was spread out fairly evenly. In all the problems generated the objective 
function was to be maximised. 
The following concept is used to group together problems with coefficients of a similar 
size. 
Definition 78 Class k is {Pi,k: i E {1, ... , 10}}. 
Clearly, class 0 contains problems involving minimal or near-minimal inequalities and class 
30 contains problems involving inequalities with very large coefficients. 
Figure 4.1 shows how the average number of branch-and-bound nodes used to prove 
optimality for the ten problems in a class varies as the class number (and hence the average 
RHS) varies. The solver used was SCICONIC version 2.10 (1990), run under HP-UX on a 
Hewlett Packard HP 9000/827 machine using the presolw option of the global agendum. 
An arithmetic mean is used to calculate the average number of nodes and a geometric mean 
for the average RHS since the logarithm of the RHS is plotted. The base of the logarithm is 
10, as it is in the remainder of this chapter. 
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Figure 4.1: The relationship between the size of the RHS and the number of nodes. 
Clearly for these problems, in which all the constraints are six-variable inequalities, the 
performance in branch-and-bound deteriorates as the RHSS increase up to an average value o( 
about 100, after which point the performance appears to fluctuate randomly. This is similar 
to Figure 4.2 which shows how the average number of seconds used to prove optimality varies 
as the average RHS increases. Again, an arithmetic mean is used to calculate the average 
HlImber of seconds and a geometric mean is used to calculate the average RHS. 
Finally, Figure 4.3 shows how the average proportion of the integrality gap closed (PlC) 
varies as the average RHS varies. The PlC is normally defined to be the difference between 
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Figure 4.2: The relationship between the number of seconds and the size of the RHS. 
the original LP-optimum and the new Lp-optimum, divided by the difference between the 
original LP-optimum and the integer programme (IP)-optimum. However, using the LP-
optimum of Pi would give a misleading value for the PlC if the Lp-optimum of Pi were far 
from the average LP-optimum for Pi,; with j large. Therefore an average value is used as 
it is less subject to variation. To be precise, the PlC for a given problem P;,j is given by 
(LP;:-." - LPi,;)/(LP;:-." - IPi). In this expression LPi,;, IPi and LPi,oo are the optimal value 
of the objective function for the LP-relaxation of Pi,i' the optimal value of the objective 
function for the integer programme P; and an estimate of the expected value of the LP-
relaxation of Pi,k, generated using Algorithm 4.2, as k tends to infinity. From Figures 4.1 
and 4.2 it appears that the efficacy of the problems Pi,i fluctuates randomly around a 
certain level for at least those j E {21, .. " 30} (corresponding to a log(average RHS) of 
approximately 2.47 or more). Consequently, Lp;:-oo is calculated as the arithmetic mean of 
the LP-optimum of problems Pi,21, ... , Pi,30' An arithmetic mean is used for the PICS and a 
geometric mean for the RHSs. 
In summary, these figures show that if the coefficients in a 0-1 inequality are reduced 
from very large values, the branch-and-bound statistics will tend to improve if the coef-
ficients are reduced below a certain size, otherwise only random fluctuations will occur. 
For the six-variable inequalities considered, this size corresponds to an RHS of (very ap-
proximately) 100. This supports our hypothesis, though it is clearly important to reduce 
coefficients below a certain size. For different numbers of variables per inequality, the crit-
ical RHS value will clearly be different. Whilst these results do not ensure that all sensible 
methods of coefficient reduction will generally reduce solution times, they do suggest that 
those that seem harmless probably will. 
The numbers from which these figures are constructed are included in Table 1 in Ap-
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Figure 4.3: The relationship between the PlC and the size of the RHS. 
pendix B, which contains all the tables for this chapter. Table 1 contains statistics sum-
marising the information from each class. The problem class over which the averages are 
calculated is given in the column headed 'Class', followed by the geometric mean of the 
RH ss under 'RHS'. Next are the arithmetic mean of the number of branch-and-bound nodes 
required to prove optimality under '#N' and the arithmetic mean of the corresponding 
number of seconds under 'is'. Finally there is the arithmetic mean of the PlCS under 'PlC'. 
Incidentally, comparison of particular constraints in P;,Q and P;,l for some values of i 
often revealed that the (small) differences in formulation corresponded to applications of the 
coefficient reduction technique of Dietrich et al [46), confirming the utility of their approach. 
The existence of other small differences corresponding to multiples of valid inequalities 
helped to suggest the generalisation of the technique of Dietrich et al made in Chapter 5. 
The particular shape of the graphs is also of interest. An explanation for this shape, based 
on some heuristic arguments, is put forward in Section 4.5. First an explanation for the 
success of coefficient reduction is sought. 
4.4 Explaining the effectiveness of coefficient reduction 
As suggested in Section 1, an inequality that has been reformulated using Algorithm 4.2 need 
not be as tight as the original inequality. For example, (1/3, 1,0) violates lOx, +8X2 +5X3 ~ 
II but satisfies the equivalent reduced constraint 6x, + 4X2 + 3X3 ::; 6. Thus there is no 
guarantee of improved tightness to explain why such a method should be successful. Instead 
a generally applicable method of comparing the two formulations is needed. Currently there 
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appears to be no consensus on how to do this: "How does one compare two relaxations? 
This question is not well understood and, in fact, one can formulate several notions of 
'tightness'." (Goemans [60]). 
Nevertheless, in the following subsections various measures are described that can be 
used to compare formulations and these are used to explain the success of coefficient reduc-
tion. Some of these measures are new. After defining each measure, a method or methods 
for calculating it are outlined, its range of possible values is considered in order to place 
actual values in context and it is made clear how to interpret actual values. The relationship 
between coefficient reduction and the measure is then illustrated by a graph obtained from 
the results of computational experiments. In the final subsections arguments are given that 
explain why coefficient reduction tends to improve the various measures and why the better 
these measures are, the better branch-and-bound performance is likely to be. 
The statistics on which the graphs are based are included in Table 2 in Appendix B. 
In each graph every point corresponds to a particular class of problems from Section 4.3. 
Each point's position shows the arithmetic mean of the measure and the logarithm of the 
geometric mean of the RHS for the inequalities in the problems in a class. When the values of 
the measures are estimated, the estimates are based on a sample of 1000 points. Throughout 
it is assumed that I is of the form (4.1) and that each measure, considered as a function, 
has the set of inequalities of the form (4.1) as its domain and III as its codomain. 
4.4.1 The Bradley, Hammer and Wolsey measure (b) 
Suppose that k > 0 is the largest real number such that all the infeasible 0-1 points satisfy 
LiEN aixi 2: ao + k. In [17] they mention that a way to define a strongest equivalent 
inequality is to say it is one that maximises the distance between (4.1) and LiEN aixi 2: 
ao + k, and that a natural measure of this distance is k/ LiEN. lail. This is used as the first 
measure. 
Definition 79 b(l):= k/ LiEN. ai· 
b is straightforward to calculate since k can be calculated by solving a subset-sum 
problem (see, e.g., [111]) for which efficient code is available in [111] if the coefficients 
satisfy Cl'. Now let us consider what range of values are possible with b. 
Proposition 804 b is onto (0,1/3]. 
4This is lhe firsl of a series of similar propositions, one for each measure. 
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Proof. Multiply the coefficients and RHS of I by l/k to obtain an inequality 1'. Clearly 
b(I') = b(I) and l' is of the form (4.1) and has k = 1. Now, in 1', ao :::0: 1 since otherwise 
C3 implies a; < 1 for all i and, along with k = 1 and Cl, this implies that there are 
no infeasible 0-1 vectors, which contradicts C2. Therefore, since k = 1 and C2 holds, 
LEN a; :::: 1 + 1 = 2. Hence LENo a; :::: 3 and b(I) = b(I') $ 1/3. Clearly b(I) > O. Thus 
the range of b is a subset of (0, 1/3]. 
It is now proved that b is onto (0, 1/3]. Suppose that < E (0,1/3] and let 1= (1/<-1)/2 :::: 
1. Now Ix! + X2 $ I is of the form (4.1) and has an image under b of 1/(21 + 1) = <. The 
result follows. o 
Figure 4.4 shows how the average value of b changes as the average RHS in a class varies. 
It also shows that even when six-variable inequalities are reformulated so that they optimise 
b, they are still much nearer to the worst end of the range than the best end. 
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Figure 4.4: The relationship between b and the size of the RHS. 
The next measure is quite similar to b. 
4.4.2 A geometric measure (g) 
Balas et al [3] measure the quality of a "cutting plane" L;EN a;x; $ ao that they con-
sider appending to a mixed 0-1 programme as the shortest Euclidean distance between the 
current LP solution that they wish to cut off and the plane L;EN a;x; = ao. This is a 
measure of the "depth" of the cut. They seek to maximise it in their optimisation code 
and write that it turns out to be a reliable guide for their purposes. This distance is given 
by (L;EN a;x; - ao)1 VL;EN a; (see, e.g., Parsons and Dawson[127]) where", is the point 
they wish to remove and (4.1) is the "cutting plane". However, in this study the aim is 
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not to remove individual points, but to maximise the efficacy of the inequality in general, 
so adapting their measure for this purpose, we consider the minimum Euclidean distance 
between a 0-1 vector violating the inequality and the hyperplane L;EN aixi = ao. That is, 
min { (L;EN aiXi - ao) / JL;EN a~ : LiEN aiXi > ao, x E {O, l}n}. Clearly this quantity is 
equal to k/ JLiEN ar. Accordingly, the next measure is defined as follows.' 
Definition 81 g(I) := k /JL;EN at where k is as defined in Subsection 4-4.1. 
Evidently 9 can be viewed as being the same as b, except that a different measure of the 
size of the coefficients is used. 9 is also easy to evaluate exactly. Balas et at also employ 
two other similar measures. When adapted for our purposes in the same way they yield the 
measures k/ao and k/ LiEN ai. These are very similar indeed to b, and in view of this only 
9 was calculated. 
Proposition 82 9 is onto (0, 1/v'2]. 
Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 80. o 
The relationship between 9 and the coefficient size is depicted in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: The relationship between 9 and the size of the RHS. 
4.4.3 The number of vertices of the 0-1 knapsack po\ytope supported (v) 
Definition 83 v(I) := I{x E {O, l}n: LiEN aixi = ao}l· 
Clearly v(J) denotes the riumber of vertices of the underlying 0-1 knapsack po\ytope that 
satisfy I exactly. It can be calculated quickly for small Tl by explicitly enumerating the 
5 Incidentally, an alternative definition of 9 would be the maximum Euclidean distance between a 0-1 
vector violat.ing the inequalit.y and the hyperplane. Maximising such a measure would be equivalent to 
minimising ao/ VLiEN a; - a measure similar to one described in Subsection 4.4.6. 
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points satisfying the inequality exactly. This measure has been used to compare facet-
inducing inequalities for the symmetric travelling salesman problem by Naddef and Rinaldi 
[1l8), with higher values being preferred. 
Proposition 84 v is onto IN U {O}. 
Proof. Clearly the range of v is a subset of IN! U {O}. Under v, 2x) + 2X2 :s; 3 f--t 0 
and 2x) + X2 :s; 2 f--t 1 and both these inequalities are of the form (4.1). For n > 2, 
L;eN X; :s; 1 f--t n and this inequality is of the form (4.1). The result follows. o 
Figure 4.6 shows how v actually varies with the size of the coefficients on the problems 
generated in Section 4.3. 
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Figure 4.6: The relationship between v and the size of the RHS. 
4.4.4 The dimension of the face of the 0-1 knapsack po\ytope supported 
(J) 
First some definitions are given (see, e.g., [120] for related material). Let 5 = {x E {O, l}n: 
L;eN a;x; :s; ao}. Clearly 5 is the set of feasible solutions to the knapsack constraint. Let 
conv(5) denote the convex hull of the points in 5. Then the face of conv(5) defined by 
(4.1) is given by F = {x E conv(5) : L;eN a;x; = ao}. The dimension of F is said to be k 
if the maximum number of affinel), independent points that lie in F is k + 1 (see, e.g., [120. 
p. 89]). By convention, the dimension of F is considered to be -1 if F = 0. F is called a 
facet of conv(5) if the dimension of F is one less than the dimension of conv(5). 
In the literature, when appending valid inequalities to improve the formulation of a 
problem, "strong" valid inequalities are often sought rather than merely any "alid inequality. 
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A strong valid inequality is considered to be one for which F is a facet or a face of high 
dimension [154J. Hence the next measure is as follows. 
Definition 85 f(!) is the dimension of F, where F is defined as above. 
f(I) may appear to be difficult to calculate, but the following two results show the way to 
a straightforward method for evaluating it. 
Proposition 86 [120, Proposition 6.6, p. lOB} If L;EN a;x; ::; ao defines a face of dimen-
sion k - 1 of conv(S j, there are k affinely independent points xl, ... , xk E 5 such that 
L;EN a;xl = aD for all j E {1, ... , k}. 
This shows that when calculating f, the search for affinely independent points in F (an 
infinite set) may be restricted to points that are also in 5 (a finite set). The following result 
is from Nering [121, p. 224J and is essentially the same as part of Proposition 1.3 from [120, 
p. 84J. It expresses affine independence in terms of linear independence. 
Proposition 87 The points xl, ... , xk E Rn are affinely independent if and only if the 
Qugmented points (x', 1), ... , (xk, 1) E Rn+! are linearly independent. 
Thus f(!) can be calculated using Algorithm 4.3. 
Algorithm 4.3 A method for calculating f(!). 
Explicitly enumerate the 0-1 points in F, Xl, .•• , xr. 
for i := 1 to r do 
for j := 1 to n do 
m ·· --x' l,)'- jo 
end for 
nl£,n+l := 1. 
end for 
1\1:= [m;,jJ. 
fU) := rank(M) - 1. 
It is easy to see that the range of f is IN! U {-1,0}. Clearly, a high value of f indicates 
that the inequality is close to conv(S), and in general the higher the value of f, the better. 
4.4.5 Subset-sums and the scope for tightening (s) 
The next measure can be used as a guide to how much (4.1) can be tightened by the well-
established techniques of individual coefficient reduction [46J and coefficient increasing [92J. 
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Figure 4.7: The relationship between f and the size of the RHS. 
Coefficient reduction is described in the following proposition. 
Proposition 88 ([46]) (aj - r)x j + LiEN\(j) aixi ::; ao - r is equivalent to (4-1) for any 
r satisfying aD - max{LiEN\{j)aixi : LiEN\{j}aiXi ::; ao,'" E {D,l}n} 2: r 2: D. The 
reformulated inequality is tighter if r > D. 
Coefficient increasing may be described as follows. 
Proposition 89 ([92]) (aj + r)xj + LiEN\{i) aiXi ::; aD is equivalent to (4.1) for any r 
satisfying aD - max{ aj + LiEN\{j) aixi : LiEN\{j} aixi ::; ao - aj, '" E {D, l}n} 2: r 2: D. The 
reformulated inequality is tighter if r > D. 
The extent to which such reformulations can take place may be qua?tified by averaging 
the value of the subset-sum-Iike quantities mentioned in Propositions 88 and 89. To clarify 
this, let 
Sj,v = ajv + max { :L:: aiXi: :L:: aixi::; ao - ajv, '" E {O, l}n} 
iEN\{j} iEN\{j} 
where j E N, v E {D, 1}. Then the value of r in Proposition 88 is at most ao - Sj,O and the 
value of r in Proposition 89 is at most ao - Sj,l' Clearly the larger the values of the Sj,v, 
the less reformulation can be done, so the amount of reformulation possible can be gauged 
by averaging the Sj,v' 
To make the measure invariant under scaling of the inequality we divide by the RHS, ao. 
Thus the measure is defined as follows. 
Definition 90 s(J) := 2';00 LjEN L~=o Sj,v' 
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The subset-sum problems involved in the calculation of s are easily solved using standard 
codes providing that Cl' also holds (see, e.g., [111)). The following proposition helps us to 
judge which values of S are high and which are low. 
Proposition 91 s is onto (1/2,1]. 
Proof. Given I, let j E N and let X j ,l be an optimal solution to the subset-sum problem 
Sj,l = aj + max{LiEN\{j}aixi: LiEN\{j}aixi ~ ao - aj,x E {O, l}n}. Then x{,l = 0 for 
some i # j, otherwise C2 is contradicted. Now ai+Sj,l > ao (otherwise x j ,1 is not optimal). 
However, by setting Xi = 1 and Xk = 0 for all kEN \ {i}, a feasible solution to the 
subset-sum problem with Xj fixed at zero is obtained (since C3 holds), so 8j,0 :::: ai. Hence 
Sj,O + Sj,l > ao, and by summing over j E N it is easy to see that we obtain s(I) > 1/2. 
Clearly Sj,v ~ ao for all j E N and v E {O, 1} so s(!) ~ 1. To show that 8 is onto (1/2,1], 
let E E (1/2,1]. Then l/E E [1,2) and the inequality Xl + X2 ~ l/E satisfies C1-C3 and has 
s = (1 + 1 + 1 + 1)/(4/E) = €. The result follows. o 
As mentioned above, the larger the sj,v-variables, the less reformulation can be done. 
Thus a high value of s indicates that the inequality cannot be tightened much by either of 
the above methods, and so it must be fairly well formulated. Similarly, a low value of S 
indicates that the constraint is poorly formulated, so high values of s are desirable. 
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Figure 4.8: The relationship between s and the size of the RHS. 
4.4.6 The Oosten-Goemans measure (0) 
In Oosten's PhD thesis [123], a measure originally presented by Goemans [60] of the strength 
of an individual inequality or family of inequalities was considered. Oosten showed that it 
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was possible to extend the class of polyhedra for which Goeman's measure has a nice 
interpretation. 
In [123) the strength of an inequality (-I.1) relative to a polytope P is given as 
ao/(max{LiEN aixi : :z: E P}). The measure of the strength of a family of such inequalities 
is defined by Oosten to be the minimum value of this fraction over all the inequalities in 
the family. Though it was not mentioned explicitly in [123], clearly this measure can be 
used to assess relaxations of the 0-1 knapsack polytope relative to the hypercube defined 
by the bounds on the individual variables. Of greatest relevance is the situation in which 
this relaxation is defined by the bounds on the individual variables and a single knapsack 
inequality (4.1). In this case Oosten's measure is equivalent to Goeman's measure when 
assessing the strength of the inequality I relative to the hypercube, and it is given by 
ao/ LiEN ai. Hence the definition of the next measure. 
Definition 92 o( I) := ao/ LiEN ai· 
Clearly this measure is very easy to calculate exactly. It is also not hard to prove the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 93 0 is onto (0,1). 
Proof. Let I be given. Then by Cl and C2, 0(1) < 1. In addition, ao > 0, otherwise by Cl 
and C3, ai = 0 for all i EN and C2 fails. Clearly LiENai > 0, so 0(1) > O. Let (E (0,1). 
Then there is a unique n E IN!, n" say, such that 1/ n" > ( ;:: 1/ (n" + 1). It is easy to see 
that the inequality L?~il Xi ::; ((n" + 1) satisfies CI-C3 and has an image under 0 of L 0 
Clearly, for a given LHS of a 0-1 inequality, the smaller the value of the RHS, the more 
restrictive the inequality is, and the smaller the LP-feasible region. Indeed, 0 can be viewed 
as a measure of the distance of the origin, 0, from the hyperplane LiEN aixi = ao. (The 
Euclidean distance is ao/ JLiEN al - recall Subsection 4.4.2.) Thus smaller values of 0 
will tend to indicate smaller feasible regions. 
4.4.7 The volume of the LP-feasible region (V) 
If (4.1) is reformulated so that the LP-feasible region of (4.1) is reduced to a proper subset 
of itself this decreases the volume of the LP-feasible region (see Proposition 125). Therefore 
a natural measure of the efficacy of a formulation is the volume of the LP-feasible region, 
1', which may be defined as follows. 
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Figure 4.9: The relationship between 0 and the size of the RHS. 
Definition 94 V(I) := j"'ER Id", where R = {'" E [0, l]n : L,iEN aiXi :::; ao}. 
It has also been suggested in [60] that one could try to compare the volumes of various 
relaxations for the TSP, and a comparison of formulations based on volumes was undertaken 
by Lee and Morris [105]. They defined a measure of the distance between two polytopes Q 
and P with Q :J P (which could correspond to different formulations of the same problem) 
as being the radial distance between concentric balls having the same volumes as Q and P. 
In general the volume of a polytope is not straightforward to calculate exactly, though 
general methods do exist (see, e.g., Lasserre [102]). However, F can be estimated by Iv[onte-
Carlo integration techniques (see, e.g., [131]), and this is sufficiently accurate to determine 
quite quickly and reliably the general effect of coefficient reduction on volume so this ap-
proach was used in the computational experiments of this section and Section 4.5. More 
efficient methods of approximation are available (see, e.g., Kannan et af [86]). However, 
after conducting these experiments, the author discovered from [105] that if all the LHS 
coefficients are positive, V can be calculated exactly using the relatively straightforward 
formula: 
n1r/ a' 2: (_1)1.", (max{o,ao - taiXi})n 
. tEN 'XE{O,l)" i;:::;1 
( 4.3) 
(see, e.g., Lawrence [104]). This formula is used in the experiments of Subsection 4.8.3. 
The following lemma is used to determine the range of F. 
Lemma 95 Given I, let V[(r) be the volume of the region given by {'" E [0, l]n : L,iEN QiXi :::; 
r} where r E [0, L,iEN ad. Then V[(r) is a continuous function. 
Proof. Let r E [0, L,iEN ail. We show that VI is continuous at r. Let f > 0 be given. Let 
8 = t(n - 1)r((n - 1)!2)JL,iENaU (2(rrn)(n-l)/2) where r denotes the gamma function 
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which satisfies the relations r(n + 1) = nr(n), r(n) = n! (n integer), r(1/2) = fo. 
Suppose that s E [0, LiEN ad is such that Is-rl < o. We now show that WI(S) - VI(rJl < 
f. Now, WI(S) - VI(rJl is equal to the volume of the region D given by {x E [O,l]n : 
min{r,s} S LiEN aiXi S max{r,s}}.· This volume is bounded above by the product of 
the distance, d, between the regions {x : LiEN aixi = max{r, s}} and {x : LiEN aixi = 
min{r, s}} and the maximum (n - I)-dimensional volume of any of the regions Hk, where 
Hk = {x E [0, l]n : LiEN aiXi = k}, for k E [min{r, s}, max{r, s}]. 
The required distance, d, is Is - rl/VLiEN a;' Since Hk is a subset of [0, l]n, the 
maximum distance between any two points in Hk is at most ,;n. Thus taking any point x 
in Hk, all of Hk is contained in an (n - I)-dimensional solid sphere of radius ,;n centred on 
x. This volume is equal to 2(rrn)(n-1l/2/((n - l)r«(n - 1)/2)) (Santal6 [139, p. 9]). Thus 
the n-dimensianal volume of D is at most 
Is - rl 2(r.n)(n-l l/2 
~==~77--~~--~~< 
J". . a2 (n - l)r«(n - 1)/2) i...JIEJ\ I 
15 2(rrn)(n-l l /2 
VLi=1 at (n - l)r«(n - 1)/2) = f. 
The result follows. o 
Theorem 96 V is onto (0, 1). 
Proof. Clearly, {x E [0,1]" : LiEN GiXi SaD} ;;> {x E [O.l]n : LiEN amaxXi S ao} ;;> {x E 
[0, l]n : LiEN amaxXi S amax } by C3. This inequality defines the same LP-feasible region as 
LiEN Xi S 1 far which V is easily seen to be l/n!. Thus F (1) :::: l/n! > o. 
It is easy to see that V(I) = 1-V(I') where I' is the inequality LiEN aiXi S LiEN ai-aO 
and that \f(I') is at least that of the inequality LiEN Xi S (LiEN ai - ao)/amax . This 
inequality has a positive RHS by Cl and C2 and hence a volume of at least I5n In! where 
15 = min{l,(LiEJ\·ai - ao)/amax }. Thus V(I') > 0 and F(I) < l. 
Let I.: E (0,1). Let n' be the smallest value of n such that l/n! < min{l.:, 1- k}. Then 
o < \f(Li~1 Xi S 1) < k and \f(Li~1 Xi S n' - 1) > k. By Lemma 95 VI is a continuous 
function of the RHS, so by the Intermediate Value Theorem (see, e.g., Clark [31, p. 123]) 
there is an ,. E (1, n' - 1) such that I'/(r) = k, i.e., F(Li~1 Xi S r) = h,. Clearly this 
inequality is of the form (4.1), and the result follows. o 
Clearly, smaller values of I' are generally preferable. 
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Figure 4.10: The relationship between V and the size of the RHS. 
4.4.8 The maximum integrality gap (m) 
Given the way in which the programmes were generated randomly in Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2, 
it is assumed in our calculations for the following four measures that the objective function 
coefficients are taken independently from Unif([O,l]) and that the aim is to maximise the 
objective. In particular, the problems examined in connection with the next four measures 
are as follows. 
Maximise zT x subject to(4.1), where z E [0, It. (4.4) 
Let IG/(Z) denote the integrality gap for the above problem. Let IPJ(Z) and LP/(Z) 
denote the maximum objective function value for (4.4) and its LP-relaxation respectively. 
Clearly IG/(Z) = LP /(Z) - IP /(z). 
The next measure is the maximum integrality gap (MIG) possible for (4.4) where the 
constraint (4.1) is fixed and Z is allowed to vary within the set [0, 1r. More formally: 
Definition 97 m(I):= max{IG/(Z) : Z E [0, l]n}. 
This has similarities to a measure defined in [105] of the distance between two polytopes 
Q and P where Q ::> P. This measure is given by 
hmax(Q, P) = max{max{z . x: x E Q} - max{z· x: x E P} : Ilzlb = I}. 
Clearly if P is the underlying 0-1 knapsack polytope and Q is the feasible region of the 
LP-relaxation of (4.4) then the only difference between these measures is the different re-
quirement on the objectiYe function coefficients. However, as already explained, it seems 
appropriate for us to differ in this respect. 
The following lemma is used to show that the maximum involved in the definition of m 
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exists and therefore that m is well-defined. 
Lemma 98 LP[, IP[ and IG[ are continuous/unctions on [0, l]n. 
Proof. Let € > 0 be given. Suppose that z I E [0, l]n. Let & = f/..;n. Suppose that 
z2 E [o,l]n is such that IIzI - z211 < & where 11.11 denotes the Euclidean norm. Suppose 
that .,1 yields the optimal value LP[(zl) and .,2 yields the optimal value LP[(z2). Then 
ILP[(zl) - LP[(z2)1 = IzI . .,1 - z2 . .,21. Suppose without loss of generality that zl . .,1 -
z2 . .,2 > O. Let 0 = zl - z2. Then (z2 + 0) . .,1 - z2 . .,2 > O. Re-arranging, this 
gives 0 . .,1 > z2 . .,2 - z2 . .,1 ~ 0 since .,2 gives the optimal value of LP [(z2). However, 
by Schwarz's inequality (see, e.g., [31, p. 190)), 10' .,11 ::; 1101111.,111 < &..;n = €. Thus 
IzI . .,1 - z2 . .,21 < € and LP [ is continuous. The result for IP [ follows similarly. Hence IG[, 
being the difference of two continuous functions, is continuous (see, e.g., [31, p. 201]). 0 
Theorem 99 m is well-defined. 
Proof. The hypercube [0, l)n is a compact set and IGr is a continuous function on [0, l)n 
by Lemma 98. Therefore IG[ assumes a maximum value on [0, l]n (see, e.g., [31, p. 208]) so 
m is well-defined. o 
m can be evaluated fairly easily using the following definition and proposition. 
Definition 100 The maximum fractional value for an inequality I, denoted by MFV(I), is 
the largest possible value 0/ a fractional variable in an optimal solution to the LP-relaxation 
0/ (4.4) attained by applying the Dantzig method [36}. 
Proposition 101 m(I) = MFV(I). 
Proof. First we show m(I) ::; MFV(I). Given an arbitrary objective function, z, the LP-
optimum solution obtained by the Dantzig method has at most one non-integral component 
Yariable, x k say, and all x j, j E N \ k are equal to zero or one. Thus an integral solution 
can be found by changing Xk to zero, so IP[(Z) ~ LPI(Z) - ZkXk and hence IG[(Z) ::; ZkXk::; 
Xk ::; MFV(J). Thus m(I) ::; MFV(I). 
Now wc show m(I) ~ MFV(I). If ~IFV(I) = 0 then the proposition holds since m(I) ~ 0, 
so it is assumed in the following that MFV(I) > O. Suppose that the maximum fractional 
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value can be obtained by a particular point :z: with a corresponding objective function 
zo. Let Xo = {j EN: Xj = O}, XI = {j EN: Xj = 1} and xJ be the fractional 
variable (there must be one since MFv(I) > 0). Now aJ <': aj for all j E XI, otherwise 
a larger fractional value is possible by increasing x J to one whilst decreasing Xd where 
ad = max{aj : j E Xd, as this will be the optimum solution given by the Dantzig method 
if Zj = 1 for all j E X I U {j} \ {d}, Zd = 1/2 and Zj = 0 otherwise. Therefore, setting 
zJ = 1, Zj = 1 for all j E Xl and Zj = 0 otherwise, we have zJ/aJ 5 zj/aj,j E Xl and 
zJlaJ > zj/aj,j E Xo, so LP/(Z) = !Xl! + xJ, IP/(Z) = !Xd and IG/(Z) = xJ. Thus 
m(I) <': MFv(I). The result follows. 0 
m(I) can be calculated exactly using the following algorithm based on Proposition 10l. 
Cl' is assumed so that standard algorithms can be used to solve the subset-sum problems 
involved. C4 is also assumed for (4.1). 
Algorithm 4.4 A method for calculating m using Proposition 101. 
Sort the coefficients in I so that i > j implies ai <': aj. 
MFV:= O. 
for each fEN do 
if L~=I ak <': ao + 1 then 
Surplus S J := min{ aJ + L~:; akxk : aJ + L~:; akXk <': ao + 1 and Xk E {O, 1} for all 
k E {1,· .. ,f-1}}-ao· 
if (aJ - sJ )/aJ > MFV then 
MFV := (aJ - sJ)/aJ. 
end if 
end if 
end for 
m(!):= MFV. 
This algorithm is now explained using the notation of the proof of Proposition 101. In a 
fractional solution obtained by the Dantzig method, aJ+ LjEX, aj > ao and LjEX, aj 5 ao, 
and by the proof of Proposition 101 we can insist that in a vector:z: attaining the MFV Xj = 0 
for all j > f where j E N. Clearly, in such a vector, xJ = (aJ - (aJ + LjEX, aj - ao))/aJ = 
(aJ - sJ)jaJ say, so given a putative index fEN, XJ can be maximised by minimising 
Sf and using it as in Algorithm 4.4. (When calculating sJ, C3 means that XI * 0 and so 
from aJ <': aj for all j E Xl and the fact that aJ + LjEX, aj is being minimised subject to 
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being at least aD + 1 it follows that the requirement LjEX, aj :::: ao is redundant.) Trying 
all values of f for which g is defined (this condition gives rise to the outermost if), and 
updating the MFV as necessary, we arrive at Algorithm 4.4. 
For inequalities of moderate size m can be calculated quickly since the subset-sum 
problems involved in the calculation of g can be solved easily using standard codes (see, 
e.g., [111]). 
Proposition 102 m is onto [0,1). 
Proof. Since (4.4) is a maximisation problem, IGI(z) ~ 0 for all z E [o,l)n. Thus, 
maximising over all possible objective functions we obtain m(I) ~ O. We also have m(I) = 
MFV(I), which is clearly bounded above, strictly, by 1. Let k E [0,1) be given. Clearly 
MFV(Xl + X2 :::: 1 + k) = k and the result follows. o 
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Figure 4.11: The relationship between m and the size of the RHS. 
4.4.9 The expected integrality gap (e) 
The expected integrality gap (EIG) for an inequality I, denoted by e(l), is defined as follows. 
Definition 103 e(1) := JzE[o.t)n IGI(Z)dz. 
Again this measure is similar to one in [105). Their measure, h, which they term the 
mean height of Q above P is given by 
h(Q,P) = { max{z·x: x E Q} -lIlax{z·x: x E P}d0, 111 z ll,=1 
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where tf; is the (n - 1 )-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the boundary of the n-dimensional 
unit ball, normalised so that tf; on the entire boundary is unity. Clearly with P and Q 
chosen as in Subsection 4.4.8 the only difference between this and e is the condition on the 
objective function coefficients. 
Clearly e(I) can be calculated as fzE[o.Il" LP/(Z)dz - fZE[O.lln IP[(z)dz and since the 
latter integral is constant over all inequalities 0-1 equivalent. to (4.1), optimising e is the 
same as optimising the expected value of LP I. Nevertheless, to measure how good the 
formulation is, both integrals need to be evaluated. This is not a simple task, but e is easily 
approximated using a Monte-Carlo method and this approach was considered adequate for 
the computational experiments undertaken. 
Proposition 104 e is onto [0,1). 
Proof. As in Grimmett and Stirzaker [67), let E denote taking the expected value. Since 
(4.4) is a maximisation problem, IG/(Z) ::0: 0 for all z E [0,1)". Thus, integrating over the 
hypercube we obtain e(I) ::0: O. Clearly e(I) ~ m(l), and by Proposition 102, m(l) < 1. 
Thus e( I) < 1. 
Let k E [0,1) and choose nk E IN! so that nk > (l+k)/(I-k) ::0: 1. Consider the inequality 
I given by L:~l X; ~ 1 + k(nk + 1)/(nk - 1). All the LHS coefficients of this inequality are 
equal to 1, and it is easily seen that the RHS is in the range [1,2). Thus it is clear that for 
any objective function z E [0, l)n, IP I(Z) = Z(n.), LP/(Z) = Z(nk) +z(nk-l)k(nk + 1)/(nk -1) 
and IG/(Z) = z(nk-I)k(nk + 1)/(nk - 1), where ZU) is the ith order statistic (see, e.g., [38)). 
Thus e(l) = E(Z(nk_I)k(nk + 1)/(nk -1)) = k(nk + 1)((nk -1)/(nk+ 1))/(nk -1) = k (see, 
e.g., [38, p. 35)). Clearly I is of the form (4.1) so the result follows. o 
4.4.10 The expected number of branch-and-bound nodes (/ and w) 
In much of this subsection LP-based branch-and-bound is considered in a general sense, but 
for the empirical testing attention is restricted to two particular implementations of branch-
and-bound - 1p..solve and what we call Williams'method. These implementations are 
no\\' discussed. 
Ip..solve is a public domain code for solving mixed-integer linear programming prob-
lems. It is available via ftp from ftp://ftp.es.ele.tue.nl/pub/lpJwlve (numerical address 
when last checked: 131.155.20.126). A port of Version 2.0 for DOS was used. When the 
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Figure 4.12: The relationship between e and the size of the RHS. 
default settings are used, the tree search in lp..solve is organised as follows. The branch-
and-bound tree is traversed in a depth-first search. If the solution "" corresponding to a 
node has some fractional variables and is not fathomed (and hence needs to be "deyeloped" 
into "child" nodes) then the first fractional variable X; in the list is chosen as the branching 
variable. The child node with X; ~ l xi J appended is explored before the child node with 
X; :::: 1 + lxi J appended. 
This is a simple search strategy and lp..solve generally examines many more nodes than 
a commercial code. However, the depth-first search strategy, which lp..solve employs, has 
the following advantages (see, e.g., [85]). First, solving the LP-relaxation for a child node 
given the optimal solution to the parent node just involves changing a single bound and so re-
optimising by the dual should be very fast. Second, it helps in finding feasible solutions since 
nodes deep in the tree have more variables constrained to be integraL Nevertheless, it can 
be used to solve a large proportion of the benchmark problems in MIPLIB [10]. Furthermore, 
the simplicity of the search strategy means that it is relatively easy to analyse its behaviour 
and calculate exactly the expected number of nodes. 
Definition 105 Let 1(I) denote the expected number of nodes required to solve the problem 
(4.4) using lp_solve. 
I(l) can be calculated exactly by evaluating a number of multiple integrals. However, in 
the computational experiments I was estimated using a Monte-Carlo method. The process 
of estimating I(I) is made easier by noticing that a solution to the LP-relaxation of the 
single constraint problem (4.4) and to the other linear programmes that must be solved can 
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be obtained using the Dantzig method [36]. In such a solution at most one variable can be 
fractional and clearly the branch-and-bound algorithm of Ip..solve is easily emulated in a 
small number of lines of code, so we can avoid invoking Ip..sol ve code and incurring the 
associated overheads. 
In [159, p. 147-150], Williams introduced the branch-and-bound method using a very 
simple version of it. This version will be referred to as IVil/iams' method and it forms the 
basis of the next measure. 
Definition 106 The expected number of nodes required to solve the problem (4.4) usmg 
IVilliams' method is denoted by w(I). 
The search strategy for this method is the same as for Ip..solve except that the branch-
ing variable is chosen to be the variable with a fractional value furthest from an integer 
(i.e., nearest 1/2), and the branching direction chosen first is to the nearest integer. In our 
implementation we choose the branch with Xi $ l xi J appended first when the fractional 
part of xi was equal to 1/2. 
w can also be calculated exactly by integration, but it is easy to write code to implement 
the method for single constraint problems and estimate w by Monte-Carlo methods. 
The following lemma is used to determine the range of I and w. 
Lemma 107 Letpn,dr) = P(Zn/r > Z(k~.\)) where nE N\{l}, k E {O,1, ... ,n-2} and 
r> O. Then Pn.k is continuous on (0,00). 
Proof. Suppose that rl E (0,00) and f > 0 are given. Suppose that r2 E (0,00) is such 
that Irl - r21 < f. Then 
IPn,k(r!l - Pn,k(r2)1. = P (Zn > min{rl' r2}z(k':\)) - P (Zn > max{r\, r2}z(k-':1)) 
= P (min{r\, r2}z(k-+I1) < Zn $ max{rl, r2}z(k-;1)) 
$ max{rh r2}z(k-':I) - min{r\, r2}z~~\) = h - r2Iz(k-::l) $ Ir\ - r21 < f. The result follows. 
o 
Theorem 108 I and ware both onlo [1,00). 
Let ([(z) and w[(z) denote the number of nodes that Ip..solve alld Williams' method 
respectively take to solve (4.4) when the objective function is z. 
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Proof. Let z E [o,l]n. Clearly ldz),w/(z) E IN! and it is easily seen that they are 
bounded above by 2nH - 1, so I(I) = fZE(O,lln I/(z)dz is well-defined and lies in the range 
[1,2nH - 1], as does w(I). Therefore the ranges of I and ware subsets of[l,oo). Clearly 
l(xI + X2 ::::: 1) = W(XI + X2 ::::: 1) = 1 so 1 is in the range of I and w. Now let t E (1, (0) be 
given. The remainder of the proof is divided into two parts. 
(i) Suppose that t E (1,3). Let I be the inequality 
n-I 
rXn + 2: Xi ::::: r + k, 
i=l 
(4.5) 
where n :::: 2, k E {O, 1, ... , n - 2}, n - 1 < r + k and consequently r> l. Clearly Cl 
and C3 hold, and the fact that n - 1 > k means that C2 holds so (4.5) is of the form 
(4.1). Now let us consider the expected number of nodes for (4.5). Since n - 1 < r + k, 
Xn must be involved in the LP-optimum if Zn > O. If zn/ r > Z(k+lq then the optimum 
solution will have Xn = 1 and Xj = 1 for k of the Xj,j E {l, ... ,n -I}, with Xj = 0 
otherwise, so l/(z) = w/(z) = 1. Otherwise, if zn/r < Z(k+1q, Xn will be fractional in 
the optimal solution and all the other variables will be equal to 0 or 1. Branching on 
the value of Xn , there would be two subproblems, corresponding to Xn = 0 and Xn = 
1. If the branch with Xn = 0 is chosen then the LP-optimum for the subproblem has 
Xj = 1 for all j E {I, ... , n - I} and Xn = O. If the branch with Xn = 1 is chosen then 
the LP-optimum for the subproblem has Xj = 1 for k of the j E {I, ... , n - I}, xn = 1 
and x j = 0 otherwise. In either case no more branching will occur since the solution to 
both subproblems is integral. After backtracking to the other subproblem, the branch-and-
bound implementation will terminate taking 3 nodes in total. Thus, using the notation 
of Lemma 107, w(I) = 1(1) = 1 X Pn,k(r) + 3 X (1 - Pn,k{r)) = 3 - 2pn,k('·). Clearly 
Pn,dr) E (0, l)sow(l),I(l) E (1,3). We wish tochoosen, r and kso thatw(l) = 1(1) = t,or 
equivalently, Pn.k(r) = (3-t)/2. To do this, first observe that Pn,k(r) = P (Zn/r > zUo+'.)) < 
P (Zn > Z(k-;l)) since r > 1 and therefore is at most P (Zn > z(l) I) = (n - 1) / n. Hence 
we require (3 - t)/2 < (n - l)/n, or equivalently, n > 2/(t - 1). In fact this requirement 
on n is sufficient. Let n' > 2/(t - 1). Then Pn',o(l) = (n' - l}/n' > (3 - 1)/2. Now 
Pn',o(r) < P (l/r > Z(';)-I) = 1 - P (z(';)-I > l/r) = 1 - (1- l/r)n'-1 -+ 0 as r -+ 00. 
Thus Pn' ,o(r) -+ 0 as r -+ 00. Hence there exists a value of r E (1,00), ,.I say, such 
that Pn'.O('.I) < (3 - t)/2. By the continuity of Pn',O and the Intermediate Value Theorem 
(sec, e.g., [31, p. 123]) there exist all ,.' E (1, ,.1) such that Pn',o(r') = (3 - 1)/2. Hence 
r'xn' + Li~l' Xi ::::: r' has an image under both I and w of t. 
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(ii) Suppose instead that t E [3,00). Let I be the inequality 
n-l 
PXn + L X; ::; 1, 
;=1 
(4.6) 
where 1/2::; P < 1 and 0 ~ 2. Clearly I is of the form (4.1). Since P ~ 1/2 it is easily seen 
that w/(z) = I[(z) = 20 - 1 if zn/P > Z(n:l) and that w[(z) = I[(z) = 1 if zn/P < z(n-::'\)' 
Therefore I(!) = w(!) = Pn,n-2(P) X (20 - 1) + (1- Pn,n-2(P)) X 1 = 1 + 2Pn,n_2(p)(n - 1). 
To obtain the required value for I and w we need t = 1 + 2Pn,n-2(p)(n - 1), or equivalently, 
Pn,n-2 (p) = (t-1)/(2(0-1)). Now Pn,n_2(1/2) = P (Zn > z(n-_\/2) > P (zn > 1/2) = 1/2. 
Also we have Pn,n-2(1) = l/n. Let n* ~ t. It is easy to see that (t - 1)/(2(n* - 1)) E 
(1/n*,1/2] and therefore Pn',n'-2(1) < (t - 1)/(2(n' - 1)) < Pn·,n·-2(1/2). Pn',n'-2 is 
continuous on [1/2,1] by Lemma 107 so by the Intermediate Value Theorem there exists 
an p* E (1/2,1) such that Pn',n'-2(P') = (t - 1)/(2(0* - 1)). Thus the inequality p'xn' + 
Li~ll X; ::; 1 has an image under I and w of t. The result follows. o 
Note that (i) holds for any LP-based branch-and-bound method. Incidentally, it is easy 
to see that I (I) = w(I) if m(I) ::; 1/2. 
It can be seen how I and ware helped by coefficient reduction in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. 
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Figure 4.13: The relationship between I and the size of the RHS. 
4.4.11 Why coefficient reduction improves the measures 
Minimising L;ENo b; over the set of inequalities equivalent to (4.1) of the form (4.2) satisfying 
Cl and C5 will result in an inequality J with k = 1 (otherwise a LHS coefficient may 
be reduced, thereby reducing L;EN
o 
b;). As in Proposition 80, any inequality I that is 
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Figure 4.14: The relationship between wand the size of the RHS. 
equivalent to J, of the form (4.1) and satisfying C5 can be multiplied by the scalar Ilk to 
obtain an inequality [' with k = 1. However, for [', LiENo ai must be at least as great as 
the corresponding value for J so b(J) ;:: b(J') = b(J). Hence minimising LiENo bi subject to 
Cl, C5 and preserving equivalence (as was done in (17)) optimises b. In the computational 
experiments of Section 4.3, Cl' holds and hence C5 does as well, so it is clear why coefficient 
reduction improves b. 
By similar reasoning it is easily seen that g will be maximised by minimising .JLiEN b; 
subject to C5 and ensuring the inequality satisfies C1-C3 and equivalence to the original 
inequality is preserved; hence the effectiveness of coefficient reduction according to this 
measure. 
To see why v tends to improve following coefficient reduction some definitions are re-
quired (see, e.g., (37) for related terminology). Consider the poset P(l) consisting of the 
0-1 vectors satisfying (4.1) and an ordering ~ on them defined via the strict order relation 
x -< y if and only if LiEN biXi < LiEN biYi in all inequalities (4.2) equivalent to (4.1) satis-
fying Cl. As in (37), we define a chain in a poset P to be a subset C of P such that x ~ y 
or y ::$ x for all x, yE C. If C = {co. Cl,"" cn } is a finite chain in P with ICI = n + 1 then 
we say that the length of C is n. The length of P is defined to be the length of the longest 
chain in P. A map <I> from P to an ordered set Q is strictly monotone if x -< y in P implies 
<I>(x) -< <I>(y) in Q. As in [3'J. we denote the set of maximal elements of P(J) by Max P(J). 
I[ the length of P(J) is I then clearly ao ;:: / in any inequality equivalent to (4.1) 
satisfying Cl'. A useful quantity to know would be the probability that a given point 
xi E Max P(J) satisfies the inequality exactly given only the value of ao and P(J). Let 
Vi = 1 if xi satisfies the inequality exactly and Vi = 0 otherwise. Then we wish to know 
P(Vi = 1lao, P(I)) = E(vilao, P(Il)· 
1·) 1 
A very approximate idea of how this probability varies with 00 may be formed as follows. 
Consider a chain in P(I) that has maximal length subject to the condition that the top 
element is ",;. It is easy to see that there is such a chain, Co' say, with bottom element O. 
Now ignore the remainder of the poset P(I), any dependencies between the LHS values of 
the vectors of the chain Co' and the restrictions imposed by 0-1 equivalence to (4.1). Simply 
consider the LHS values of the vectors of the chain Co' as the images of the corresponding 
vector under a strictly monotone map on the poset P(!) that maps 0 to O. Denote the 
length of Co' by I;. Since the map is strictly monotone and the LHS coefficients are non-
negative integers, the image of Co' is a set of I; + 1 different numbers taken from the set 
{O, 1,2, ... , ao} that includes O. It is easy to calculate the related probability of choosing 
I; S I S 00 values independently and without replacement from Unif( {I, 2, ... , ao}), one 
of which is 00. This probability is 1 - (00 - 1)(00 - 2) ... (00 - I;)/(ao(oo - 1) ... (00 -
I; + 1)) = 1 - (00 - I;)/ao = I;/ao· Now observe that v(I) = L"'''''EMax P(I) v,.. Thus 
E(v(I)\ao, P(I)) = L;'''''EMax P(l) E(v,.\ao, Pc!)) ~ L;'''''E~1ax P(l) l;joo. According to 
this estimate, v is approximately inversely proportional to 00. 
Example 109 Consider the inequality 2Xl + X2 + X3 S 2. The poset for this inequality 
is depicted in Figure 4.15. The maximal elements are clearly (1,0,0) and (0,1,1) and 
the corresponding chains both have length 2. Thus the approximation for E(v(!)\ao = 
3, P(I)) given above is 2/3 + 2/3 = 4/3. The accuracy of this approximation will depend 
on the method used to generate random inequalities. As an example, suppose the method 
of Algorithm 4.1 is used with Cm;n = 1 and p = 3. Then the probability of generating 
3Xl +X2+X3 S 3 after reordering the coefficients to satisfy C4 is easily seen to be 3/(2c;;'.x)' 
The corresponding probability for 3Xl + 2X2 + X3 S 3 is 2/ c;;'.x. It is easy to see that 
these are the only inequalities of the form (4.1) satisfying Cl' and C4 with ao = 3. Thus 
E(v(I)\ao = 3, Pc!)) = 1 X 3/7 + 2 X 4/7 = 11/7 and the approximation is about 85% of 
the actual value. 
Clearly as coefficient reduction occurs, 00 will generally reduce in size, thereby increasing 
this estimate of v. Note that Cl' plays a vital role in this analysis - without it, generally 
v would be zero except when some of the coefficients are forced to take integral values as 
they reach a minimal size. (Inequalities which minimise L;eNo a; generally have integral 
coefficients [17]. Proposition 116 is also illuminating in this respect.) 
As t' increases there will generally tend to be larger sets of affinely independent points 
satisfying the inequality exactly, so f will also improve as a result of coefficient reduction. 
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(1,0,0) (0,1,1) 
(0,1,0) (0,0,1) 
(0,0,0) 
Figure 4.15: P(2xI + X2 + X3 :s 2). 
To see that coefficient reduction is likely to improve rn, notice that, using the notation 
of Algorithm 4.4, m(I) = xf = (af - sf)laf for some J. Thus m(I) .::; (af - k)laf :s 
1 - klam• x :s 1 - 1/amax :s 1 - 1lao, where am• x is the largest LHS coefficient. Clearly as 
the coefficients and the RHS are reduced these upper bounds on m will decrease, and so m 
will tend to decrease. m is an upper bound on e so we may expect e to improve also. 
Each point that satisfies the inequality exactly will contribute significantly towards a 
large value of 8. For example, if the point", satisfies the inequality exactly, then 8i,1 = ao 
if Xi = 1 and 8i.0 = ao if Xi = O. Thus an inequality with smaller coefficients tends to 
have a larger value of 8. In addition, it is easy to see that 8i,0 = ao for all i E N in a 
minimal inequality. Indeed, in the computational experiments 8 = 1 for all the constraints 
in the problems in class 0 of Section 4.3, though (4.9) in Section 4.7 shows that this is not 
inevitable. 
Each feasible 0-1 vector", that has a value equal to the RHS has Xi = 1 for i E Sand 
Xi = 0 for i E N \ S for some S eN. Clearly LiES ai is at a maximum relative to ao over 
the set of 0-) inequalities equivalent to (4.1) satisfying Cl. As v increases, more sums of 
the coefficients of a subset of the variables will be at a maximum relative to ao. Thus as 
the coefficients are reduced towards minimal values we would expect LiEN ai to approach 
near to its maximum relative to ao, and hence, 0 to be near its minimum value. 
As coefficients reduction occurs, better values of b, g, v, J, m, e, sand 0 indicate that 
the constraint is generally moving nearer to the convex hull. Thus we can expect V to 
reduce. 
I and ware considered in part of the next subsection. 
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4.4.12 Why improving the measures speeds up branch-and-bound • 
Let us consider the kinds of changes that must generally result from a reformulation in 
order for it to improve the expected number of nodes for LP-based branch-and-bound. To 
do this, consider the circumstances under which a node is not developed further, which are 
as follows. 
1. The corresponding subproblem is infeasible. 
2. The optimal value of the objective for the corresponding subproblem is worse than 
the best integer solution already known. 
3. The optimal solution of the corresponding subproblem is integral. 
A node will be developed if none of these conditions is satisfied. 
Condition 1 will be met when the set of vectors that satisfy the constraints imposed 
by branching does not intersect the feasible region. This is more likely to occur if the 
feasible region is smaller. The aforementioned improvement in the measures, particularly 
V. following coefficient reduction shows that there is a tendency for the feasible region 
for the individual constraints and therefore that of the whole programme to reduce in size 
following coefficient reduction. Hence Condition 1 is more likely to be met at a given node. 
Since m and e improve following coefficient reduction there will tend to be a reduction 
in the integrality gap for the programme as a whole and the subproblems considered during 
branch-and-bound. Therefore more nodes will be 'cut off' by meeting Condition 2. 
We have also seen that coefficient reduction tends to improve the values of v and f for 
the individual inequalities. Therefore it will tend to increase the number of integral points 
at the boundary of the feasible region of the subproblems of the whole programme, with 
the result that Condition 3 is more likely to be met earlier in the tree search. 
Clearly. coefficient reduction will tend to lead to fewer nodes being developed, thereby 
reducing the size of the search tree. I and U' naturally tend to improve following coefficient 
reduction as they are instances of branch-and-bound. though Condition 1 is not more likely 
to be met. 
All the measures described are favourably correlated to some extent, so improving each 
measure tends to improve branch-and-bound by making sure that each of the three condi-
tions is more likely to be met. "evertheless. the extent to \vhich each measure is correlated 
"'ith branch-and-bound performance does ,·ary. This issue is examined further in Subsec-
tion 4.8.3. 
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4.5 Why the efficacy Increases the way it does as the coeffi-
dents decrease 
In this section arguments are given that suggest that the efficacy of a formulation is approx-
imately inversely proportional to the coefficient size. This "rule of thumb" then is tested 
by regressing each measure individually against both 1/ao and 1/amax on data from the 
problems of Section 4.3. 
Recall that b = kl L;ENo a; and 9 = kl JL;EN ar If the coefficients of an inequality 
are such that k = 1, then the measures band 9 will behave approximately as "Iao as the 
coefficient size changes for some" depending on the measure and the inequality. It is likely 
that k = 1 as the coefficients approach minimal integral values, so this behaviour should 
usually hold for coefficients up to a certain size. 
As mentioned in Subsection 4.4.11, by making some simplifying assumptions we can 
estimate the expected value of v to be L;'''';EMax P(l) I;/ao. Though this estimate may not 
be particularly accurate, and it may be difficult to calculate in any case, it too suggests 
that the efficacy of a formulation may be approximately inversely proportional to coefficient 
size. As f is so closely related to v, it is reasonable to assume that f behaves similarly with 
respect to coefficient size, and this is borne out by Figure 4.7. 
In Subsection 4.4.11 it was shown that 1 - 1/amax and 1 - 1/ao are upper bounds on 
m. Clearly, the smaller this upper bound, i.e., the larger the value of l/amax and 1lao, the 
better. This analysis suggests using amax as well as ao to gauge coefficient size, and again 
that efficacy is inversely proportional to coefficient size. 
The nature of the likely relationship between coefficient size and the value of the meas-
ure is less clear for e, s, 0, V, I and w. Nevertheless, it seems there is good theoretical 
justification for testing the rule of thumb that merit of the formulation is, on average, (ap-
proximately) a linear function of the reciprocal of the size of the coefficients. Note that the 
arguments used are independent of n so similar behaviour would be expected for n # 6. 
Careful examination of Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.11 reveals that this rule of thumb 
is plausible. To test it more rigorously, data generated during the aforementioned compu-
tational experiments were used to construct a separate regression line of each measure on 
1/ao and 1/amax . More precisely, the arithmetic mean in a class of either 1/ao or 1/amax 
was considered as the independent variable. The dependent variable was the arithmetic 
mean in a class of the measure of the inequality, the PlC. or the number of nodes or seconds 
required by branch-and-bound, as appropriate. The least squares regression lines and the 
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corresponding coefficients of determination are given in Table 3 in Appendix B. 
The coefficients of determination for the two choices of independent variable are so 
similar that they can be considered together. For each of the eleven measures the coefficient 
of determination is very high - greater than 0.98 - so the rule of thumb is, on average, 
largely accurate. As a bonus the coefficients of determination for the PlC are also very high 
- over 0.97 - and the PlC is approximately equal to l/amax on average. However, r2 is 
only approximately 1/2 for the number of nodes and seconds, but this is not surprising 
since-it is evident from Figures 4.1 and 4.2 that the behaviour of branch-and-bound varies 
considerably in a random-like fashion for the classes where coefficients are relatively large. 
However, it is unclear how much it would improve if the averages were based upon many 
more problems. Nevertheless, it seems that in many respects the rule of thumb is a good 
one. 
An alternative way of interpreting the rule of thumb is that the benefit gained by em-
ploying coefficient reduction for inequalities with large coefficients is approximately inversely 
proportional to the size to which the coefficients are reduced. 
It was shown in Chapter 2 that as n increases there is generally less benefit to be gained 
from coefficient reduction. The above rule of thumb offers an explanation for this since it 
was made clear in Chapter 2 that the average size of the coefficients in a minimal inequality 
tends to increase exponentially as n increases. 
Consider the cover inequality L:iEN Xi ~ n - 1. As n increases, its efficacy in terms of 
rn, e, s, I and w remains the same whilst in terms of b, g, 0 and V it decreases very signi-
ficantly and in terms of v and f it increases very significantly. Clearly, however coefficient 
size is gauged we shall not be able to obtain a single rule of thumb that is accurate for all 
of these measures over all inequalities and all n. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to 
see if, ranging over the values of n and coefficient size and averaging over a large number 
of inequalities, there is for each of these measures a linear function of 11amax or 1/ao that 
is a good approximation. 
4.6 Applications of measures of efficacy 
Being able to measure the efficacy of a particular formulation of a constraint has some 
applications, including the following. 
1. Directing reformulation efforts to where they are most needed. For example, consider 
an automated approach to reformulation, in which a series of progressively slower 
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but generally more effective methods of reformulation are applied to an integer pro-
gramme. Each successive method might only be applied to those inequalities (or 
perhaps groups of inequalities) that have some measure of efficacy worse than some 
chosen threshold after all previous reformulations have been applied. The series of re-
formulation methods might start with methods such as Euclidean Reduction [74] and 
the myopic techniques of [33] and then progress to methods such as those of Dietrich, 
Escudero and Chance [46]. If n is small it might end by replacing some individual 
constraints that still have a relatively large value of a particular measure with the 
facets of their underlying knapsack polytope. 
2. Forming an idea about whether or not a particular integer programme is likely to be 
solved easily based upon the value of a measure on each constraint. However, this 
takes no account of the way in which the constraints interact and so it is likely to be 
a very approximate guide unless comparisons are restricted to between problems of a 
similar type with a similar interaction between constraints. 
3. Measuring the quality of the formulation independently of the performance of particu-
lar branch-and-bound packages that, as mentioned earlier I and shown in the computa-
tional results for Section 4.9, may vary in how they reflect a change in the formulation. 
4. Deciding which of a number of constraints or combinations of constraints is best used 
in the formulation. For example, consider the following two 0-1 equivalent inequalities: 
(4.7) 
and 
(4.8) 
Since Xl = 0, X2 = 5/8, X3 = X. = 1 sat.isfies (4.7) but violates (4.8) and Xl = 2/.5, 
X2 = 1, X3 = x. = 0 satisfies (4.8) and violates (4.7), neither inequality is tighter than 
the other and it is not immediately clear which inequality is better. However, (4.8) 
is better according to all eleven measures, so there is reason to be confident that it is 
the better formulation. 
One circumstance in which it would be desirable to make such choices between in-
equalities is when reformulating using the techniques of [46]. We may decide that 
we cannot afford to append every cover inequality to ensure that the new formula-
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tion is tighter than the original. Then we might wish to omit the cover inequality in 
some cases in which the reduced knapsack constraint is 0-1 equivalent to the original 
knapsack constraint and choose between the reduced and original inequalities. This 
situation might give rise to the example just given since (4.8) can be reduced from 
(4.7) using the cover constraint Xl + X2 :$ 1 and they are 0-1 equivalent. In this case 
(4.8) should be chosen. 
In contrast, using the same cover inequality, 10xl + 8X2 + 4X3 :$ 16 can be reduced to 
9Xl + 7X2 + 4X3 :$ 15 whilst maintaining 0-1 equivalence, but the latter inequality is 
worse according to all measures except v and f (according to which they are equally 
good). Clearly in this case it would be best to retain the original inequality if the 
cover inequality is not appended. 
5. Optimising the formulation of inequality constraints that form part of one or more 
programmes. If we have a good deal of faith in the accuracy of a measure of efficacy 
we may try to reformulate some or all of the inequalities in a programme so that they 
optimise this measure. This approach, which can yield better reformulations on some 
types of problem than by reducing coefficients, is adopted in the next section. 
4.7 Finding an optimal inequality equivalent to the original 
inequality 
Some minimal inequalities are not optimal with respect to most of the measures described 
above, e.g., 
(4.9) 
does not optimise any of the measures except for band g. However, given the benefits of 
coefficient reduction, there is no obvious reason to suspect that a minimal inequality will 
not be optimal according to most of these measures providing that none of its coefficients 
can be increased (see, e.g., [92]). In this section we learn more about this by attempting 
to determine the optimal form of each inequality on up to -! variables with respect to each 
measure. There are sixteen such inequalities, the minimal forms of which are displayed in 
Table 4.1. 
Definition 110 For UIl inequality I and a measure M, Id M"{I) denote the optimal value 
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I Minimal Form I Minimal Form 
1 XI + X2 :5 1 2 XI + X2 + X3 :5 1 
3 XI +X2 +X3:5 2 4 2xI + X2 + X3 :5 2 
5 x I + X2 + X3 + X4 :5 1 6 XI +X2+X3+X4:5 2 
7 XI + X2 + X3 + X4 :5 3 8 2x I + X2 + X3 + X4 :5 2 
9 2xI + X2 + X3 + X4 :5 3 10 2xI + 2X2 + X3 + X4 :5 2 
11 2xI + 2X2 + X3 + X4 :5 3 12 2xI + 2X2 + X3 + X4 :5 4 
13 3xI + X2 + X3 + X4 :5 3 14 3xI + 2X2 + X3 + X4 :5 4 
15 3xI + 2X2 + 2X3 + X4 :5 3 16 3xI + 2X2 + 2X3 + X4 :5 4 
Table 4.1: The set of minimal forms of the inequalities of the form (4.1) with n :5 4. 
of M on the set of inequalities equivalent to I of the form (4.1). An inequality that achieves 
this optimal value is M -optimal. The set of such inequalities is denoted by hr. 
In each of the following subsections a different measure is optimised. The value of the 
measure is calculated for each of the minimal inequalities and displayed in Tables 4, 5 and 
6 in Appendix B along with the optimal value of the measure for any equivalent inequality 
(where different) and the set of optimal equivalent inequalities satisfying C4. In this table 
I, denotes the inequality obtained using the method of [17] for minimising r := LiENo ai. 
4.7.1 Optimising v 
Recall the poset P(I) defined in Subsection 4.4.11. 
Claim 111 v"(J):5 IMax P(I)I. 
Proof. Suppose that x 1. Max P(I). Then there exists ayE P(I) such that y )-- x. 
Therefore x does not satisfy I exactly. Therefore any point that does satisfy I exactly must 
be an element of Max P(I). The result follows. o 
For inequalities on up to four variables this bound can always be achieved by some 
inequality, so an inequality can be proved v-optimal by showing that it achieves the bound. 
Example 112 Consider the minimal inequality 2x I + X2 + X3 :5 2 and its cor·responding 
poset in Figure .f. 15. The number of maximal elements in th is poset is 2 so v' (2x I +X2+X3 :5 
2) :5 2. The inequality achieves this bound and hence is optimal. 
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Each of the sixteen inequalities in Table 4.1 optimises v, though often not uniquely. For 
the sake of brevity the details of the other proofs are omitted. 
In general it is possible that the bound is not achievable and an alternative approach 
could be required. In such cases an optimal inequality could be found by solving the 
programme now described. 
Let the set of 0-1 points that satisfy the inequality I be labelled {",k: kED}. Let the 
set of roof points (see [17]) for I be labelled {",k : k ER}. The programme to be solved is: 
Maximise v' = L:kED ek subject to 
L b; + sk = bo for all kED 
iEN,x~=l 
L b; > bo + 1 for all k E R 
iEN,xf=l 
b l > b2 2: ... 2: bn 
Sk < M(1 - ek) for all kED (4.10) 
bo < M where M is very large 
ek E {0,1} for all kED 
b; E 1Il+ for all i E No 
Sk E 1Il+ for all kED. 
To see this, first note that the s-variables are slack variables. If ek = 1 then (4.10) implies 
Sk = 0 in any solution. Since we are maximising the sum of the e-variables, Sk = 0 in an 
optimal solution implies that €k = 1. Thus in the optimal solution ek indicates the number 
of points that satisfy the inequality exactly and v' will be equal to the maximum possible 
value of v(I) for any inequality equivalent to I, of the form (4.1) and satisfying C4. Clearly, 
requiring C4 will not limit this maximum value so v' = v' (I). 
4.7.2 Optimising f 
The strong connection between I and v is such that it is frequently possible to prove that 
an inequality optimises I using a proof that it optimises v (if this occurs). More precisely, 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 113 11 I is v-optimal and v(!) = IMax P(!)I then I is I-optimal. 
Proof. By assumption, the set of points satisfying I exactly is Max Pt!). For any inequality 
J of the form (4.1) equivalent to I, the set of vertices of the knapsack polytope touched by 
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J is a subset of Max P(I). Thus f(J) :::: f(I). o 
Since the conditions of this proposition hold for all sixteen minimal inequalities we can 
say immediately that they all optimise f. See Table 4 in Appendix B for further details. 
As already mentioned, the minimal inequality does not always optimise f. However, the 
following result gives a lower bound on f for a minimal inequality. 
Claim 114 If I is a minimal inequality and n ;:: 2 then f(I) ;:: 1. 
Proof. SI,O = ao otherwise the coefficient al and ao can be reduced using Proposition 88. 
Therefore, using the notation of the proof of Proposition 91, ",1,0 satisfies the inequality I 
exactly. Choose some j E N such that '" J ,0 = 1 (clearly such a j exists otherwise ao = 0 
and the inequality is not of the form (4.1)). Similarly, ",j.o satisfies the inequality exactly. 
",j,O and ",1,0 are distinct and therefore affinely independent. The result follows. 0 
4.7.3 Optirnising s 
By definition, minimal inequalities cannot be susceptible to coefficient reduction and so 
the only subset-sum problems that need to be checked are those with a variable fixed to 
one. Thus it is easily verified by direct calculation that s(I) = 1 for each of the sixteen 
inequalities and hence by Proposition 91 that they optimise s. Again, optimality is not 
generally unique. 
s(I) = 1 when no reformulation is possible by either of Propositions 88 and 89. The 
next proposition shows that this happy state of affairs can always be reached. 
Proposition 115 s"(I) = 1. 
Proof. Define SI = {(j, v) : j EN, v E {O, I}, Sj,v = ao}. Clearly 15/1 = 2n if and only if 
s(I) = 1. 
Suppose that 15/1 < 2n. Then for some kEN, w E {O, I}, (k, w) rf: SI. Applying 
Proposition 89 if w = 1 and Proposition 88 if w = 0 yields an equivalent inequality, I1 say, 
for which (k, w) E SI,. Suppose that", satisfies [exactly. If w = 0 then Xk = 1 so the 
reformulation into I1 decreases the LIIS value of", by r. However, it also reduces ao by,' 
so '" satisfies [I exactly. If instead w = 1 then Xk = 0 so the LIIS value of '" is unchanged 
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by the reformulation into I,. Since the RHS of I, is the same as the RHS of I, x satisfies h 
exactly. Thus Sit ::> S [. 
Repeating this procedure, a sequence of inequalities 1" . .. ,1/ for some I E {I, ... , 2n} 
is obtained where S[ c S[, C·'·· C SI, = {(j, v) : j E N, v E {O, I}}. Clearly s(II) = l. 
C2 and C3 hold for 1/ since it is equivalent to I. We can ensure that Cl holds for 1/ 
by applying Proposition 89 to a variable prior to applying Proposition 88 to it whenever 
there is a choice. To see this, first note that applying Proposition 89 clearly preserves 
Cl. Now Proposition 88 will only be applied to a pair (j,0) when Sj,' = ao. Hence, 
when it is applied, max{I:;EN,;;tja;x; : I:;EN#ja;X; S ao - aj} = ao - aj. Therefore 
max{I:;EN,;#j a;x; : I:iEN#j a;Xi S ao} = ao - r ~ ao - aj for some r. Thus r, the amount 
of reduction, is at most aj and hence Cl holds after the reduction. The result follows. 0 
Thus, unlike any of the other ten measures, the optimal value of s is known for all 
inequalities. The proof shows that an s-optimal inequality of the form (4.1) may be obtained 
simply by applying Proposition 89 followed by Proposition 88 to each variable in turn. 
4.7.4 Optimising b 
As mentioned in Subsection 4.4.11, given any inequality I we may find an equivalent b-
optimal inequality of the form (4.1) (satisfying CS) by solving a particular integer pro-
gramme related to I. If we do this with the sixteen inequalities of Table 4.1 we find that 
they all optimise b. However, the aim of this subsection is to indicate the nature of some 
proofs of their optimality that are more accessible. 
It is possible to prove that they are minimum inequalities, and hence that they are 
uniquely b-optimal (up to multiplication by a scalar). We illustrate the nature of these 
arguments in the following result. 
Proposition 116 3x, + 2X2 + 2X3 + X4 S 3 is a minimum inequality. 
Proof. Let I:t;, b;x; S bo be an inequality of the form (4.1) satisfying C5 that is equivalent 
to the above inequality. First observe that b4 ~ 1 since (1,0,0,0) is a solution to the 
inequality but (1,0,0,1) is not. Secondly, observe that (0,1,0,1) is a solution but (0,1,1,0) 
is not, and hence b3 ~ b. + 1. Similarly b2 ~ b4 + 1. As (0,1,0,1) is a solution but (1,0,0,1) 
is not, b, ~ b2 + 1. Thus b4 ~ 1, b3 , b2 ~ 2, b, ~ 3 and by C3, bo ~ b, ~ 3. The result 
follows. o 
The other inequalities can be proved to be minimum inequalities similarly. 
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4.7.5 Optimising 9 
As with b, the optimality of the sixteen inequalities with respect to g follows immediately 
from the fact that they are all minimum inequalities. 
4.7.6 Establishing properties that facilitate optimisation of a measure 
In this subsection some properties that a measure might desirably possess are described and 
it is shown that if a measure has these properties then for each given inequality there is an 
equivalent inequality of a very restricted form that optimises this measure. We determine 
which of our measures have this property and use the property to simplify the search for 
optimal formulations. 
A desirable property of a measure would be for it to be maintained or improved by 
tightening. We call this property tightening-friendly. If a measure is always improved 
by tightening we say it is tightening-insistent. As a special case we would like it to be 
maintained or improved by tightening using either of Propositions 88 and 89 with the 
maximum possible value of r. We call this property lift/reduce-friendly and say the meas-
ure is lift/reduce-insistent if it is always improved by this type of reformulation with r > O. 
Clearly a tightening-friendly measure is lift/reduce-friendly and a tightening-insistent meas-
ure is lift/reduce-insistent. If a measure M is lift/reduce-friendly then by Proposition 115 
there will be an M-optimal form of any inequality of the form (4.1) that has s = 1, and we 
may restrict a search for an M-optimal inequality to inequalities that have s = 1. For the 
sixteen inequalities we are focusing on, we have the following result. 
Theorem 117 If a measure M is lift/reduce-friendly then each inequality in Table 4.1 has 
an equivalent M -optimal inequality in the form described in Table 4.2. 
Proof. The method of proof is illustrated by considering the 11th inequality. Assume that 
an inequality of the form (4.2) is equivalent to the 11th inequality of Table 4.1. Assume 
without loss of generality that (4.2) satisfies C4 and bo = 1. To prevent b[ from being 
increased using Proposition 89, b[ + b3 = 1 is required. To prevent it from being reduced 
by Proposition 88, b2 + b3 = 1 is required. This implies b[ = b2 • To prevent b3 from 
being reduced, b[ + b. = 1 is required. Therefore b3 = b4 . No further restrictions can be 
obtained by such considerations. Thus the s-optimal equivalent inequalities are of the form 
(1- k)x[ + (1- k)X2+kx3 +kX4 :':: 1. In addition, 0-1 equi\'alence implies that 1- k > k> 0 
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I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
I, 
XI + X2 + X3 ::; 1 
X I + X2 + X3 ::; 2 
XI + (~+ k)xd (~- k)X3 ::; 1 
XI + X2 + X3 + X4 ::; 1 
X I + X2 + X3 + X4 ::; 2 
XI +X2+X3+X4::; 3 
2xI + X2 + X3 + X4 ::; 2 
9 (~ - k)xI + (k + k)X2 + (k + k)X3 + (k - 2k)X4 ::; 1 
10 XI +X2+ (~+k)X3+ (~- k)X4::; 1 
11 (1 - k)xI + (1 - k)X2 + kX3 + kX4 ::; 1 
12 !XI + !X2 + (! + k)xJ+ (! - k)X4 ::; 1 
13 XI + (1 - k - t)X2 + kX3 + tX4 ::; 1 
14 (1 - k)xI + (1 - 2k)X2 + kX3 + kX4 ::; 1 
15 XI + kX2 + kX3 + (1 - k)X4 ::; 1 
16 (1 - t)XI + (~+ k)xd (~ - k)X3 + tX4 ::; 1 
Restrictions 
0:'0 k < k 
0:'0 k < ~ 
o <k < ~ 
0:'0 k < ! 
o < t ::; k, t ::; k ::; W - t) 
o <k < k 
t <k < 1 
O<k<ll_k>t>O 
- 2' 2 
Table 4.2: s-optimal forms of the inequalities of the form (4.1) with n ::; 4. 
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and the result for this inequality follows. The other results follow similarly. o 
We now attempt to determine which of the aforementioned properties are possessed by 
each of the measures. 
band g are not lift/reduce-friendly. To see this, consider the inequalities (4.9) and 
(4.11) 
The former has b = 1/25 and g = 1/../67. The latter is tighter but has b = 1/26 and 
g = 1/V78. 
The following result is useful for calculating Iv and If. 
Proposition 118 v and f are tightening-friendly and lift/reduce insistent. 
Proof. (i) tightening-friendly. Given I, let J be of the form (4.2) with J tighter than 
I and 0-1 equivalent. Suppose that x E {O, l}n satisfies I exactly, but does not satisfy 
.] exactly. Since I and J are 0-1 equivalent, x satisfies J strictly and so there exists 
an < > 0 such that lIy - ",11 < ( implies that y satisfies J (N .B., 11.11 represents the 
Euclidean norm). Let 8 = </(2../rlJ and consider the point z = 81 + (1 - 8}x. Clearly 
IIz - "'11 = 8111- ",11 ~ 8,fii = </2 < f. Hence z satisfies J. Since z is a convex combination 
of two points, 1 and x, that are in [0, l]n, which is convex, z E [0, l]n. Thus z satisfies the 
tighter formulation. However, x satisfies I exactly and by C2, 1 violates I. Therefore, since 
6 > 0, z violates I. This contradicts the original assumption. Hence x satisfies J exactly, 
so v(J) 2: v(I) and f(J} 2: f(I)· 
(ii) lift/reduce-insistent. As was seen in the proof of Proposition llS, applying either 
of Propositions 88 or 89 increases the number of points satisfying the inequality exactly. 
Hence v is lift/reduce-insistent. Since all the points that satisfied the inequality exactly prior 
to applying the propositions still satisfy the inequality exactly, f is certainly lift/reduce-
friendly. Moreover, suppose that Proposition 88 is applied to reduce aj, and that r > O. 
Then all points that previously satisfied the inequality exactly have Xj = 1, whereas after 
applying Proposition 88 at least one extra point will satisfy the inequality exactly that has 
er j = O. Such a point is clearly affinely independent of those with x j = 1 so f increases. 
The case of applying Proposition 89 is similar. o 
However, v and f are not tightening-insistent, as the following example demonstrates. 
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Example 119 The inequality 3xI + X2 < 3 has v = 1 and f = 0, as has the tighter 
equivalent inequality 3xI + 2X2 :::; 3. 
Proposition 120 m and e are tightening-friendly. 
Proof. If the inequality J is of the form (4.1) and tighter than but 0-1 equivalent to I 
then IP [(z) = IP J(z) and LP[(Z) 2 LP J(z) for all Z E [0, l]n and hence IG[(Z) 2 IGJ(Z) for 
all Z E [0, W. Hence m(I) 2 m(J) and e(l) 2 e(J). 0 
Note, m is not lift/reduce-insistent, as the following example demonstrates. 
Example 121 The inequality 3xI +3X2 +X3 +X4 :::; 6 can be tightened using Proposition 89 
to give 3xI + 3X2 + 2X3 + X4 :::; 6 but both inequalities have m = 2/3, (attained in both cases 
when, for instance, Z4 = Z2 = ZI = 1, Z3 = 0). 
However, e is different. 
Proposition 122 If 0-1 equivalence is maintained, e is tightening-insistent. 
Proof. Suppose that an inequality J of the form (4.2) satisfies Cl and is 0-1 equivalent to 
I and tighter. Then there exists an "' E [0, l]n that satisfies I but not J. Thus L,;EN b;x; = 
bo + k for some k > o. Define c by c; = b;j L,;EN b; for all i EN. By Cl and C2, c E [0, l]n, 
LP J(C) = bo/ L,;EN b; and LP [(c) 2 c·", = (bo + k)/ L,;EN b;. Thus IG[(C) 2 IGJ(C) + 
k/ L,;EN b;. By Lemma 98 IG[ and IGJ are continuous functions, so there exists a subset A 
of [0, l]n of non-zero volume that contains c such that IG[(Z) 2 IGJ (z) +k/(2 L,;EN b;) for all 
Z E A. Thus f[o.ll" IG/(Z) - IGJ(z)dz = ./[O,l["\A IG[(Z) - IGJ(z)dz+ fA IG/(Z) - IGJ(z)dz 2 
0+ k/(2 L,;EN b;) fA 1dz > O. Thus e(I) > e(J) as required. o 
Proposition 115 showed that there is no need to determine whether or not s is lift/reduce-
insistent in an attempt to facilitate optimising s, as it shows a straightforward method for 
doing so. This is fortunate as the following example shows that s is, perhaps surprisingly, 
not even lift/reduce-friendly. 
Example 123 The inequality IAxI + 3X2 + X3 :::; 15 has s = 67/90. It can be tightened 
using one maximal application of Proposition 88 to give 14xI + 3X2 + OX3 :::; 14. This has 
s = 62/84 < 67/90 if we consider that n is still 3, or s = 17/28 < 67/90 if we consider 
n = 2 so s is not lift/reduce-friendly. 
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Clearly, although repeated applications of Propositions 88 and 89 eventually result in an 
optimal value for s, individual applications of Proposition 88 can reduce s. 
Proposition 124 0 is tightening-insistent. 
Proof. Given an inequality I, let.] be tighter than I and of the form (4.2), satisfying Cl. 
Assume without loss of generality that ao = bo and that the variables are re-labelled so that 
i < j implies a;fb; 2: aj/bj. (If bj = 0 and aj > 0 for some j E N we consider aj/bj to 
be greater than any finite quantity.) Consider the problem max{L;EN aiX; : L;EN b;x; ~ 
bo, x E [0, l]n}. An optimal solution to this produced by the Dantzig method would have 
Xl = X2 = ... = Xk_l = 1, Xk =! and Xj = 0 otherwise, where! E (0,1] and k E NI. Since 
J is tighter than I we have ak! + I:7~i ai ~ ao and we may assume that bd + L7~11 b; = 
bo = ao since a;/bi 2: 0 for all i EN. Thus ad + L7~i a; ~ bk! + L7~: bi. Now ak/bk ~ 1 
otherwise the preceding inequality fails. We also have aj ~ bj for all j E {k+ 1, ... , a-I} by 
the ordering assumed on the labels, and an < bn otherwise I is as tight as J, a contradiction. 
Thus LiEN a; < I:;EN bi and the result follows. o 
Proposition 125 V is tightening-insistent. 
Proof. Suppose that.] is tighter than /. Clearly V(J) ~ V(I). By assumption there exists 
ayE [0, l]n that satisfies I but not J. Therefore there exists an E > 0 such that B,(y) does 
not intersect {x E [o,l]n: LiENbix; ~ bo}. However, B,(y)n{x E [0, l]n:I:iENaix; ~ ao} 
has a positive a-dimensional volume since {x E [0, l]n : LiEN aixi ~ ao} is an a-dimensional 
polytope (since Cl and C3 hold for I), so V(J) < V(I). o 
Unfortunately w is not tightening-friendly. To see this, recall the inequality (4.6) of 
the proof of Proposition 108. Ip..solve is indifferent to the value of the fractional variable. 
Therefore if we put p = 1/2 - {j instead of 1/2 then by the continuity of Pn,n-2 the value of 
I will be scarcely changed if {j > 0 is small enough. However, Williams' method is affected 
by a slight reduction in p. If there is a fractional variable then with p reduced to less than 
1/2, the value of the fractional variable will be greater than 1/2 and the branches chosen 
will be different. Only a subset of the nodes that would be explored by lp..sol ve will be 
explored, and there is a non-zero probability that some will be cut off. Thus this reduction 
of p will reduce w. Conversely, increasing p from 1/2 - {j to 1/2 (as could be performed by 
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Proposition 89 with a Iess-than-maximal value of r) will increase w, demonstrating that it 
is not tightening-friendly. This is illustrated in the following example. 
Example 126 Based on a sample of 106 objective functions from [0, lP, a 95% confidence 
interval for W(8Xl + 8X2 + 3X3 ~ 8) is (3.580,3.587) (to 3 decimal places), whereas a 95% 
confidence interval for W(2Xl + 2X2 + X3 ~ 2) is (3.663,3.670) (to 3 decimal places), thou9h 
the latter inequality is clearly 0-1 equivalent to, and tighter than, the former. 
It remains to be shown whether or not w is lift/reduce-friendly or insistent. Whether or 
not I has any of these properties also remains unproved. To form an idea about this matter, 
computational experiments were performed as follows. 
For n E {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, 2000 pairs of equivalent inequalities I, J of the form (4.1) were 
generated randomly. I was generated using Algorithm 4.1 with Cm;n = 1 and Cmax = 20. J 
was equal to I except that one of its coefficients was one greater than the corresponding 
coefficient of I. Of those 2000 pairs it was found that ';:.(1) was significantly less than 
w(J) (based on samples of 104 objective functions and a significance level of 1 in 5000) in 
0,10,9,6 and 5 cases for n equal to 2,3,4,5 and 6 respecth·ely. In none of these same pairs 
was i(!) significantly less than i(J). 
This difference in frequency for n E {3, 4,5, 6} is significant according to the t-test (the 
probability of a more extreme value of t was equal to approximately 0.0016,0.0026,0.0142 
and 0.025 respectively). Whilst this does not mean that I is tightening- or lift/reduce-
friendly, it encourages one to consider that it might be. Certainly I is significantly better 
behaved than w with regard to tightening of the kind examined in these experiments. 
4.7.7 Optimising 0 
Since 0 is tightening-insistent, all o-optimal inequalities equivalent to one from Table 4.1 
and of the form (4.1) must be multiples of the corresponding form from Table 4.2. Since 
the RHS is constant in these forms, 0 can be optimised simply by maximising the sum of 
the LHS coefficients of these inequalities. It is easily seen from Table 4.2 that in all but two 
cases, the 14th and the 15th, the minimal inequality is optimal, though often .it is not a 
unique optimum. 
Let us consider the 14th inequality. From Table 4.2 it is clear that to maximise the 
sum of the LHS coefficients k must be minimised, and so the best inequality realisable is 
(1 - E)Xl + (1 - 2<)X2 + (X3 + EX4 ~ 1, where E > 0 is as small as possible. Similarly, the 
best realisable inequality equivalent to the 15th inequality of Table 4.1 is Xl + (1 - <)X2 + 
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(1 - £)X3 + €X4 ::; 1 for some £ > O. Clearly an optimal inequality does not exist in these 
cases in a strict sense - there are only near-optimal inequalities. 
4.7.8 Optimising m 
The process of optimising m is illustrated on the 15th inequality. This and the 16th in-
equality are the only two cases in which the minimal inequality does not optimise m. 
Claim 127 m'(3xI + 2X2 + 2X3 + X4 ::; 3) = l/g, where g is the golden ratio, (1 + ,;5)/2. 
The optimal value is attained by the inequality Xt + (g - l)x2 + (g - l)x3 + (2 - g)X4 ::; 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 120 there exists an optimal inequality I in the form Xt + kX2 + 
kX3 + (1 - k)X4 ::; 1, where 1/2 < k < 1. By using Algorithm 4.4, it can easily be seen that 
m(I) = max{ k, (1 - k)/k} for k E (1/2,1). The equation k = (1 - k)/k has a single positive 
root, (v'5 - 1)/2 = l/g. For k;::: l/g, the MIG is equal to k, so over the range l/g::; k < 1, 
the optimal value of k is l/g. Over the range 1/2 < k ::; l/g, the MIG is (1- k)/k. This is 
minimised by k = l/g. Thus the optimal value of k is 1/ g, for which the MIG is 1/ g = g - 1. 
Thus Xt + (g - l)x2 + (g - l)x3 + (2 - g)X4 ::; 1 is an optimal inequality. 0 
m can be optimised for the other inequalities using similar arguments. Additional 
proofs were required to calculate Im because m is not lift/reduce-insistent. See Table 4 of 
Appendix B for the results. 
4.7.9 Optimising V 
Since I' is tightening-insistent, any V-optimal inequality equivalent to one in Table 4.1 
will be in one of the forms given in Table 4.2. The corresponding volumes are algebraic 
expressions containing at most two variables, so they were easily optimised. The process of 
calculating and optimising the volume is illustrated on the 14th inequality. 
By using (4.3) and simplifying, we obtain Vt4 := 1'((1- k)xt + (1- 2k)X2 +kx3 + kX4 ::; 
1) is equal to (12 - 24k - k2)/(24(2k - l)(k - 1)). This expression has a derivative of 
(51k2 - .50k + 12)/(24(2k - 1)2(k - 1)2) which is easily seen to be positive for k E (0,1/3). 
Thus the volume is minimised when k is as small as possible. Clearly I't4 tends to 1/2 
as k --+ 0, and it is clearly continuous in (0,1/3). Therefore given some extremely small 
( > 0, 0 can be chosen so that the inequality (1 - a)xI + (I - 2a)x2 + OX3 + ox. ~ 1 has 
a volume of 1/2 + E, and this will approximate the best realizable volume. In comparison, 
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the corresponding minimal inequality has a volume of 95/144, which is considerably worse. 
The minimal inequality is optimal in all the other cases except the 12th and 15th. The 
results for all the inequalities are summarised in Table 6 in Appendix B. 
4.7.10 Optimising e 
As mentioned in Subsection 4.4.9, e can be calculated exactly by integration. This involves 
evaluating numerous multiple integrals but the task is made easier by the use of MAPLE 
(Char et al [25]), a system for mathematical computation. Using Proposition 122 we may 
assume an e-optimal inequality is in one of the forms in Table 4.2. An example of the 
calculations required to find an e-optimal inequality is provided by considering the 11th 
inequality, for which the following result holds. 
Claim 128 The unique e-optimal inequality 0-1 equivalent to 2xI +2X2+X3+X4 ::; 3 and 
of the form (4.1) is: 
Proof. IP dz) is easily Seen to be max{ ZI +Z3, ZI +Z4, Z2+Z3, Z2+Z4, Z3+Z4} = max{max{zl, 
Z2} + max{z3, Z4}, Z3 + Z4}' The expected value of this is 
The above region of integration can be divided up so that it is clear which term in each 
inner maximisation is the larger. Doing this, we have 
E(IP [(z)) = lflf o 0 0 0 max{z2+ z4,Z3+ Z4} dZ I dz2dz3dz4 
+ lflt o 0 0 Z2 max{zl + Z4, Z3 + Z4} dZI dz2dz3dz4 
ltlf + max{ Z2 + Z3, Z3 + Z4} dZI dz2dz3dz4 o Z-4 0 0 
+ 101/,1101 /,1 max{ ZI + Z3, Z3 + Z4} dZI dz2dz3dz4. 
o Z4 0 Z2 
Each integral in this expression can be seen to be equal by symmetry. Dividing up the 
region further. the first integral is equal \0: 
10
1
10" 10" Io z, Z3 + Z4 
o 0 0 0 
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The expected value of the lP-optimum is therefore equal to four times this expression. Given 
z, the LP-optimum may be calculated using the Dantzig method [36]. This requires only 
that we know how to rank the z;/ a; (we say X; ::; x j if z;/ a; ~ zJ aj) so for n ::; 4 at 
most 4! = 24 cases need be considered. For the 11th inequality, as with most of the others, 
there is some symmetry that enables the amount of calculation to be reduced. Here the 
calculation proceeds as follows. 
(i) Suppose that XI :5 X2 ::; X3 :5 X4, i.e., zt!(I- k) 2': z2/(1 - k) ~ Z3/k 2': z4/k. Then 
the contribution to e(I) is 
The contributions from the cases 1"2 ::; XI :5 X3 ::; X4, XI ::; X2 ::; X4 :S X3 and X2 ::; XI -< 
X4 ::; X3 are equal to the above quantity by symmetry. 
(ii) Suppose that XI :S X3 ::; X2 and X3 :5 X4. Then the contribution to e(!) is 
The contributions from the cases 1"2 :5 X3 :S XI and X3 :5 1"4, XI :5 X4 :S X2 and X4 ::; X3 and 
X2 ::; X4 :5 XI and X4 :5 X3 are equal to this by symmetry. 
(iii) Consider the ranking X4 :5 1"3 ::; X2 ::; XI. The corresponding contribution is 
The contribution from each of the cases X3 :5 X4 -< X2 -< XI, 1"3 -< X4 -< Xl -< X2 and 
X4 ::; X3 :5 X I ::; X2 are equal to this by symmetry. 
(iv) Consider the ranking X4 :: 1"2 :5 XI and X2 :5 X3. The contribution here is 
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The contributions corresponding to the cases X3 ::< X2 ::< XI and X2 ::< X., X. ::< XI ::< X2 and 
XI ::< X3 and X3 ::< XI ::< X2 and XI ::< X. are equal to this by symmetry. 
Evaluating the sum of these integrals using MAPLE, we obtain e(I) = (47k3 - 82k2 + 
47k - 9)/(30(k - 1)3). By elementary calculus it can be seen that e(l) is maximised for 
k E (0,1/2) when k = (35 - 3J5)/59. The result follows. 0 
e-optimal forms of the other inequalities can be found similarly and the results for all the 
inequalities are summarised in Table 5 of Appendix B. 
4.7.11 Optimising I and w 
Finding an optimal inequality and proving its optimality is much harder with these measures 
than with the others described as there are no positive results concerning the lift/reduce-
friendliness of I or w, and all the complexities of the behaviour of branch-and-bound have to 
be considered. Consequently for most of the inequalities no attempt was made to do so, but 
rather a near-optimal inequality was sought by hill-climbing on the value of each of these 
measures, in the manner described in Subsection 4.8.3. The results are displayed in Tables 5 
and 6 in Appendix B. However, an argument to prove the optimality of 2xI + X2 + X3 ~ 2 
with respect to I was constructed and is given here for the sake of interest. The style of 
argument is quite distincti,·e. 
Claim 129 2xI + X2 + X3 ~ 2 is uniquely I-optimal. 
Proof. Consider an inequality alxl + a2x2 + a3x3 ~ ao of the form (4.1) equivalent to 
2xI + X2 + X3 ~ 2. Consider an objective function ZI X I + Z2X2 + Z3X3 where ZI, Z2, Z3 E [0, 1]. 
Suppose that the subset-sum problem alxl + a2x2 + a3x3 = ao, XI,X2,X3 E {O, I} has no 
solution. Then ao may be reduced until it does have a solution whilst maintaining 0-1 
equivalence. During this reduction zl/al, z2/a2 and Z3/a3 do not alter and so, due to the 
nature of 1p..so1ve, the only changes in the branch-and-bound tree will be a reduction in 
the fractional value of any fractional variable. This will result only in more nodes being cut 
off on average due to Condition 2 in Subsection 4.4.12 being met and ultimately a smaller 
tree due to Condition 3 being met earlier. Thus I will be reduced by reducing ao in this 
way and we can assume that the above subset-sum problem has a solution in an I-optimal 
inequality. 
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Suppose that this subset-sum problem has just one solution. Assume, without loss of 
generality that aD = 1 and consider the two cases XI + azxz + 03X3 ~ 1 and alxl + (1 -
U3)XZ + a3x3 ~ 1. 
(i) XI + a2xZ + U3X3 ~ 1. As far as branch-and-bound is concerned, the six possible 
orderings of the z;/ ai can be dealt with in four sub-cases. These sub-cases and the corres-
ponding branch-and-bound trees are displayed in Figure 4.16. The subscript f indicates 
fixing. 
zz/az :::: zl/l, Z3/03 :::: zt!l 
1 (1 - Oz - 03, 1, 1) 1 
.---:--,/ ~r-=---:-:-, 
1(0},1,1)1 1(1},0,0)1 
or 
Sc M ... · ..... ITJc 
C1:e'o: •..•• '. '. reas \\\ .... '" e ([ 
.... . ...... ~ .. .:.. 
Z3/ a3 :::: zl/l :::: zz/ az zz/ Oz :::: zt!1 :::: Z3/ a3 
1(1-03,0,1)1 1(1-az,l,O)1 
/ ~ / ~r----, 
""'1 (O-}-, 1-, 1-') 1 1(1j,0,0l! 1(0},1,1)1 I (1/,0,0l! 
.~. 
zl/1:::: zz/uz, zt/1 :::: Z3/a3 
I (1, 0, 0) 1 
Figure 4.16: How increasing az or a3 may change the branch-and-bound tree. 
Whichever sub-case applies, it is easy to see that by increasing az or a3 until az +a3 = 1, 
either the same sub-case still applies, or one "moves" along the dotted lines to a new sub-
case. In any event, the number of nodes in the new branch-and-bound tree will be at most 
the number of nodes in the original branch-and-bound tree. Indeed, for z within a region 
of [0, I)' of non-zero volume depending on the new and original values of az and a3, the 
number of nodes will decrease by two. Thus if az and/or a3 are increased until az + a3 = 1 
then I will be reduced. 
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(ii) alxl + (1 - a3)X2 + a3x3 :<:: 1. Similarly, increasing al to 1 will result in a new 
branch-and-bound tree with a number of nodes less than or equal to that in the original 
branch-and-bound tree, for any z, and a strict reduction for z within some region of [0, Ij3 
of non-zero volume. Thus I will be reduced. 
Therefore in either case an I-optimal inequality is of the form XI + (1 - k)X2 + kX3 :<:: 1. 
It is easy to see that for any z E [0,1]3, the problem (4.4) will now be solved in 1 node 
unless x2 :< XI :< x3 or x3 :< XI :< X2, in which case 3 nodes will be required. Thus if 
I(I) = 3p + (1 - p) = 2p + 1. Evaluating the integral, we obtain p = 1/2 + 2k(k - 1)/3. 
Thus I is minimised only when k = 1/2. The result follows. o 
4.8 Assessing the measures 
In this section we assess how good the measures are in three ways. We begin by describing 
some limitations of each of the measures and then discover what types of inequality on a 
given number of variables each measure prefers most of all. Finally we see what attempting 
to optimise each measure on each inequality does to branch-and-bound performance on the 
test problems of Section 4.3. 
4.8.1 Limitations revealed by examples 
[n this subsection we draw attention to the shortcomings of the measures by considering 
examples in which a particular measure prefers one formulation of an inequality over another 
whilst, according to the other measures of efficacy, the other formulation is better. The 
following notions are used. 
Definition 130 Given two 0-1 equivalent formulations of an inequality, I and J, suppose 
that it is suggEsted that I is better formulated than J. Then.4. is defined to be the set of 
measures that agree u'ith this assessment, D is those that disagree, and N is those that 
consider I and,] to hat'f equal merit (i.e., are neutral). 
As measures of efficacy, band g have similar shortcomings. For example, increasing 
coefficients sometimes helps the formulation of a constraint whilst making both band g 
worse. 
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Example 131 Consider the inequality (4.g) for which b(1) = 1/25 and g(1) = 1/../67. 
The equivalent inequality with an increased coefficient of XI, (4-11) has b(1) = 1/26 and 
g(l) = 1/V78. According to band g, this inequality is less well formulated, but A = {b, g}, 
D = {v,f,m,e,s,o, V,I,w} and N = 0 and (4.11) is tighter than (4.g), so band 9 appear 
to have preferred the wrong inequality in this case. 
In contrast, a problem with v, f, s, 0 and V is that they are often not very discerning. 
Example 132 The two inequalities 2xI + X2 + X3 <::: 2 and 1000xI + 999x2 + X3 <::: 1000 
both have v = 2, f = 1, s = 1, 0 = 1/2 and V = 1/2, but 2xI + X2 + X3 <::: 2 is much the 
better formulation - A = {b, g, m, e, I, w}, N = {v, f, s, 0, V} and D = 0. However, they 
do at least prefer the better inequality in Example 131. 
As was shown earlier, it is easy to construct an inequality that optimises s. This can 
make it very much the odd one out among the measures. The following example uses some 
inequalities from an example in [46]. 
Example 133 Both the inequalities 10xI + lOx2 + 5X3 + 5X4 + 3xs + 3X6 + 2X7 <::: 13 and 
4x I + 4X2 + 2X3 + 2X4 + Xs + X6 + X7 <::: 5 have s = 1 but the latter appears to be superior 
- taking this view, A = {b,g, v,f, m,e, 0, V,I, w}, D = 0 and N = {s}. 
m has an advantage over the measures e, I and w in that there is no need to assume 
that each objective function coefficient is taken from the uniform distribution on [0,1], but 
merely some distribution for which the probability density function has support [0,1] or a 
of this interval. However, m has its shortcomings. 
Example 134 The inequality 
(4.12) 
has a MIG of9/11 whilst the equivalent inequality 
14xI + 8X2 + 8X3 + 8X4 + 8xs + 8X6 <::: 27 (4.13) 
has a smaller MIG of 11/14. The consensus is that the former is the superior formulation 
- A = {v,f,e,s,o, V,l,w}, D = {b,g,m} and N = 0 - so it would appear· that m prefers 
the wrong inequality in this case. 
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In the author's view, e appears to be the best of the measures presented in this chapter 
in the abstract sense of measuring how near the formulation is to the convex hull of 0-1 
solutions. In this sense, the author is not yet aware of it having any major failings except 
that it is difficult to calculate exactly. Note that it can distinguish quite easily the better 
inequality in Example 134 - 95% confidence intervals (based on 106 points) for the EIGS 
of (4.12) and (4.13) are (0.0771,0.0776) and (0.1702,0.1705) respectively. Furthermore, e 
agrees precisely with I and w on which inequalities in Table 4.1 are optimally formulated, 
and to some extent on what the optimal formulations are when the minimal inequalities 
are not optimal (see Tables 5 and 6 of Appendix B). e also has the advantage of not being 
dependent on a particular implementation of branch-and-bound, but as a measure of the 
efficacy for solution using branch-and-bound it is possible for it to be quite inaccurate as 
the following example shows. 
Example 135 The inequality LiEN Xi::; 1+< where < E (0,1/2] and n;::: 2 has an expected 
integrality gap of «n -1)/(n + 1) which clearly tends to zero as < -+ O. However, no matter 
how small < becomes whilst remaining positive, W = I > 2n-1 despite the fact that w = I = 1 
if < = O. 
The limitations of I and w as measures appear to be twofold. First, the average per-
formance of lp_sol ve and Williams' method is not always a good predictor of the average 
performance of the particular solver that may be chosen (though generally it seems to 
be, judging by the computational experiments discussed in Subsection 4.8.3). Second, no 
account is taken of any interaction between the constraints. The latter is a more funda-
mental limitation and it is beyond the scope of this analysis to overcome it. As shown in 
Subsection 4.8.3, it also appears to be the more significant limitation. 
Of these two similar measures I seems preferable because it is easier to calculate ex-
actly (whether each fractional variable is nearer to 0 or 1 is immaterial), it corresponds to 
lp~olve which currently enjoys widespread use, it is simpler to analyse and it seems to 
have better properties. 
4.8.2 Optimal classes of inequalities for a measure 
Often something can be learned about a measure by considering which inequalities on a 
given number of variables are optimal for that measure. Before proceeding some further 
defiuitions are given. 
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Definition 136 Let Mn denote the optimal value of the measure M over all inequalities of 
the form (1.1) on n variables. 
The following definition is similar to that in Kularajan et al [99). 
Definition 137 An inequality of the form (p) satisfying Cl' with ai = 1 for all i E N is 
called an invariant knapsack inequality. 
The following concept of Jeroslow and Lowe is also relevant. 
Definition 138 [S2} When the mixed-integer programme representation of a set is exactly 
the convex hull of the set, it is called a sharp representation. 
Proposition 139 Suppose that I is an inequality of the form (4.1) on n variables. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) e(!) = en = 0, 
(ii) m(I) = mn = 0, 
(iii) I(I) = In = 1, 
(iv) w(I) = Wn = 1, 
(v) I is a multiple of an invariant knapsack inequality. 
(vi) I along with the bounds on the variables is a sharp formulation. 
Proof. 
(i) => (v), (ii) => (v). Suppose that there is no 0-1 solution of I that satisfies the 
inequality exactly. Then by C2 IG/(l) > O. Hence m(I) > 0 and by the continuity of IG/, 
e(!) > 0, both of which yield a contradiction. Thus there is at least one 0-1 solution that 
satisfies I exactly. 
Let", be such a solution. By C2, not all the Xi will be equal to 1. Suppose further that the 
LHS coefficients are not all equal. Then it is easy to see that there exist indices i and j such 
that Xi = 1, Xj = 0 and a; # aj. Since Cl holds for I and each LHS coefficient is positive, if 
aj > ai then the (fractional) solution ",' equal to", but with Xj = a;faj and Xi = 0 satisfies 
the inequalit,' exactly. Otherwise the (fractional) solution ",' equal to", but with Xj = 1 
and Xi = (a; - aj)/ai satisfies the inequality exactly. In either case N may be partitioned 
into the three sets: So = {i EN: x; = O}, SI = {i EN: x: = I} # 0 and Sq = {x~} where 
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x~ is the fractional variable. Define an objective function z by Zi = I if i E SI U {q}, 
Zi = 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that IP I{Z) = 15d and LP I(Z) :::: z· x' = 15d + x q • Thus 
IG/(Z) :::: Xq > O. Thus m(I) > 0 and again, by continuity of IG/, e(l) > 0, in both cases 
yielding a contradiction. Thus all the LHS coefficients are equal. 
Since at least one 0-1 solution satisfies I exactly, the RHS is a multiple of the common 
LHS coefficient and the result follows. 
(v) ~ (i), (ii), (iii), (iv). 
If I is a multiple of LiEN Xi :5 C for some c E {I, ... , n - I} then for all Z E [0,11n, 
LPJtZ) = IP/(Z) = Z(n)+Z(n_I)+"'+Z(n_c+l) and the LP-optimum obtained by lp-solve 
and WiIliams' method has all variables equal to integral values. Hence m(I) = e(I) = 0 
and 1(I) = w(I) = 1. 
(iii) ~ (ii). Suppose that (iii) holds and that (ii) does not. Then m(I) = k > O. By the 
continuity of IG/, there exists a region A <; [0, 11n of non-zero volume such that IGJtZ) > 0 
for all Z E A. Clearly /I(Z) :::: 3 for all Z E A. Thus /(I) is at least one plus twice the 
volume of A, a contradiction. The result follows. 
(iv) ~ (i). The proof of this is similar to that of (iii) => (ii). 
(vi) ~ (ii). Since I along with the bounds on the individual variables represents the 
convex hull of the 0-1 solutions to (4.1), for all Z E [0,11n there is an optimal solution to 
the LP-relaxation of (4.4) that is integral. Hence IG/(Z) = 0 for all Z E [o,lln and the result 
follows. 
(ii) ~ (vi). Suppose that I along with the bounds on the individual variables does not 
represent conv(5), where 5 is defined in Subsection 4.4.4. Then since the representation 
includes the convex hull, there is ayE [0, 11n that is not contained in the convex hull 
but satisfies the LP-relaxation of (4.4). Thus there is some facet-defining inequality J for 
conv(5) that y violates. J cannot be one of the bounds on the variables so it must be 
defined by LiEN bjx j :5 bo where bj :::: 0 for all j E Nand bo > 0 (see, e.g., [1251). Clearly 
LiEN bjYj = bo + k for some k > 0 and LiEN bj > 0 so C E [0,11n if Cj := bj / LiEN bj for 
all j EN. Clearly IG I{C) :::: k/ LiEN bj > 0 and the result follows. 0 
The fact that 711 and e agree with I and w on the nature of the ultimate inequalities on 
Tl "a riables suggests that 711 and e arc good measures. 
The following proposition shows that b, 0 and If are 1I10re particular in terms of their 
preferences. but that 9 agrees with 711, e, I and w. 
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Proposition 140 Suppose that I is an inequality of the form (4.I) on n variables. Then 
the following are equivalent 
(i) V(I) = Vn = l/n!, 
(ii) 0(1) = On = l/n, 
{iii} b(l) = bn = 1/(n + 1), 
(ivy I is a multiple of the inequality L;EN X; :5 1. 
In addition, 
(v) g(I) = gn = 1/,;n if and only if I is a multiple of an invariant knapsack inequality. 
Proof. (i) ~ (iv), (ii) ~ (iv). L;EN X; :5 1 and its multiples are tighter than all others 
inequalities of the form (4.1) on n variables. The result follows since both V and 0 are 
tightening-insistent. 
(iii) ~ (iv), (v). Let I be of the form (4.1) with all variables being necessary. (This 
is assumed so that n is unambiguously defined.) Assume without loss of generality that 
k = 1. Let j E N. Since Xj is necessary, by Proposition 23 of Chapter 2, there exists an 
x E {D, l}n such that ao - aj < Li;l.;"j Q;X; :5 ao· Since aj + Li;l#j a;x; > ao and k = 1 
we have aj + Li;l#j a;x; <': ao+ 1 and hence aj <': 1. By C3, ao ;:: 1. Clearly 9 is optimised 
if and only if aj = 1 for all jEll' and b is optimised if and only if aj = 1 for all j E No. 
The result follo\\"s. o 
This result suggests that b, 0 and V are not measuring quite the right aspects of an 
inequality but it is complimentary in regard to g. l' does not quite measure the right 
aspects of an inequality either, as is now proved using the following definition (see, e.g., 
[37, 48)). 
Definition 141 .4 partially ordered set P u·ith order relation ~, is an anti-chain if X ::S y 
in P only if X = y. We say that y covers x if x -< y and x ::S z -< y implies z = x. A rank 
function of P is a function r: P>-4 is' such that r(x) = D for some minimal element x of 
Pond y covers x implies r(y) = r(x) + 1. If P has a rank function r we define level i to be 
{x E P: r(x) = i}. 
Proposition 142 Suppose that I i.3 of the form (4· J) on n variables. Then v(I) = Vn = 
nqn/2J If and only if I is a multiple of one of the inequalities L;EN X; :5 l n/2 J and 
LEN x; :5 r n/21· 
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Proof. Consider the set {O, l}n with the partial ordering'" :5 y if and only if Xi ::; Yi for 
all i EN. Clearly the members of this poset that satisfy [ exactly form an antichain since 
aj > 0 for all j EN. This poset has what is called the strict Sperner property (see, e.g., [48, 
pp. 48-49]) which means that all its antichains with a maximum number of elements are 
levels in the poset. Since the size of level i is nCi, a maximum antichain would correspond 
to level l n/2 J or r n/21· These have size nCLn/2J so v(I) ::; nqn/2J· v(!) = nCLn/2J implies 
[ is satisfied exactly by all points of one of these two levels. This occurs if and only if [ is a 
multiple of either LiEN xi ::; l n/2 J or LiEN xi ::; r n/21· Thus Vn = nCLn/2J and the result 
follows. 0 
As was seen in Proposition 115, any inequality [ has an equivalent inequality that 
achieves the best possible value of s, i.e., 1. It is clear from Table 4.2 that there will often 
be infinitely many such equivalent inequalities. This suggests that s is optimised by too 
wide a range of inequalities. 
All inequalities of the form (4.1) have an underlying knapsack polytope of dimension n, 
and so In is n - 1, which occurs when [ supports a facet of its underlying 0-1 knapsack 
polytope. Invariant knapsack inequalities are facets of their own 0-1 knapsack polytope 
(this is easy to see by lifting a minimal cover inequality - see, e.g., [120]), and so they 
optimise I. However, other inequalities such as 2x\ + X2 + .1:3 + X4 ::: 2, also have this 
property. This suggests that f is nearly, but not quite, particular enough. 
4.8.3 Hill-climbing on the measures and their correlation with branch-
and-bound solution times 
To assess the measures further, computational experiments were conducted with the aim 
of simultaneously (i) reformulating programmes to optimise the value of a measure on 
each inequality, and (ii) seeing how well the measures correlate with branch-and-bound 
performance. 
To this end, for each measure M and each test programme Pi, i E {1, ... , 10} from 
Section 4.3, thirty-one equivalent programmes Pi,O, ... , Pi,30 were generated and stored in 
output files using the method in Algorithm 4.5. Note that the method has some similarities 
with Algorithm 4.2 and that R represents rounding to the nearest integer defined by R(o) = 
l6J if 0 - l6J ::: 1/2 and R(6) = ro1 otherwise. 
With this method the seed was chosen to be 7i for the ith programme. The precise 
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Algorithm 4.5 Hill-climbing on M and producing thirty-one equivalent programmes. 
Copy the objective function of the integer programme Pi to each output file. 
Choose a seed for the random number generator. 
for each inequality I in Pi do 
Generate a random equivalent inequality 10 using the method of Algorithm 4.2 with 
j =30. 
Hill-climb on M (whilst maintaining 0-1 equivalence) until no further improvement is 
possible. 
Let s be the number of steps this takes. 
Let h be the inequality reached after k steps. 
Print 10 to output file (i, 0). 
for e := 1 to 29 do 
Print I R (es/30) to output file (i.e). 
end for 
Print Is to output file (i,30). 
end for 
nature of the hill-climbing method is not described since the results obtained were generally 
(near)-optimal and the aim was to examine the quality of the reformulation obtained after 
hill-climbing rather than hill·climb quickly. However, it should be noted that it was not 
possible to hill-climb on e, land w as efficiently or effectively as on the majority of the other 
measures since these measures were estimated in Monte-Carlo fashion. (Since the values 
of these measures was merely estimated, it was not possible to tell reliably whether or not 
a perturbation was an uphill or downhill step unless it resulted in a substantial change in 
the value of the measure. Hence some of the steps were fruitlessly downhill resulting in less 
efficiency. Furthermore, often a local optimum was either not found or not recognised as 
. such, resulting in diminished effectiveness.) In addition, v and f were considered unsuitable 
for hill-climbing on since they can only adopt a very small range of values. Instead the 
augmented measures v' := v + max{LiEN 0iXi : LiEN a;x; ::; 00 - 1, x E {O, 1} n} joo and 
f' := f + max{L;ENoiXi : LiENa;x; ::; ao - l,x E {O.l}n}jao were used in place of 
v and f respectively. Note that v'(I) :::: v'{J) implies ,.(1) :::: v(.J) and t(l) :::: t{J) 
implies f(l) 2 f(J) so a hill-climb on one of these augmented measures is simultaneously 
a hill-climb on the corresponding original measure (or at least there are no downhill steps). 
Despite these difficulties, for all the measures {near)-optimal inequalities were usually found. 
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For each measure the number of seconds required by SCICONIC to solve Po after hill-
climbing on the measure to its reformulation P;,30 is listed in Table 7 in Appendix B under 
the column headed 'P;'. The other column headings are 'M' (the measure climbed on), 
'mean' (the arithmetic mean of the time taken for the ten programmes) and 'm.r.' (the 
arithmetic mean of the rank by solution time amongst all the measures on a problem). The 
measures are listed in decreasing order of merit as measured by the 'm.r.' value. 
Each pair of measures was compared using a sign test (see, e.g., Chatfield [27]) on the 
amount of solution time required for these problems. The sign test was used in preference 
to the Wilcoxon test (see, e.g., Gibbons [57]) as there was considerable variation in the 
difficulty of solving the programmes by branch-and-bound, and consequently a risk of the 
test being influenced too much by results on a few programmes. Whenever climbing on 
measure m! yielded faster solution times than climbing on measure m2 with a significance 
level of at most 2.2% (corresponding to 9 or more +s, say), we say m! ~, m2 (the subscript 
t stands for time). The relation ~, does not necessarily impose a strict order (see, e.g., [37]) 
on a set of measures. However, for the particular measures and programmes considered the 
relation satisfies the conditions of a strict order and its diagram is displayed accordingly in 
Figure 4.17. In this diagram m! is placed above m2 if m! ~t m2' 
w 
v f 
Figure 4.17: The strict order ~t on the twelve measures. 
From Figure 4.17 it is clear that climbing on v and f (via Vi and 1') generally results in 
formulations that are WOrse than those obtained using any other measure. Also observe that 
relative to the other measures, climbing on r (or, equivalently, minimising coefficient size) is 
not uncommonly effective. Indeed, wand I appear better than r, being the only measures 
for which there is evidence at this significance level that they dominate any measures apart 
from v and f. Also, I and ware better than r according to the ranking given in Table 7 
of Appendix B. I dominates the most measures (four) and is ranked highest in Table 7, 
and t he idea of reformulating by climbing on it rather than minimising coefficient size (or 
equi"alently maximising ,.) is explored further in the next section. 
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In order to examine the correlation between each measure's value and branch-and-bound 
performance, for each measure and each programme Pi, Spear man's rank correlation coef-
ficient r, was calculated based upon the time taken by SCICONIC to solve Pi,o, ... , Pi,30 and 
the arithmetic mean of the measure on the inequalities in Pi,O,"" Pi,30. The results of 
these calculations are displayed in Table 8 in Appendix B. The column headings include 
'M' (the measure hill-climbed on), 'r~' (r. for programme Pi) and 'r,' (the arithmetic mean 
of the r~). The column headed 'm.r.' gives the arithmetic mean of the rank by correlation 
amongst all the measures on a problem) The measures in Table 8 are listed in decreasing 
order of merit as measured by m.r .. 
An order relation >-e analogous to >-t was defined for use on the data in Table 8. Given 
measures m, and m2, m, >-e m2 if m, is significantly better correlated with branch-and-
bound solution time than m2 across the set of programmes as measured by the sign test (the 
subscript c stands for correlation). The diagram for this relation is depicted in Figure 4.18. 
b 9 s m w e v o 
v f r 
Figure 4.18: The strict order >-e on the twelve measures. 
By examining Table 8 we can see that v, f and r are often not correlated with the desired 
sign with branch-and-bound time, and it is clear from Figure 4.18 that most other measures 
dominate each of them. Thus coefficient size appears to be a poor measure of the efficacy of a 
formulation of a 0-1 program, even though it is a good policy to minimise coefficients. From 
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 it seems that v and f are too crude either to climb on successfully via 
v' and f' or to be highly correlated with branch-and-bound performance. However, from 
Figure 4.18 and the 'r,' column of Table 8 it is clear that all of the other measures correlate 
quite well with branch-and-bound performance on some programmes. Bradley. Hammer 
and Wolsey's measure yields the most dependable results in these experiments. 
Comparing the orders of merit in both tables it is clear that those measures that are good 
when hill-climbing are not necessarily good when measuring the efficacy of the formulation 
and vice \·ersa. In fact, Spearman's correlation coefficient for these two orderings is 0.23 
which is not significantly high. This suggests that when applying measures of efficacy in one 
of the ways indicated in Section 4.6 it may be wise to use one measure when measuring in 
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order to obtain useful information (Applications 1 to 4) and another when aiming to optimise 
the value of the measure and hopefully, as a consequence, the ease of solution (Application 
.5). Bearing in mind the ease of calculating each of the measures, from Tables 7 and 8 it 
appears that it may be best to measure the quality of an inequality using b and improve the 
formulation by optimising r, though these conclusions are made tentatively given the small 
number of problems in the experiments. Note that m is the best all-rounder, as measured 
by the sum of the ranks. The idea of using a larger set of test problems was rejected due 
to the large amount of time consumed by hill-climbing as it Was implemented. 
However, disregarding the ease of calculating the value of each measure, it appears that 
I is the best measure to hill-climb on. Therefore, I was chosen for hill-climbing on in some 
further computational experiments. Figure 4.17 supports this decision. 
4.9 Hill-climbing on I as an alternative reformulation tech-
nIque 
From the computational experiments conducted for this chapter it was clear that minimal 
inequalities on six variables are frequently not optimal for some of the measures considered. 
A striking example of a minimal inequality which is far from I-optimal is the following. 
Example 143 The inequality3x\ +3X2+2x3+2x.+2xs+2x6::::.) is a minimum inequality 
and has I "" 11.17 whereas the near-I-optimal inequality 371x\ + 371x2 + 370X3 + 370x. + 
370xs + 370X6 :::: 741 has I '" 4.49. 
This suggests that considerable gains are possible by optimising I instead of coefficient size 
when formulating some programmes. 
To test the effectiveness of hill-climbing on I as a reformulation technique, three sets 
of test problems were generated and their formulations in terms of minimal and I-optimal 
inequalities were compared. 
The first set consisted of fifteen problems generated using Algorithm 4.1 with n = q = 
240, m = 15, P = 6, Cmin = 1, cmax = 999 and a seed of 2i for problem i. These problems 
clearly had sparse matrices and there was only a small amount of interaction between the 
constraints. Many variables were completely unconstrained and therefore spurious but this 
was a convenient way of generating problems with a limited amount of interaction. 
A second test set was generated from the first onc by renaming the 6 variables in the 
ith constraint as variables 6( i-I) .... , 6i - 1. This meant that there was no interaction 
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at all between constraints in this set of problems and so the set could be used to test the 
effectiveness of optimising I when there were no aspects involved that were not considered 
in the design of l. Two kinds of reformulation were applied to both test sets. One was to 
hill-climb on I for each constraint. The other was to "hill-climb" on r = LiENo ai. 
It was observed that only 84 out of 225 (37%) of the (near)-I-optimal inequalities in the 
fifteen reformulated files in Test Set 2 had a significantly better estimated value of I (based 
on 1000 objective functions) than the corresponding (near)-minimal inequalities. Often 
this was because the corresponding minimal inequality was also I-optimal (for example, 
invariant knapsack inequalities are both minimal and I-optimal) in which case no advantage 
was gained over coefficient reduction. Therefore to form an idea of the potential advantage of 
I-optimal inequalities over minimal ones, a third test set was generated using Algorithm 4.6. 
Rl,j and Ll,j denote the jth constraint in problem; of Test Set 2 after reformulating using r 
and I respectively. Li,j and Ri,j denote the jth constraint in problems Li and Ri respectively 
of Test Set 3. The seed used was equal to 3; in problem i. 
The three sets of problems were solved using SCICO:-;IC version 2.10 (1990), run under 
HP-UX on a Hewlett Packard HP 9000/827 machine using the presolve option of the global 
agendum, and a port to DOS of lp..solve version 2.0 (1995) run under MS-DOS 6.20 on a 
Pentium 60Mhz PC using the '-s', '-v' and '-mps' options. The results are displayed in 
Tables 9 to 11 in Appendix B. In these tables columns two to five contain information 
about the formulations involving minimal inequalities. First the number of nodes required 
to prove optimality using SCICONIC, then the corresponding number of seconds, the number 
of nodes required with lp..solve and finally the corresponding number of seconds. The 
remaining columns contain the corresponding information for the formulations involving 
(near)-I-optimal inequalities. An asterisk indicates that the DOS port of lp..sol ve crashed 
and the data were instead obtained using version 2.1 of lp..solve compiled under gcc 2.7.2 
and run under LINUX 2.0.27 on a Pentium 1201vlhz PC. 
The significances of the results in Tables 9 to 11 were calculated using the Wilcoxon 
signed rank test on the logarithm of the ratio: number of nodes required for the formulation 
based on (near)-minimal inequalities divided by the number of nodes for the formulation 
based on (near)-I-optimal inequalities. This was done in order to place the emphasis on 
the ratio of the number of nodes rather than the difference. The Wilcoxon statistic, IV. as 
given in [62], is equal to the sum of the signed ranks. According to [62], for n 2': 10, the 
critical value Wo can be approximated by Wo = Z(O'))"(,, + 1)(2n+ 1)/6, where Z(o) is 
the standard normal fractile such that a proportion 0 of the area is to the left of Z(o). 
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Algorithm 4.6 Producing Test Set 3. 
Create auxiliary problems Lo and Ro as follows. 
Set the objective function of both problems equal to the objective from problem 1 of Test 
Set 2. 
for i := 1 to 15 do 
Let c' be such that I(Rr,c') -1(Lr,c') = max{I(Rr,cl-I(Lr,cl : 
Rr,c is a minimal inequality, c E {I, 2, ... , 15}}. 
R . '-R2 0,,'- i,e·· 
end for 
Now create the problems that comprise Test Set 3 as follo\\'s. 
for i := 1 to 15 do 
Copy the objective function for Lo into Li and Ri. 
Choose a seed for the random number generator. 
for j := 1 to 15 do 
Choose 6 numbers nl, ... ,n6 E {1, ... ,240} at random. 
Create constraints Li,j and Ri,j by renaming the kth variable in Lo,j and Ro,j as 
variable nk (k E {I, ... ,6}). 
end for 
end for 
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This approximation was used as part of a 2-tailed test. 
Table 9 gives the results for Test Set 1. With 1p..so1ve, W = 46 and n = 15 so the 
probability of a more extreme result under the null hypothesis is 0.192. Using SCICONIC 
instead, the probability is 0.426. This is hardly convincing evidence that reformulating into 
I-optimal inequalities is any better than reformulating into minimal inequalities when there 
is interaction. However, with the separated constraints of Test Set 2 the results are better. 
Table 10 in Appendix B gives the results for Test Set 2. With 1p..so1ve, W = 98 and the 
probability of a more extreme result is 0.0054. With SCICONIC W = 82 and the probability 
of a more extreme result is 0.0198. The geometric means of the ratios are 2.99 and 1.91 
respectively (to 2 decimal places). This strongly suggests that reformulating into I-optimal 
inequalities is significantly better than reformulating into minimal inequalities when there 
is no interaction between constraints. The results are better still with the more plausibly 
structured, but favourably chosen constraints in Test Set 3. 
Table 11 in Appendix B gives the results for Test Set 3. With IpJlo1ve, IV = 104, so 
the probability of obtaining a more extreme result is approximately 0.0016. With SCICONIC, 
W = 78 and the probability of a more extreme result is 0.0268. The geometric means of the 
ratios are 8.97 and 2.85 respectively (to 2 decimal places). This shows that it is possible 
for I-optimal inequalities to be a great deal better than minimal ones even if there is some 
interaction between constraints. 
Some conclusions and ideas for further research related to this chapter are included in 
Chapter 7. The next chapter is concerned with tightening the formulation rather than the 
issues to do with the size of the coefficients. 
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Chapter 5 
A Generalisation to mathematical 
programmes of some results on 
tightening 0-1 programmes 
Give me a place to stand and J will move the earth. Archimedes. 
Let no one who is not a geometrician enter. Inscription said to have been placed 
on Plato's door. 
5.1 Introduction 
When using the branch-and-bound method [101], solution times for linear 0-1 programmes 
can normally be reduced considerably by tightening the formulation whilst keeping the 
problem equivalent (see, e.g., [33, 46]). Tightening a linear 0-1 programme involves refor-
mulating the set of constraints so that the feasible region of the linear programming (LP) 
relaxation of the reformulated programme is strictly contained within that of the original 
programme. Tightening the formulation is viewed as efficacious in general and is the aim of 
much of the research on reformulation reported in the linear integer programming literat-
ure.' Existing techniques for tightening include constraint generation techniques (see, e.g., 
Ceria et al [24], [33] , Gu et al [70] and [154]) and what are referred to in this chapter as 
constraint changing techniques. 
t However, recall that in Chapter 4 it was shown that branch-and-bound may perform less well on some 
programmes after tightening the formulation, even when averaging over a wide range of possible objective 
functions. 
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Constraint changing techniques include myopic coefficient reduction [33, 84], myopic 
reduction using cliques [74], lifting [125], coefficient increasing (Kianfar [91, 92]) and probing 
[140]. A number of advanced methods have been brought together in [41], Dietrich and 
Escudero [43] and [46, 49]. These papers build on earlier research and are based on using 
various combinations of special types of inequalities such as variable upper bound constraints 
[41], conjunctive and disjunctive variable upper bounds [43], capacity expansion constraints 
[46], and constraints derived by probing [49]. The coefficient increasing idea of [91] was 
also extended in [46] to include coefficient increases that were "spread out" using cover 
inequalities. A method for lifting inequalities in integer variables (as opposed to just 0-1 
. variables) was developed by Wolsey [169] and was recently used on practical problems in 
[24]. These constraint changing techniques all involve replacing one inequality by another 
using information derived from other valid inequalities, which are appended to the new 
formulation unless they are already part of it or clearly redundant in it. (E.g., the bounds 
on 0-1 "ariables will already be part of the formulation and need not be appended.) Apart 
from [140, 154] which consider mixed 0-1 inequalities and [24, 169] which consider mixed 
and pure integer inequalities respectively, these works assume that the inequalities involve 
only 0-1 ,·ariables. 
The main concern in this chapter is with constraint changing techniques. A method is 
presented that unifies the aforementioned constraint changing techniques that tighten the 
formulation and generalises them so that they can in principle be used with any type of 
inequality (in particular, either linear or non-linear) and any yariables required to take values 
in a subset of llt (e.g., integer-valued, semi-continuous variables, etc.). The aforementioned 
constraint changing techniques can be seen as special cases of the method presented and its 
corollaries. 
A simple geometrical interpretation of our method is then given, and it is proved that 
the maximum number of iterations possible using our method is finite when it is used 
in its most powerful form with linear 0-1 inequalities. When a comparison is possible, the 
techniques described in [46] generally produce weaker reformulations than our method does, 
but it is shown that in some cases they may be applied repeatedly to obtain reformulations 
equivalent to ours, at least "in the limit". We then turn to more practical issues, discussing 
methods for calculating reformulations more quickly, avoiding appending an inequality to a 
programme, and choosing which inequality to be reformulated as well as which inequality 
to use to reformulate it. Limitations of the method are discussed along with some ideas for 
further research in Chapter •. 
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The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2 some definitions and background 
are given. In Section 3 we describe some conditions under which an inequality can be 
"subtracted" from another to produce a formulation as tight as the original, and complete 
the description of our method by describing how much to scale the inequality by, before 
"subtracting" it, if the aim is to preserve the equivalence of the two formulations. Some 
examples illustrating the method are given. In Section 4 the relationship between our 
method and the existing methods for tightening linear 0-1 programmes is considered. In 
Section 5 a geometrical interpretation of our result is given, and it is proved for linear 
programmes that the maximum number of iterations of our method is finite when it is 
used in its most powerful form. The relationship between results using our method and 
certain weakened versions is also clarified. In Section 6 we discuss performing less effective 
but faster reformulations and using certain techniques to avoid appending an inequality. 
Finally, in Section 7 certain choices in an implementation are discussed. 
5.2 Background 
In general it is assumed that we have a mathematical programme of the form: 
Maximise z = g(",) 
subject to 
{Gi: i E IUJ}, (5.1) 
where Gi is of the form f;("') :::; ri for all i E I, Gi is of the form Xi E Si <;; lit for all j E J 
and {Gi : i E I} are the constraints of the continuous relaxation of the programme, i.e., it 
includes Xi E conv(Si) for all j E J, where conv(.) represents the operation of taking the 
convex hull. The functions 9 and {fi : i E I} are assumed to be real-valued as is ri for all 
i E I. Let r = Ill, s = 111. A particular case of interest is the linear 0-1 programming 
problem: 
Maximise 
subject to 
A", < b, 
'" E {O,l}', (5.2) 
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where A is an r X s matrix, and c and bare s- and r-Iong column vectors respectively with 
elements in Q and", is an s-Iong column vector. In the linear 0-1 case, for each i E I, let 
Ji be the set of variables with non-zero coefficients in inequality i. 
It is also assumed that the individual inequalities in (5.1) are neither so unconstraining 
that they are redundant given only the bounds on the variables, nor so constraining that they 
can be used, along with some of the Si, to reduce any particular set Si. The justification for 
making these assumptions is that if an inequality is redundant it may be eliminated from 
the programme, thereby simplifying its formulation, and if some Si can be reduced this 
would maintain or improve the tightness of the formulation. In both cases a reduction in 
the solution time is a probable consequence and such changes can often be assumed to have 
been made prior to the use of more sophisticated reformulation techniques. With linear 0-1 
inequalities of the form: 
L ak,jXj ::; ak,O, Xj E {O, I} for all j E Jk, 
ieJk 
these assumptions amount to: 
C2 max{ak.j. O} + I:iEJ,\{i} min{ak,i, O} ::; ak,O for all j E Jk· 
Note that Cl and C2 are easily checked. We also assume: 
C3 ak,j E Z for all j E -h u {O} 
and sometimes the condition 
is useful. 
It can be assumed that each coefficient and RHS is an integer because, if necessary, 
we can multiply the entire inequality by some integer to ensure it. (This is possible since 
the programme will normally be solved using a computer code that stores the coefficients 
as rational numbers.) It is desirable to do so, since integer coefficients are required by 
many solution procedures (e.g .. group-theoretic algorithms - see, e.g .. [64, 65, 66]) and 
algorithms used to reformulate inequalities (e.g., subset-sum problem algorit.hms - see, 
e.g., [Ill]). :\'ote that \\'e do not assume that ak,j > 0 for all j E Jk, unlike in [46]. 
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In this chapter we often refer to the concepts of equivalence, tightness and valid inequal-
ities. These are now defined. The following two definitions are generalisations of definitions 
in [46]. 
Definition 144 Two sets of inequalities {C; : i E I U J} and {C; : i E I' U J'} of the 
form of the constraints in (5.1) are called equivalent when {x : C; holds for all i E I U J} 
is equal to {x: C; holds for all i E I'UJ'}. For sets of 0-1 inequalities we say they are 0-1 
equivalent. 
Definition 145 We say that {C; : i E I' U J'} is as tight as {C; : i E I U J} whenever 
{x : C; holds for all i El'} <;; {x : C; holds for all i El}, and tighter whenever the 
containment is strict. 
Generalising from the definition in [120] we have the following. 
Definition 146 The inequality Cj is called a valid inequality for the programme (5.1) if it 
is satisfied by all points in the feasible region of (5.1). 
In the context of linear 0-1 inequalities the concepts of cliques, clique inequalities, covers 
and cover inequalities also feature prominently. 
Definition 147 A clique inequality is an inequality of the form LjEC Xj :::: 1. The set C 
is referred to as a clique. A cover inequality is an inequality of the form 
(5.3) 
where 1 :::: c < ICI. The set C is referred to as a cover. 
Note that a clique inequality is a cover inequality in which c = 1. See also [120]. 
5.3 Coefficient subtraction or inequality rotation 
5.3.1 Tightening a mathematical programme 
In this section we first provide some sufficient conditions on an inequality for it to be possible 
to "subtract"· it from an inequality in a mathematical programme to produce a formulation 
that is as tight as the original. \Vith some particular types of mathematical programme 
it is possible to relax these conditions slightly and even prove that they are necessary and 
sufficient under certain mild assumptions. Consider the mathematical programme (5.1). 
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Proposition 148 Let k and j be distinct elements of I. Then replacing Ck by (Jk-li)( x) .,:; 
rk - rj in (5.1) produces a new formulation that is as tight as the original. 
Proof. Suppose that x satisfies the new formulation. Then x satisfies (/k - fj)( x) .,:; rk - r j 
and fj(x) .,:; rj. Adding these together we obtain fk(x) .,:; rk. The result follows. 0 
Clearly, if we have an inequality Cj,j rf. I that is valid for all feasible solutions to (5.1) 
and we wish to use it to reformulate Ck we may append it to (5.1) and then use it as in 
Proposition 148. However, if Cj is not valid for (5.1) this cannot be done without removing 
at least one feasible solution and such a radical revision of the problem is not normally 
considered when reformulating. Nevertheless, under certain conditions it is possible to use 
Cj to maintain or improve the tightness of the programme by "subtracting" it from Ck 
without appending it. Sufficient conditions are detailed in the following proposition. In the 
sequel the constraint (ik -li)(x) .,:; rk - rj is denoted by Ck· 
Proposition 149 Suppose that the constraint Cj is not valid for {C; : i E I}. Suppose 
also that fj is concave and f; convex for all i E I. Then C k can be replaced by Ck to create 
a form ulation that is as tight as the original if and only if 
No x violates Ck and Cj and satisfies {C; : i E 1\ {k}}. (5.4) 
Proof. The new formulation is as tight as the original if and only if there is no x that is 
infeasible for the original programme, but feasible for the new programme. Since only one 
constraint is changed, this is equivalent to saying that there is no x that violates Ck but 
satisfies {C; : i El \ {k}} and q. 2 
Necessity: Suppose that the new formulation is as tight as the original. Suppose further 
that there is an x that violates Ck and Cj and satisfies {C; : i E 1\ {k}}. If x satisfies q 
this contradicts the assumption that the new formulation is as tight as the original, and we 
are done. Therefore suppose x violates Ck. Now let w satisfy {C; : i E I} but violate Cj. 
(There must be such a w since Cj is not valid for {C; : i E I}.) Then subtracting the LHS 
of Cj from the LHS of Ck we find that w satisfies Ck· Note that fk - fj is convex since ik 
2Note that this condition can only be tested directly after the reformulation whereas (5.4) can be tested 
directly prior to the reformulation, and so (5.4) is preferred. 
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is convex and fj is concave. It is therefore continuous on the line segment joining wand x 
(see, e.g., [148]). Since w satisfies Cl. and x does not, by the Intermediate Value Theorem 
(see, e.g., [31, p. 123)) there exists a A E [0,1) such that v = AX + (1 - A)W satisfies Cl. 
exactly. Since x and W violate Cj, and Ii is concave, v violates Ci. Thus v violates Ck. v 
also satisfies {Ci : i El \ {k}} by the convexity of {fi : i E 1\ {k}}. Thus v satisfies the 
new formulation but not the original, contradicting our original assumption. Hence (5.4) 
holds. 
Sufficiency: If there is no x that violateS Ck and Ci and satisfies {Ci : i E I \ {k}}, 
suppose that the new formulation is not as tight as the original. Then there is an x that 
violates Ck but satisfies {Ci : i E 1\ {k}} and Cl,. Subtracting the LHS of Cl, from the LHS 
of Ck we find that x violates Cj - a contradiction. The result follows. o 
As mentioned in the proof, fk - Ii is convex so all the functions in the inequalities of the 
programme remain convex after the revision of the formulation and hence such revisions 
can be made repeatedly. Clearly many convex programmes (see, e.g., [53) for more on these) 
can be tightened in this way. We may determine whether or not (5.4) holds as follows. 
Proposition 150 There is no '" that violates Ck and Cj and satisfies {Ci : i E I \ {le}} if 
and only if the optimum solution to the following programme is not positive. 
A1axinnise z 
subject to fk(x) - z > rk, 
fj(x) - z > ri, 
[;(x) < ri for all i E 1\ {k}. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Thus, subject to satisfying the conditions in Propositions 149, Propositions 148 and 149 
provide us with a practical means of deciding whether or not we can USe Cj to tighten the 
programme by "subtracting" it from another inequality and appending it if it is known to be 
valid. However, solution times may increase if sufficiently many inequalities are appended 
to the programme and it is worth considering under precisely what conditions it is possible 
to tighten the programme without appending Cj. With this in mind, in the following 
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proposition necessary and sufficient conditions are given on Gj for this to happen in the 
special case of the assumptions of Proposition 149 in which fk and h are linear and certain 
additional, very mild, assumptions hold. 
Proposition 151 Suppose that Gk is replaced in (5.1) by G" to form a new programme with 
all the other constraints unchanged. Suppose that fk and fj are linear, {Jo : i E 1\ {k}} are 
convex and (a) the original and new continuous relaxations have at least one common point 
satisfying Gk strictly and (b) there is a point in the new continuous relaxation satisfying 
G" strictly. Then the new programme is as tight as the original if and only if Gj is valid 
for {Go : i E I} or it is not valid and there is no x that violates Ck and Gj but satisfies 
{Go: i E 1\ {k}}. 
Proof. Sufficiency: If Gj is not valid for {Go: i E I} and there is no x that violates Gk 
and Cj but satisfies {Go: i E 1\ {k}} then the new formulation is as tight as the original 
by the proof of sufficiency given in Proposition 149. Suppose instead that Cj is valid for 
{Co : i E I}. Suppose that the new formulation is not as tight as the original. Then there 
exists a point x satisfying C" and {Co: i E 1\ {k}} but violating Gk. Clearly x also violates 
Gj. By (a) there is a point y satisfying Gk strictly, C" and {Go: i E 1\ {k}} and since Gj is 
valid. y also satisfies Gj. fk is linear and therefore continuous On the line segment joining x 
and y. Therefore since x violates Gk and y satisfies Gk strictly, by the Intermediate Value 
Theorem there exists a point Vk = AkY + (1 - Ak)X on this line segment that satisfies Gk 
exactly where Ak E (0,1). Since fk is linear, this point is unique. Ai and Vj can be defined 
similarly. Vk also satisfies {Co: i El \ {k}} since J; is convex for all i E 1\ {k}. Thus Vk 
satisfies {Co: i E I} and hence Gj since it is valid. Therefore since fj is continuous and 
linear, by the Intermediate Value Theorem Aj S Ak. 
Vj also satisfies {Go: i El \ {k}} since J; is convex for all i El \ {k}. Since fk and fi 
are linear, !k -Ji is linear and hence conVex. Thus since x and Y satisfy G", Vj satisfies 
G". Now adding G" and Cj we find that Vi satisfies Gk. Thus, since !k is continuous and 
lineaL by the Intermediate Value Theorem Ak S Aj. Hence Ak = Aj and Vk satisfies Gk and 
Gj exactly and hence G" exactly. Thus, since !k - fj is linear and x and Y satisfy C", x 
and y must satisfy G" exactly. Since x and Y were chosen arbitrarily, this means that all 
points satisfying {Co : i E 1\ {k}} and C" that do not satisfy Gk exactly must satisfy C" 
exactly. 
Let z satisfy {Go: i E 1\ {k}}, Ck and Ck exactly. Then since !k - /j is convex, as 
are {J; : i E [\ {k}}, any point on the line joining z and x and not equal to z satisfies Cl, 
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and {Ci : i E 1 \ {k}} and since !k is linear it must violate Ck and hence by the argument 
above it satisfies Cl, exactly. Therefore, by the continuity of !k - Ii on this line, z must 
satisfy C" exactly. It follows that if x satisfies {Co : i E 1 \ { k}} then (h - fj)( x) 2: r k - r j. 
This contradicts the assumption that there is a point in the new programme satisfying Cl, 
strictly. Thus the new formulation is as tight as the original. 
Necessity: Suppose that the new formulation is as tight as the original. If Cj is valid 
for {Co: i E I} then we are done, so suppose not. The result then follows by the proof of 
necessity for Proposition 149. o 
To see that (a) and (b) cannot be omitted from the hypotheses in this proposition, 
consider the following example. 
Example 152 Consider a programme with a continuous relaxation given by XI 2: 0, X2 2: ° 
and XI + 2X2 ::; 1, which we call Ck. The inequality XI + X2 ::; 1, which we call Cj, is clearly 
valid for this relaxation. Now "subtracting" Cj from Ck we obtain X2 ::: ° as C k. Clearly 
(a) holds but (b) does not. The new continuous relaxation is {(XI, X2) : XI 2: 0, X2 = o} 
which is clearly not a subset of the original. Doubling Cj to obtain the equivalent inequality 
2xI + 2X2 ::; 2 we find that C" is now XI 2: 1. Clearly (b) holds but (a) does not. The new 
continuous relaxation is {(x I, X2) : X I 2: 1, X2 2: o} which again is clearly not a subset of 
the original. 
Note that the proof of necessity and sufficiency when the inequality is not valid for 
{Ci : i E I} does not require (a) or (b) to be assumed. However, when valid inequalities are 
used neither of these conditions can be checked until the new formulation is obtained, and 
so there is the possibility that they will fail to hold following the reformulation, as witnessed 
by the example above. (Note that they can be checked by solving problems similar to that 
in Proposition 150.) If they fail to hold then since Cj is valid this is easily remedied by 
appending Cj to the formulation. Though this means that we have not achieved our aim 
there are compensations which are now mentioned. If (a) failed before appending Cj, since 
the new formulation is now as tight as the original, Ck is valid for the new continuous 
relaxation and (a) still fails so !k(x) = rk may be appended. Similarly, if (b) failed before 
appending CJ then we may append (!k - fj)(x) = rk - rj. In either case an equality may 
be appended so this will generally represent very good compellsation. 
The results of this subsection described some ways of tightening a programme. However, 
we must be careful not to tighten the formulation so much that Some solutions to the original 
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programme are no longer feasible. This can be avoided by multiplying the inequality C; by 
some non-negative scalar IT before "subtracting" it, with IT = 0 being used in the worst case. 
The issue of determining the acceptable range of non-negative values for IT is addressed in 
the next subsection. 
5.3.2 Preserving equivalence whilst tightening 
In the remainder of this chapter we assume implicitly that we have a programme (5.1) and 
a constraint C; such that, by the results of the previous subsection, a multiple of Cj can be 
subtracted from Ck to produce a new formulation as tight as the original. To ensure that 
the tightening results in an equivalent problem we must generally set limits on IT. In order to 
obtain the strongest possible reformulation whilst preserving equivalence we determine the 
maximum multiple of Cj that can be "subtracted" from Ck without removing any feasible 
solutions. 
Clearly some of the coefficients of Ck will be increased by this process if some of the 
coefficients of Cj are negative. Thus, although our approach is built upon a technique in 
[46] called coefficient reduction, we refer to it as coefficient subtractio~ when viewing it 
algebraically and inequality rotation when viewing it geometrically. 
Theorem 153' Suppose that (i) Cj is valid for {Ci : i E I U J} or (ii) it is not valid, fj is 
concave, f; is convex for all i E I and there is no '" that violates Ck and Cj and satisfies 
{Ci : i E I \ {k} }. Then consider the following programme. 
. rk - h("') 
IT m.x = mf f ( ) rj - j x (5.5) 
subject to 
{Ci: i E IUJ} and fj("') < rj. (5.6) 
If this programme does not have any solution we may append the constraint fj("') ::>: rj, or 
fj("') = rj if Cj is valid (replacing Cj if it is already part of the programme), to produce a 
new formulation as tight as the original.3 Otherwise, for any IT such that 0" IT " "m." Ck 
can be replaced by 
(5.7) 
with Cj appended if it is valid, to form an equivalent programme as tight as the original.4 It 
3N.B. In some cases this may result in the fixing of variables. 
4This is referred to as rotating Ck using Cj due to its geometrical interpretation which wc discuss later. 
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will be tighter if there are solutions to the continuous relaxation of the original progromme 
that violate (5.7), or Cj if it is appended. 
Proof. That the continuous relaxation of the new programme is as tight as the original 
one follows from the results in the previous subsection. It is clear that the new formulation 
will eliminate only those existing continuous-valued solutions violating (5.7) or Cj if it 
is appended, and if there are such solutions, the new formulation will, by definition, be 
tighter.5 
Having already proved that the new formulation is as tight as the original, to see that 
the new set of constraints is equivalent to the original set we only need to check that all 
solutions to the original programme satisfy the new programme. Observe that appending 
Cj does not remove any solutions since it is valid if it is appended. Let x be a feasible 
solution to the original programme. We consider the two cases: fj(x) ~ rj and /j(x) < rj. 
In the first case !k(x) -rrfj(x) $ fdx)-rrrj $ rk-rrrj since rr 2 o and x satisfies Ck, 
so x satisfies (5.7). 
In the second case6 to maintain equivalence we require that !k(x) - "fj(x) $ rk - rrrj. 
Since fj(x) < rj we may rearrange this to give rr $ (rk - !k(x))/(rj - fi(x)). Since this 
must hold for any feasible solution to the original programme satisfying fj(x) < rj, we 
require that 
rr $ inf{(rk - !k(x))/(rj - fj(x)): (5.6) holds}. 
Note that the infimum exists and is finite, since by assumption there are solutions to this 
problem and any solution yields a positive denominator, and this value must be non-negative 
, 
since (5.6) includes Ck. Defining rrmax as above the result follows. o 
In some common cases it may be possible to strengthen fj(x) < rj to /j(x) $ rj - 1, 
thereby ensuring that the feasible region of (5.6) is closed and helping to simplify the 
calculation of rr max' Frequently the variables can also be bounded, which makes the feasible 
region of (5.6) bounded. Furthermore, if both !k and fj are continuous functions then both 
.5In (46) it was not assumed that there were solutions of the continuous relaxation of the original pro-
gramme that violated their equivalent of (5.7) or Cj (which was always assumed to be valid), and therefore it 
was not necessarily true that. any solutions would be eliminated. This was rectified by Escudero and Mufioz 
[50}. 
6Not.e that. only this case st.ops the proof from holding for any value 1'1" ~ 0 and suitable inequality Cj 
(which would allow an arbitrary amount. of reformulation). 
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the numerator and denominator are continuous functions. Thus, since the denominator in 
(5.5) is positive in this region, the fraction in (5.5) is a continuous function (see, e.g., [148, 
p. 43)). Therefore when both these conditions are satisfied we can be sure that the infimum 
is really a minimum (see, e.g., [148, p. 84)). These three conditions hold if, for example, 
the coefficients and RHSs are integral, the variables are 0-1 and the functions are all linear 
(i.e., in our "favourite" case). 
A lower bound on 7r m.x that may be more convenient to calculate can be obtained by 
noting that the infimum of the fraction (5.5) is at least the infimum of the numerator divided 
by the supremum of the denominator. Whence the following result. 
Corollary 154 When reformulating as described in Theorem 153 we may use any value 
of 7r in the range 0 .::; 7r .::; 7r" = (rk - p)/{rj - a), where p = SUp{Jk("') : (5.6) holds} if 
a = inf{jj("') : (5.6) holds} is finite. 
Proof. Note that p is finite since (5.6) has a solution and (5.6) includes Ck. Let x satisfy 
(5.6). Then (rk - fk("'))/{rj - fi(x)) 2 h - p)/(rj - fi(x)) since the denominator is 
positive when (5.6) holds. In addition, (rk - p)/(rj - !;(x)) 2 (rk - p)/(rj - a) since a 
is finite, (rk - p) 2 0 and rj - a 2 rj - fj("') > O. The result follows, after taking the 
infimum, by Theorem 153. 0 
A lower bound that is even easier to calculate is given in the following corollary, which 
is closely related to earlier results in the field. 
Corollary 155 Suppose that all the variables in (5.1) are bounded and fj is continuous. 
Then when reformulating as described in Theorem 153, we may use any value of 7r in the 
range 0'::; 7r .::; 7rC2 = (rk - p)/(rj - a' ), where p is as defined in Corollary 154 and a' is 
equal to the minimum of fj("') subject only to the bounds on the variables. 
Proof. The minimum exists since fj is continuous and is minimised over a closed and 
bounded region [96, p. nO]. Clearly rj - a' is an upper bound on rj - a. Thus, since the 
numerator is non-negative in the fraction (rk - p)/(rj - a), 7rq 2 (rk - p)j(rj - a' ) = 7rc, 
and the result follows by Corollary 154. 0 
As with Theorem 153, in some common cases the supremum can be replaced by a maximum 
in Corollaries 1.54 and 155, and the infimum by a minimum in Corollary 1.54. 
Note that the upper bounds 7rm • ., 7rq , and 7rc, on 7r will be rational numbers if the 
coefficients, variables and RHSs are integral, !k and fj are polynomial and the variables are 
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bounded. In this common situation it is possible for integrality to be re-established in the 
reformulated inequality (5.7) when setting rr to one of these bounds by multiplying by a 
suitable integer. 
5.3.3 Examples 
Throughout most of the rest of this chapter we concentrate on linear 0-1 programmes. 
However, to demonstrate some of the greater applicability of the results already given, 
we first reformulate programmes involving linear inequalities in general integer or semi-
continuous variables, non-linear inequalities involving integer variables, mixed linear 0-1 
inequalities and inequalities that are not valid .. 
Example 156 The particular inequality used in this example is taken from Wilson {164J. 
Consider the inequality 9Xl + 4X2 ::; 51, in which Xl and X2 are constrained to be non-
negative integer variables. Its LP-feasible region is outlined by solid lines in Figure 5.1. It 
Xl 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
o 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
----------------
X2' 
10 11 12 
Figure 5.1: A reformulation involving general integer variables. 
can be seen that the inequality 5Xl +2X2 ::; 27 (represented by the dashed line in Figure 5.1) 
is implied by this constraint set. Thus we can append this inequality to the programme and 
use Theorem 153 to find out how large a multiple of it we can "subtract" from the former. 
lIere 1l"max = min(51 - 9Xl - 4X2)/(27 - 5Xl - 2X2) subject to the original constraints and 
5Xl + 2X2 ::; 26, which can be seen 10 have the solution 1l"max = 1. Thus the new constraint 
is 4Xl + 2X2 ::; 24 (which is represented by a dotted line in Figure 5.1). Along with the 
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constraints XI ~ 0 and X2 ~ 0, 2xI + X2 :<=; 12 and 5xI + 2X2 :<=; 27 are facet-defining, but 
note that together they still do not define the convex hull of feasible solotions (XI:<=; 5 defines 
the remaining facet). 
Example 157 Consider the inequality 5xI + 2s1 :<=; 6, where XI is a binary variable and 
SI is a semi-continuous variable that either takes the value 0 or a real number in the range 
[1,2]. The feasible region for the Lp-relaxation of this programme is given a solid outline in 
Figure 5.2. We can rotate this inequality using SI ~ 0 and 11"max = 1 to obtain 5xI +3s1 :<=; 6. 
2 
1 
o XI 
o 1 
Figure 5.2: A reformulation involving a semi-continuous variable. 
Then using XI ~ 0 we can rotate it with 11"max = 1 to obtain 6xI + 381 :<=; 6 (represented by a 
dashed line). Along with XI ~ 0 and SI ~ 0 this defines the convex hull of feasible solutions. 
Example 158 Consider the non-linear inequality 
3xi + 2x~ :<=; 26 (5.8) 
in non-negative integer variables and the implied valid inequality XI :<=; 2. In Figure 5.3 the 
feasible region for these constraints is indicated by large dots and the continuous relaxation 
is outlined by a solid curve and lines. We can "rotate" (5.8) using XI ,,2. It is easy to 
see that 11" max = 4 and using this value for 11" we obtain 3xi - 4x I + 2x~ ,,18. The dashed 
curve indicates the new curved boundary to the feasible region. Alternatively, (5.8) may be 
refo,·mulated using xi :<=; 8 with which 11"max = 5/7 to obtain 2txi + 2x~ "20~. The dolted 
curve indicates the new curved boundary in this case. 
Example 159 Consider the mixed 0-1 inequality lOXI + 7X2 + 2YI :<=; 12, where YI E 
[O,4].and XI,X2 E {O,l}. Using the implied clique inequality XI + X2 " 1 to rotate the 
former inequality we obtain 11" max = 4 and using this value for 7r the new inequality is 
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Figure 5.3: A reformulation involving a non-linear inequality. 
6Xl + 3X2 + 2Yl :'0 8. Note that the new formulation is tighter since (0,4/7, 4) satisfies the 
original formulation but not the new one. 
Other examples of reformulation with mixed 0-1 inequalities occur in Subsection 5.4.4. 
An alternative way of dealing with a mixed 0-1 inequality used in [70, 1.54] is to relax 
the inequality by setting the terms involving continuous variables to their (variable) lower 
bounds and dealing with the resulting 0-1 inequality as normal. However, the resulting 
inequality would not in general be equivalent to the original and so an inequality obtained 
by rotating it would generally need to be appended to the programme rather than replace 
the original inequality, and may sometimes be too relaxed to be useful (e.g., the inequality 
may become redundant). 
Note also that even some redundant inequalities can be rotated to effect a tightening. 
An example demonstrating this is given in [50]. 
o 1 2 
Figure 5.4: A reformulation involving an inequality that is not valid. 
Example 160 As a final example, suppose we have a 0-1 programme in two variables with 
a single constraint 2Xl + 4X2 :'0 .) as Ck (which is represented by a solid line in Figure 5.4). 
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The inequality 4xI - 4X2 :5 3 {represented by a dotted line} which we consider as Cj is not 
valid for this programme {it eliminates XI = 1, X2 = O}. However, we may use it if it satisfies 
{S .. O. Any point that violates both Ck and Cj satisfies 2xI + 4X2 > 5 and 4xI - 4X2 > 3. 
Adding these we can derive XI > 8/6. Thus such a point cannot satisfy {Ci : i El \ {k}}, 
i.e., the bounds on the variables. Thus {5o.1} holds. It is easily seen that 1r max = 1/7 and 
hence the reformulated inequality is I?XI + 3;X2 ::; 3;, which is represented by a dashed line 
in Figure S.4. Clearly the new formulation is tighter than the original, removing, e.g., the 
point XI = 1/2, X2 = 1. 
For later reference we state Theorem 153 in the special case in which we have a linear 
0-1 programme and all coefficients and RIISS are integral. 
Theorem 161 Let k E l. Suppose that {i} 
(5.9) 
is valid for the programme {S.2} or (ii) it is not valid and there is no x that violates {S.11} 
and {S.9} and satisfies (S.12). Then consider the following programme. 
(5.10) 
subject to 
L ak,jXj < ak,O, (5.11 ) 
jEJk 
La' ·x 1,3 J < ai,O, for all i E 1\ {k}, (5.12) 
JEJ, 
L (\'·x ) ) < g - 1, (5.13) 
JEG 
X· ) E {0,1}, for all j E J. (5.14) 
If this programme does not have a solution we may ap]J€nd the inequality LjEG OIjXj ? g 
or LjEG Ojx) = g if {S.9} is valid (replacing (S.9) if it is already part of the programme), 
to produce a new formulation as tight as the original. Otherwise, for any 1r such that 
0::; 11'::; "ma" {S.Il} can be replaced by 
L(ak,j - 7rOj)Xj + L ak,j"'j::; Qk.O - "g. (5.15) 
JEG jEJ.\G 
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with (5. g) appended if it is valid to form an equivalent integer programme as tight as the ori-
ginal. It will be tighter if there are solutions to the LP-relaxation of the original programme 
that violate (5.15), or (5.9) if it is appended. 
5.4 The relationship with existing techniques 
5.4.1 Connections with coefficient reduction a la Dietrich et al 
The following result by Dietrich et al [46] can be seen as a special case of Corollary 155, 
and thus a corollary of Theorem 153 in which the inequality to be "subtracted", (5.9), is a 
cover inequality with G ~ Jk and the coefficients of the inequality to be reformulated are 
assumed to be positive. 
Corollary 162 Let k E I. Given a valid cover inequality LjEG Xj <::: c with C ~ Jk, let 
subject to 
Lax 1,1 ) 
jEJj 
L ak' x ,J J 
jEJk 
LXj 
jEG 
Xj 
p = max L ak,jXj 
jEJ, 
< ai,a, for all i El \ {k}, 
< ak,O, 
< c - 1, 
E {O, I}, for all j E J, 
where ak,j > 0 for all j E Jk. For any r such that 0 < r < ak,o - p, the constraint 
LjEJ, ak,jXj <::: ak,a can be replaced by 
L{ak,j - r/c)xj + L ak,jXj:S ak,a - r (5.16) 
jEG jeJ,\C 
and LjEG Xj :S c to form an equivalent integer programme as tight as the original pro-
gramme. The new programme will be tighter whenever ,. > O. 
Proof, Simply observe that cr' = 0 so 7I"c2 = {ak,a - p)/c 2 r/c, which is the multiple of the 
cover inequality subtracted to obtain (5.16). o 
In fact, the condition ,. > 0 stated in [46] and above is not sufficient to ensure that the 
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new formulation is tighter. However, some clarification was provided in Section 3 of [50] by 
means of SOme necessary and sufficient conditions for the new formulation to be tighter than 
the original when using this method. In addition, the value of p above is not necessarily 
well-defined, since the corresponding programme may be infeasible. Hence Corollary 155 is 
preferred both in terms of correctness and greater generality. 
5.4.2 Up-lifting and coefficient increasing as special cases 
Lifting methods have been described in, e.g., [33, 125, 169, 174] and a procedure to increase 
single coefficients has been described in [91, 92]. Lifting involves constructing from a given 
valid inequality, a valid inequality in a higher dimensional space. Usually lifting is applied 
sequentially - variables in a set are lifted one after another - lifting the inequality into a 
space that is one dimension higher each time. 
One of the two main ways of lifting a single variable in a 0-1 inequality is called up-
lifting (see, e.g., [70]). This has the effect of reassigning a value to a zero-valued coefficient 
of a single variable, Xl say, in an inequality that is valid when Xl = 0 whilst keeping the 
other coefficients and the RHS as before. In fact, the inequalities we consider reformulating 
in this chapter are valid for both Xl = 0 and Xl = 1 for any variable Xl since they are already 
part of the formulation, but they can sometimes be tightened by acting as if they are only 
valid when Xl = 0 and lifting them to the maximum extent possible. Coefficient increasing 
is similar. Effectively we "project out" a coefficient that may currently be non-zero by 
fixing Xl = 0 and reassigning a value of zero to its coefficient, and then perform up-lifting. 
The standard up-lifting/coefficient-increasing procedure is as follows, and is shown to be a 
corollary of Theorem 161. 
Corollary 163 Let k E I and let 
subject to 
Lax I.) 1 
jEJ; 
L ak ·X· 
,) ) 
jEJk 
Xl 
Xj 
Vt = max L ak,jXj 
jEJk 
< ai,O, for all i El \ {k}, 
< ak,Ol 
= 1, 
E {O, I}, for all j E J \ {I}. 
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If 0 :5 UI :5 ak,O - VI then LjEJ, ak,jXj :5 ak,O can be replaced by 
(ak,1 + UI)XI + 2: ak,jXj:5 ak,O 
jEJ,\{I) 
to form an equivalent integer programme as tight as the original. 
Proof. Such a reformulation can be obtained with Theorem 161 using the inequality XI :::: 0 
rearranged as -XI :5 O. Observe that (.5.13) reads as -XI :5 -1, or equivalently XI = 1, and 
that the fraction (5.10) has its denominator fixed at one. Thus 7l'max = ak,O - VI and the 
result follows. o 
5.4.3 Simultaneously increasing coefficients USlllg a general linear lll-
equality 
In this subsection Theorem 161 is applied to produce a result that generalises the coefficient 
increasing (as opposed to coefficient decreasing) method introduced by Dietrich et al in 
[46], which is in turn a generalisation of some earlier results. The coefficient increasing 
method from [46], revised in [49], is then shown to be one of its corollaries. Let G+ = 
{j E G : O:j > O} and G- = {j E G : Dj < O}. The generalised result, which may appear 
somewhat strange, is as follows. In it, reformulations corresponding to individual coefficient 
increasing/reduction are "spread out" using a valid inequality. 
Theorem 164 Let (5.g) be a valid 0-1 inequality satisfying C2 with each coefficient non-
zero. Let k E I and lEG and assume that there is a solution to the following problem.7 
subject to 
Vt = max L ak,jXj 
JEJI; 
2: ax t,) ) < ai.O, for all i E 1\ {k}, 
JEJ, 
L Qk ·x· 
,) ) < ak,O, 
jEJk 
Xj E {O, 1}, for all j E J. 
and either XI = 1 if lE G+ or XI = ° If I E G-. 
7If there is no solution then Xl may be fixed to 0 if lE C+ or 1 if I E C-. 
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(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21 ) 
For all j E G let Uj be such that 0 ~ Uj ~ ak,O - Vj and UjOj is an integer, where at least 
one Uj is assumed positive, and let 
such that ('5.18)-(5.20) are satisfied along with 
L -OjUjXj ~ L -OjUj - 1. (5.22) 
JEG jEG-
Then the inequality LjEh ak,jXj ~ ak,O can be replaced by 
L (ak,j + 1rUjOj)Xj + L ak,jXj ~ ak,O + 1r L Uj(li, (5.23) 
JEG jEJ.\G jEG-
where 0 ~ To ~ To ma" to form an equivalent integer programme as tight as the original 
progmmme. The new programme will be tighter if 1r > 0 and there are solutions to the 
LP-relaxation of the original progmmme that violate (5.23). 
Proof. First observe that LjEG -ajujxj ~ LjEG- -aiuj is well-defined since the various 
problems (.5.18)-(.5.21) are assumed to have a solution. Secondly, observe that LjEG -ajujxj ~ 
LjEG- -OjUj is a valid inequality since it is implied by the bounds -Xi ~ 0 and Xj ~ 1 
on the individual variables. Now since Uj > 0 for some j E G it is easy to see that there 
are solutions satisfying (5.18)-(.5.20) and (5.22) since the "arious problems (5.18)-(5.21) are 
assumed to have a solution. Thus 1rmax is defined and by Theorem 161 we may rotate (5.19) 
using LjEG -OjUjXj ~ LjEG- -ajuj, with 0 ~ 1r ~ 1rmax where 1rmax is as above and the 
valid inequality need not be appended to ensure that the new formulation is as tight as the 
original. The result follows. o 
Note that if the inequality (5.9) is used in Theorem 164 then the inequality used to 
rotate (5.19) may not be an existing one, or an obvious one to choose, and the effect may be 
"ery different from that obtained by using (5.9) in Theorem 161. For example, with a cover 
inequality one can attempt to reduce coefficients using Theorem 161 or increase coefficients 
using Theorem 164. 
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Corollary 165 Theorem 164 holds with 0 S" S l/a where 
a = max {L ajxj - L aj : (5.18}-(5.20) and (5.22) hOld} . 
jEG jEG-
Proof. In the minimisation problem of Theorem 164, the denominator is at least one, so 
we have 
L -ajuj(1 - Xj) + L ajuj(xj - 0) ~ 1. 
jEG- jEG+ 
Clearly there must be at least one j E G- such that Uj > 0 and Xj = 0 or j E G+ such that 
Uj > 0 and Xj = 1. Thus Urn• x = max{uI: (l E G-,XI = 0) or (l E G+,XI = In is defined. 
Suppose x satisfies (5.18)-(5.20) and (5.22). For each I such that XI = 0 and I E G- or 
XI = 1 and I E G+, LjEJ. ak,jXj S VI since the corresponding auxiliary problem (5.17)-
(.5.21) is satisfied, and hence ak,O - LjEJ. ak,jXj ~ ak,O - VI ~ UI. Thus the numerator, ak,O-
LjEJ. ak,jXj ~ Urn• x · The denominator is equal to LjEG-"'j=o -ajuj + LjEG+,x,=l ajuj 
S Urn.xa. The result follows by combining the bounds on the numerator and denominator 
and using Theorem 164. o 
The following result is a weaker version of this corollary. It is mentioned separately because 
it includes Corollary 167 as the special case in which UI = ak,O-vI, (5.9) is acover inequality 
and" = 1/9. 
Corollary 166 Theorem 164 holds with 0 S " S 1/(9 - LjEG- aj). 
Proof. Since (5.9) is valid, a S 9 - LjEC- aj. Thus the result follows from Corollary 165. 
o 
"ote that these corollaries are derived from Theorem 164 in a similar way to that in which 
Corollaries 1·54 and 155 were derived from Theorem 1.53, i.e., by separating the numerator 
and denominator and relaxing some constraints in the calculation of the upper limit on ". 
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Corollary 167 Let k E I and assume that the cover inequality (5.3) is valid for the pro-
gramme. Let I E C and let 
subject to 
Lax !,1 J 
jEJj 
L ak ·x· 
,) ) 
jEJk 
XI 
X· ) 
VI = max L ak,jXj 
jEJk 
< ai,O, for all i El \ {k}, 
< ak,O, 
= 1, 
E {O, 1}, for all j E J \ {I}. 
If UI = ak 0 - VI then LjEJ, ak,jXj :5 ak,O can be replaced by 
L(ak,j + Uj/c)Xj + L ak,jXj:5 ak,O 
jEC jEJ,\C 
(5.24) 
to form an equivalent integer programme as tight as the original programme. If UI > 0 for 
some I E C, then the new formulation is tighter. 
Proof. This follo\\'s from Corollary 166, by observing that \\'ith a cover inequality LjEG- C>j = 
0, g = c and the OJ are all one. o 
In fact, UI > 0 for some lEe is not sufficient to ensure that the new formulation is tighter, 
but this is rectified in [50] where it is shown that, assuming UI > 0 for some lEe the 
new formulation is tighter if and only if (5.24) is non-redundant to the LP-relaxation of the 
new formulation. Note that, unlike Corollary 162, with Corollary 167 the coefficients of 
variables in the cover are not generally changed by the same amount. No example of this 
type of reformula tion is given in [46, 49, 50] in which c > 1: hence the following. 
Example 168 Consider the inequality 20X7+20X6+20X5+20X4+9x3+9x2+2x1 :5 65 and 
the implied cover inequality X6 + X5 + X 4 + X3 :5 3. For each variable XI in the implied cover 
inequality, the value of UI is 3. Thus, using Corollary 167 u'e find that the inequality can be 
tightened to 21x, + 21x6 + 21x5 + 21x4 + 9X3 + 9X2 + 2X1 :5 6·5. In contmst, simply applying 
coefficient increasing to X7 would produce the inequality 23x, + 20X6 + 20X5 + 20X4 + 9X3 + 
9X2 + 2X1 :5 65. With both inequalities VI = 65 for I E {I, 4 .. ), 6, 7} and V2 and V3 are equal 
to 62 in the former inequality and 63 in the latter. Thus the scope for further tightening by 
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coefficient increasing is better in the former inequality. The former inequality is also already 
better formulated than the latter according to all eleven meaSUres of the efficacy of a 0-1 
inequality given in Chapter 4, so the use of Corollary 167 instead of a standard coefficient 
increase appears to be beneficial in this case. 
However, it is possible that VI may not be well-defined because the corresponding pro-
gramme may not have a solution. Hence Corollary 166 is preferred, as it is both more 
general and correct. 
5.4.4 Basic pre-processing and probing 
In [140] Savelsbergh provided a framework within which some of the well-known techniques 
that then existed for pre-processing and probing of mixed integer programmes were de-
scribed. 
In this subsection we show how the reformulation techniques mentioned in [140] can be 
viewed as special cases of Theorem 161. 
It is possible to view even the basic pre-processing techniques mentioned in [140] as 
applications or special cases of Theorem 153 Theorem 161. Fixing of binary variables can 
be achieved as follows. If using -xi::; ° as (.5.9) results in an infeasible programme, 
Le., (5.13) fixes Xi = 1 which results in infeasibility, then applying Theorem 161 results 
in appending the constraint -Xj = ° or equivalently Xi = 0. We may fix Xi = 1 using 
Theorem 161 similarly. 
The basic coefficient improving techniques described in [140] are simply applications of 
Theorem 161 using -xi::; ° or Xi ::; 1 in which (5.11) and sometimes (5.12) are dropped 
from the calculation of 11" max. 
Savelsbergh [140] introduces the idea of producing "logical implications" between vari-
ables by examining the constraints using a technique called probing. The implications found 
are of the form A =} B where A is either Xi = 1 or Xi = ° and B is Xk = 0, Xk = 1, Yk ::; Vk 
or Yk ::>: Vk, where Yk is a continuous variable. The information from the various implications 
found between binary variables can be represented by "implication graphs" which are used 
to encapsulate and synthesise this information. possibly resulting in the discovery of new 
valid inequalities. The implications between binary and continuous variables can also be 
used to generate inequalities. As an example of how inequalities equivalent to the individual 
implications can be derived automatically using Theorem 161, consider the implications: 
(a) Xi = 1 =} Xk = 0, and 
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(b) Xj = 1 => Yk ::; Vk. 
Given that (a) holds, if we rotate Xk ::; 1 using -xi::; 0 we have "max = 1 so we obtain 
Xj + Xk ::; 1 which is equivalent to (a). Given that (b) holds, suppose that Uk (> Vk) 
is the current upper bound on Yk. Then if we rotate Yk ::; Uk, using -Xj ::; 0 we have 
1I"max = Uk - Vk so we obtain (Uk - Vk)Xj + Yk ::; Uk, which is equivalent to (b). 
The individual implications can then be synthesised by including the corresponding 
inequalities in the new formulation of the programme and in the auxiliary programme 
involved when reformulating using Theorem 16l. 
By repeatedly applying Theorem 161 we may mimic a reformulation technique that 
is known as disaggregation (see, e.g., Williams [157, pp. 187-189]). Disaggregation in-
volves separating an inequality into an equivalent set of different inequalities that can be 
added together to give the original constraint. For example, we can replace the single con-
straint -nXa + Xl + X2 + ... + Xn ::; 0 by n of the form -Xa + Xi s: 0, where i EN. 
Automatic disaggregation of this inequality can be achieved using the implication inequal-
ities mentioned above in [140]. It can also be achieved using Theorem 161 by reducing 
-nXa + Xl + X2 + ... + Xn ::; 0 with each of the implied inequalities -Xo + Xi ::; 0 (where 
i E N) in turn using 11" = 1 for each application. Similarl~·. suppose each Yj, j E N is a 
non-negative continuous variable bounded above by Uj, and Xk is a binary variable. Then 
the inequality -(LjEN Uj)Xk + LjEN Yj ::; 0 can be disaggregated using each of the implied 
inequalities -UjXk + Yj ::; 0 in turn where j E N and Theorem 153. 1I"max = 1 in each case. 
The implied inequalities could also be derived by probing as in [140], but with our technique 
it is implicit that the collection of inequalities {-UjXk + Yi ::; 0 : j E N} is not just implied 
by the original inequality, but is equivalent to it. It is, perhaps, not surprising that the 
repeated use of Theorem 161 can disaggregate some constraints completely since the sum 
of (5.15) and 11" times (5.9) is equal to the original inequality (5.ll). Thus appending (5.9) 
and rotating (5.ll) using it constitutes a type of disaggregation. 
The final application of probing techniques mentioned in [140] involves "probing on 
constraints". This technique is based upon inequalities in which no variables are currently 
fixed, but the LIIS can take only one of two values. It is easy to see that such inequalities are 
necessarily equivalent to clique inequalities of the form LiEG+ Xj - LiEG- Xi ::; 1 - IG-I· 
The probing technique of [140] effects the same reformulation as is obtained when using 
this inequality as (5.9) in Theorem 161. 
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5.4.5 Lifting inequalities in integer variables 
In [169] Wolsey generalised some earlier results on lifting to include the case in which the 
variables are general integer as opposed to binary variables. This method of lifting was 
restated in [24] and is as follows. 
Theorem 169 Let S = {:z: E Z'i. : Xj ::; Uj for all j E N, Lj=l ak,jXj ::; ak,O for all k E 
[( <;; I}. Suppose that Lj=2 bjx j ::; bo is valid for Sv = {:z: E S : Xl = v}. Then 
L'J=1 bjx j ::; bo + bl V is valid for S if and only if 
max{(((xd - bo)/(v - xd : Xl E {O, ... , V - I}} 
< min{(bo-((xtl)/(Xl-V):Xl E {v+l, ... ,ut}}, 
where ((xi) = max{Lj=2 bjxj : :z: E S, Xl = xi}. 
Suppose that L'J=? bjxj ::; bo is valid for S. Then it can be tightened (or kept as tight 
as before) using the above theorem by setting v = O. To see this note that bo - ((xd 2 0 
for all Xl E {I, ... , ut} since L'J=2 bjx j ::; bo is valid for all the corresponding Sv' Thus the 
upper bound on bl is non-negative and the effect on LJ=2 bjxj ::; bo when assigning bl the 
maximum possible value is to have added a non-negative multiple of the inequality Xl ::; 0 
to it, or equivalently to have "subtracted" a non-negative multiple of the inequality -Xl::; 0 
from it. Since -Xl::; 0 is valid for S, by Theorem 153 the inequality is as tight as before. 
Using Theorem 153 instead of the above theorem to attempt to achieve this reformulation 
we find that 1Tmax = min{ (bo- Lj=2 bjx j)/Xl : Xl E {I, ... , ut},:z: E S} which is equal to the 
upper bound on bl given by the above theorem. Thus the same tightening can be achieved 
using Theorem 153. Similarly if L'J=2 bjxj ::; bo is valid for 5 it can be tightened (or kept as 
tight as before) using the above theorem by setting v = Ul and assigning bl the minimum 
possible value, and the same tightening can be achieved using Theorem 15.3. Note, however, 
that using the above theorem the new formulation is calcula ted via a sequence of knapsack 
problems whereas with Theorem 153 it is calculated via a single fractional programme. 
5.4.6 The Conditional Logic Approach of Logee-Heimer and Adams 
Shortly following my PhD viva-voce examination, an approach of Lougee-Heimer and Adams 
[109] was brought to my attention [108]. The main result of that paper is essentially as 
follows. 
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Theorem 170 Given a linear inequality Ck and a series of other linear inequalities {Ci : 
i ERe J} in a mixed 0-1 programme (5.1), let r~ = min{rk, max{/k(x)Jx E Ti, /;(x) < 
rol} for all i ER, where Ti is some relaxation of {Ci : i E J U J}. Also, for all i E R, let 
Ai 2 0 be such that L:iER Ai(ri - /;(x)) ::; " for all x satisfying the original programme, 
where" > O. Then Ck can be replaced by the inequality 
to give a programme that is as tight as and 0-1 equivalent to the original programme. 
The majority of the paper then dealt with the details of how the existing tightening tech-
niques of Dietrich et al, etc., could be seen within this wider framework. That this main 
result can be seen as a special case of Theorem 153 is no\\' proved. 
Proposition 171 Theorem 170 is a special case of Theorem 153. 
Proof. First observe that L:iERAi(rk - rU/;(x) ::; L:iER Ai(rk - rUri is a valid inequality 
for the original programme since the Ai and rk - r~ terms are non-negative. Thus we need 
only show that a value of" of at least 1/ K is possible using Theorem 1.53 with this inequality. 
The maximum value for" allowed by this result is 
subject to 
{Ci : i E J u J} and L Ai(rk - r~)fi(x) < L Aih - r~)ri' 
iER iER 
The last constraint implies that at least one of the component constraints, /;(x) ::; ri, holds 
strictly, Given a point x satisfying these constraints, let Sx be the set of constraints in 
R that hold strictly. Then it is clear that the numerator in the above fraction is at least 
rk - min{rk : i E Sx}. Now observe that the denominator is equal to L:iER Ai(rk - r~)(ri­
/;(x)) = LESx Ai("k - ri)(7'i - fi(x)) ::; (rk - min{r~ : i E Sx}) L:iEsx Ai(ri - fi(x)) = 
(rk - min{r).: i E Sx}) L:iERAi(ri - /;(x))::; (rk - min{< : i E Sa:})K, Thus for any point 
x satisfving the above auxiliary programme, the value of the fraction is at least 1/ K. The 
result follows. o 
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Later, in Section 4 of [109], compound conditional logic statements of the form: 
if !I (x) < r, and if h(x) < r2 and if ... and if fn(x) < rn, then h(x):S r); 
that hold for all solutions to the original programme are used to achieve reformulations. 
Again this approach can be seen to be a special case of Theorem 153 in which Cj (or the 
inequalities used to build Cj) is (are) essentially of the form 
n 
- IT (ri - /;(x)) :S 0, 
i=l 
since the functions involved in the reformulation are not assumed to be linear in The-
orem 153. Naturally the multipliers Ai must be chosen with particular care in order to 
ensure the reformulated inequality produced is linear if that is desired. See [109] for some 
examples. 
5.5 An analysis and alternative derivation of the mam the-
orem and corollaries 
In the first subsection the main theorem, Theorem 153, and its corollaries are analysed 
using some examples. In the second subsection an alternative derivation of these results is 
given. 
5.5.1 Examples comparing the efficacy of the theorems and their corol-
laries 
In this subsection we apply the 0-1 version of Theorem l.'i3 and its immediate corollar-
ies (154 and 155) and Theorem 164 and its immediate corollaries (165 and 166) to some 
example problems involving linear 0-1 inequalities to illust rate the difference between the 
effectiveness of the theorems and their corollaries. Since the methods in [46] are special 
cases of the corollaries, in doing so we may illustrate the difference in effectiveness between 
using the results of this chapter and those of [46] in the cases when either can be applied. 
First we consider the 0-1 versions of Theorem 153 and its corollaries. 
We begin with an inequality (5.9) that has varying but positive coefficients. Important 
inequalities of this kind include lifted cover inequalities, which can be obtained, for example, 
as in [44] or [69]. Note that the methods in [46] cannot be used when (5.9) is such an 
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inequality. 
Example 172 Consider the inequality 10X6 + 6X5 + 4X4 + 3X3 + X2 + X I ~ 15, for which the 
minimum equivalent inequality is 8X6 + 5X5 + 3X4 + 2X3 + X2 + XI :'0 12 (see Chapter 6 for 
means of proving this). Using the implied lifted cover inequality 2X6 + X5 + X4 + X3 < 3 and 
Corollary 154 or 155, we have (ak,O - p) / (g - EjEG- O'j) = 3/3 = 1, yielding a reduction to 
the minimal equivalent inequality. Using Theorem 161, lTmax = 3, enabling a much stronger 
reduction to the inequality 4X6 + 3X5 + X4 + X2 + XI :'0 6. 
Now we consider an inequality (5.9) in which all the coefficients and the RHS are negative. 
Again note that the methods in [46] cannot be used when (5.9) is such an inequality. 
Example 173 Consider the inequality 9X4+9x3+6x2+5xI :'020, and assume that the con-
straint X4 + X3 2: 1 is valid. Expressing this as -X4 - X3 :'0 -1 and using it in Corollary 154 
or 155 we may set IT = 2. The new inequality (5.15) is then llx4 + llx3+ 6X2 + 5xI :'022. 
Using Theorem 161 gives the same result on this occasion. 
Now we consider reformulating with an inequality that has both positive and negative 
LHS coefficients. Important classes of inequalities of this type include variable upper bound 
(VUB) constraints and capacity expansion constraints. Though these constraints were used 
in [46] to improve the effectiveness of individual coefficient reduction, here such a constraint 
is used to alter more than just one coefficient, so ours is a new way of using the information 
provided by the constraint that again is not possible using the techniques of [46]. 
Example 174 Consider the inequality 6X5 + 4X4 + 3X3 + 3X2 + 2x I :'0 6, and assume that 
the VUB constraint XI :'0 X4 is also valid. Re-expressing this as XI - X4 :'0 0 we may 
use Theorem 161, Corollary 154 or Corollary 155 to obtain IT = 2 and the reformulated 
inequality (5.15) is then 6X5 + 6X4 + 3X3 + 3X2 :'06. 
The following example illustrates the situation in which Corollaries 154 and 155 do not 
provide as strong a reformulation as Theorem 161, but by applying them ad infinitum the 
same effect may be achieved. 
Example 175 Consider the inequality 17x7 + 14x6 + 14x5 + 14x4 + 14x3 + 3X2 + 3xI :'0 62 
along with the implied cover inequality X7+X6+X5+X4+X3 :'04. Using Corollaries 154 and 
155, IT can be at most 11/4, with which we obtain the inequality 14tx7 + lltx6 + lltx5 + 
11 tX4 + 11 ~X3 + 3X2 + 3xI :'0 51. It can be seen that after a total of n applications of 
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these corollaries we obtain {6 + 11{3/4)n)X7 + {3 + 11{3/4)n)xs + {3 + 1l{3/4)n)xs + {3 + 
1l{3/4)n)x4+{3+11{3/4)n)x3+3x2+3xI ~ 18+44{3/4)n. The formulation 6X7+3xS+ 
3xs + 3X4 + 3X3 + 3X2 + 3xI ~ 18 obtained "in the limit" as n -t 00 can be obtained directly 
with Theorem 161 since 7rmax = 11. 
Since (5.9) was a cover inequality in this example, with C ~ Jk Corollaries 1.54 and 15.5 
give the same result as applying Corollary 162 of Dietrich et ai, so the methods of [46] only 
catch up with Theorem 161 after infinitely many applications in this case. 
Now Theorem 164 and its corollaries are considered. Again we begin by reformulating 
using an inequality that has only positive, but varying, coefficients. 
Example 176 Consider the inequality 19x7 + 19xs + 9xs + 9X4 + 6X3 + 5X2 + 4x I ~ 26 and 
the implied lifted cover inequality 2X7+2xs+xS+X4 ~ 2. In Theorem 164 we have u" Us ~ 1 
and Us, U. ~ 2. By setting these variables to their upper limits we obtain ujaj = 2 for all 
j E {4, 5, 6, 7} and 7r = 1/2 is the maximum value possible using Theorem 164, Corollary 165 
and Corollary 166. Therefore the inequality can be tightened to give 20X7 + 20xs + lOxs + 
10x. + 6X3 + 5X2 + 4xI ~ 26. 
It can easily be checked that this transformation cannot be achieved by a single application 
of Corollary 167, though it can by using first X7 + Xs + Xs ~ 1 (with a submaximal value of 
U5) and then x. ~ 1. 
The following example explores the case of negative coefficients in (5.9) when using 
Theorem 164. 
Example 177 Consider the inequality l1xs + l1xs + Ilx. + 5X3 + 5X2 + 5xI ~ 24. Suppose 
the inequality Xs + Xs + x. 2: 1 is valid. Using it in Theorem 164, aj = -I and Uj ~ 2 for 
all j E {4,5,6}. Using Corollary 165 or 166, the upper bound on 1f is 1/2 so the best we 
can do is reformulate the inequality as 10xs + 10xs + 10x. + 5X3 + 5X2 + 5xI ~ 21. Applying 
either corollary again we obtain 9~xs + 9~xs + 9~x. + 5X3 + 5X2 + 5xI ~ 19~ which cannot 
be reformulated again in this manner. In contrast, using Theorem 164, "max = 3/4 so we 
can obtain the stronger formulation directly. 
The next example shows that Corollaries 165 and 166 do not always "catch up" with 
Theorem 164 after a finite number of applications. 
Example 178 Consider the inequality20x7+20xs+20xs+20x4+9x3+8x2+6xl ~ 65 and 
the implied cover inequality x, + Xs + Xs + x. ~ 3. Each Uj, j E {4, 5, 6, 7) can be set to at 
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most 2, and simply applying Corollary 165 or 166 once using maximal values for the Uj gives 
20~X7 + 20~xa + 20~xs + 20~X4 + 9X3 + 8X2 + 6x, ~ 65. Doing this a second time then gives 
20~X7+20~xa+20~xs+20~X4+9x3+8x2+6x, ~ 65, and in general applying it n times in 
this way gives (21-1/3n)x7+(21-1/3n)xa+(21-1/3n)xs+ (21-1/3n)x4+9x3+8x2+6x, ~ 
65. Thus Corollaries 165 and 166 can be applied with a maximal and positive value of 
" arbitrarily many times. Since (5.9) is a cover inequality with G <; h, Corollary 166 
gives the same results as Corollary 167. Clearly the formulation obtained "in the limit" 
is 21x7 + 21xa + 21xs + 21x4 + 9X3 + 8X2 + 6x, ~ 65, which can be achieved directly 
using Theorem 164 since "max = 1/2. Note that this reformulation is not achieved using 
sequential, maximal, single coefficient increasing. 
Often there will be no solution that simultaneously minimises the numerator and max-
imises the denominator in (5.10), with the result that Theorems 161 and 164 can be used 
to give stronger reformulations than their corollaries. Nevertheless, the above examples 
show that applying Corollaries 154, 155, 165 or 166 a finite number of times can sometimes 
achieve the same effect as using the corresponding theorem. However, sometimes these 
stronger reformulations are matched only after infinitely many applications, which raises 
the question of whether the methods embodied by the corollaries always "catch up" with 
the theorems, at least "in the limit". In Subsection 5.6.4 we prove that the answer is yes. 
5.5.2 An alternative derivation via a Williams-like approach 
Williams, in e.g., [158] describes a systematic method of converting statements in Boolean 
algebra into linear equations and inequalities connecting 0-1 variables. Though more general 
functions (rather than just linear functions) are considered here, the approach of Williams 
is easily adapted to prove the following restatement of Theorem 153 and its corollaries for 
the case in which Cj is valid. 
Theorem 179 Suppose that Cj is a valid inequality for the programme (5.1) and consider 
the following programme. 
. rk - A("') 
"max = mf f ( ) 
rj - j x 
subject to 
{C;: i E IUJ} and 1;("') < rj. (5.25) 
If this programme does not have any solution we may append fj("') = rj, replacing Cj if 
it is already part of the programme, to produce a new formulation as tight as the original. 
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Otherwise, for any" such that 0 $ " $ "m.x> Ck can be replaced by 
(5.26) 
with Cj appended, to form an equivalent programme as tight as the original. It will be 
tighter if there are solutions to the continuous relaxation of the original programme that 
violate (5.26) or Cj. 
Proof. Let", satisfy the original programme and suppose the programme above has a 
solution. Then we may say that if fj("') < rj then "m.x(rj - /i("')) $ rk - /k("') whereas 
otherwise the best lower bound we can readily state for rk - /k("') is zero. Let 0 be a 
zero-one variable which is equal to 0 if and only if /i("') < rj. The last but one sentence 
can then be stated as (1- o)"m.x(rj - fj("')) $ rk - /k("'). This can be rearranged to give 
/k("') - "max/i("') $ rk - "maxrj + "m.xo(rj - /i("')). Since Cj is valid, the last term on 
the RHS is zero. Thus (5.26) holds for any solution to the original programme. To see that 
the new and original formulations are equivalent, simply add "max times Cj to (5.26). 0 
Corollary 180 When reformulating as described in Theore m 179 we may use any value of 
" in the range 0 $ " $ 1fCI = (rk - p)/h - a), where P = sup{/k(",) : {5.25} holds} and 
a = inf{/i(",) : (5.25) holds} is assumed finite. 
Proof. Note that P is finite since (5.25) has a solution and (.5.25) includes Ck. Let", satisfy 
the original programme. Let 0 be a zero-one variable which is equal to 0 if and only if 
fj("') < rj. Then we have (rj - a)o $ fj("') - a. We also have fd"') $ P + (rk - plo. 
Eliminating 0 we have /k("') $ p + (rk - p)(/i("') - a)/(rj - a). Let" = (rk - p)/(rj - a). 
Then we have fd"') - 1fcJj("') $ rk - (rj - a)1fq -1fq O = rk -1fCl rj. Thus any solution 
to the original programme satisfies the new programme. The equivalence of the new and 
original programmes, and the acceptability of any value of To in the range stated follows by 
adding the appropriate multiple of Cj to (5.26). 0 
Corollary 181 Suppose that all the variables in {5.1} are bounded and /i is continuous. 
Then when reformulating as described in Theorem 179, u·e may use any value of 1f in the 
range 0 $ 1f $ 1fC2 = (rk - p)/(rj - Ol), where p is as defined in Corollary 180 and at is 
equal to the minimum of /i("') subject only to the bounds on the variables. 
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Proof. For the reasons stated in the proof of Corollary 15.5, the minimum exists. The proof 
then follows in an analogous manner to the proof of the preceding corollary. o 
Similar arguments can be used to produce valid inequalities following probing. For 
example, suppose that we have a 0-1 inequality L,'J=1 ajxj ::; ao and that when Xj = 0 for 
all i E Z and Xj = 1 for all j E W we know that L,'J=1 ajxj ::; a~ < ao. Then the inequality 
L,'J=1 ajxj ::; a~ + (ao - a~)(L,jEZ Xj + L,jEW(1 - Xj)) is clearly valid. Note that the single 
coefficient reduction methods in [33] and [46] as well as the reductions using cliques in [74] 
can be derived with this approach. 
5.6 Other aspects of our reformulation method 
When the inequalities involved in the reformulation process are linear and the variables 
are bounded integer variables with integer coefficients we can make a number of additional 
observations or results relating to the reformulation process. 
5.6.1 A geometrical interpretation 
Methods for reducing individual coefficients in 0-1 inequalities have been vie\\'ed geomet-
rically before. To quote from [74, p. 124]: "Geometrically. this corresponds to a "rotation" 
of the constraints so as to increase the number of zero-one solutions that satisfy them at 
equality". Similarly, the correspondence between coefficient increasing in an inequality and 
rotating the hyperplane corresponding to the inequality has been noted in [91]. Here we 
discuss in greater detail how one may view the application of Theorem 161 geometrically. 
Assume first that the hyperplanes LjEJ, ak.jXj = ak.O and L,jEG OjXj = g are in general 
position, i.e., they are not parallel. Then viewing them as lying in s-dimensional space the 
two are (s-I)-dimensional and will intersect in a region that is (s-2)-dimensional. Clearly 
all points in this intersection will satisfy the new inequality (5.15) exactly after reformu-
lation using Theorem 161 or its corollaries. Thus since the hyperplane corresponding to 
(5.15) is also (s - I)-dimensional there is only one degree of freedom left in its specification 
corresponding to the value of To. As To increases the new hyperplane will rotate about the 
intersection towards L,jEG -(}jXj ::; -g. The reformulation process reduces the feasible 
region, so the maximum value of IT max corresponds to the instant when the rotating hy-
perplane first reaches a feasible solution. Clearly it cannot rotate any further whilst being 
equivalent to the original programme (see Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: The reformulation makes (5.11) rotate about the intersection of (5.11) and (5.9) 
towards the negation of (5.9) until it meets an integer solution i. In doing so it shears z 
from the feasible region. 
There are also some exceptional cases corresponding to when the hyperplanes LjEJ. ak,jXj = 
ak,O and LjEG "'jXj = g are not in general position. In these cases the constraint (5.11) 
is not rotated by the reformulation process. For example, if (.5.11) and (5.9) are posit-
ive multiples of each other then as 7r increases the feasible region will not change whilst 
7r < ad"'l. At 7r = al/al the constraint will vanish and then reappear as an inequality 
equivalent to LjEG -ajXj ~ -g. If (5.11) and (5.9) are negative multiples of each other 
then as 7r increases the feasible region will not change. When the two hyperplanes do not 
intersect at all, if the coefficients in the LHS of the two inequalities are of opposite sign 
then the new hyperplane can be viewed as moving gradually towards LjEG -"'jXj ::; -g 
whilst remaining parallel to its original position. Otherwise it can be viewed as moving 
away from LjEG Cl'jXj ::; g for" < adCl'1 before vanishing and reappearing, and moving 
towards LjEG -Cl'jXj ~ -g. 
The final possibility is that the constraint (5.9) has no solutions satisfying it exactly and 
so it has no hyperplane corresponding to the boundary of its LP-feasible region. In this case 
if the inequality is valid it must be a positive multiple of the redundant constraint Ox ~ 1. 
Using it has a similar effect on any inequality (5.11). It simply tightens the inequality by 
reducing the RHS, so keeping the corresponding hyperplane parallel to its original position. 
This can be viewed as moving the constraint so that its set of solutions moves nearer to 
that of Ox ::; -1, i.e., 0. 
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In 2 dimensions, we can easily see the effects of reformulations made using Theorem 161. 
Consider a 0-1 problem with the feasible region in Figure 5.6, diagram (a). Observe that 
~,r±= 
- I H ~hl= ~hl= 
X2 ~ 0 X2 ~ 0 X2 ~ 0 
(a) (b) (c) 
d:1: ~~ 0L-/\1 
" 
X2 ~ 0 X2 ~ 0 X2 ~ 0 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5.6: Geometrical reformulations of a 0-1 programme involving two variables. 
the formulation (a) has five constraints. Four of these provide the upper and lower bounds 
on the individual variables. They are Xl ~ 0 and X2 ~ 0 (labelled) as well as Xl :::; 1 
and X2 :::; 1 (unlabelled). There is also a further constraint, labelled I, with an algebraic 
equivalent of 3Xl + 4X2 :::; 5 which is the one we reformulate geometrically. Starting with 
the formulation (a) we have a choice of four constraints with which to reformulate J. In (b) 
we have rotated I about its point of intersection with Xl ~ 0, tightening the feasible region 
until the point Xl = 1, X2 = 0 was touched. In (c) we have rotated I about its point of 
intersection with X2 :::; 1 until the point Xl = 1, X2 = 0 was touched. Similarly, formulation 
(d) is the result of rotating I about Xl :::; 1 and (e) is the result of rotating I about X2 ~ O. 
Clearly this geometric interpretation of the reformulation processes described in this 
chapter frees one from algebraic manipulations, which can help towards obtaining a greater 
understanding of our method. Note that, geometrically, Theorem 153 will have the same 
effect with other kinds of linear inequalities and may even have an effect similar to rotation 
with some non-linear inequalities. However, in this case some distortion of the shape of the 
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set of solutions to h(x) = rk may also Occur during reformulation due to the non-linearity 
of the functions involved, so the term "rotation" is less appropriate. 
5.6.2 The finite nature of the ideal reformulation procedure 
As witnessed by Examples 175 and 178, when the maximum possible value for tr is not used 
(e.g., if one of the corollaries is used instead of Theorem 161 or Theorem 164) there may 
be an infinite sequence of reformulations, even if the same inequality (5.11) is reformulated 
using (5.9) each time. HO\\'e"er, only a finite number of reformulations of the programme 
may take place when the maximum value for tr is used and the inequalities are linear, as is 
now proved. 
Proposition 182 When using Theorem 153 repeatedly, with fk and f; linear in each ap-
plication and using the maximum possible value for tr, the number of reformulations possible 
with r. > 0 is at most r's, where r' is the total of the number of original inequalities and 
the number of new inequalities appended. 
Proof. Each time a particular inequality is reformulated with the largest value of tr pos-
sible, it "rotates" until it meets a feasible solution, x say, which then satisfies the inequality 
exactly. Since the procedure tightens the formulation it is easy to see that feasible solu-
tions that satisfy the inequality exactly already continue to do so after the reformulation. 
However, since h is linear, r. > 0 implies that x is affinely independent from these other 
points. 
At most s affinely independent points may satisfy the inequality exactly since it is 
linear and s is the dimension of the problem. Hence a particular inequality cannot be 
reformulated more than s times. Therefore, even if this reformulation process is applied to 
all the inequalities, including any new ones appended, it cannot occur more than r's times. 
o 
Note that the bound provided by this result is a very reasonable polynomial in the size 
of the final formulation. In most real-world programmes the bound will not be met since 
some inequalities in the original formulation, as well as some of the inequalities appended 
will represent faces of non-negative dimension already. In the example in Figure 5.6, if 
no inequalities are appended and no redundant inequalities eliminated, then no matter 
which inequality we choose to reformulate with which other inequality in formulation (a) 
the reformulation process ends after four "full" ref()rmulations with the formulation in (f). 
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5.6.3 Dealing with infinite sequences of reformulations 
As already mentioned, when not performing the strongest possible reformulation of (5.11) 
using (5.9) it is possible for infinite sequences of tightenings to occur. However, the following 
result reassures us that if it is clear what the algebraic description of the inequalities will be 
in the limit as the number of reformulations tends to infinity we may change the formulation 
to this "limit" formulation directly. 
Theorem 183 Let {Pn}nEN be a sequence of mathematical programmes of the form (5.1) 
in which each programme has the fixed set of variables {x j : j E J} and a set of linear 
inequalities In of the forms: 
L a~jxj ~ a~o, for all i E In· 
jE) 
Suppose that each programme in the sequence is as tight as, and equivalent to, the preced-
ing one and lim n .... oo Pn = Poo , where Poo has a finite set of inequalities loo of the form 
LjEJ af.jxj ~ ara for all i E loo, and convergence to P"" occurs in the sense that In = loo 
for all sufficiently large nand Iim n .... oo a?,j = a?,j for all i E loo, j E J U to}. Then Poo is as 
tight as, and equivalent to, PI' Pe<, will be tighter than PI if and only if at least one of the 
programmes in the sequence is tighter than its predecessor. 
Proof. Tightness: Suppose that x is infeasible for the LP-relaxation of PI' Since each 
programme is as tight as the preceding one, the LP-feasible region of P 00 is the intersection 
of the LP-feasible region of each of the Pn , nE N. Thus x is infeasible for the LP-relaxation 
of Poo . Hence Pro is as tight as PI, and tighter if and only if at least one of the programmes 
in the sequence is tighter than the preceding one. 
Equivalence: We need only sho\\" that all solutions to PI satisfy Poo . Suppose that x is 
feasible for PI and not feasible for Poo . Then there must be an n E 1Nl, n > 1, such that x is 
not feasible for P", and hence Pn is not equivalent to PI' But clearly Pn is equivalent to PI 
(as can be proved by induction, since each programme is equivalent to the preceding one). 
This provides a contradiction and the result follows. o 
8Note we do not distinguish between zero and non-zero coefficients in this result. 
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5.6.4 A relationship between Theorem 153, Corollary 154 and 155 
It may not always be clear what the limit of a sequence of progressively tighter integer 
programmes is. However, it is possible to establish some important basic information about 
the limit under some frequently satisfied conditions. 
Theorem 184 Suppose we repeatedly apply either Corollary 154 or Corollary 155, rotating 
the same inequality Ck using the same inequality Cj and the same set of constmints, S, 
where S is a subset of {5.6} that includes upper and lower bounds on the variables and 
f;(x) < rj and has solutions, to obtain a sequence {Pn}nEN of formulations. Suppose also 
that hand J; are continuous, and fj(x) < rj implies f;(x) ::: rj - 1. Then Iimn->oo Pn 
exists and is equal to the formulation obtained by applying Theorem 153 once, rotating Ck 
using Cj and the same relaxation S. 
Proof. Let "Cl,S, "C2,S, "c,S and "max,S denote the maximum possible value for rr on the 
initial problem formulation using Corollary 154, Corollary 155, either of these corollaries 
and Theorem 153 respectively. Since the original programme has solutions satisfying Sand 
the set of points satisfying S is closed and bounded, 
7rmax ,S = . {rk-fdX) s} nnlO : 
rj - fj(x) 
= 
rk - fk(X") 
rj - f;(x") for some a:::*, 
7r CIoS = 
min{rk - fk(X) : S} 
max{rj - fj(x) : S} 
and 7rc2 ,s = 
min{rk - fk(X) : S} 
rj - cl 
rk - h(y") for some y*. = 
rj - (XI 
Note that 7Tmax,S ::: 0 if and only if rrc,S ::: 0 since this simply means that Ck can be satisfied 
exactly or violated by points in S. In this case no tightening reformulation is possible 
with either of the three results, and clearly Theorem 184 holds trivially. Suppose instead 
that "max,S > O. Suppose further that 7Tc2 ,sf"max,s < 1f(rj - 0'). Then rk - h(Y") < 
(rk - h(x'))fh - fj(x")). Therefore, since rj - fj(Y") :::: 1, (rk - h(y·))/(rj - fj(Y·)) < 
(rk - h(x'))f(rj - J;(x")). This contradicts the optimality of x., so 
"c"sf"max,S :::: 1f(rj - 0'). (5.27) 
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Note that this bound is independent of the form of Ck. Let the superscript n be used to 
indicate that one of the corollaries has already been applied n times. Suppose that rrk S > max, 
o for all k E {O, 1, 2, ... , n-1} and that rr;;'ax,S :'S O. Then since rr;'sl S rr;;':;!,s and applying 
the maximum value of rr results in the same inequality regardless of n, rrn-sl = rrn- I sand 
c, max, 
the result follows. Therefore, suppose instead that rr;;'ax,S > 0 for all n E IN! U {O}. Now 
since the bound (5.27) does not vary as Ck is rotated, after n applications of either corollary 
we have 
rr~,s/rr;;'ax,S ~ l/{rj - a'). (5.28) 
We also have 
7rn - 1T n - 1 1T n- 1 
max,S - max,S - c,S (5.29) 
since using rr = rr;;'ax S will always result in the same inequality for each n E IN! U {O}. 
Eliminating rr;'sl from (5.28) and (5.29) we have rr;;'ax,S :'S (I - l/{r; - oi))rr;;':;!,s. Now 
rj - a' ~ 1 since there are solutions to S so 1- l/{rj - a') is a constant in the range [0,1). 
Therefore it is clear that Iim n-too rr;;'ax,S = O. Thus the formulation obtained in the limit 
using either corollary is the same as that obtained immediately by the theorem. 0 
Note that the bound (5.27) also gives an indication of the relative eflicacies of Theorem 153 
and Corollaries 154 and 155. 
5.6.5 Cases in which the corollaries and theorems give the same result 
In general the precise value of the conversion factor between rrc and rrmax> i.e., rrc/rrmax may 
not be clear without calculating both directly. However, it is easily shown that (5.13) forces 
all the variables in (5.9) to fixed values if and only if 9 - LjEG- aj = lakl for all k E C, 
i.e., if and only if the inequality (5.9) is equivalent to 
L Xj - L Xj :'S 1 -IC-I, (5.30) 
jEG+ jEG-
and in this case {5.13} and integrality of the variables forces the value of the LHS of (5.9) 
to be equal to the constant LjEG- aj. Thus "q = rrC2 = "max and no sequence (with more 
than one term) of reformulations can occur if rr is set to rrq or rrc, with these corollaries. 
When the inequality {5.9} is precisely of the form (5.30) this conclusion can be drawn 
directly from the bound {5.27}. 
This explains why infinite sequences of reformulations were not reported in [33, 74, 
92, 140) since the tightening reformulations in these correspond to using constraints of the 
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form (5.30). Only with the idea described in [46] of using cover inequalities to tighten 
the formulation did opportunities for infinite sequences of reformulation arise with 0-1 
inequalities, to which Example 175 bears witness. Note that the bound of (5.27) is met in 
this example. 
In the case of Theorem 164 and Corollaries 16·5 and 166, when an inequality of the form 
(.5.30) is used as (.5.9) it can be seen that the maximum possible value of 11" is one. Hence it 
can be seen that the overall effect of the reformulation using Theorem 164 is the same as 
the corresponding sequence of single coefficient reductions and increases. Hence it is easily 
seen that if UI = ak,O - VI is used then VI = ak,O for all lEG after the reformulation and 
therefore no further changes using this method in the same way will be possible. However, 
with cover inequalities, VI may be less than ak,O after the reformulation, and sequences of 
increases may be possible, as Example 178 bears witness. 
5.7 Limitations on the extent of the reformulation imposed 
by practical considerations 
Ideally we would like to use the value of 11" max in each reformulation since it tightens the 
formulation to the maximum possible extent, but it would not be efficient to solve an integer 
programme approximately as difficult as the original one simply to improve the formulation 
of the original problem. However, non-negative lower bounds on 11" max in Theorem 153 
(including "Cl and 1I"c,) can clearly be used for reformulation, as can lower bounds for the 
"alues of" max calculated in Theorem 164. A number of ways of obtaining lower bounds have 
been described in [46, 49, 140], all involving various relaxations of some of the constraints. 
In the next subsection we give a name to a particular relaxation of the constraints and 
show that useful lower bounds on 11" max can be calculated quickly with this relaxation. In 
an important special case it is shown that 1I"max can be calculated in O(lJkllog IJki) time. 
In the second subsection we explain why it may sometimes be preferable to use a smaller 
"alue of " than that calculated. 
5.7.1 An efficient way of reformulation using Theorem 161 - the short-
sighted relaxation 
If. when calculating 1I"maxo we drop sufficiently many constraints apart from (5.13), and 
(.).13) is sufficiently restrictive that the only constraints on the remaining unfixed variables 
are their lower and upper bounds, then wc say that the reformulation is myopic. This 
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definition is a generalisation of that in [49]. It permits the constraints involved in the 
calculation to be just (5.9) and the bounds on the variables, where (5.9) is a general clique 
inequality, an implication inequality derived by probing as in [140] or a variable upper 
bound constraint [46], and not just Xj ::; 1 for some j. The author's interpretation of the 
name is that we need only "see as far as" the limits on the individual variables themselves 
and do not need to be aware of the other constraints. Such reformulations are very efficient 
to perform (requiring only O{IJki) operations once any fixing of variables has been done) 
and have been much used in practice, but a fast reformulation can also be performed when 
(5.13) is not as restrictive. For example, consider a reformulation of a programme in which 
all the constraints (5.11)-{5.14) except for (5.13) and the upper and lower bounds on the 
variables are dropped when calculating IT max. We call this a short-sighted relaxation as 
we can "see a little bit further" - "as far as" (5.13). Note that the myopic approach is 
a special case of the short-sighted relaxation. More far-sighted approaches in which other 
constraints can be "seen" have been suggested in [46, 140]. These other constraints include 
(5.11) and others that have variables in common with it and would place some restriction 
on the values of the LHS of (5.11). 
In this subsection we show how to calculate, using only O{lJkllog Ihl) operations, a 
lower bound on IT max in the linear 0-1 case by relaxing the integrality constraints. Using 
the LP-relaxation is also suggested in [46] in their analogue of Theorem 161 and it is used 
when lifting minimal cover inequalities in OSL [79] with the value of the equivalent of IT max 
being rounded down to the nearest integer. In some frequently occurring special cases we 
show that this lower bound is tight and derive the value of ITmax/ITc. 
Proposition 185 Suppose that we wish to use the short-sighted relaxation to reformulate 
(5.11) using (5. g). Let Gt = {j E G : aj > O,aj > O}, G: = {j E G: aj < 0, aj < O}, 
G! = {j E G: aj ;::: O,aj < O}, G:;: = {j E G: aj::; O,aj > O}. Let ab = ao-
L-jEJk\C,a;>oaj - L-jEC:!: aj - L-jEC: aj, g' = g - L-jEC:!: aj - L-jEC: aj, aj = -aj and 
aj = -aj for all j E G:, and aj = aj and aj = aj for all j E Gt. Then we may use 
Theorem 161 with 0 ::; IT ::; ITLP where 
(5.31) 
and x' is calculated using Algorithm 5.1. 
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AlgQrithm 5.1 Calculating 1rL p when using the short-sighted relaxation. 
if 
Temporarily relabel the variables so that i < j => aU 01; ?: aj/Oij for all j E Gt U G _ and 
Gt uG: = {I, ... , IGt UG:I}. 
Set i = l. 
h 'l '/' (' "i-I ')/(' "i-I ') d "i-I' '1 d' < IG+ G-I w le ai Oii > ao - '--j=l aj 9 - '--j=l Oij an '--j=IOij < 9 - an ,_  U _ 
dOl 
Set xi = min{l, (g' - 1 - L~:'~ Oij)/Oia. 
Increment i. 
end while 
Furthermore, x' will be an optimal solution to the problem 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
PrQQf. Recall that using the short-sighted relaxation with TheQrem 161 we have, 
(5.34) 
subject to LjECOijXj :0 9 - 1 and Xj E {o, I} fQr all j E Jk U C. The problem may be 
simplified as fQIIQws. Suppose that x is a solution to this minimisatiQn problem. Suppose 
that j E C:;: and Xj > O. Then we may reset Xj = 0 whilst maintaining feasibility, increasing 
the denominator and not increasing the numerator in (5.34). Hence the fractiQn in (5.34) 
can be maintained Qr reduced by resetting xi = O. Thus we can reduce the dimension of 
the problem by fixing x j = 0 for all j E C:;:. Similarly, we may fix x j = 1 fQr all j E C:!:. 
It is also easy to see that we can fix Xj = 0 fQr all j E Jk \ C such that aj < 0 and Xj = 1 
fQr all j E Jk \ G such that aj > O. Substituting 1 - Xj for Xj if j E G:, the minimisation 
problem now reads: 
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subject to 
L aj+ L aj+ L ajXj+ L(-aj}xj < g-l, 
jEC: jEC= jECt jEC= 
Xj E {a, I} for all j E et, 
Xj E {a, I} for all j E e:. 
Using the definitions of a~, g', aj and aj made in the statement of the proposition, this can 
be restated as: 
subject to LjECt uC= ajxj :0:: g' - 1 and Xj E {a, I} for all j E Gt ue:. Relaxing the 
integrality conditions, let", be an optimal solution to this problem. Suppose that there are 
i and j such that 
Xi < I, Xj > 0 and aj/o:j < ai/a;. (5.3.j) 
Then for OJ :0:: min{xj, (1- xi)aUaj} we may decrease Xj by OJ and increase Xi by ojaj/ai, 
leaving the denominator unchanged and hence", still feasible. However, these changes 
reduce the numerator by oj(ajaUai - aj} which is greater than zero by (5.35). Hence", is 
not optimal, a contradiction. Therefore there are no i and j satisfying (5.35). Consequently 
it is easy to see that we may solve the problem using Algorithm 5.1. Obse,,·e that "" 
will be an optimal solution to the problem (5.32) if the first condition, aUo; > (a~­
Lj~~ aj}/(g' - L~~ll aj) holds at each pass through the while loop in which the second 
condition is true. This first condition is equivalent to (g' - L~~~ aj}ai/ai + Lj~~ aj > a~. 
Clearly (g' - L~~~ oj}ai/ai + L~~~ aj is at least as great as the optimal solution to the LHS 
of (.}.33), which in turn is greater than a~ by (5.33). Thus the while loop never terminates 
as a result of only the first condition failing if (5.33) holds. The result follows. o 
Note that this algorithm is the same as the Dantzig method of solving the LP-relaxation 
of the knapsack problem 
max { L a;xj: L ajxj:O:: g' - 1, Xj E [0,1] for all j E et u e:} 
)EGtua: jEGt uC: 
except that in general the algorithm may terminate earlier due to the first condition. An 
important special case is that in which (5.9) is a cover inequality. 
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Corollary 186 If (5.9) is a cover inequality and after relabelling (5.11) as required in 
Algorithm 5.1, 
9- 1 
I>j + ~ aj :::; ao, (5.36) 
j=1 jEJ.\G,a,>O 
9 
~aj+ ~ aj> ao, (5.37) 
j=l jEJk\G:a»O 
then 7fLP = 7fmax = g7fc = ao - L1;;: aj - LjEJ.\G,aj>o aj using the short-sighted relaxation. 
Proof. From (5.36) and (5.37) we have a9 > 0 and hence IGil ~ g. We also have 
Lf;;11 aj = 9 - 1. Thus if Algorithm 5.1 is used, the while loop will not terminate with the 
third condition failing. g' = 9 since G= and G~ are empty. Thus LjEGt UG: ajxj :::; g' has 
the form of a cover inequality and the solution to (5.33) is L~=I aj = L~=I aj. ab = ao -
LjEJ.\G,aj>o aj. Thus (5.37) implies that (5.33) holds. Hence by Proposition 185 the value 
of x· provided by Algorithm 5.1 will be an optimal solution to (5.32), so LjECt UG: ajx; = 
LJ;;: aj and LjEGt uC: ajx' = g' - 1. Thus 7fLP = ao - LjeJ.\G,aj>oaj - L~;;: aj which 
is non-negative by (5.36). Since LjEC+UC- ajxj ::; g' - 1 has the form of a cover inequality 
+ -
x· is integraL and so 7fLP = 7f m.x. !'iow observe that the problem of calculating p in 
Corollaries 1·54 and 155 can be simplified to that of solying (5.32) so x' yields the value of 
p. Since a = 0 and LjEC- aj = 0 the result follows. o 
This means that, under the conditions of this corollary, the reformulation obtained 
using Algorithm 5.1 or Theorem 161 can be thought of as being 9 times as good as the 
reformulation obtained by the corollaries. Note that by (5.27) this ratio is the maximum 
possible for a cover inequality with RHS g. 
Example 187 Consider the inequality 10xs+ 7:r4 +5X3 +.5x2+3xI ::; 20. Using the implied 
corEr inequality Xs + X4 + X3 ::; 2 and the short.sighted relaxation, using Corollary 154 or 
155. we find that p = 18, and r." = "C2 = 1 so the inequality can be reduced to 9xs + 
6:r4 + 4X3 + .5X2 + 3xI ::; 18. Using Corollary 186 or Theorem 161 instead, we obtain 
~ote that Example 172 illustrates the effectiYeness of using the short-sighted relaxation 
with an arbitrary inequality. With such an inequality optimal reductions will take longer 
than when using coyer inequalities because Algorithm ·5.1 will not automatically yield an 
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integral solution and a non-trivial problem must be solved to calculate 1I"max. However, 
a branch-and-bound method could be used, perhaps built around solving the continuous 
relaxation using Algorithm 5.1. Given the ease with which the relaxation at each node 
could be calculated, it seems reasonable to suppose that quite large instances could be 
solved quickly. Note, however, that for Example 172 1I"LP = 2 which is a much better value 
of 11" than when using Corollary 154 or 155, so Proposition 185 can still be very useful. 
5.7.2 An illustration of the effectiveness of the short-sighted continuous 
relaxation 
A nice illustration of the potential effectiveness of the short-sighted relaxation with the 
integrality conditions also relaxed in conjunction with Theorem 161, or equivalently Al-
go~ithm 5.1, is given in the theorem in this section. First we define a method for finding 
minimal cover inequalities (see, e.g., [159]) implied by knapsack inequalities with positive 
coefficients, and mention some existing concepts and both existing and new results used in 
the proof of the subsequent theorem. 
Definition 188 Given an inequality L:~l aiXi :5 ao with positive coefficients satisfying 
Cl, C2, and i < j implies ai :5 aj, clearly there exists a unique k E IN, k > 1 such that 
L:i;k ai :5 ao and L:i;k-l ai > ao· It is easy to see that L:i;k-l Xi :::; n - k is a minimal 
cover inequality. IVe term this method for finding a minimal cover inequality the top-down 
method. 
Definition 189 [IS} A submatrix is a matrix derived from a gIVen matrix by deleting all 
the elements in some of its rows and some of its columns. 
Definition 190 [I20} An m by n integral matrix A is totally unimodular (TU) if the 
determinant of each square submatrix of A is equal to 0, 1. or -1. 
In the following theorem it is proved that certain matrices are TU. To assist in this proof 
wc use the following collection of statements equivalent to A being TU, which is a subset of 
those stated in Proposition 2.1 of Nemhauser and Wolsey [120, p. 540]. 
Lemma 191 The following statements are equivalent. 
1. A is TU. 
2. The transpose of A is TU. 
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3. (A, J) is TU. 
4. A matrix obtained by deleting a unit row (column) of A is TU. 
5. A matrix obtained by multiplying a row (column) of A by -1 is TU. 
6. A matrix obtained by duplicating columns (rows) of A is TU. 
The motivation for proving in the following theorem that certain matrices are TU comes 
from the following results. 
Lemma 192 (Proposition 2.2 in [120, p. 541}) If A is TU, then P(b) = {x E R+ : Ax :::: b} 
is integral for all b E zm for which it is not empty. 
Lemma 193 (Corollary 1.2 in [120, p. 536]) A nonempty polyhedron P ~ R+ is integral 
if and only if all of its extreme points are integral. 
Thus over such a polyhedron P, for any linear objective function, if the Simplex al-
gorithm is able to find an optimal solution it will be integral, and so branch-and-bound will 
not be required in order to solve a 0-1 programme corresponding to the polyhedron. 
Lemma 194 Given an inequality (5.11) with positive coefficients satisfying Cl and C2 of 
the form 
n 
'"' o·x· < 00 ~ 1 J_ 
j==l 
(5.38) 
in which i < j implies a; :::: aj, suppose that using the top-down method we obtain the 
minimal cover inequality LjEG Xj :::: IGI-1, that the conditions of Corollary 186 hold using 
this minimal cover inequality as (5.9) and that 11"LP = 11"*, say. Then the inequality 
n+l 
L ajxj :S ao + a n+l, 
j=l 
(5.39) 
where On+! 2: an, has positive coefficients satisfying Cl and C2 and with this inequality 
as (5.11) the top-down method will obtain the minimal cover inequality LjEGu{n+l} Xj :::: 
IGJ, the conditions of Corollary 186 hold using this inequality as (5.9), and 11"LP = 11"*. 
Furthermore, the pair of inequalities obtained by reformulating (5.38) and (5.39) in this 
way are related in the same way as (5.38) and (5.39). 
Proof. It is easily seen that (5.39) has positive coefficients and satisfies Cl and C2, so the 
top-down method may be applied. Since i < j implies a; :::: aj holds for (5.39) there is 
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no need to re-order the coefficients, and so the top-down approach will start by selecting 
n + 1 as the first element of the minimal COver. This uses up precisely the extra capacity 
in the knapsack constraint (5.39) compared to (5.38), so the top-down method will stop 
at the same variable it did with (5.38), thereby producing LjEGU{n+I} Xj $ ICI. Thus in 
Corollary 186 the set Jk \ C remains the same as with (5.38). The LHSS of both (5.36) and 
(5.37) increase by an+! when changing from (5.38) to (5.39) since g increases by one, but 
similarly the RHSS increase by an+l. Thus both conditions of this corollary hold and clearly 
the value of 11"LP is unchanged. Since (5.39) is equal to (5.38) with an+1 times xn+1 $ 1 
added to it, and the inequality subtracted from (5.39) by the reformulation is equal to 
the inequality subtracted from (5.38) by the reformulation plus 11"' times x n +! $ 1, the 
reformulated (5.39) is equal to the reformulated (5.38) plus an+1 - 11"' times Xn+1 $ 1. Now 
an+1 - 11"' ::: an - 11"', which is the value or the coefficient of Xn in the rerormulated (5.38). 
The result follows. o 
Theorem 195 By repeatedly using the top-down method to find minimal cover inequalities 
and using these along with the short-sighted rdaxation and Algorithm 5.1 we may tighten 
the Fibonacci inequality L~I F;x; $ F;+I - 1, x E {O, l}n where F; is the ith Fibonacci 
number and n ::: 3, to yield an equivalent but tighter formulation consisting of Xj ::: 0 for 
all j E N, Xj $ 1 for all j E {I, ... , n}, x integral, and r n/21 distinct minimal cover 
inequalities of the form 
L Xj $IJ;I-l for alii E {I, ... , rn/2l}, 
jEJi 
where Jrn / 21 = {n, n - I} and for all i E {I, ... , rn/21- I}, J; c N, n -11/. J; and nE J;. 
Indeed, the set of minimal cover inequalities in the final formulation corresponds to the 
complete set of representations of Fn+1 by sums of smaller distinct Fibonacci numbers, and 
this final formulation represents an integral polytope. r n/21-1 reformulations, involving the 
appending of a constraint, take place and for each of them the conditions in Corollary 186 
hold. ITLP = Fk where k is the smallest variable index in the minimal cover and, removing 
variables with zero-valued coefficients, no re-ordering of the variables is necessary to satisfy 
i < j implies a; $ aj during this process. 
Proof. The principle of induction is used. First consider the case n = 3. Here the Fibonacci 
inequality is XI + X2 + 2X3 $ 2. Clearly the top-down method will produce the inequality 
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X2 + X3 ~ 1, which we call constraint f3/21 = 2. Clearly h = {2, 3} = {n, n - I}. The 
conditions for Corollary 186 hold and so, by Corollary 186, Algorithm 5.1 yields lfLP = 1 = 
F2 • The revised formulation is XI + X3 ~ 1 which we call constraint 1. Clearly J I = {I, 3} 
which contains n but not n - 1, and the reformulation stops here since the minimal cover 
inequality is equal to the inequality to be reformulated. The possible representations of 
F4 using smaller distinct Fibonacci numbers are F4 = F3 + F2 and F. = F3 + FI , which 
correspond to hand J I and it is clear that these sets are minimal covers of the Fibonacci 
inequality. Forming a matrix A3 of LHSS from the two minimal cover inequalities with 
constraint i corresponding to row i and variable X j corresponding to column j, we obtain 
(
101). 
011 
By the equivalence of (1) and (4) in Lemma 191, we may delete the final column before 
testing for total-unimodularity. It is easy to see that the identity matrix is TU, so the matrix 
A3 is TU. Now by the various equivalences in Lemma 191 it is easy to see that the matrix 
corresponding to the final formulation, (AI, I, _I)T, is TL·. The final formulation contains 
the point 0 so by Lemma 192 it represents an integral polytope. The case n = 4 is similar. 
Now consider the case n = k ~ 5 and suppose that the theorem holds for n E 
{3, ... , k -I}. Here the Fibonacci inequality is Lf=1 F;x; ~ Fk+1 - 1. By the construction 
of the Fibonacci sequence, the top-down method will produce the inequality Xk_1 + Xk ~ 1, 
which we call constraint fk/21. Clearly Jrk / 21 = {k - 1. k} and this corresponds to the 
representation of Fk+1 as Fk + Fk_I' Now, the conditions for Corollary 186 to hold 
are L7~12 F; < Fk+1 - 1 (i.e., by a property of the Fibonacci numbers (see, e.g., [152)), 
Fk - 1 < Fk+1 - 1 which holds since k ~ 2) and L7~? F; + H > H+I -1(or equivalently 
2H - 1 > H+J - 1 which holds since k ~ 3). So, by Corollary 186, Algorithm 5.1 yields 
"LP = Fk-I' Note that k - 1 is the smallest variable index in the cover Xk + Xk_1 ~ 1. The 
revised formulation is 
k-2 L F;x; + Fk_2X k ~ Fk - 1. 
i=l 
(5.40) 
Clearly the Fibonacci inequality on k - 2 variables and this inequality satisfy the roles of 
(.5.38) and (5.39) in Lemma 194. Therefore the cover inequality found by the top-down 
method for this inequality will be the same as that found for the Fibonacci inequality on 
k - 2 variables except with Xk ~ 1 added to it and the corresponding set Jrk/21- 1 satisfies 
the conditions required in the statement of this theorem. By Lemma 194, "LP is the same 
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for (5.39) as for (5.38) and so it is equal to the required value by induction. Note that since 
the coefficient of XI, where I is the smallest variable index in the cover, before applying 
this reduction was equal to FI this variable is effectively removed by the reduction. By 
Lemma 194 the reformulated (5.40) and the reformulated version of the Fibonacci inequality 
on k-2 variables satisfy the roles of (5.38) and (5.39). Thus since no re-ordering is necessary 
when reformulating the Fibonacci inequality on k - 2 variables, no re-ordering is necessary 
on this inequality and all non-zero coefficients are positive. Continuing to reformulate using 
this method, Lemma 194 will continue to hold. Thus the result concerning "LP clearly 
holds and the minimal cover inequalities produced will be equal to those produced when 
reformulating the Fibonacci inequality on k - 2 variables but with Xk " 1 added to them. 
They will be distinct since a variable is effectively removed at each stage. 
Since the minimal cover inequalities produced for the (k - 2)-variable case correspond to 
all the representations of Fk-l by sums of smaller Fibonacci numbers, those minimal cover 
inequalities produced in this second phase correspond to all the representations of Fk+l as 
sums of smaller Fibonacci numbers that include Fk but not Fk_l' Thus the corresponding 
subsets Ji satisfy the conditions stated in the theorem. Since z7;;l Fi = Fk+l - 1 < Fk+l, 
all representations of Fk+l using smaller Fibonacci numbers involve Fk and hence all those 
apart from H+l = Fk + Fk-l involve Fk (but not H-tl along with a representation of Fk-l 
using smaller Fibonacci numbers. Thus the set of minimal cover inequalities produced in 
the entire reformulation process corresponds to the complete set of representations of Fk+l 
involving smaller Fibonacci numbers. 
Since r(k - 2)/21 constraints are produced in place of the original using this method 
on the Fibonacci inequality on k - 2 variables, it is clear that applying the method to the 
Fibonacci inequality on k variables produces r(k - 2)/21 + 1 constraints in place of the 
original, Le., rk/21. 
Forming a matrix Ak of LHSS from the rk/21 inequalities as with n = 3 we obtain 
a[(k-2)/21,1 
o 
al,k-2 o 1 
a[(k-2)/21,k-2 0 1 
o 1 
where the top left-hand r(k - 2)/21 by k - 2 matrix is equal to Ak-2' 
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Assuming that Ak-2 is TU we wish to show that Ak is TU. By the equivalence of 
(I) and (4) in Proposition 191, we may delete the final column before testing for total-
unimodularity. Suppose we select a square submatrix from the remaining matrix. If the 
last column has its elements deleted but the last row is not deleted then the determinant 
of the submatrix is clearly zero. The case is which the last row is deleted but not the last 
column is similar. If both the last row and column are deleted then the submatrix selected 
is a submatrix of Ak-2 and so its determinant is 0, 1 or -1. Finally, if neither the last row 
nor the last column is deleted then expanding the determinant by the last row we find it 
is equal to the determinant of the same submatrix with the last row and column deleted, 
i.e., a submatrix of Ak-2. Thus the determinant of the original submatrix is equal to 0, 1 
or -1 by assumption. Hence Ak is TU and hence by the principle of induction An is TU 
for all n E N, n :::: 3. The proof is completed by observing that (AI, I, _J)T is TU using 
Lemma 191. 0 
Note that there is no need to include n = 1 and n = 2 in this result since for these 
\"alues of n the corresponding Fibonacci inequality along with the upper and lower bounds 
on the individual variables already defines the convex hull of 0-1 solutions. 
Note that using 7I"q or 7I"c, in place of 7I"LP in the reformulation process of the last theorem, 
t he first formulation yields 7I"q = 7I"c, = 7I"LP = 7I"max since a clique inequality is used to do 
the rotation. However, for the second reformulation a cover inequality is used with g :::: 2 
and it is easy to see that using 7I"q and 7I"c, with this cover inequality yields I:i;14 F;x; + 
(Fn_3/2 k)x n _3+ (Fn - 4 + Fn _ 3 /2 k)xn_2 + (Fn_4 + Fn_3/2 k)xn :5 Fn- 2 -1+ Fn- 4 +2Fn_3/2 k 
after the kth additional reformulation. Thus Theorem 195 cannot be extended to include 
the use of 7I"q and 7I"C2. 
Corollary 196 (i) The Fibonacci inequality on n variables supports a face of its underlying 
0-1 knapsacl' polytope of dimension l n/2 J. (ii) Reformulating it as in Theorem 1 95 results 
in an incrEase in the dimension of the face supported by one at each step. 
Proof. (i) Clearly the result holds for n = 1 and n = 2. Assume that the result holds for 
Tl E {I, ... , k}. Suppose that x satisfies the Fibonacci inequality on k + I variables exactly. 
If Xk+l = 0 then Xl = ... = Xk = 1 since I:f=l F; = Fk+2 - I. Otherwise Xk+l = 1, Xk = 0 
and I:7~i F;x; = Fk+2 - 1 - Fk+l = Fk - 1. Thus (Xl, ... , xk-d satisfies the Fibonacci 
inequality on k - I variables exactly. It is possible to find l (k - I) /2 J affinely independent 
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points satisfying this condition since the result holds for n = k - 1. Clearly the point given 
by Xk+l = 0, Xl = ... = Xk = 1 is affinely independent of the points with Xk+l = 1. The 
result follows. 
(ii) From Corollary 186, when "LP was used in the reformulation of the Fibonacci in-
equality on n variables, it Was equal to "max for the short-sighted relaxation. We now show 
that it is equal to the value of "max that is obtained when including all the minimal cover 
inequalities found so far in (5.12). To see this observe that since 1I"LP is equal to the value 
of the smallest coefficient of a variable in the cover inequality involved, that variable, Xl 
say, has coefficient zero in the numerator and denominator of (5.10) in subsequent refor-
mulations. Thus subsequently in an optimal solution to the problem (5.10)-(5.14) in which 
(5.12) consists of cover inequalities we may fix Xl = 0 and retain an optimal value. Thus 
a cover inequality containing Xl is redundant in this problem. Since this applies for each 
previous cover inequality found, we need not take these constraints into account when solv-
ing (5.10)-(5.14), i.e., (5.12) may be deleted. (5.ll) can also be deleted since by (5.36) it is 
implied by (5.13). Thus "max for the short-sighted relaxation is equal to 1I"max with all rel-
evant constraints included. Hence the dimension of the face of the underlying 0-1 polytope 
supported by the Fibonacci inequality increases by at least one with each rotation. Since 
there are [n/21- 1 rotations, the face originally supported has dimension Ln/2J by (i) and 
a facet of the polytope has dimension n - 1, the dimension of the face must increase by one 
each time. o 
5.7.3 Using a smaller value of" than that calculated 
In practice there are sometimes advantages to be obtained from restricting the value of 11" 
used to something less than the value calculated using one of the described results. The 
following discussion of three factors motivating this owes much to similar remarks in [46). 
(a) The value of" calculated may have a fractional part. and since the GCD of the LHS 
coefficients of (5.9) will be equal to 1 if it has been expressed in its simplest terms, 
using this value of 11" will result in some non-integer LHS coefficients in the reformulated 
inequality. This can be overcome by multiplying the reformulated inequality by some 
positive integer so that the coefficients are all integers, but if the same ineq1lality 
is reformulated repeatedly this could lead to coefficients that are too large for the 
computer code to store accurately. Thus it may sometimes be best to reduce" to a 
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fraction with a smaller denominator or even to l1r J. Also, if a group-theoretic method 
is to be used to solve the reformulated integer programme then the purpose of using 
the constraint tightening techniques described in this chapter would be to reduce 
coefficients. In this case multiplying the reformulated inequality by some positive 
integer so that the coefficients become integers would normally be counter-productive, 
so using l1r J would generally be advisable.9 
(b) Since some of the valid inequalities appended to the formulation of a programme may 
be relatively ineffective it may help to speed up the process of solving the reformulated 
integer programme if the number of inequalities appended is limited. We may avoid 
appending inequalities by using constraints (5.9) that do not need to be appended 
to ensure that the revised programme is equivalent to the original programme. For 
example, (5.9) may be implied by some combination of the constraints in (5.12) and 
(5.14); since the revised formulation still contains these constraints (5.9) need not be 
appended. A commonly used alternative to this is when the inequality (5.9) is only 
known to be implied by (5.11). In this case, providing the amount of reformulation 
of (5.11) is not too large, (5.9) will still be implied by (5.15) and (5.9) need not be 
appended to ensure 0-1 equivalence. 
(c) Dietrich et al [46) often chose to further restrict the amount of reformulation so that the 
coefficients of (5.11), which were assumed to be positive when using their methods, 
remained positive after reformulation. This meant that further reformulation of this 
inequality could take place without having to replace any variables with their binary 
complement. Since in this chapter we do not assume (5.11) has positive coefficients 
we need not restrict 1r further with this aim in mind. 
Case (b) is now examined in more detail by proving the following result. 
Proposition 197 If (5.11) implies (5.9), and (5.15) and (5.9) satisfy C4, then (5.15) 
9 However, it is possible that multiplying the revised inequality by an integer will result in smaller 
coefficients overall than if 11'" is rounded down to the nearest integer. For example, if (5.11) is equal to 
150x6 + 99xs + 99x4 + 99x3 + 99x2 + Xt ::; 250 and (5.9) is equal to 3X6 + 2xs + 2X4 + 2X3 + 2X2 ::; 5 then 
1rmax = 99/2 and using this the revised version of (5.11) is 1~x6 + Il ::; 2~. By doubling this, the measure 
of size most. favoured in [17], namely L~=o aj I is equal to. 10 for the revised inequality, whereas reducing r. 
t.o 49 yields 3X6 + Xs + X4 + X3 + X2 + Xl ::; 5 which has L~=o OJ = 13. 
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implies {5.9} if and only if 
subject to 
". J ak . - ak 0 - 1 - " - ak . x . 
< . i...JJE k.J , ~JEJk.3 J 7r 7rimp = mm 
- l:jEG D:j - 9 -l:jEG D:jXj 
< L D:j - 9 - 1, 
jEG 
'" E {O,l}lJ,UGI. 
Proof. (5.15) implies (5.9) if and only if ('" E {O, 1}1J,UGI and l:jEG D:jXj ::: 9 + 1) implies 
l:jEJ, ak,jX j -" l:jEG D:jXj ::: ak,O - "g + 1, i.e., "(l:jEG D:jX j - 9) ::; l:jEJ, ak,j x j - ak,O - 1 
or equivalently, " ::; (l:jEJ. ak,jXj - ak,O - 1)/(l:jEG D:jXj - g). Thus we require 
subject to '" E {O,I}IJ,UGI and l:jEG D:jXj ::: 9 + 1. Substituting 1 - Xj for Xj this can be 
re-expressed as 
< 
. l:jEJ, ak.j - ak,O - 1 -l:jEJ. ak,jXj 
" mm =~~:.::....-=--;::;-==",:::=",:::......::. 
- l:jEG D:j - 9 - l:jEG QjX j 
subject to x E {O, 1}1J,UGI and l:jEGD:jXj::; l:jEGD:j - 9 - 1. The result follo\\'s. 0 
)lote that a lower bound on "imp can be obtained using Algorithm 5.1. Indeed, if the 
Q j are all equal to 1 this bound on "imp is tight and the calculation of it simplifies, as is 
demonstrated after the following definition. 
Definition 198 We say an inequality l:jEG D:jXj < 9 IS called attainable by (5.11) if 
max {l:jEG OjXj : (5.11) holds} ::: g. 
Corollary 199 When reducing {5.11} using a cover inequality {5.9} satisfying C4, where 
G ~ Jk, that is implied and attainable by {5.11}, and {5.11} and (5.15) satisfy C4, {5.9} is 
implied by (5.15) if and only if 
" ::; L ak,j - ak,O - 1 + L- ak,j, 
iES iEJk \G:ak,) <0 
,cheT'e'<; denotes the set of indices j of the 19 + 11 smallest ak.},j E G. 
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the coefficients ak,j, j E G, are ordered 
so that i < j implies that ak,i ~ ak,j and the set of their indices is {1, ... , IGI}. By 
Proposition 197, the upper bound on 7r given by 7rimp is equal to the value of 7r max obtained 
when reformulating LjEJk ak,jXj ::; LjEJk ak,j - ak,O - 1 using LjEGajXj ::; LjEG "'j -
9 and the short-sighted relaxation. Now (5.9) is a cover inequality so (5.36) reads as 
"IGI-g-I" " h' h b . L-j=1 ak,j + L-jEJk \G'Ok.;>O ak,j ::; L-jEJk ak,j - ak,O - 1, w IC can ere-arranged mto 
ak,O + 1 ::; LjEJk\G'Ok.;<O ak,j + L~~IIGI-g ak,j· This holds since (5.9) is implied by (5.11) 
and (5.11) satisfies C4. Similarly, (5.37) simplifies to give ak,O + 1 > LjEJk\G,ok,;<O ak,j + 
L~~IIGI-g+I ak,j, which holds since (5.9) is attainable by (5.11). Thus by Corollary 186, 
7rep = 7rmax = LjEJk\G'Ok.;<Oak,j + L~~IIGI-g ak,j - ak,O -1 and the result follows. 0 
Of course, the new formulation might not be tighter unless (5.9) is appended or is already 
implied by part of the formulation. However, as shown in [40] it is possible to use a cover 
inequality indirectly to tighten a formulation by reducing coefficients, without having to 
append the cover inequality to the formulation. The method for doing this is to relax the 
cover inequality LjEG Xj ::; 9 to LjEG Xj ::; 9 + 1 and reformulate (5.11), which is assumed 
to have positive coefficients in the usual way with this relaxed inequality and Corollary 162, 
except that r is also required to be less than 
min {(~ak'i - ak,o) (g+ 1)/(w-g - 1): wE {9+2, ... ,IGI}}. 
This result is now generalised to allow negative coefficients in (5.11) and a general inequality 
(5.9) instead of just a cover inequality. 
Proposition 200 Suppose that (5.11) implies (5.9), where (5.9) satisfies C4 and G ~ 
Jk. Then (5.11) may be reformulated using LjEG "'jXj ::; 9 + max{lajl : j E G} as in 
Theorem 161 to yield an inequality that is 0-1 equivalent to (5.11) and tighter without 
appending LjEG "'jXj ::; 9 + max{l"'jl : j E G} providing 
subject to 
x E 
~ "'j - 9 - max{lajl : j E G} - 1, 
jEG 
{O,l}Pkl. 
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Proof. First note that the inequality LjEG "'jXj ~ 9 + max{I"'jl : j E C} is implied 
by (5.1l). The inequality LjEG "'jXj ~ 9 + max{I"'jl : j E C} need not be appended 
following reformulation using Theorem 161 if all 0-1 solutions to (5.15) satisfy LjEG "'jXj ~ 
9 + max{I"'jl : j E C}. By a similar argument to part of the proof of the Proposition 197 
one can see that we require IT < IT, where IT, is defined above. Furthermore, notice that no 
0-1 solution to (5.15) can satisfy LjEG "'jXj E (g, 9 + max{I"'jl : j E C}] since otherwise, 
adding IT times LjEG "'jXj ~ 9 + max{I"'jl : j E C} to (5.15) we find it satisfies (5.1l), a 
contradiction since (5.9) is implied by (5.1l). Thus any'" E [O,I]lJkl that satisfies (5.15) 
satisfies LjEG "'jXj < 9 + max{I"'jl : j E C} and the result follows. o 
This proof is simpler than that given for the special case result in [40]. That it is a special 
case is now shown. 
Corollary 201 Suppose that (5.11) implies LjEG Xj ~ 9 where C ~ Jk. Then (5.11) may 
be reformulated using LjEG "'jXj ~ 9 + 1 as in Theorem 161 to yield an inequality that is 
0-1 equivalent to (5.11) and tighter without appending LjEG "'jXj ~ 9 + 1 providing 
r/(g+l) < min {( I: ak,j - akO+". a .) /(w - 9 -1): W E {g + 2, ... , ICI}} , 
. S ' ~JEJk\G;ak ,·<0 k,] ]E w ' 
where Sw is the set of indices of the w smallest ak,j, j E C. 
Proof. The multiple of the inequality subtracted using Corollary 162 is r/(g+1), so substi-
tuting the fact that (5.9) is a cover inequality into the previous proposition, the requirement 
on the extent of the reformulation becomes 
subject to LjEG Xj ~ ICI- 9 - 2 and", E {0,1}lJkl. Let y be related to '" by Yj = Xj if 
j E Jk \ C and Yj = 1 - Xj if j E G. Then, after eliminating'" and simplifying slightly, the 
problem reads 
subject to LjEGYj 2: 9 + 2 and y E {0,1}IGI. Suppose that LjEGYj = w, and Sw is 
defined as above. Then the minimum that this fraction can be is (LjESw Uk,j - ak,O + 
LjEJ.\G,"k,,<O ak,j)/(W - 9 - 1). The result follows. o 
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5.8 How should the results be applied? 
In an implementation of these results there are important choices to be made at each stage 
of the reformulation process. We must choose which inequality to rotate, which other in-
equality to rotate it with, and which relaxation of (5.12)-(5.14) to use when calculating IT. 
Less obviously, we may also be able to choose from one of a number of methods for per-
forming the calculations. In Subsection 5.7.1 some ways of relaxing some of the constraints 
(5.12)-(5.14) were considered. Some more efficient ways of performing certain sequences of 
tightenings are described in [46, 70, 119]). In this section we consider briefly the choice of 
(5.11) and (5.9). In the first subsection ways of determining if the new formulation will be 
tighter for positive values of IT are investigated, and in the second the effects of different 
choices are discussed. 
5.8.1 Determining when the new formulation is tighter 
One test that can be used to choose (5.11) and (5.9) is whether this pair of inequalities are 
such that the new formulation will be tighter providing IT > O. If we do not insist upon 
this being true we risk using up reformulation time obtaining a positive value of IT without 
tightening the formulation. First some relevant results from [50] are stated. 
In [50] the two theorems and two propositions that follow were proved for a 0-1 pro-
gramme. 
Theorem 202 [50, p. 175} If any solution:z: E [0, l]n satisfying (5.12) satisfies (5.3) then, 
replacing (5.11) by {5.16} results in a 0-1 equivalent and as-tight-as formulation. The 
new formulation is tighter than the original one if and only if (5.16) is a non-redundant 
constmint. 
Note that strictly we need to preface the statement of the 'if and only if' with the assumption 
that r > 0 for this result to hold, though this was not made explicit in [50]. 
Proposition 203 [50, p. 176} If {5.1I} is a non-redundant constraint and any solution 
:z: E [0,1]" satisfying (5.12) satisfies (5.3) then {5.16} is a non-redundant constraint. 
Theorem 204 [50, p. I7.J} Replacing {5.lI} by {5.24} results in a 0-1 equivalent and as-
tight-as formulation. The new formulation is tighter than the original one if and only if 
{5.24} is a non-redundant constraint. 
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As with the preceding theorem, strictly we require Uj > 0 for some j E C for this result 
to hold, though this was not made explicit in the statement of the result in [50]. 
Proposition 205 [50, p. 1741 If (5.11) is a non-redundant constraint then (5.24) IS a 
non-redundant constraint. 
Theorems 202 and 204 are now generalised in Theorem 206 and Corollary 207. 
Theorem 206 Consider the programme (5.1). Suppose that any x satisfying {Ci i E 
1\ {k}} satisfies Cj, that fk is a continuous function, and that {ti: i E 1\ {k} U {j}} are 
convex. Then (i): replacing Ck by (5.7) results in an equivalent formulation as tight as the 
original, (ii): If rr > 0 the new formulation is tighter than the original one if and only if 
(5.7) is a non-redundant inequality. 
Proof. (i): This follows easily from Theorem 153 since Cj is valid for the original pro-
gramme and can be removed after the reformulation since it is implied by {C, : i E 1\ {k}}. 
(ii): Necessity: Suppose that the new formulation is tighter than the original but that 
(5.7) is a redundant inequality. Then any solution to the original formulation satisfies 
{Ci : i E 1\ {k}} and therefore (5.7), and hence the new formulation. This contradicts the 
assumption that the new formulation is tighter. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that (5.7) is a non-redundant inequality. Then there is an x that 
satisfies {Ci : i El \ {k}} and violates (5.7). If" satisfies Ck the result follows. Therefore 
suppose that" violates Ck. Since rr in Theorem 153 is defined, there exists a point y 
satisfying Ck, {e; : i E 1\ {k}} and Cj strictly. Now consider the line segment joining 
" and y. Since /k is a continuous function on this line segment, with x violating Ck and 
y satisfying it, by the Intermediate Value Theorem (see, e.g., [31, p. 123]) there exists a 
Ak E [0,1) such that v = Ak" + (1 - Ak)Y satisfies Ck exactly. Since h is convex for all 
i E 1\ {k}, v also satisfies {Ci : i E 1\ {k}}. Since x satisfies {Ci : i E 1\ {k}} it satisfies Cj, 
and y satisfies Cj strictly. Therefore since fj is convex and Ak < 1, v satisfies Cj strictly. 
Thus since rr> 0, u violates (5.7). The result follows. 0 
Corollary 207 Replacing (5.11) by (5.23) results in a 0-1 equivalent and as-tight-as for-
mulation. Ifrr > 0 the new formulation is tighter than the original one if and only if (5.23) 
is a non-redundant inequality. 
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Proof. The first part holds by Theorem 164. Since the bounds on the individual variables 
are part of {Ci: i E 1\ {k}}, LjEG -QjUjXj <::: LjEG- -QjUj is satisfied by all solutions to 
{Ci : i El \ {k}}. The result follows by Theorem 206. 0 
The proofs of Theorem 206 and Corollary 207 are much simpler in nature than the 
proof of Theorem 204 given in [50]. However, the proof of Theorem 204 given in [50] has 
the advantage of constructing explicitly a point that is removed by the tightening, rather 
than merely showing that such a point exists. 
Note that r. > 0 implies that Uj > 0 for some j E G. Propositions 203 and 205 are now 
generalised in Proposition 208 and Corollary 209. 
Proposition 208 IfCk is a non-redundant inequality in the continuous relaxation of (5.1) 
and any solution to {Ci : i E I \ {k}} satisfies Cj then (5.7) is a non-redundant inequality 
in the programme obtained by replacing Ck in this relaxation of (5.1) by (5.7). 
Proof. Let x be a solution to {Ci : i E 1\ {k}}. Suppose that (5.7) is a redundant 
inequality in the new programme. Then:z: satisfies (5.7). By assumption x must satisfy Cj. 
Thus adding r. times Cj to (5.7) we find that :z: satisfies Ck. The result follows. 0 
The next result then follows trivially. 
Corollary 209 If (5.11) is a non-redundant inequality in the continuous relaxation of (5.2) 
then (5.23) is a non-redundant inequality in the programme obtained by replacing (5.11) in 
this relaxation of (5.2) by (5.23). 
Observe that Theorems 202, 204 and 206 and Corollary 207 involve the precise form of 
the reformulated inequality, which is not known until the auxiliary problem used to obtain 
7r max or a substituted quantity has been solved. In other words, whether or not the formu-
lation is successful in terms of improving tightness is discovered only in hindsight. However, 
along with the appropriate auxiliary result (Proposition 203, 205 or 208 or Corollary 209) 
they can be used to predict that the new formulation will be tighter given certain conditions 
hold. An encouraging aspect of these auxiliary results is that the sufficient condition will 
ver~' often hold. 
However, it is not hard to see that if an inequality Cj is such that, according to the 
results of Section 3, subtracting a non-negative multiple of it produces a new formulation 
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as tight as the original, that a necessary and sufficient condition for it to be tighter is that 
". > inf{h - fk(x))/(rj - h(x)) : {Ci : i E I} holds and fj(x) < rj}. (5.41) 
Thus the new formulation will be tighter for all ". > 0 if and only if this infimum is zero. 
Clearly if there exists a point that satisfies Ck exactly, G~· strictly and {Ci : i E 1\ {k}} the 
new formulation will be tighter for all ". > 0 since such a point yields a value of zero for this 
fraction. The converse does not hold for the more general mathematical programme (5.1), 
as the following example illustrates. 
Example 210 Suppose Ck is -X2 ::; 0, Cj IS -XI::; 0 and {Ci : i El \ {k}} is just the 
constraint xi - X2 ::; o. Then the RHS of (5.41) is equal to inf {X2/XI : XI > 0, xi - X2 ::; 
O} = inf{xi/xI : XI > O} = O. Observe that this value is not attained by any point in the 
set. 
However, in the case where all the inequalities involved are linear and the variables are 
bounded the converse does hold, as is now proved. 
Theorem 211 Suppose that f; is linear for all i E I, fj is linear and the variables in 
the problem are bounded. Then the new formulation obtained in Theorem 161 using". is 
tighter than the original formulation Jor all". > 0 if and only iJ there are points satisfying 
{Ci : i E I \ {k} }, Ck exactly and Cj strictly. 
Proof. Sufficiency: This follows from the remarks above. 
Necessity: Suppose that the new formulation is tighter than the original for all ". > O. 
Then the infimum in (5.41) is zero. 
Suppose first that there are no points satisfying {Ci : i E I} that satisfy C j exactly. 
Since the infimum is zero, there exists a point satisfying {Ci : i E I} that also satisfies Cj 
strictly. Therefore by the convexity of Ui : i E I} and the continuity of fj we may rule 
out the existence of points satisfying {Ci : i E I} and violating Cj, and hence Cj is strictly 
satisfied by all points satisfying {Ci : i El}. Thus the feasible region for the problem in 
(5.41) is closed, and since it is also bounded, and the fraction continuous on it, the minimum 
exists (see, e.g., [96, p. 110]) (and is equal to the infimum, zero). Any point attaining this 
minimum then satisfies {Ci: i El \ {k}}, Ck exactly and Cj strictly. 
Now suppose instead that there are points satisfying {Ci : i E I} that satisfy Gj exactly. 
Consider the feasible region F = {x : Ci holds for all i E I u {j}}. Since the yariables are 
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bounded and I is finite, F is a polytope and has only a finite number of extreme points. 
By the assumptions made in Theorem 153 if we are considering a value of 7r there must be 
points in F that satisfy Cj strictly. Thus, since F is bounded there are extreme points of 
F that satisfy Cj strictly (otherwise we obtain a contradiction since F is a poly to pe and 
so each point in it is a convex combination of extreme points (see, e.g., [166, p. 559))). 
Therefore the minimum value of rj - fj("') at any extreme point of F that satisfies Cj 
strictly exists, and is equal to m say. Similarly there are extreme points that satisfy Cj 
exactly. 
Suppose that the infimum is not attained. Define h(",) = (rk - !k(x))/(rj - fj("')) in 
the feasible region of (5.41). Then there exists a sequence of points {Xn}nEN in the feasible 
region for (5.41) such that limn-+oo h("'n) = O. Suppose that rj - fj(xn) < m for some 
n E N. Then "'n is not an extreme point but it is a finite convex combination of some 
extreme points of F since F is a polytope (see, e.g., [166, p. 559)), i.e., "'n = L~~l Aiei 
where the ei are distinct extreme points with Ai > 0 and L~~l Ai = 1. Now at least 
one of these ei must satisfy Cj exactly, and at least one must satisfy rj - fj(ei) ~ m, 
since otherwise we do not have 0 < rj - fj("'n) < m. Thus if we define E = {i E 
{l, ... ,I(k)}: ei satisfies Cj exactly} and 5 = {i E {l, ... ,I(k)}: eisatisfies Cj strictly} 
we may rewrite "'n as LiEE Aiei+ LiES Aiei· This in turn may be rewritten as Aee+ (1- A)e, 
where ee = LiEE Aie;/(LiEE Ai), e, = LiES Aie;/(LiES Ai) and A = LiEE Ai. Note that 
A E (0,1). Clearly e, is a convex combination of points satisfying Cj exactly so it satisfies 
Gj exactly since fj is linear, and {Ci : i E I} since fi is convex for all i El. Similarly, 
es satisfies {Ci : i E I} and rj - fj(e,) ~ m. Let 9(fl) = h(fle, + (1 - fl)ee). Since 
the numerator and denominator in h are linear functions, 9(fl) = (Cl' + flckl/(flCj) where 
Cj = rj - f;(e,) ~ m, a = rk- A(ee) ~ 0 and Ck = rk- A(es ) -a. Now, dg/dfl = -:-a/fl2cj, 
which is at most zero for fl ~ 1 - A > O. Thus g(l) ~ g(l - A) or, h(e,) ::; h("'n). 
Using this we define a new sequence as follows. For all n E IN, let Zn = "'n if r j - f; (xn) ~ 
m and Zn = e, otherwise (where e, is constructed as above). Then all points in the sequence 
{zn}nEN satisfy {Gi : i E I} and rj - fj(zn) ~ m. The combination of {Ci : i E I} and 
"j - fj (zn) ~ m defines a bounded region, so by the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem (see, 
e.g., [96, p. 101)) there is a convergent subsequence, {Zn.hEN with limk-+oo zn. = Z. Z 
is inside this region since it is closed. Since 0 ~ h(zn.) ~ h("'n.) -t 0 it is clear by the 
continuity in this region of h that h(z) = 0 and hence rk - A(z) = O. Since rj - fj(z) ~ m, 
Z satisfies {Ci : i E I \ {k} }, Ck exactly and Cj strictly. The resul t follows. o 
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Thus we may predict that the new formulation will be tighter if 11" > 0 before attempting 
to calculate an acceptable value for 11" by testing to see if the conditions in this theorem hold. 
Note that it can be determined whether or not there is a point satisfying the conditions 
of this theorem quite easily by solving a linear programme. Note also that with linear 
inequalities it is not the case that "if Ck is not redundant to the Lp·relaxation of the 
original programme then the new formulation obtained using Theorem 161 is tighter for 
all 11" > 0". This is because whilst it is easily shown that there exists a point satisfying 
{Ci : i E 1\ {k}} and C k exactly, there might not be one that also satisfies Cj strictly. An 
example is now given. 
Example 212 Suppose that Ck is 9x, + 6X2 + 6X3 ::; 10, {Ci : i El \ {k}} = {x, ::; 0, '" E 
[0,1j3}, and Cj is the valid inequality 8x, + 6X2 + 6X3 ::; 10. Clearly Ck is not redundant. 
Using the short-sighted relaxation and Theorem 161, 11"max = 1/2 and with this value for 11", 
Cl, is 5x, + 3X2 + 3X3 ::; 5. Note that whether or not Cj is appended makes no difference to 
the LP-relaxation since it is implied by Cl,. Indeed, the LP-relaxation is completely unchanged 
by the reformulation since after scaling Ck by 1/2 the only coefficient that has changed is 
that of x" which is fixed to zero by {Ci: i E 1\ {k}}. 
5.8.2 The effects of different choices and taking the objective function 
into account 
We begin by considering the effect of performing reformulations in different orders and show 
graphically that our choice can affect the final formulation of the problem significantly. It 
is already known (see, e.g., [120, p. 263]) that the order in which the coefficients in an 
inequality are lifted can affect the values of the coefficients in the final form of the inequality. 
Since our method includes lifting as a special case it is not surprising that the reformulations 
it achieves are also affected, in general, by the order in which it is applied to the inequalities. 
Consider the following example defined by the feasible region in Figure 5.7. For this example 
one way to achieve the best result, namely the convex hull, is to reformulate each inequality 
in the programme in turn as (5.1l) using the inequality Ox, + OX2 ~ I as (5.9). This 
inequality is clearly redundant and so need not be appended to the model. It is interesting 
to note that a redundant inequality should be so useful in this instance. However, in general 
we will not be able to visualise the model and thereby determine good choices relatively 
easily for which inequality to rotate using which other inequality. 
Given a choice of (5.1l), the other inequalities in the model are ob"ious candidates to 
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Figure 5.7: The original formulation. 
try as (5.9). Consider Figure 5.7 again. By rotating inequality A using B, then Busing C, 
C using D and finally D using A, we obtain the feasible region in Figure 5.8. However, if we 
2 
1 
o L---+---~----Xl 
o 1 2 
Figure 5.8: A feasible region (shaded) that cannot be made tighter by changing an individual 
inequality using one of the others. 
perform these operations in the opposite order, rotating D using A, C using D, Busing C 
and A using B, we obtain the rather different feasible region in Figure 5.9. Which of these 
is best in terms of the integrality gap depends upon the objective function since neither 
feasible region is a subset of the other. Nemhauser and Vance take the objective function 
into account when lifting cover inequalities in (119), as do Gu, Nemhauser and Savelsbergh 
in [70]. They do this by considering the current solution to the LP-relaxation of the problem 
and trying to lift cover inequalities so that they are violated by as much as possible by the 
current Lp-solution. Other approaches include lifting the variables in increasing order of 
reduced costs (see, e.g., [74, pp. 128-129]). Clearly it would be beneficial to adopt analogous 
approaches when rotating inequalities using Theorem 161 providing they can be performed 
sufficiently quickly. However, as witnessed by the example in Figure 5.7, even if it has 
been decided which inequalities to reformulate using which others, in general it will be very 
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Figure 5.9: One possible reformulation. 
difficult to determine the best order of a sequence of reformulations. As witness to this, when 
lifting a minimal cover inequality it is NP-hard to identify a sequence of lifting operations 
that lead to a lifted cover inequality that is violated most by the current Lp-solution [71). 
In the implementations of tightening techniques described in the literature, (see, e.g., 
[46)), (5.9) is often chosen to be a cover inequality implied by (5.11). The main approach in 
[70) is to do likewise, and to sometimes include some generalised upper bound constraints in 
(5.12). Escudero et al in [49, p. 118, item 10) suggest reformulating constraints (5.11) that 
are satisfied at equality by the current LP solution, using a constraint (5.9) that is satisfied 
strictly. It is easy to see that the current LP-solution violates the revised formulation if 
IT > O. Amongst those inequalities satisfied strictly that appear likely to result in IT > 0, 
one could perhaps choose the inequality for which the Euclidean distance between the LP-
optimum and the hyperplane corresponding to the inequality is maximised. Note that using 
another inequality satisfied at equality by the current LP solution as (5.9) alongside (5.11) 
is completely ineffective at eliminating the current LP-solution. Using Theorem 161 in this 
way can be seen as a heuristic approach to tackling the problem of separating the current 
LP-solution from the feasible region (and thus solving a particular case of the separation 
problem) without appending a new inequality. As shown in [46], constraints that can be 
particularly useful as (5.9) include {VU B) variable upper bound constraints and capacity 
expansion constraints that have all their variables in (5.11). 
Some conclusions and ideas for further research related to this chapter are included in 
Chapter 7. In the next chapter a new system of rules is developed for reformulation, within 
which the reformulation techniques already described in this thesis can be incorporated. 
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Chapter 6 
On reformulating 0-1 inequalities 
using transformations to and from 
related inequalities 
To iterate is human, to recurse divine. Unknown 
6.1 Introduction 
Solution times for integer programmes using the branch-and-bound solution method [101] 
can often be speeded up considerably by replacing individual 0-1 inequalities with equi-
valent inequalities that have minimal or much reduced coefficients (see [1.57] and recall 
Chapter 2). Existing techniques for reducing coefficient size include attempting to obtain 
inequalities with minimal coefficients using exact approaches [17], or heuristic approaches 
as in Chapter 2. On problems with coefficients generated randomly using a natural scheme 
these techniques generally reduce solution times if there are inequalities possessing up to 
about 12 variables (recall Chapter 2). In practice the matrix of coefficients is not generated 
randomly and often constraints with much more than 12 variables can have their coeffi-
cients reduced with ensuing computational benefits. Even with large real-world problems 
the matrix of coefficients in the corresponding programme is generally sparse enough that 
there are some constraints with very few non-zero coefficients, so coefficient reduction can 
often be effective. 
Another approach to reformulation is that of tightening the formulation, that is, reducing 
the LP-feasible region of the problem to a subset of its original form. This is done by 
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appending inequalities to the formulation, changing inequalities or both. Several techniques 
of this kind exist (see, e.g., [33, 46, 74, 140] and Chapter 5) and such techniques have been 
shown to be very effective on some benchmark problems. 
The approach considered here differs from those above in that the reformulation is not 
applied directly to the original inequality. Instead the original inequality is transformed 
into a related, but generally inequivalent, inequality by a sequence of transformations (each 
of which is a member of a particular set of six), reformulated by various existing techniques, 
and then transformed back to a reformulated inequality that is equivalent to the original 
inequality using transformations that are (near)-inverses to those already applied. 
The six transformations are introduced and the problem of choosing which transforma-
tion to apply is analysed, leading to the development of some systems of rules concerning 
their application. Even without any reformulation techniques being applied between the 
transformations and their (near)-inverses, using any of these systems represents an effect-
ive reformulation technique as is shown by empirically obtained results. One system in 
particular, named Dualfix, is effective yet very fast (requiring O(n) time on an n-variable 
inequality after sorting the coefficients). It is shown that Dualfix can be restricted to pro-
duce the myopic reductions of [33] as a special case, or used to produce minimal inequalities 
along with proof of minimality for a large proportion of 0-1 inequalities on a "small" num-
ber of variables. Extensions of the Dualfix system named Selfdualfix and Selfdualfix+Rc 
also have considerable merits. 
Then we examine the effect on speed and effectiveness of applying existing reformula-
tion techniques between the transformations within the systems described rather than in 
isolation. It is shown that the use of these systems in this way can enhance the effectiveness 
and the efficiency of some of these constraint-changing techniques. The techniques studied 
are Euclidean reduction [74], one of Bradley et at [17] and those of Chapters 2 and 5. 
Finally, the scope for reformulating with Dualfix. without applying any established 
reformulation techniques between the transformations. is compared with the scope for ap-
plying other reformulation techniques by considering the probability that each technique 
can achieve a reformulation on inequalities generated randomly using a particular natural 
scheme. Some ideas for further research are suggested in Chapter 7. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2 some background is given 
on the constraints that we aim to reformulate along with some definitions and a general 
discussion about t.he transformations. In Section 3 the elementary transformations and 
their (near)-inverses are defined. It is shown under what conditions they may be applied 
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and "undone" to produce an inequality equivalent to the original, and some justification 
is given for particular definitions whenever there is room for choice in making them. The 
transformations are combined using a series of rules into systems and some justification 
is given for these rules. In Section 4 the effectiveness of each system is demonstrated 
empirically. It is also shown that a restricted version of the Dualfix system can produce the 
myopic reductions introduced in [33] and that the systems produce minimum inequalities 
providing a certain condition, which is easily checked, is satisfied. In Section 5 the effect of 
applying coefficient size reduction techniques within the systems is examined. In Section 6 
the effect of applying techniques that aim to tighten an inequality (with the aid of clique, 
cover and other constraints) within the systems is examined. Finally, in Section 7 the 
scope for applying Dualfix to 0-1 inequalities on any number of variables is compared 
probabilistically with that for applying the established reformulation techniques described. 
6.2 Background 
We write N for {I, 2, ... , n}, No for Nu {O} and N S for N \ S. When 5 = {j} we write 
Ni for N S . We consider 0-1 inequalities that are initially in the following form: 
L O;X; ~ 00, X; E {O, I} for all i E N, 
iEN 
where the following conditions are satisfied: 
Cl o;?: 0 for all i END; 
C2 L;EN 0; > 00; 
C3 0; ~ 00 for all i EN; 
C4 If i,j EN with i < j then 0; ?: OJ; 
C5 If '" violates (6.1) then L;EN O;X; ?: 00 + 1. 
(6.1) 
We now justify these assumptions. Cl can be assumed since if 0; < 0 we can replace X; 
by 1 - X; .and re-arrange the inequality into the required form, and if 00 is then negative 
the problem is infeasible. It is desirable to assume Cl since it simplifies the calculations 
required by most reformulation techniques that focus on individual inequalities. Given Cl 
we can assume C2, since otherwise the inequality is redundant and can be eliminated from 
the programme, and C3 since otherwise X; can be fixed at zero and eliminated from the 
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programme. Pre-processing to remove redundant inequalities and fix variables is common 
practice in commercial branch-and-bound codes since computational benefits generally res-
ult from it when solving the programme subsequently, so C2 and C3 can usually be assumed 
without incurring additional calculations. C4 can also be assumed readily since if it is not 
satisfied the variables can be quickly relabelled so that it holds whilst processing this in-
equality. Furthermore, C4 is also assumed when using reformulation techniques such as 
those in [17] and when searching for cliques and covers (to aid the reformulation process) 
using, e.g., the techniques in [42], so there are also other advantages to assuming it. C5 
is assumed in [17] too, and it enables one to sensibly consider the idea of minimal-sized 
coefficients since along with Cl and C2 it prevents them from being arbitrarily small when 
re-expressing an inequality. Note that given Clone can speedily ensure that C5 holds by 
multiplying the entire inequality by a positive integer that makes the coefficients integral. 
(This is normally possible since the integer programme will normally be solved using a 
computer code that stores the coefficients as rational numbers.) 
When it simplifies the exposition to do so, instead of C4 we assume 
C4 If i,j EN with i < j then ai ::; aj' 
Often we simply assume that an inequality is of the form 
L aixi ::; aa, Xi E {a, I}, i EN, 
iEN 
where Cl and C5 are satisfied, in which case we say that it is in standard form. 
(6.2) 
It is important that a reformulation is not so radical that the revised formulation has no 
useful bearing on the original problem. This can be prevented from occurring by making 
the inequalities of the revised programme equivalent to those of the original programme in 
the following sense. 
Definition 213 [46} Two sets of inequalities Ax ::; band A'x ::; b' are called equivalent 
when the sets of feasible solutions to each are the same. lVith sets of 0-/ inequalities we 
may then say they are 0-1 equivalent. 
In this chapter we will often be concerned with whether or not a pair of individual 
inequalities are 0-1 equivalent and we write I == J if inequality I is 0-1 equivalent to 
inequality J. The following concept is also important when reformulating 0-1 inequalities. 
Definition 214 {46} LiEN aixi ::; ao is as tight as LiEN biXi ::; bo whenever {x E [0, l]n : 
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LiENaiXi ~ ao} ~ {x E [0, l]n: LiENbiXi ~ bo} and tighter whenever the containment is 
strict. 
The following relation between inequalities, defined in [17] with the additional assump-
tion of C4, is important for three of our transformations. 
Definition 215 Given a 0-1 inequality LiEN aiXi ~ ao satisfying C5 and ai :::: 0 for all 
i EN, its dual inequality is 
L aixi ~ L ai - (ao + 1). (6.3) 
iEN iEN 
Let the superscript· placed against a quantity denote the value of the quantity for the 
dual inequality. For example, aD = LiEN ai - (ao + 1). Two of the transformations involving 
the notion of duality also involve the next concept. 
Definition 216 {17} An inequality is called normal if it is equal to its dual inequality. 
The following concepts are important when seeking coefficient size reduction. 
Definition 217 We say that the inequality 
~ b·x < bo L..J t l_ 
iEN 
(6.4) 
is smaller than (6.1) if bi ~ ai for all i E No and there is at least one i E No such that 
bi < ai· 
This induces a partial ordering on 0-1 inequalities, in which context the following defin-
itions arise naturally. 
Definition 218 The inequality I in standard form is a minimal inequality on n variables 
if there is no inequality in standard form equivalent to, but smaller than, I. 
Definition 219 An inequality I in standard form LiEN aixi ~ ao is a minimum inequality 
if all inequalities (6.4) in standard form that are equivalent to I also satisfy bi :::: ai, for all 
i E No. 
Given an inequality in standard form, there always exists a minimal inequality equivalent 
to it. The same is not true for minimum inequalities, though computational experiments 
suggest that there is a minimum equivalent inequality for all but a ,·ery small proportion 
of inequalities (recall Chapter 3). The following case of an inequality with no minimum 
equivalent inequality is based on an inequality mentioned in [17]. 
Example 220 Let 1 be the inequality 
1 is minimal' but it is 0-1 equivalent to 9x,+7x2+6x3+7x4+5xs+5x6+3x7+2xs+2xg ::; 12 
so any equivalent minimum inequality (6.4) would have b3 , b4 ::; 6. It can be shown that such 
an inequality would have bo :::: 12 (see [17, p. 275)} so it could not be equivalent to I since '" 
specified by X3 = X4 = 1, Xi = 0 otherwise, would satisfy this inequality but not I. Therefore 
there is no minimum inequality equivalent to I. 
Note that a minimum inequality is also a minimal inequality, and is unique. 
Definition 221 The (knapsack) inequality (6.1) is called light if ao < ao, heavy if 00> 0 0 
and middling if 00 = 00. 
Light and middling inequalities are preferred to heavy ones when applying the transforma-
tions in this chapter, and when using the reformulation techniques described in [46] based 
on cliques and covers implied by (6.1). 
Definition 222 Given an inequality I satisfying Cl, let 0 be the set of inequalities equi-
valent to it, T a transformation that maps inequalities to inequalities and T = T(O). 
For one of the transformations, T, that we consider, a corresponding transformation 
v : T -+ 0 is constructed so that VT and TV represent the identity transformations 10 and 
1 T on 0 and T respectively, so that V is a true inverse of T. (Note that the transformations 
are applied right-to-left.) This is also true of two other transformations under the conditions 
in which they are normally applied, but for the other transformations only TV = 1T holds, 
which is the less important of the two. Nevertheless, in each case for convenience we write 
T-' for V at the cost of some abuse of notation. In this chapter T will be one of six 
transformations, mapping an inequality to either 
(i) its dual, 
(ii) an inequality with one fewer variable, or 
1 According to [17} it minimises n2 bo + LiEN i 2 bi and so in the t.erminology of Chapter 3, it. is positively 
miliimising. Hence, as remarked in Chapter 3, it is minimal. 
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(iii) an inequality with one more variable. 
The aim of applying these transformations is to reduce the number of variables in an 
inequality because inequalities with fewer variables are generally easier to reformulate. (The 
transformation of type (i) is used only when it makes further transformations of type (ii) 
more likely. The transformation of type (iii) is used only when no transformation of types (i) 
or (ii) is possible and it enables at least two applications of transformations of Type (ii).) 
The reformulations achieved using these transformations follow up to three phases. In 
the first a sequence of transformations is applied and in the second (possibly vacuous) 
phase a reformulation technique is applied. In the third the sequence of transformations 
is "undone" using T- t transformations corresponding to those T transformations applied 
in the first phase, but applied in reverse order. Thus the archetypal reformulation would 
appear as 
for some k E IN! and Tt, ... , Tb where R represents an existing reformulation technique. 
When R has no effect on inequalities satisfying C2 we call the approach a two-phase ap-
proach, otherwise we refer to it as a three-phase approach. 
To be more precise about R, in the sequel it is assumed that R is independent and Cl-
and C5-preserving, where these concepts are now defined. 
Definition 223 A reformulation R of an inequality I is said to be independent if R( J) == I. 
We say R preserves Cl (C5) if R(I) satisfies Cl (C5) whenever I does. 
Thus when R is applied to an inequality in standard form it results in an equivalent 
inequality in standard form. 
We use the term "independent" to emphasise that the reformulation is valid regardless 
of the nature of the remainder of the programme. Some reformulation techniques change 
individual constraints but in a best possible revision using them the equivalence of the new 
and revised formulation may be contingent on the presence of certain other constraints in 
the formulation, in which case they are not independent. (In, e.g., [46] the other constraints 
required are clique and cover inequalities.) Thus, whilst such techniques are not excluded 
from our consideration they sometimes need to be applied to a diminished extent in order 
to ensure they result in independent reformulations. (See Subsection 5.7.3.) 
The transformation techniques are now described in more detail. 
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6.3 The transformations 
First the transformation of type (i) is described. 
Definition 224 The map D : 0 -+ T is defined on all inequalities I in standard form 
LiEN aixi :::: aD satisfying C2. It is given by D : I H LiEN aixi :::: LiEN ai - ao - 1. 
It is shown subsequently in Lemma 235 that D preserves Cl and C5, and D preserves C2 
since Cl holds, so D may be applied to D(I). It is easy to see that the original inequality 
is dual to the dual inequality, so D is the true inverse of D. As remarked in [17), two 
inequalities are equivalent if and only if their duals are equivalent (see, e.g., Chapter 3, 
Claim 54 for a proof). Thus DRD(I) == I for all inequalities I for which D can be applied 
(i.e., those satisfying Cl, C2 and C5) since R is C1- and C5-preserving. Applying D and 
then "undoing" it using D achieves nothing at all so an example illustrating its use is 
postponed until the next transformation has been introduced and can be used. 
The transformations of type (ii) are now described. As stated earlier, if aj > aD In 
the original form of a 0-1 inequality satisfying Cl the variable x j could be fixed to zero 
and removed from the entire programme. However, by assuming C3 we assume that such 
elementary pre-processing has taken place, leaving no scope for such reformulations on the 
original inequality. Nevertheless, further fixing (albeit temporary) is possible, as sometimes 
aj > aD on the dual inequality. (This condition is equivalent to aj > LiEN ai - (aD + 1) on 
the original inequality (6.1), and this is sometimes satisfied). This fixing operation is now 
defined. 
Definition 225 The map Gj : 0 -+ T, is defined on all inequalities I of the form LiEN aiXi :::: 
aD satisfying Cl and aj > aD. It is given by 
Gj : I H L aixi :::: aD· 
iENj 
Applying G j is called greater-fixing j since it amounts to fixing x j (to zero) and it requires 
aj > aD. Gj has a (near)-inverse, which we denote by G j - l , given by G j - l : T -+ 0 where 
Gj-l : LiEN] aiXi :::: aD H (aD + l)Xj + LiEN) aixi :::: aD· 
Gj-l is not a true inverse of G j since, in general, Gj-IGj(I) '" I. However, the follow-
ing result holds, showing the conditions under which Gj - l can be applied to produce an 
inequality equivalent to the original. 
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Proposition 226 Suppose that G j can be applied to an inequality I for some j EN. Then 
Gj-I RGj(I) == I. 
Proof. This is proved subsequently as Corollary 241 to Theorem 240. o 
Example 227 Given the inequality7xI +6X2+X3+X4::; 9 satisfying Cl-C4 we can apply 
D to obtain 7xI +6X2+X3+X4::; 5. Greater-fixing is now possible on the inequality; indeed 
we can apply G I followed by G2 to obtain X3+X4 ::; 5. This is redundant and Proposition 226 
places no additional restrictions on R, so in an attempt to minimise coefficient size we may 
replace it by 0::; O. Applying G2- 1 and then GI - I we obtain XI +X2::; 0, and then undoing 
D by applying D we obtain x I + X2 ::; 1 which is clearly the minimum inequality equivalent 
to the original. 
Now lesser-fixing is defined. This can sometimes be applied when a coefficient is not 
big enough for greater-fixing and unlike greater-fixing it can sometimes be applied to the 
original inequality. 
Definition 228 Suppose that n ~ 2, j < n. The map Lj : 0 -) T is defined on all 
inequalities, I of the form L;EN a;x; ::; aD satisfying Cl, C4 and aD - an < aj ::; aD. It is 
given by 
Lj : Io-t L a;x; ::; aD· 
iENi 
Applying Lj is called lesser-fixing j since it amounts to fixing Xj (to zero) and it requires 
aj ::; ao. Lj has a (near)-inverse, which we denote by Lj-I, given by Lj-I : T -) 0 where 
Lj-I : L;ENj a;x; ::; aD o-t (aD + 1 - min{ak : k E Nj})Xj + L;ENj a;x;::; ao· 
As with greater-fixing, Lj-I is not a true inverse of Lj since, in general, Lj-I Lj(I) f= I, 
but we have the following result. 
Proposition 229 Suppose that Lj can be applied to I for some j EN. If RLj(I) satisfies 
C6 a; ~ 1 for all i E Ni. 
then Lj-I RLj(I) == I. 
Proof. This is proved as Corollary 242 to Theorem 240. o 
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Example 230 Consider the inequality 9xI + 7X2 + 3X3 + 3x. :5 9 satisfying Cl-Cl. Using 
LI followed by L2 we obtain 3x3+3x. :5 9. This inequality is redundant, so when minimising 
coefficients subject to satisfying C6 we re-express it as X3 + x. :5 2. Reinstating X2 and XI 
using L2 -I and then LI -I we obtain the minimum inequality 2xI + 2X2 + x3 + x. :5 2. 
The third form of fixing we consider is called minor-fixing. 
Definition 231 Suppose that n :::: 3. If j < n - 1 EN. The map Mj : 0 -t T is defined on 
all inequalities I of the form LiEN aixi :5 aD satisfying Cl, C4 and aD -an_1 < aj :5 aD-an' 
It is given by 
Mj : I >-+ L: aiXi :5 aD· 
iENJ 
Applying Mj is called minor-fixing j since it amounts to fixing Xj (to zero) and it requires 
aj to be even smaller than is required for lesser-fixing. When Mj is applied, define I (j) 
to be the index of the variable ranked lowest according to the size of its coefficient. Mj 
has a (near)-inverse, which we denote by Mj-I, given by Mj- I : T -t 0 where Mj-I : 
LiENi aixi :5 00>-+ (00 + 1 - mini ak : k E N{I(j),i}} )Xj + LiEN} aixi :5 aD· 
Again Mj-I is not a true inverse for Mj since, in general, Mj-I Mj(I) # T, but the following 
result shows the conditions under which it may be applied following Mj and R to produce 
an inequality equivalent to I. 
Proposition 232 Suppose that Mj can be applied to I for some j E' N. Tf RMj (I) satisfies 
C7 ai :::: al(j) + 1 for all i E NI(j) 
Proof. Again this result follows on from Theorem 240 (as Corollary 243). o 
An example illustrating the use of minor-fixing is postponed until after the next two 
transformations have been described. 
For most inequalities satisfying C~ and C2 that have been randomly generated in a 
natural way (such as that described in Chapter 2) with n large, fixing with G, L or M 
will only be possible if the inequality is sufficiently light.2 By applying D whenever an 
2For smaU n it is often possible to fix a variable even if the inequality is heavy - consider. e.g., 7Xl + 
5X2 + 2X3 ~ 7. 
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inequality is heavy we may expand the opportunity for fixing to those inequalities that 
were originally sufficiently heavy. However, these fixings will not be possible on inequalities 
that are not sufficiently light or heavy and this becomes the most common outcome as n 
increases. This lack of scope for fixing can be remedied to SOme extent by using our last 
two transformations. The first of these is another of type (ii). 
Definition 233 The map Ni : 0 -+ T is defined on all inequalities I in standard form 
LiEN aiXi ::: ao satisfying CB that are normal. It is given by 
Ni : I >-t L: aiXi :::; 00 - aj. 
iENj 
Applying Ni is called normal-fixing j since it amounts to fixing Xi (to one) and it is applied 
only to normal inequalities. 
Note that applying Ni results in a light inequality if ai > O. Since I is normal the same 
result can be achieved by fixing Xi = 0 to produce a heavy inequality, and then applying 
D. (D can be applied after fixing Xi = 0 since Cl, C3 and C5 hold when N is applied.) 
However, as we prefer light inequalities to heavy inequalities we would always wish to apply 
D following fixing Xi = 0, so directly fixing Xi = 1 saves a transformation. Nevertheless, 
it is helpful in parts of the sequel to bear in mind this indirect way of achieving the same 
result as Ni. 
The final transformation used was described in [17) and is of type (iii). It is related to 
normal-fixing. 
Definition 234 [I7l Given an inequality I in standard form LiEN aixi ::: 00 satisfying C2, 
the inequality 
asxs + L aiXi ~ max{ao,ao}, 
iEN 
where as = loo - 001 and s rf. N, is called the self-dualised form of I and denoted by I'd. 
C2 is not assumed in the definition of self-dualising in [17], but in this chapter we only 
produce I'd from I when C2 holds. [n this chapter this self-dualising transformation from 
I to I'd is referred to as Sj when s = j. It is easy to see that I'd is not only self-dual but 
also normal. When Si is restricted to inequalities that are light or middling, Nj and Sj are 
true inverses, but NjSj(I) # I if I is heavy. [n the sequel, when not being specific about 
which variable a transformation of types (ii) or (iii) is based upon we omit the subscript j. 
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Results similar to Propositions 226, 229 and 232 hold with Nj and Sj, but first a lemma is 
needed. 
Lemma 235 If an inequality I is in standard form with integral coefficients and RHS then 
after applying any of {D, G, L, M, N, S} it is still in standard form with integral coefficients 
and RHS. 
Proof. Clearly the transformations preserve the integrality of the coefficients and RHS. 
Suppose that I is in the standard form L.iEN aixi $ ao. Suppose that D can be applied 
and that", violates D(J). Then L.iENaiXi > L.iENai - ao - 1. Therefore L.iENaiXi < 
ao + 1. Now, x cannot violate I since it satisfies C5. Therefore L.iENaiXi $ aa, and hence 
L.iEN aiXi :0: L.iEN ai - ao· Note that D(J") satisfies Cl by Cl, C2 and C5. The result for 
D follows. 
Since G, L and M simply fix a variable to zero under certain different conditions, let 
Fi represent fixing Xi = 0 under any conditions. Then Fj(I) is equal to L.iEN] aiXi $ ao· 
Suppose that x E {O,l}n-l violates this inequality. Then the augmented point (0, x) 
violates I (by at least one since I satisfies C5). Hence x violates Fj(I) by at least one. 
Clearly Fi(I) satisfies Cl and the result follows for G, Land M. The result for N now 
follows immediately since Nj(l) = DFi(J). (D can be applied after Pj by the remarks 
following Definition 233.) 
Sj(I) is equal to lao-aolxi+ L.iEN aixi $ max{ aa, ao}. Suppose that (xi, x) E {O, 1 }n+l 
violates this inequality. If Xj = 1 then x violates L.iEN aixi $ min{ ao, oo} which is either 
·1 or its dual. By the part of this lemma concerning D, x must violate this inequality by at 
least one, and hence (Xj, x) violates Sj(J) by at least one. The proof for Xj = O·is similar. 
Clearly Cl holds for Sj(I). Hence the result holds for S. 0 
Along with the next lemma, this shows that an inequality in standard form with integral 
coefficients remains in standard form with integral coefficients throughout the reformulation 
process if R preserves integrality. 
Lemma 236 If an inequality I is in standard form with integral coefficients and RHS then 
after applying the (near)-inverse of any T E {D, G, L, M, N, S} in the final phase of the re-
formulation, with a transformation represented by R (an independent reformulation) having 
followed T, it is still in stallda1Yi form with integral coefficients and RHS. 
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Proof. Clearly the inverse transformations preserve integrality of the coefficients and RHS. 
Since D is the inverse of D, we have already dealt with the inverse of D in Lemma 235. N 
has a left-inverse in Sand S can be reversed by applying N if originally the inequality was 
light, and DN if it was originally heavy. Thus using Lemma 235, only the (near)-inverses of 
G, L and M need be considered now. Clearly C5 holds after applying the (near)-inverses of 
G, L and M since the new coefficient is clearly integral. Cl holds for Gj-l(!) since Cl holds 
for I. When applying Lj- l the new coefficient is equal to bo+ 1- min{bk : k E Nj}, where 
b is the vector of coefficients and the RHS. Since the application of Lj originally resulted 
in an inequality in which an ::; OJ ::; 00 and equivalence has been preserved by R, we have 
min{bk : k E Nj} ::; bn ::; boo Thus bo+l-min{bk : k E Nj} ~ 1 and Cl holds after applying 
Lj-l. When applying Mj-l the new coefficient is equal to bo + 1 - min{bk : k E N{j,I{j)}}. 
Since applying Mj originally resulted in an inequality equivalent to this inequality in which 
an-I::; OJ ::; 00 and l(j) = n, we have min{bk : k E N{j,l(j)}} ::; bn_ l ::; bo and hence 
bo+ 1- min{bk : k E N{j,I{j)}} 2: 1. Thus Cl holds after applying Mj-l. The result follows. 
o 
Proposition 237 Suppose that N j can be applied to I for some j E N. Then SjRNj(!) = 
I. 
Proof. This is proved as Corollary 244 to Theorem 240. o 
Proposition 238 Suppose that an inequality I in standard form LiEN aixi ::; 00 satisfies 
C2, 00::; 00 and that R preserves normality. If j if. N then NjRSj(!) = I. 
Proof. Since I is in standard form and satisfies C2 we may apply Sj to it. Since 00 ::; ao, 
Sj(I) is equal to ajxj + LiEN aixi ::; 00' By Lemma 235 this satisfies Cl and C5 and it 
satisfies C2 since Oj 2: O. Oj = aD - 00 ::; a o since Cl holds for I, so Sj(I) also satisfies C3. 
Thus RSj(I), which is equal to bjxj + LiEN biXi ::; bo say, satisfies C1-C3 and C5 and is 
normal by our assumptions about R. Therefore we may apply Nj to it. NjRSj (I) is equal 
to LiEN biXi ::; bo - bj. Let x E {o,l}n. Clearly x satisfies I if and only if the augmented 
point (1, x) satisfies Sj(!) if and only if (1, x) satisfies RSj(I) (since R is an independent 
reformulation) if and only if x satisfies NjRSj(I). The result follows. o 
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To apply the transformation 5j might seem contrary to the stated aim of simplifying an 
inequality by reducing the number of variables in it. However, clearly Nk may always be 
applied for any kEN U {j} immediately after applying 5j, so the increase in the number of 
variables in the inequality can be immediately counteracted. Furthermore, greater-, lesser-
or minor-fixing may then be possible since the new RHS is equal to 00 + a. - ak if the 
inequality is originally light, which will be much less than ao if as is much smaller than ak. 
The following example illustrates the use of M, Nand 5. 
Example 239 Given the inequality 9xI + 8X2 + 6X3 + 5X4 + 5xs ~ 15 we can apply 56 
to obtain 9xI + 8X2 + 6X3 + .Sx. + .Sxs + 2X6 $ 17 follou'ed by NI to obtain 8X2 + 6X3 + 
5X4 + 5xs + 2X6 ~ 8. Then applying L2 we obtain 6X3 + 5x. + 5xs + 2X6 ~ 8. Next we 
may apply M3 to obtain 5x. + .Sxs + 2X6 ~ 8 and then D to obtain 5x. + .5xs + 2X6 ~ 3. 
Finally the application of G. and Gs yields 2X6 $ 3 which is redundant. Since lesser-fixing 
has been applied, by Proposition 229 we cannot reduce the coefficient and RHS beyond those 
in X6 ~ 1. Applying DG.- IG5 - 1 then gives 2x. + 2xs + X6 ~ 3. This satisfies C7 so by 
Proposition 232 we may correctly undo M3 by applying M3 -I to obtain 2X3+2x4+2xs+X6 ~ 
3. This satisfies C6 so by Proposition 229 we may correctly undo L2 by applying L 2- 1 
to obtain 3X2 + 2X3 + 2x. + 2xs + I6 $ 3. Undoing NI with SI then gi,'es the normal 
inequality 3xI + 3X2 + 2X3 + 2x. + 2xs + X6 $ 6, and undoing 56 with N6 we obtain 
3xI + 3X2 + 2X3 + 2X4 + 2xs $ ·5. As is made clear by subsequent resuits, this is a minimum 
inequality. 
G, L, M and N are all based on fixing a variable to zero under certain conditions (fol-
lowed by applying D in the case of N). A general criterion for determining when it is possible 
to fix a variable to zero, apply R, and then unfix it is now established. Propositions 226, 
229, 232 and 237 then follow from it as special cases. 
Theorem 240 Given an inequality I of the form LiEN aixi ~ 00, suppose that 
satisfies C5 and is equivalent to 
L: bixi ~ bo 
iENJ 
L ajXj ~ ao· 
iENi 
Let f3 = max {LiE.\·' bixi : LiEN; aixi $ ao - a j. x E {O, l}n-t} and I 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
= 
min {LiEN} bixi : LiEN; aiXi > ao - a j, x E {O, l}n-t }. Then bj can be chosen so that the 
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inequality 
~ b·x· < bo 11_ 
iEN 
satisfies CS and is equivalent to I if and only if 
{3~'Y-1. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
Proof. Suppose that (6.8) holds. Let bi = bo - 0 where 0 E [(3, 'Y - 1J and suppose that 
(xi,:Z:) E {O,l}n. If xi = 0 then (xi':Z:) satisfies I if and only if '" satisfies (6.6) if and 
only if :z: satisfies (6.5) (by assumption) if and only if :z: satisfies (6.7). If xi = 1 then 
(xi,:Z:) satisfies I implies :z: satisfies L;eNi a;x; ~ ao - ai' This implies L;eNi b;x; ~ {3 and 
hence L;eN b;x; ~ (3 + bo - 0 ~ boo If xi = 1 then (xi,:Z:) violates I implies that :z: violates 
L;eNi a;x; ~ ao-ai' This implies L;eNi b;x; ~ 'Y and hence L;eN b;x; ~ r+bo-o ~ bo+1. 
Suppose that (xi,:Z:) E {O, l}n violates (6.7). If xi = 0 then :z: violates (6.5) (by at least 
one by assumption) and hence (xi':Z:) violates (6.7) by at least one. If xi = 1 then by the 
equivalence of I and (6.7) already proved, (Xj,:z:) also violates I which, as argued above, 
implies L;eN b;x; ~ bo + 1. Thus (6.7) satisfies C5. 
Conversely, suppose that (6.7) satisfies C5 and is equivalent to I. Then L;eNi a;x; ~ 
ao - ai is equivalent to L;eNi b;x; ~ bo - bi . Hence {3 ~ bo - bi . Suppose that :z: E {o,l}n-l 
attains the minimum 'Y. Then x violates L;eNi b;x; ~ bo - bi and the augmented point 
(1, x) violates (6.7). Since (6.7) satisfies C5, (1, x) violates (6.7) by at least one, and hence 
'Y = L;eNi b;x; ~ bo - bi + 1 ~ {3 + 1. The result follows. o 
Note that when transforming from (6.5) to (6.7) we are effectively lifting the inequality 
(6.5), and applying maximal lifting to Xi (as in [120, p. 261]) would give the maximum value 
for bj subject to (6'.7) satisfying C5 and being equivalent to I, namely bo - (3. However, 
other values for bi are used in the following proofs of Propositions 226, 229, 232 and 237 as 
corollaries to this result. 
Corollary 241 Suppose that Gi can be applied to an inequality I for some j EN. Then 
Gj-l RGi(I) == I. 
Proof. With greater·fixing the criterion (6.8) cannot be violated since the maximisation 
problem involved when calculating {3 has no solution (since Cl holds for I and ILi > ao). 
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, = 0 and hence by the proof bj = bo + I will suffice as the new coefficient of Xj in (6.7). 
This is the same value that bj attains when applying Gj- 1 to (6.5). The result follows. 0 
Corollary 242 Suppose that Lj can be applied to I for some j E N. If RLj{I) satisfiEs 
C6 then Lj-l RLj{I) == l. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for greater-fixing except that {3 = 0 and, since I satisfies 
Cl and Lj and R are Cl-preserving" is equal to the smallest LHS coefficient in (6 .. 5). Hence 
(6.8) simplifies to C6. o 
Corollary 243 Suppose that Mj can be applied to I for some j EN. If RMj (I) satisfiEs 
C7 then Mj-l RMj{!) == l. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for lesser-fixing except that, since Mj and Rare Cl-
preserving, {3 = b/(j) and, is equal to the smallest LHS coefficient in (6.5) excluding b/lj)' 
Hence (6.8) simplifies to C7. 0 
Corollary 244 Suppose that Nj can be applied fa I for some j EN. Then Sj RNj (I) == I. 
Proof. Viewing Nj as Fj followed by D, Fj{!) is equal to (6.6), and DRDFj(I) is equivalent 
to (6.6) and satisfies C5 since R, Fj and Dare C5-preserving so it can be viewed as (6.5). 
Since I is normal, LiEN) aixi ~ aD - aj is the dual'of (6.6) and so LiENjaiXi ~ aD - aj is 
equivalent to the dual of (6.5), LiENj bixi ~ boo Thus {3 ~ bo and ,. ~ bo + 1 since the dual 
of(6.5) satisfies C5 by Lemma 235. Clearly {3 ~ -,. -1. Any solution to LiENj aiXi ~ aD - aj 
is a solution to (6.6) by Cl, so any solution to LiENj biXi ~ bo is a solution to (6.5). Thus 
either bo ~ bo or (6.5) is a self-dual inequality. If the latter case holds and b(j > bo then 
\\'e may apply D to (6.5) to yield an inequality still meeting the conditions on (6.5) state<:! 
in Theorem 240. In either case we may obtain min{bo,bo} E [,iJ,,- 1] and by the proof of 
Theorem 240, putting bj = max{ bD, bo} - min{ bD, b(j} yields an inequality (6.7) satisfying 
C5 tha t is equivalent to I. The overall effect on (6 .. 5) of applying D if bij > boo and inserting 
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a new term bjxj with bj as above is the same as applying Sj. The result follows. 0 
Note that for these four kinds of fixing, a value for bj in the range [,6" - 1] can be 
obtained with little calculation. In general, determining whether (3 :'S "(- 1 and finding a 
number in the range [,6, ,- 1] requires the solution to two knapsack problems, so it is more 
costly than in the four cases above. We now describe a type of fixing that requires knowing 
the solution to such problems in order to be undone. 
Suppose that I is an inequality in standard form L;EN a;x; ::; ao. Speculative fixing 
applied to Xj involves fixing Xj to zero and removing the term ajxj just as with G, Land 
Pif. However, it differs from the other forms of fixing in that it may always be applied. 
When it comes to undoing the speculative fixing, the criterion (6.8) is checked. If it holds 
then x j is reintroduced into the inequality with the coefficient bo + 1 - "( which lies in the 
range proven acceptable during the proof of Theorem 240. Otherwise we redefine (6 .. 5) as 
(6.6) which satisfies C5. Then, since C5 clearly holds for L;ENj a;x; ::; ao- aj, the criterion 
(6.8) is satisfied and the new coefficient can be assigned the value bo + 1-"( = ao + 1 - -,.. In 
either case the inequality produced is equivalent to I. Note that speculative fixing preserves 
Cl and C.5, but that undoing it does not necessarily do so, as is now demonstrated. 
Example 245 Consider the inequality4xl+4x2+4x3+'\x4+4x5+4x6+x7::; 10. D, G, 
L, M, Nand S cannot be applied to this inequality. However, speculatively fixing X7 and 
then trying to undo this, we obtain, = 12. Thus bj = bo + 1 -"( = 10 + 1- 12 = -1. Thus 
Cl has not been preserved. 
However, Cs is always preserved, and Cl is preserved in the implementation of speculative 
fixing described for use in the systems described subsequently.3 
6.3.1 Some justification for the definitions of the (near)-inverses 
Evidently from Theorem 240 there is a degree of freedom in making the definitions of 
the (near).inverses Gj-I, Lj-I, Mj-I and Nj-I, and when undoing speculative fixing if 
we only require that the conditions on (6.7) stated in Theorem 240 are met. With these 
requirements the new coefficient of Xj, bj, could be set to any value in ranges [bo + 1. Xl), 
[bo + 1 - min {bk : kEN j}, bo], [bo + 1 - min {bk : k E N{j.lij))}, bo - b/(j)]' [bo + 1 -" bo - (3] 
and [bo + 1 - " bo -.B] by G j - I , Lj-I, Mj - I , Nj-I and the (near)-inverse of speculative 
3The key requirement for the action of undoing speculative fixing to preserve Cl is that the variable x) 
be a necessary variable. 
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fixing respectively. However, since Sj is only applied so that Nk can be applied, Nk will be 
the first operation applied as part of R in Proposition 238. Thus the last part of R will be 
the transformation Nk -I. R is required to preserve normality in this proposition, so in the 
systems described subsequently involving self-dualising we insist upon having bj = Ibo - bal 
when undoing Nj. Thus in the case of Nj-I the freedom is more apparent than real. 
However, with Gj-I, £j-l, Mj-I and the (near)-inverse of speculative fixing the freedom 
is real, and defining them so that bj is larger than the minimum of the appropriate range 
above would produce a tighter inequality, so assigning larger values than necessary might 
seem desirable. Indeed, setting the new coefficient's value to the· maximum in the range 
(when it exists) would mean that the inequality could not be made any tighter using the 
technique in [92] to increase that coefficient. However, it is easy to see that using a larger 
value for bj would produce an inequality that is less tight after applying D, and it is 
difficult to determine in advance its general effect on the tightness of the inequality arrived 
at following a sequence of transformations. Furthermore, there is no obvious value for the 
new coefficient after applying Gj-I other than the minimum of the range, bo+ 1. Therefore 
for a consistent approach each new coefficient is set to the minimum possible value. Anyway, 
the inequality produced by a two or three phase approach can be processed still further by 
tightening techniques if this is considered desirable. 
Using this choice of definitions of the (near)-inverses has the advantage that in many 
cases we can produce minimum inequalities using combinations of these transformations 
(see Subsection 6.4.4 for a proof of this). Existing methods for reformulating inequalities 
into minimal or minimum forms are extremely slow in comparison with this method so 
the use of these definitions seems well motivated. Furthermore, other methods either do 
not provide a proof of minimality or it is one that is cumbersome and not illuminating, 
consisting of the steps in the solution of a linear programme. In contrast, the proofs using 
the transformations are, given the results in Subsection 6.4.4, short and relatively revealing. 
6.3.2 Some systems for applying the transformations 
In this subsection we motivate the construction of a number of different systems of rules 
for determining the next way to change an inequality using any of the transformations 
described or some reformulation R. Note that we assume that C4 holds on the inequality 
(6.1). 
First observe that none of the transformations described can be performed on a redulld-
ant inequality, so as a first priority we check to see if C2 holds. 
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Suppose C2 does not hold. Then to be consistent with the aim stated in Subsection 6.3.1 
of minimising the revised values of the coefficients we minimise the coefficients in the re-
dundant inequality. Clearly this may be done easily by assigning bl = 1 if a lesser-fix has 
been applied, and bl = 0 otherwise, and then assigning bi = bl + 1 for all i E NI if a 
minor-fixing has been applied and bi = b l for all i E NI otherwise. 
Suppose C2 does hold. Then we may have a wider choice of transformations to apply 
next. Applying D can be done in 0(1) time if LiEN ai is known and clearly if aD > ao 
it can only maintain or improve the set of transformations that can be applied. Thus we 
make our second priority: 
Apply D if and only if aD > Qo. (6.9) 
We must still deal with light or middling inequalities satisfying C2. The transformations 
that might be applied nOW are self-dualising, the four main types of fixing and speculative 
fixing. Since speculative fixing eventually leads to (potentially time-consuming) knapsack 
problems having to be solved, we give applying this the lowest priority amongst the trans-
formations. Self-dualising does not directly help to simplify the inequality so we give ap-
plying this the next lowest priority amongst the transformations. Normal-fixing can only 
be applied if C3 holds so we must only apply it if greater-fixing cannot be applied. Fur-
thermore, it will generally be unlikely that the inequality is normal so in order to save time 
and for neatness we make applying it a lower priority than applying greater-, lesser- or 
minor-fixing, but just ahead of S. 
:-.'ow we must decide how to choose between the various G, L and M transformations 
that might be applied. First observe that the conditions for applying them to a particular 
variable Xj are mutually exclusive, so at most one of them can be applied to Xj. Thus the 
choice confronting us amounts to choosing which variable to fix. Similarly, when a decision 
has been made to apply normal-fixing or speculative fixing, we must still choose which 
variable to fix (and we have a free choice). The following results and comment are used to 
pro'·e or argue that if C4 holds, fixing Xn is the best policy. Of course the definitions and 
results described assuming that C4 holds easily translate to when C4 is assumed instead. 
Observe that for n,j 2: 3, Xj can be fixed in an inequality of the form LiEN aiXi :s 00 
satisfying Cl and C4 by G, L or M if and only if aj + 02 > 00. 
Lemma 246 Given an inequality satisfying C4 with n 2: 3, if it is possible to fix Xj for 
some j E N n using one of G, L, M and N, then it is possible to fix x j+l, ... , Xn using one 
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ofG, L, M and N. 
Proof. Let k E {j + 1, ... , n}. If Nj can be applied then N can be applied to any variable 
in the inequality and the result follows. Suppose instead that x j can be fixed using G, L or 
M. If Gj can be applied then aj > ao, so by C4 ak 2 aj > aD and Gk can be applied. If 
instead Lj can be applied then aj > aD - al so by C4 ak 2 aj > aD - al and either Lk or G k 
can be applied. If instead Mj can be applied then aj > aD - a2 so by C4 ak 2 aj > ao - a2 
and either Mk, Lk or Gk can be applied. The result follows. o 
This result implies that given an inequality of the form L;eN a;x; ::; ao satisfying Cl 
and C4 and the value of L;eN a;, by testing Xn to see if it meets the conditions for fixing 
using G, L, M or N we may in 0(1) time determine if any fixing is possible with G, L, M 
or N and if so produce a variable that can be fixed. Therefore when constructing a fast 
implementation of these transformations it is attractive to only consider fixing X n . A further 
advantage of this fixing policy is given in Theorem 250, which builds upon the following 
result. 
Lemma 247 Let I be an inequality in standard form L;eNa;X; :::: ao and assume that D 
is applied according to the rule (6. g). Suppose that D can be applied to I (Xk can be fixed 
in I using G, L or M) but that a different transformation consisting of D, G, L or M is 
applied. Then either the transformed inequality is redundant or D can still be applied to I 
(Xk can be fixed in I using G, L or M). 
Proof. Let the superscript I indicate that a value is calculated in the transformed inequality. 
First suppose that Xk can be fixed in I using G, L or M. If D is applied then a~ < ao 
so Xk can still be fixed. Suppose instead that Xj, j f. k is fixed. If Gk could have been 
applied then ak > ao = a~ so Gk can still be applied, and we are done. If instead Lk 
could have been applied then ak > ao - al. If j = 1 then G I was the only operation 
permissible so ak 2 al > aD, contradicting the fact that Lk could be applied. Thus j f. 1 
and a~ - a~ = ao - al and so Lk can still be applied. If instead Mk could have been applied 
then ak > ao - a2. If j = 1 then G I was the only operation permissible so ak 2 al > ao, 
contradicting the fact that Mk could be applied. If j = 2 then L2 and G2 are the only 
operations permissible so ak 2 a2 > aD - aI, contradicting the fact that Mk could be 
applied. Thus j > 2, and since a~ - a~ = ao - a2, Mk can still be applied. 
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Suppose instead that D can be applied to I. Then ao > aD. After fixing Xj where j E N, 
if the transformed inequality is redundant we are done. If not, the transformed inequality 
satisfies C2, and since Cl and C5 hold following the fixing by Lemma 235, D may be 
applied to the transformed inequality. Now ab = ao and ab' = LiEN; ai - ab - 1 = aD - aj. 
Therefore ab = ao > aD ~ ao - aj = a~' and so the condition for D being applicable to the 
transformed inequality is met. The result follows. o 
This result cannot be usefully extended to include N alongside G, Land M. To see this, 
note that if D can be applied then N cannot, so adding N to the list of fixing transformations 
that are applied instead of D does not extend the result. More significantly, if N k can be 
applied the following example shows it need not be possible to fix Xk following the application 
of some alternative transformation. 
Example 248 Consider the inequality 2xI + 2X2 + 2X3 + 2X4 + 2X5 + 2X6 + X7 ~ 6. Clearly 
N can be 'applied to any given variable since the inequality is normal. However, following 
the application of N to another variable, no variable can be fixed. 
Lemma 247 and this example show that the number of variables that can be fixed 
currently using any of {G, L, M} is a useful measure of the prospect for subsequent fixing, 
but that if N is added to this set the measure becomes much less reliable. Hence the 
following definition. 
Definition 249 Given an inequality I of the form LiEN aixi ~ ao satisfying Cl, let f(l) 
be the number of variables that can be fixed in I using any of {G, L, M}. 
We now show that the strategy of always fixing Xn using G, L or M when fixing is 
possible using G, L or M has the desirable property of being greedy (see, e.g., [78)) in the 
sense that it maximises the value of f after the fixing (and possibly D) has been applied. 
Theorem 250 Suppose that I is an inequality of the form LiEN aiXi ~ ao satisfying Cl 
and C4. Let e E Nn and suppose that {Xk : kEN, k ~ e} is the set of variables that can be 
fixed using G, L or M in I (the set has this form by Lemma 246). Let Xk" kl E N be one 
of these fixable variables. Then 
(i) fixing Xk, using G, L or M will result either in a redundant inequality or an inequality 
in which the set of vaf'iables that can be fixed using G, L or M afte,' (possibly) applying 
D is {Xk: k E Nk',k ~ e(kd}, where e(kd ~ e. 
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(ii) If the latter case holds in (i) then e(kd ~ e(n). 
Proof. (i) This holds by Lemmas 246 and 247. (ii) If e(kd = e then by (i) the result 
follows. Thus the result clearly holds if e = 1. Therefore suppose e(kd < e and kl < n. If 
e = 2 then e(kd = 1. If D was not applied after fixing Xk, then since XI can be fixed, G I 
can be applied so al > ao, which along with C4 means that e = 1, a contradiction. Thus 
D must be applied after fixing Xk, in order to apply G I . Thus al > ao - ak, ~ ao - an 
and the result holds. Suppose e ~ 3. Then Xe-I can be fixed after fixing Xk, and possibly 
applying D. Suppose that D is not applied after fixing Xk,. Then since ati = ao, a~ = al 
and a~ = a2, Xk_l could have been fixed before, contradicting the definition of e. Hence D 
must be applied following fixing Xk" and xe(k,) can be fixed. If Ge(k,) can be applied then 
ae(k,) > ao - ak, ~ ao - an by C4. Thus xe(k,) could also be fixed following fixing Xn and 
applying D. If Le(k,) can be applied then ae(k,) + al > ao - ak, ~ ao - an by C4. Thus 
Xe(k,) could also be fixed following fixing Xn and applying D. If Me(k,) can be applied then 
ae(k,) + al > ao - ak, ~ ao - an by C4. Thus Xe(k,) could also be fixed following fixing Xn 
and applying D. The result follows. 0 
Normal-fixing Xn is also a greedy strategy as is now proved. 
Proposition 251 If I is a normal inequality satisfying Cl, CS and C5 then f(Nj(I)) :<::: 
f(Nn(I)). 
Proof. Let j E N n. If f(Nj(I)) = 0 the result clearly holds, so suppose that f(Nj(I)) ~ l. 
Suppose thatj = 1. Then after NI, Xn can be fixed. If Gn can be applied then an > aO-al, 
or rearranging, al > ao - an' Thus Xl can be fixed in Nn(I) and by Lemma 246 we done. 
If instead Ln can be fixed then an + a2 > ao - ai, or rearranging, a2 + al > ao - an. 
Thus X2 can be fixed in Nn(I). If X2 can't be fixed after NI by Lemma 246 we arc done, 
otherwise a2 > ao - al so al > ao - a2 ~ ao - an so XI can be fixed in Nn{I) and by 
Lemma 246 we are done. If instead Mn can be fixed then an + a3 > Go - ai, or rearranging, 
a3+uI > ao-an. Thus X3 can be fixed in Nn(I). If X3 can't be fixed after NI by Lemma 246 
we are done, otherwise U3 + a2 > ao - al so a2 + al > ao - a3 ~ ao - an so X2 can be fixed 
in Nn(I). If X2 can't be fixed after NI by Lemma 246 we are done, otherwise a2 > ao - al 
so al > ao - a2 ~ ao - an so XI can be fixed in Nn(I). The proof for j = 1 is now complete. 
Suppose that j = 2. Then after N 2 , Xn can be fixed. If Gn can be applied then 
an > Uo - a2, or rearranging, a2 > ao - an. Thus X2. can be fixed in Nn(I) and by 
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Lemma 246 we done unless Xl can be fixed after N2 and not after Nn. Suppose that Xl 
can be fixed after N2. Then al > aD - a2 2: aD - an SO Xl can be fixed after N., so we are 
done. If instead Ln can be fixed then an + al > aD - a2, or rearranging, a2 + al > aD - an' 
Thus X2 can be fixed in Nn(I) and we are done unless Xl can be fixed after N2 and not 
after N n. Suppose that Xl can be fixed after N2. Then al > aD - a2 2: aD - an SO Xl can 
be fixed after Nn, so we are done. If instead Mn can be fixed then an + a3 > aD - a2, or 
rearranging, a3 + a2 > aD - an· Thus X3 can be fixed in Nn(I). If X3 can't be fixed after 
N2 by Lemma 246 we are done, otherwise a3 + al > aD - a2 so a2 + al > aD - a3 2: aD - an 
so X2 can be fixed in Nn(I). Thus by Lemma 246 we are done unless Xl can be fixed after 
N2 and not after Nn. Suppose that Xl can be fixed after N 2. Then al > aD - a2 2: ao - an 
SO Xl can be fixed after N n , so we are done. The proof for j = 2 is complete. 
Suppose that j 2: 3. Suppose that Xk, k -; n can be fixed after N j . If Gk can be applied 
then ak > aD - aj 2: aD - an SO Gk can be applied after N n. If Lk can be applied then 
ak + al > ao - aj 2: ao - an so Xk can be fixed after N n. If Mk can be applied then 
ak + a2 > aD - aj 2: ao - an SO Xk can be fixed after Nn. By Lemma 246 Xn can be fixed 
after Nj. If Gn can be applied then an > aD - aj so aj > aD - an and G j can be applied 
after N n' If Ln can be applied then an + al > aD - aj so aj + al > ao - an and X j can be 
fixed after N n . If Mn can be applied then an + a2 > ao - aj so aj + a2 > aD - an and Xj 
can be fixed after N n . The result follows. 0 
However, note that it may be necessary to apply normal-fixing to a variable other than 
Xn when undoing an S. 
Note also that it has not been proved that always fixing Xn will achieve the optimal total 
number of variables fixed by an unextendable sequence of D, G, L, M or N transformations. 
Nevertheless, Lemma 246, Theorem 250 and Proposition 251 mean that the policy of only 
trying to fix Xn in the algorithms described subsequently is strongly motivated. 
With Speculative fixing it is not always optimal in terms of the subsequent value of f 
to fix X n . 
Example 252 Consider the inequality 20X7 + 20X6 + 20X5 + 15x4 + lOx3 + 3X2 + 3Xl ::; 27. 
None of D, G, L, M and N can be applied and S will not be applied in any of the systems 
described subsequently since a, = 36 > 20 = a7. Thus speculative fixing will be resorted to if 
it is available. Fixing X7 speculatively results in 20X6 + 20X5 + 15x4 + 10X3 + 3X2 + 3x I ::; 27 
and none of D, G, L and M can be applied to this inequality so f = O. However, by fixing 
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XI instead of Xn we obtain 20X7 + 20xs + 20xs + 15x. + lOx3 + 3X2 ::; 27 for which f = 3. 
However, by always speculatively fixing Xn we avoid the problem of ensuring that Cl, CS 
and, if required, C6 and C7 hold whilst assigning new values to coefficients in any part of the 
inequality, which would be considerably mOre complicated to implement and less elegant. It 
also ensures that the other systems can be extended naturally to include Speculative fixing. 
We now consider the conditions under which to apply self-dualising assuming that no 
transformation with a higher priority can be applied. Immediately after having applied Sj 
we apply N n since D cannot be applied and because, as it is easy to see, no fixing will 
now be possible with G, L or M if none was possible before. After this the application 
of self-dualising would undo N n so no progress can be made by that route. Neither will 
attempting to apply D be possible since any normal inequality is light after normal-fixing 
Xn if an > O. Consequently the only transformations that can usefully follow NnSj are 
greater-, lesser- and minor-fixing. When applying Sj to an inequality, if the new coefficient 
aj = laD - aol is greater than or equal to an then applying Sj followed by N n will leave the 
inequality effectively unchanged. Therefore, given that the strategy of normal-fixing Xn is 
well-motivated and in order for an opportunity for further fixing using G, L or M to arise, 
we insist that laD - aol < an when 5 is applied. In the systems designed involving 5 we 
also insist upon laD - aol ::::: a2 before applying S if a minor-fixing has already been applied. 
The reason for this is now explained. 
If minor-fixing has been applied to Xn we require ai ::::: al + 1 for all i E NI, and if 
subsequently Sk is applied with ak < a2, instead of C7 we require, after relabelling the 
coefficients to satisfy C4, ai ::::: a2 + 1 for all i E N{I.2} if ak < al and ai ::::: at + 1 
for all i E N{I,2} otherwise. For some inequalities it can be impossible to assign a new 
coefficient so that it meets this condition as well as the conditions stated at the beginning 
of Subsection 6.3.1 whilst the transformations are "undone", as the following example shows. 
Example 253 Consider the inequality 19x7 + 14xs + lOxs + 10x. + 6X3 + 4X2 + 2xI ::; 21. 
If the criterion loo - aol ::::: a2 already mentioned is relaxed but the other rules described are 
followed then the sequence of transformations applied will be GIGsDL2G3DL.LsNsSsM7, 
which removes all the variables. When "undoing" the transformations we require a2 ::::: 01 + 1 
but not as ::::: al + 1, so after applying DGs -IGI - I we obtain Xs + XI :S 1. Now, to undo 
L2 whilst satisfying C7 we require a2 E [ao + 1 - a1, aol = {I} and a2 ::::: a, + 1 = 2. This is 
not possible. 
That the condition laD - aol ::::: a2 is sufficient to ensure that a new coefficient is assigned 
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an acceptable value is clear from Theorem 266 in the next subsection. Finally, In the 
implementation of S we also require 
to guarantee further fixing after NnS •. 
Having motivated a series of priorities and rules for applying the transformations we 
may now describe some automated systems of reformulation based upon them. In Al-
gorithms 6.1-6.4 we assume C4. Algorithm 6.1 details the basic system, and the others are 
built around it. G:;,-l is a variation on Gn -I which is described in the following subsection. 
Definition 254 When R in Algorithm 6.1 is the identity reformulation, i.e., no inner 
reformulation is done, then we call Algorithm 6.1 Dualfix. Otherwise we refer to it as the 
Dualfix system. 
The Dualfix system can be expanded to incorporate the use of normal-fixing and self-
dualising by expanding R in Algorithm 6.1 to Algorithm 6.2. 
Definition 255 When R in Algorithm 6.2 is the identity reformulation, i. e., no mner 
reformulation is done, we call Algorithm 6.1, expanded using Algorithm 6.2, Selfdualfix. 
Otherwise we refer to it as the Selfdualfix system. 
An expansion of this system that is subsequently found useful is obtained by expanding 
R in Algorithm 6.2 to Algorithm 6.3. 
Definition 256 Suppose that R in Algorithm 6.1 is expanded using Algorithm 6.2 and R in 
Algorithm 6.2 is expanded using Algorithm 6.3. Then if R in Algorithm 6.3 is the identity 
reformulation, i.e., no inner reformulation is done, we call Algorithm 6.1, expanded in this 
way, Selfdualfix+Rc. Otherwise we refer to it as the Selfdualfix+Rc system. 
Speculative fixing may be introduced into any of Algorithms 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 by replacing R 
with Algorithm 6.4. Note that unlike the other forms of fixing, there is no need to consider 
the possibility that fixing is not possible. 
6.3.3 Proving that using these systems always gives an independent re-
formulation of an inequality 
We have already given in Propositions 226, 229, 232, 237 and 238 the conditions under which 
the transformations can be "undone" to yield an inequality equivalent to the original. What 
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Algorithm 6.1 A framework within which to reformulate using R. 
Reformulate (LiEN aixi ::; ao): 
if LiEN ai ::; ao then 
else 
if some lesser-fix has been applied then 
else 
if some minor-fix has been applied then 
al := 1, ai := 2 for all i E NI and ao := 2n - 1. 
else 
ai := 1 for all i E Nand ao := n. 
end if 
if some minor-fix has been applied then 
al := 0, ai := 1 for all i E NI and ao := n - 1. 
else 
ai := 0 for all i E No. 
end if 
end if 
if ao < Go then 
Apply D. 
Reformulate. 
Apply D. 
else 
if an > ao then 
Apply Gn . 
Reformulate. 
Apply Gn -I or G;:,-I if a minor-fix has been applied. 
else 
if an > ao - al then 
else 
Apply Ln and record that a lesser-fix has been applied. 
Reformulate. 
Apply Ln -I. 
if an > ao - a2 then 
else 
Apply Mn and record that a minor-fix has been applied. 
Reformulate. 
Apply Mn -I. 
Apply some R that is C6-preserving if a lesser-fix has 
been applied and C7-preserving if a minor-fix has been applied. 
end if 
end if 
end if 
end if 
end if 
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Algorithm 6.2 The Selfdualfix extension to the Dualfix system. 
Us = ao - aD· 
if as = 0 then 
Apply Nn . 
Reformulate. 
Apply Sn. 
else 
if as < an and (no minorfix has been applied or as ~ a2) and (max{an_l, as} + 
min{max{a.,ad,a2} > max{ao,ao} - an) then 
Apply NnSs· 
Reformulate. 
Apply NsSn. 
else 
Apply some R that is C6-preserving if a lesser-fix has been applied and C7-preserving 
if a minor-fix has been applied. 
end if 
end if 
Algorithm 6.3 The Selfdualfix+Rc extension to the Selfdualfix system. 
if LiEN aixi ::; ao = LiEN Xi ::; k for some k then 
if a minor-fix has been applied then 
al := 1, ai := 2 for all i E NI and ao := 2k. 
else 
ai := 1 for all i E Nand ao := k. 
end if 
else 
Apply some R that is C6-preserving if a lesser-fix has 
been applied and C7-preserving if a minor-fix has been applied. 
end if 
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Algorithm 6.4 The speculative extension to the other systems. 
Apply Fn. 
Store details of current inequality. 
Reformulate. 
Calculate f3. 
Calculate "t. 
if f3 > 'Y - 1 then 
Overwrite current inequality with equivalent stored inequality. 
end if 
Undo speculative fix with bi = bo + 1 - "t. 
is required now is a proof that the conditions will always be met when the transformations 
are applied using any of the systems of rules developed. In particular, when re-assigning 
values to coefficients we need to ensure that C6 is satisfied if some lesser-fixing has been 
applied, and C7 is satisfied if some minor-fixing has been applied. 
\Vhen an inequality (6.1) is reduced to a redundant inequality by a sequence of trans-
formations it is easy to minimise the coefficients in the redundant inequality subject to 
satisfying C6 and C7, and this is done automatically in Algorithm 6.1. However, when 
applying the {near)-inverses, choosing the new coefficient's value is more complicated. Not 
only must the new coefficient be in the range indicated in Subsection 6.3.1, it must simul-
taneously satisfy C6 and C7. Meeting C6 does not necessitate any deviation from using the 
usual definitions of the (near)-inverse transformations, though this requires justification. 
First a definition and lemma are used. The definition is recalled from Chapter 2. 
Definition 257 If the coefficient of a particular variable ;s positive in all 0-1 equivalent 
inequalities satisfying Cl, C4 and C5 then we say that variable is necessary. 
Lemma 258 Let I be an inequality of the form LiEN aiXi :<:: ao satisfying Cl and c.r 
Suppose xi is necessary in I and ht k > j. Then Xk is necessary in I. 
Proof. Suppose that xi is necessary in I. By Proposition 23 of Chapter 2, xi is necessary 
if and only if Vi = max {LiEN aiXi : LiEN aiXi :<:: ao, Xi = 0, x E {O, l}n} > ao - ai' Note 
that l'j is defined for I since I satisfies Cl. Since Xj is necessary, Vj > ao - aj. Suppose 
that Y attains this maximum. Exchanging the values of Yj and Yk we obtain a point with 
Yk = 0 that has a LIIS value of vY ' say. By C4, Vy :<:: Vi :<:: ao. Thus Vk ?: Vy ?: Vi + aj - ak > 
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ao - aj + aj - ak = aO - ak since Xj is necessary. The result follows. o 
Theorem 259 Suppose that when using the Dualfix system or a described extension of it 
that a lesser-fix has been applied. Then D, G, L, M, N, S and speculative fixing and their 
(near )-inverses are C6-preserving. 
Proof. (i) The transformations: Clearly D, G, L, M, N and speculative fixing are C6-
preserving. S is C6-preserving since a, ?: a2 ?: 1 if C6 holds. (ii) Their (near)-inverses: 
We assume that F, one of the seven transformations described, has been applied to I in 
standard form LiEN aixi ::; ao satisfying C6, followed by R which is C1-, C5- and C6-
preserving, so that we are faced with the inequality RF(I) , on the same variables as F(I) 
with a vector of coefficients b. By (i), Lemma 235 and some earlier remarks on speculative 
fixing this satisfies Cl, C5 and C6, and we wish to apply F- I • 
Since D is the inverse of D, the result holds for D by part (i). Suppose F is equal to 
G. Applying Gn -I we obtain bi = bo+ 1 ?: 1 since RGn(l) satisfies Cl. Thus G n -I RGn(l) 
satisfies C6. Suppose F is equal to L. Then since one of the systems described has been 
used, n ?: 3 and applying Ln -I gives bn = bo + 1 - min{ak : k E Nn} ?: b + 0 + 1 - bl ?: 1 
since al ::; ao and R is independent. Thus Ln -I RLn (I) satisfies C6. If F is equal to M 
then n ?: 3 and applying M n- I gives bn = bo + 1 - min{bk : k E Nn,l} ?: bo + 1 - b2 ?: 1 
since a2 ::; ao and R is independent. Thus Mn -I RMn(l) satisfies C6. 
If F is equal to N then Fn(I) is equal to Li;i aixi ::; ao - an. Suppose this is equivalent 
to its dual. Then there is no 0-1 solution to ao - an < Li;} aixi :5 ao and hence by 
Proposition 23 of Chapter 2 Xn was not necessary in I. By Lemma 258 this implies no 
variable was necessary in I and hence by Proposition 24 of Chapter 2 the inequality was 
redundant, contradicting the conditions satisfied when applying N. Thus Fn (I) is not 
equivalent to its dual and since R is independent, Li;i biXi ::; bo is not equivalent to its 
dual. Thus bo ::; ba - 1 since R preserves C5, and the new value of bn is Ibo - bal ?: 1. If F 
is equal to S then no new coefficient value is assigned by F- I so C6 is preserved. 
Finally, suppose F represents speculative fixing. Then adapting part of the argument 
for the proof for N there is a 0-1 solution to ao - an < Li;i aixi :5 ao. Hence by the 
equivalence of (6.6) and (6.5), -y ::; boo Thus bn = bo + 1 - -y ?: 1. 0 
However, as the following example illustrates, a different definition of Gj-I is needed to 
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preserve C7. 
Example 260 Consider the inequality 30X4 + 20X3 + 20X2 + 10xI :::: 40. Applying D M4 
yields 20X3 + 20X2 + lOXI :::: 9. Then we may apply G3, G2 and G , . Now we cannot undo 
all the operations using the definitions of the {near)-inverses given so far because before 
applying M4 -I the inequality would read X3 + X2 + X, :::: 2 and this does not satisfy C7. 
The failure in this example can be overcome by redefining Gj - I as follows. 
Definition 261 The map Gj- I : T -t 0 is redefined as Gj-I : LiEN; aixi :::: aD t-+ 
(aD + l)Xj + LiEN) aixi :::: aD if no minor-fixing has been applied or Nj = 0, and Gj-I : 
LiENi aixi :::: aD t-+ max {aD + 1, alU) + I} Xj + LiEN; aiXi :::: aD otherwise. In the latter 
case we refer to the operation as Gj-I. 
Note that all the previous results involving Gj-I hold with this new definition of G's (near)-
inverse. The following example is based on an inequality used in the formulation of a market 
sharing problem [161, p. 298] and illustrates the use of G'J'-' in Dualfix. 
Example 262 Consider the inequality 39xs + 25x4 + 15x3 + 15x2 + 6xI :::: 45. Applying Ms 
we obtain 25x4+15x3+15x2+6xI :::: 45. Taking the dual we obtain 25x4+15x3+15x2+6x, :::: 
15. Then we may apply G4 and £3 to obtain 15x2 + 6xI :::: 15. Taking the dual again we 
obtain 15x2 + 6xI :::: 5 and by applying G2 and G, we remove all the variables to obtain 
o :::: O. Now we undo the operations, making sure that C6 and C7 hold. Applying G, -I yields 
x, :::: 0 and applying Gr- I yields 2X2 + X, :::: o. Taking the dual we obtain 2X2 + x, :::: 2. 
Applying £3- 1 and Gr-
' 
we obtain 3X4 + 2X3 + 2X2 + x, :::: 2. Taking the dual we obtain 
3X4 + 2X3 + 2X2 + x, :::: 5 and finally applying Ms -I yields 4xs + 3X4 + 2X3 + 2X2 + XI :::: 5 
which can be seen to be a minimum inequality (using, e.g., results in Subsection 6.4.4). 
Thus the overall operation applied was Ms -, DGr-' £3 -I DGr-'G,-IG,G2D£3G4DMs! 
It is now proved that this is the only alteration to the (near)-inverses required in order 
to ensure that C7 is satisfied when Mj-I is applied. To do this we use a definition and 
Lemma 3.6 from [17] translated into our terminology, followed by a further lemma. 
Definition 263 [17) In an inequality satisfying Cl, C4 and CS, variables Xi and Xi+1 are 
said to be symmetric if for every feasible 0-1 vector, the vector formed by exchanging the 
values of Xi and Xi+1 is also feasible. 
Lemma 264 {17} If ai+1 > ai in an inequality satisfying Cl, C4 and CS, and Xi and Xi+1 
are not symmetric, then bi+1 ?: bi+ 1 in all equivalent inequalities of the form LiEN bixi :::: bo 
satisfying C5. 
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Clearly this definition can be sensibly extended to include pairs of variables that are not 
consecutive as ordered by C4 and the proof of Lemma 264 given in [17J also generalises in 
this way just as easily. 
Lemma 265 Suppose that Xi and Xj with i < j are symmetric in an inequality I of the 
form LiEN aixi :.::: aD satisfying Cl. Then Xk and XI are symmetric in this inequality for all 
k,IE {i,i+l, ... ,j}. 
Proof. Let k, I be distinct members of {i, i + 1, ... , j} with k < I. Suppose that Xk and 
XI are not symmetric. Then there is a point :t: E {O, 1}n that has XI = 0 and Xk = 1 and 
satisfies I, but the same point with XI = 1 and Xk = 0 violates I. Let v = LiEN aiXi. 
Clearly v :.::: aD and v + a, - ak > aD. Now consider a point Y E {O, l}n that is the same as 
:t: except that the values of Xi and Xk are swapped if Xi f= Xk, as are the values of XI and 
Xj if XI f= Xj' Let Vy = LiENaiYi. Thus aD ~ v ~ Vy ~ v + ai - ak + a,- aj. Since y 
has Yi = land Yj = 0 we may swap these values to obtain a point with LHS value in I of 
Vy + aj - ai ~ v + a, - ak > aD. This contradicts the fact that Xi and Xj are symmetric. 
The result follows. 0 
Theorem 266 Suppose when using one of the systems described that a minor-fix has been 
applied. Then D, G, L, M, N, Sand speculative fixing are C7-preserving as are the (near)-
inverses of D, G, L, M and S. The left-inverse of N is C7-preserving if R is vacuous in 
Algorithm 6.1 or a system including Selfdualfix+Rc is used. Undoing speculative fixing is 
also C7-preserving if the system it is incorporated into is Dualfix or Selfdualfix+Rc. 
Proof. (i) The transformations. Clearly D, G, L, M, N and speculative fixing are C7-
preserving. S is C7-preserving since S is only applied when as ~ a2 ;:: al + 1. (ii) The 
(near)-inverses: We assume that F, one of the seven transformations mentioned, has been 
applied to I in standard form LiEN aixi :.::: aD satisfying C7, followed by a reformulation R 
that is C1-, C5- and C7-preserving, so that we are faced with the inequality RF(I) on the 
same number of variables as F(I) with a vector of coefficients b. By (i) this satisfies Cl, 
C5 and C7, and we wish to apply F- 1 . 
Suppose that F is equal to G. Clearly, G;:,-I will, by its definition, be Cl-preserving. 
If F is equal to L then since one of the systems described has been used, I has n ~ 3. so 
we may consider the quantity al + a2 in Ln(I). Suppose that al + a2 > aD. Then by C4, 
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Ln(l) is equivalent to a clique inequality. It is easy to see that such an inequality will be 
processed by the system used by applying L until n = 3. Then D may possibly be applied, 
but the inequality is self-dual so, whether or not D is applied, the system used will then 
continue by applying L, D, G and G. Thus using G:;,-I the inequality RLn(1) will be equal 
to Li.:21 2Xi + XI ::; 2. Clearly, applying Ln -I yields Li'=2 2Xi + XI ::; 2 which satisfies C7. 
Suppose instead that al + a2 ::; ao. Then bl + b2 ::; bo by the equivalence of Ln(l) and 
RLn(l) and so bn = bo + 1- min{bk: k E NI}:::: bo + 1- bl :::: b2 + 1:::: bl + 2, satisfying 
C7. 
If F is equal to M, an + al ::; ao. Since one of the systems described has been used it is 
easily seen that J has n :::: 4 so we may consider the quantity al + a2 in Mn(l). By C4, J 
has a2 + al ::; an + al ::; ao so a2 + al ::; ao in Mn (I). Thus we have bl + b2 ::; bo since R is 
independent and so bn = bo + 1- min{bk : k E N{n,I}} :::: bo + 1- b2 :::: b[ + 1, satisfying C7. 
If F is equal to S then it is "undone" using N so by (i) "undoing" it will leave C7 being 
satisfied since it held before. 
Suppose F is equal to N. If Xn and XI are not symmetric in I then by Lemma 264 
bn :::: bl + 1 and we are done. If they are, then by Lemma 265 the former inequality is 
equivalent to the cover inequality LiEN Xi ::; k for some k. Note that k :::: 2 otherwise 
some other fixing could be applied. If k = 2 then since J is normal it is equivalent to 
Lf=1 Xi::; 2 so, as demonstrated earlier in this proof, RNn(1) is equal to Lt=2 2Xi + XI ::; 2 
and b5 = 2, so C7 holds and the result follows. If k :::: 3 the inequality Nn(1) is equivalent to 
LiEN" Xi::; k-l which cannot be fixed by G, L or M and these are the only non-speculative 
.. . 
operations that can be applied next as remarked following Example 252, so no further non-
speculative operations on Nn(1) are possible. Thus if R is vacuous in Algorithm 6.1 RNn(l) 
is equal to Nn(1) and so LiEN biXi ::; bo is equal to LiEN aixi ::; ao which satisfies C7 by 
assumption. If RNn(1) is equal to Li.:21 2Xi + XI ::; n - 3, as is the case when using the 
Selfdualfix+Rc system, then applying Sn yields Li:2 2Xi + XI ::; n - 1 which satisfies C7. 
The case in which speculative fixing is also used is considered as part of the final case (which 
now follows). 
Finally, suppose that F is a speculative fix on Xn. If Xn and XI are not symmetric 
in J then by Lemma 264 bn :::: bl + 1 and we are done. If they are, then by Lemma 265 
the former inequality is equivalent to the cover inequality LiEN Xi ::; k for some k. Now 
if the system used is the Selfdualfix+Rc system then we have a contradiction since this 
system has a special mechanism for dealing with cover inequalities without resorting to 
speculative fixing. Therefore suppose we are using the Dualfix system with a speculative 
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extension. Now since speculative fixing is allowed and 8 is never applied it is easy to see that 
the inequality will eventually be reduced by a series of further transformations excluding 
M and G to an inequality equivalent to a clique inequality and then processed as when 
considering lesser-fixing as above.4 As was made clear when considering lesser-fixing, this 
clique inequality will be reformulated as Ef=2 2x; + XI ::; 2, which is an inequality of the 
form 
m L 2x; + XI ::; 2r for some m, r E N, r < m - l. 
i=2 
(6.10) 
Clearly undoing D or L keeps the inequality in this general form, as does undoing an 8 
or an N. Thus the inequality faced when undoing a speculative fix is of this form. It is 
easy to see that I = min {Er,;,2 2x; + XI : E;EN X; ~ r} = 2r - 1. Thus the new coefficient 
produced by undoing the speculative fix is bj = bo + 1 - I = 2r + 1 - (2r - 1) = 2. Thus 
the inequality remains in the form (6.10) after undoing the speculative fix, and hence C7 is 
preserved by this operation. o 
The following example shows that C7 does not necessarily hold following undoing N n if 
R is not vacuous in Algorithm 6.1. 
Example 267 Consider the inequality 23x7 + 10x6 + 9xs + 9X4 + 9X3 + 9X2 + 8xI ::; 3l. 
Applying M7 we obtain 10x6 + 9xs + 9X4 + 9X3 + 9X2 + 8xI ::; 31. Now applying D gives 
10x6+9xs+9x4+9x3+9x2+8xI ::; 22. Applying 8s we obtain 10x6+9xs+9x4+9x3+9xs+ 
9X2 + 8xI ::; 31. Applying N6 yields 9xS+9x4 +9X3 +9xs + 9X2 +8xI ~ 21. No further non-
speculative fixing is possible, but if applying R produces 9xs+9x4+9x3+9xs+9x2+8xI ::; 22 
then undoing N6 with 86 we obtain 8X6+9xs+9x4+9x3+9xs+9x2+8xI ~ 30 which violates 
C7. Now undoing 88 and then D we obtain 8X6 + 9xs + 9X4 + 9X3 + 9X2 + 8xI ::; 30 which 
still violates cr so M7 cannot be undone to yield an inequality equivalent to the original. 
Note that the way in which the transformations are used in the systems described is 
important in obtaining Theorems 259 and 266, as the following example illustrates. 
Example 268 Consider the inequality 3xs+2x4+2x3+2x2+XI ~ 4. Applying L2L3L4DMs 
we obtain XI ::; 2 which can be reformulated to XI ~ 1 whilst satisfying C6. However, 
41f A1 was applied it would imply that X2 and Xt are not symmetric, contradicting the fact that the 
speculative fix was applied to a cover inequality. G is never applied because as the transformations are 
applied the value of k in an equivalent cover inequality never decreases by more than one, and the inequality 
remains equivalent to a cover inequality due to the rules for applying S. 
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applying L2 -I then yields X2 + XI :=; 1 which violates C7. Note that when using the systems 
described in this chapter, G IG2D would have been applied instead of L2. 
Note also that the systems must be used to the full in order for this result to hold, as 
the following example illustrates. 
Example 269 Consider the inequality 2lxs + 11x4 + 11x3 + 11x2 + lOXI 531. Suppose that 
one of the systems described is used to apply only L4DM., yielding llX3+11x2+10xl :=; 11. 
Then applying L4 -I we obtain 2X4 + llX3 + l1X2 + lOXI :=; 11 which violates C7. 
This example also serves to highlight the fact that we have not shown that C4 is preserved. 
6.4 Examining the efficacy of the systems with R vacuous 
6.4.1 Some preliminary results 
Combinations of the six transformations can be extremely effective in reducing the number 
of variables in an inequality on a small number of variables, as the following two results 
show. 
Proposition 270 Given an inequality I in standard form L,iEN aiXi ~ aD with n < 4 
satisfying C2 it is possible to fix a variable by making use of {D, G, L, M}. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that I satisfies C4. Suppose that fixing on the 
inequality using {D,G,L,M} is not possible. By Lemma 235 the dual inequality is in 
standard form and each type of fixing can be contemplated on it. Suppose that n = 4. 
Now, since no fixing is possible on the dual, al + a3 :=; al + a2 + a3 + a4 - aD - 1 and hence 
a2 +a4 :::: ao+ 1. By C4, al +a3·:::: a2+a4 so al +a3 :::: ao+ 1, contradicting the impossibility 
of fixing on the original. The proof is similar for n E {I, 2, 3}. o 
That this result does not hold for n = 5 is clear from the following example. 
Example 271 The inequality2xI +2X2+X3+X4+XS:=; 3 is in standard form and satisfies 
C2, it is self-dual so D cannot be applied and clearly no lesser-, greater- or minor-fixing 
can take place. 
Proposition 272 For any inequality I in standard form L,iEN aixi ~ 00 satisfying C2 with 
n :=; 5 it is possible to reduce the number of variables by making use oJ the transformations 
D, G, L, M, Nand S. 
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Proof. Suppose the result is false for n = 5. Clearly, using this set of transformations, 
fixing is possible on I if and only if fixing is possible on its dual (by applying D if necessary). 
Therefore, applying D if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that aD < ao. 
Then no greater-, lesser- or minor-fixing is possible on (6.1), yielding al + a4 :5 ao = 
L:f=l ai - aD - 1 or re-arranging, 
(6.11) 
Since aD < aD, applying Ss followed by NI to (6.1) we obtain asxs + I:l=2 aixi :5 ao - al 
for which C4 might not hold. Since by assumption no G, L or M can be applied to this 
new inequality, the sum of its largest coefficient and the second smallest must be at most 
ao - al· Thus a2 + as :5 ao - al and hence ao ?: al + a2 + as. Since C4 holds for the original 
inequality this contradicts (6.11) and the result follows. The proofs for n :5 4 follow by 
Proposition 270. o 
The following definition is important when subsequently describing the computational 
results. 
Definition 273 If a two or three-phase reformulation of the kinds described earlier is ap-
plied to an inequality I, we define m to be the number of coefficients in I not re-assigned a 
value by this reformulation process. 
It is easy to see from the proofs of Propositions 270 and 272 that m = 0 for all inequalities 
on at most four variables when using the Dualfix system, and m = 0 for all inequalities on 
at most five variables when using the Selfdualfix system. As is made clear later, this shows 
that the inequalities produced at the end of the reformulation process are minimal in this 
case. (See, e.g., [72] for a complete list of minimal forms of inequalities with n :5 5.) 
6.4.2 Run-time complexity of the systems with R vacuous 
In this subsection we consider the run-time complexity for the inequality (6.1) where C4 
holds. 
Proposition 274 Dualfix can be performed on {6.1} in O(n) time. 
Proof. If LiEN ai is calculated (using up O(n) time) before calling Dualfix then it is easy 
to see that each line except for 5, 7, 11 and 13 can be executed in 0(1) time including 
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maintaining the correct values of E;EN a;, n, min{ ak : kEN} and min {ak : k E NI} (the 
details of this being omitted). Lines 5, 7, 11 and 13 require O(n) time to be executed but 
they are executed at most once, in a call in which the inequality becomes redundant, so 
these lines contribute at most O(n) to Dualfix's run-time. 
In each call there are only 0(1) other lines that may be executed at most once each, 
on each occasion taking 0(1) time (since R does nothing). Thus the other lines contribute 
0(1) to the run-time of each call. There are at most 2n + 1 (O(n» calls of Reformulate in 
total (there will be one initial call, and at most one D transformation and one fixing for 
each variable in the inequality). Thus these other lines contribute O(n) time to Dualfix's 
run-time. The result follows. 0 
Dualfix is clearly sufficiently fast that it would generally be profitable to execute it on 
all inequalities that are not clearly minimal following any trivial pre-processing, whether or 
not other reformulation is planned. 
Applying the self-dualising and normal-fixing operations along with the other trans-
formations as in Algorithm 6.2 complicates the process of implementing the algorithm since 
when new variables are introduced the variables may need to be relabelled to maintain 
C4. However, since it is only necessary to know which variables have coefficients that are 
smallest, second smallest and largest in order to apply the transformations, Selfdualfix may 
be implemented efficiently using the heap data structure (see Knuth [95]) and executed in 
O(nlogn) time. 
Determining whether or not an inequality is equivalent to a cover inequality and de-
termining the RHS of the equivalent cover inequality if it is can be achieved in O(n) time 
after sorting the coefficients so that they satisfy C4. Thus Selfdualfix+R, requires at most 
O(nlogn) time more than Selfdualfix, and so it also requires O(nlogn) time. In a spec-
ulative extension to one of these systems a number of knapsack problems may need to be 
solved (at most 2n). Each of these can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time, so clearly such 
an extended system can be performed in pseUdo-polynomial time. 
6.4.3 Empirical results 
The effectiveness of Dualfix, Selfdualfix, Selfdualfix+Rc and the speculative extension to 
Dualfix (named Speculative Dualfix) is now examined empirically with R being non-existent 
in each system. Since the fixing operations G, L, and 1\-/ reduce ao they may create the 
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conditions for D to be applied (ao < ao), and as mentioned earlier, applying D whenever 
possible results in a smaller RHS which can improve the prospects for further fixing. This 
positive feedback means that it is often possible by using the transformations to reduce an 
inequality on a small number of variables to the point of redundancy or until all variables 
have been removed. This is reflected in the empirical results obtained. 
Tables A-D in Appendix C show the results of an empirical investigation into the efficacy 
of these systems. For each system, for between 5 and 16 variables per inequality, 106 
inequalities were generated randomly and processed using the system. The inequalities 
were generated using the method for generating inequalities in random integer programmes 
described in Chapter 2 with Cmin = 1 and Cmax = 9999. The distribution of the values of m 
was used to assess the scope for applying the system. 
The column headings in Tables A-D are 'n' (the number of variables in the inequality), 
followed by various values of m, under which is displayed the number of inequalities per 1000 
that yield the given value of nand m. Note that the standard deviation for these figures 
is J106 p(1 - p)/1000 where p is the probability that a randomly generated inequality on n 
variables has the given value of m. This is bounded above by 1/2, so along with rounding 
the figures to the nearest integer, it is reasonable to conclude that these figures are accurate 
to about ±2. The final column gives the number of seconds taken to randomly generate and 
reformulate 106 inequalities using an implementation of the system written in C and run 
under MS-DOS 6.20 on a Pentium 60Mhz PC. In Tables A and D the cases corresponding 
to m E {I, 2, 3, 4} are omitted due to Proposition 270, and in Tables Band C the cases 
corresponding to m E {I, 2, 3, 4, 5} are omitted due to Proposition 272. 
It is clear from Tables A-D that the probability that an inequality on m variables can 
be temporarily reduced to fewer variables by fixing is not independent of whether it has 
been produced by fixing variables in an inequality on more than m variables. For example, 
from Table A we can estimate the probability of Dualfix being able to fix a variable in a 
randomly-generated inequality on 15 variables as being 1- 0.816 = 0.184. However, of those 
1000 - 831 = 169 inequalities on 16 variables that can have a variable fixed, 169 - 15 = 154 
can have a further variable fixed. This proportion is equal to 154/169 = 0.911 »0.184. In 
hindsight this is not surprising since the largest coefficient remaining in an inequality will 
often be only a little smaller than the one just fixed, and so it may also meet the conditions 
necessary to be fixed, especially if D has been performed following the last fixing. Thus 
the amount of fixing with Dualfix tends to "snowball". Similarly, fixing tends to snowball 
with Selfdualfix and Selfdualfix+Rc • Indeed, even on inequalities with sixteen variables, 
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Tables A-C suggest that if any fixing is possible at all with these systems, then the single 
most likely value for m is zero. 
In the next subsection it is shown that for most of the systems if m = 0 then the 
inequality produced is a minimum inequality. Thus in the following comparison of the 
systems we focus on the proportion of inequalities on a given number of variables for which 
m = 0 along with time considerations. 
Dualfix is clearly very fast, taking approximately 11n X 10-6 seconds per inequality (see 
Table A). 
The results for Selfdualfix are displayed in Table B. Observe that the advantage of 
Selfdualfix over Dualfix is substantial for n ~ 7, but that it rapidly declines as n increases to 
eight and beyond. Observe that for all n ~ 16 the number of inequalities for which m = 0 is 
greater for Selfdualfix than it is for Dualfix. However, Selfdualfix is also slower than Dualfix 
at very approximately n 10g(n)1O-S seconds per inequality, with the margin increasing as 
n increases. Clearly Selfdualfix+Rc is a more effective technique than Selfdualfix and this 
is shown by the results for Selfdualfix+Rc in Table C. However, the improvement is clearly 
marginal, but this applies equally to the increase in time taken (the average time is still 
approximately nlog(n)lO-S seconds per inequality) and the technique has the advantage 
over Selfdualfix that any R can be applied within the system, so it would appear preferable. 
Speculative Dualfix requires the solution of at least two knapsack problems when the 
transformations of Dualfix do not yield m = O. Since solving knapsack problems is NP-
complete (see, e.g., [56]) we would expect the solution times to rise rapidly as n increases 
and this is reflected in Table D. For 6 ~ n ~ 16 it is the slowest of the systems described, 
but it also yields the best results for 7 ~ n ~ 16 in terms of the proportion of inequalities 
for which m = O. However, for n = 16 the time required is approximately 0.08 seconds per 
inequality and for n not very much larger than this it could prove very time-consuming. 
Furthermore, the advantage in terms of effectiveness over its nearest rival- Selfdualfix+Rc 
- is only slight for large n so Selfdualfix+Rc would probably be the most useful of the 
systems. 
Unfortunately, from Tables A-D it is clear that the more variables there are in an 
inequality, the less reformulation is possible using the systems described with vacuous R. 
An understanding of the reasons for this is sought in Section 6.7. Thus there is plenty of 
scope for using serious reformulation techniques R between the transformations for large n. 
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6.4.4 Finding and proving minimality using the transformations 
Definition 275 Given a set of conditions S, we say an inequality (6.1) is S-minimal if it 
is in standard form and satisfies S and there is no inequality equivalent to but smaller than 
it in standard form that satisfies S. 
Note that a minimal inequality that satisfies S is also S-minimal. In particular, a minimal 
inequality is 0-minimal. We are interested in the cases in which S ~ {C6, C7}. 
Lemma 276 If I is S -minimal and satisfies et! then there is a solution to the subset-sum 
problem 
L a;x; = ao + 1, '" E {O, l}n. 
iEN 
(6.12) 
Proof. Suppose that all the LHS coefficients of I satisfy the bounds set by Cl and S 
exactly. Then S # 0 by C2. By C2 and C5 it is clear that the subset-sum problem has a 
solution since the set of possible values of the LHS is the set {O, 1, ... , k} where k '=: ao + 1. 
Suppose instead that aj exceeds the bounds set by S for some j EN. Let this bound be 
b, say. By C2 the quantity 9 = min {L;EN a;x; : L;EN a;x; > ao, '" E {O, 1 in} exists and by 
C.O it is at least ao + 1. If the subset-sum problem has no solution then 9 > ao + 1. Let 
fJ = min{ a j - b, 9 - ao - I}. Then aj may be reduced by fJ whilst preserving standard form, 
0-1 equivalence and satisfaction of S. This contradicts the S-minimality of I and the result 
follows. o 
Theorem 277 D-l = D maps S-minimal inequalities to S-minimal inequalities. 
Proof. Suppose that I is S-minimal and that D can be applied (so C2 holds). First note 
that since I satisfies Cl, C2 and C5, by Lemma 235, D(I) satisfies Cl, C2 and C5. Suppose 
that the dual inequality (6.3) is not S-minimal. 
Then there exists a 0-1 inequality equivalent to, but smaller than, (6.3) satisfying Cl, 
C2. C5 and S of the form L;EN b;x; ::; boo Taking the dual of this inequality we obtain 
L b;x; ::; L b; - (bo + 1), (6.13) 
iEN iEN 
which satisfies Cl. C2, C5 and S and is 0-1 equivalent to I. Now, there exists a 0-1 solution 
to L;EN lI;X; = ao + 1 by Lemma 276, so let", be such a solution. Since b; ::; a; for all i E N 
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and C5 holds for (6.13), ao + 1 = LiEN aiXi 2: LiEN biXi 2: LiEN bi - bo since (6.13) is 
equivalent to I and thus the RHS of (6.13) is at most ao. If bj < aj for some j EN, then 
(6.13) is smaller than (6.1), contradicting the S-minimality of (6.1). Otherwise, bj = aj for 
all j EN, and bo < LiEN ai - (ao + 1). This implies that the RHS of (6.13) is greater than 
ao, a contradiction. The result follows. o 
Lemma 278 Suppose that an inequality I in standard form has had speculative fixing ap-
plied to it, followed by R and it is now in the form 
L bi"'i ::; bo 
iEN" 
(6.14) 
which is S-minimal. If (6.8) is satisfied then the new inequality produced by assigning 
bn = bo + 1 - I is S -minimal. 
Proof. Suppose that 
L biXi ::; ba, 
iEN 
constructed as above, is not S-minimal. Then there exists an inequality 
'" c·x· < Co ~ t t_
iEN 
(6.15) 
( 6.16) 
equivalent to (6.15) in standard form smaller than (6.15) that satisfies S. Suppose that 
Ci < bi for some i E No \ {n}. Then setting Xn = 0 in both inequalities we see that 
LiENn Ci"'i ::; Co is in standard form by Lemma 235 and satisfies S and is equivalent to (6.14) 
but smaller. This contradicts the S-minimality of (6.14). Hence Ci = bi for all i E No \ {n}. 
Now, since (6.16) is equivalent to I, the point (I, x), where x attains the minimum I, violates 
(6.16). Therefore by C5, Cn 2: Co + 1 - LiENn Ci"'i = bo + 1 - LiEN' biXi = bo + 1-1 = bn 
and (6.16) is not smaller than (6.15), a contradiction. The result follows. o 
Thus successful speculative fixing also maps S-minimal inequalities to S-minimal in-
equalities. A similar result holds for G, L, M and N. 
Theorem 279 The {near)-inverses of G, L, M and N map S-minimal inequalities to S-
minimal inequalities. 
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Proof. The proofs for G, L and M follow directly as special cases of Lemma 278. Now 
let us consider normal-fixing, and suppose we have an S-minimal inequality I of the form 
LiENn bixi :::: boo Since we undo Nn with Sn the new coefficient, bn = Ibo - bol. This is 
equal to bo - bo from the proof of Theorem 259 so the inequality produced by applying Sn 
to I is 
(bo - bo)xn + L bix, :::: boo (6.17) 
tEN" 
Viewing Nj as DFj, by Theorem 277 we may apply D to I to produce an S-minimal 
inequality. Note that f3 :::: J - 1 holds so using Theorem 278 and Theorem 240 we may 
apply Fj -I to this inequality to produce the S-minimal inequality 
(bo + 1 - J)xn + L b.x. :::: bo (6.18) 
iEN" 
equivalent to the original inequality L'EN a.x. :::: ao where 
J = min { L bix.: L a'Xi > ao - an, '" E {O, l}n-I}. 
iEN" ieN" 
Now LiENn a.x. :::: ao - an is equivalent to I so 
J = min { L b.x.: L b.x. > ba, '" E {O, l}n-I}, 
teNn iENn 
but I is S-minimal so by Lemma 276, J = bo + 1. Thus (6.17) is equal to (6.18) and the 
resul t follows. o 
Note that it can also be proved that these results hold using "minimum" instead of 
"minimal". Further, given an inequality is S-minimal it is clear that if Ln can be applied 
then the inequality is S \ {C6}-minimal and if Mn can be applied then the inequality is 
S \ {C7}-minimal. Thus if the only transformations applied are D, G, L and M, and m = 0 
the inequality will be a minimum inequality equivalent to (6.1) at the end of the third phase. 
I.e., the column with m = 0 in Table A shows the proportion of inequalities on n variables 
that are reduced to their minimum form by Dualfix. 
Unfortunately this corollary cannot be extended to include the (nearl-inverse of S as the 
following examples illustrate. The first shows that C7-minimality is not always preserved 
and the second shows that C6-minimality is not always preserved. 
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Example 280 Consider the inequality 7X6 + 4xs + 4X4 + 4X3 + 2X2 + XI ::; 8. It is easy 
to see that the ovemll tmnsformation applied in the first phase of the Selfdualfix system 
is GIG2G7DL3L4NsS7DM6. Now, undoing GIG2G7DL3L4Ns we obtain the C7-minimum 
inequality 4xs+4x4+4x3+2x7+2x2+XI ::; 8. Undoing S7 with N7 we obtain 4xs+4x4+4x3+ 
2X2+XI ::; 6 which is not the C7-minimum equivalent inequality (3xs+3x4+3x3+2x2+Xl ::; 
5 is). Thus the inequality produced by the Selfdualfix system after undoing D and M6 is not 
the minimu;" inequality equivalent to the original even though m = O. 
Example 281 Consider the inequality 15x6 + 10xs + lOx4 + lOx3 + X2 + X I ::; 15. It 
is easy to see that the ovemll tmnsformation applied in the first phase of the Selfdualfix 
system is G3G4NsS7L6. The inequality produced is redundant so, since lesser-fixing has 
been applied, the inequality is reformulated by the Selfdualfix system into X7 + X2 + Xl ::; 3. 
Undoing G3G4N s we obtain the C6-minimum inequality 4xs + 4X4 + 4X3 + X7 + X2 + Xl ::; 7. 
Now, undoing S7 we obtain 4xs + 4X4 + 4X3 + X2 + XI ::; 6 u'hich is not the C6-minimum 
equivalent inequality (3xs + 3X4 + 3X3 + X2 + XI ::; 5 is). Thus the inequality produced by the 
Selfdualfix system after undoing £6 is not the minimum inequality equivalent to the original 
even though m = O. 
However, the following result holds. 
Proposition 282 Suppose that an inequality I is normal, in standard form, satisfies CS 
and is a minimum inequality. Then Nj(l) is a minimum inequality. 
Proof. Suppose that the inequality I of the form LiEN aiXi ::; ao is normal, in standard 
form, satisfies C2 and C3 and is a minimum inequality. Suppose that Nj(l) is not a 
minimum inequality. Then by Theorem 277, D Nj (I) is not a minimum inequality, i.e., 
since Nj = DFj , LiEN; aixi ::; ao is not a minimum inequality. Therefore, since this 
inequality satisfies C2 there exists an inequality 
'\' b·x· < bo ~ I I _ 
iENi 
(6.19) 
equivalent to it in standard form that satisfies C2 with bi < ai for some i E Nj U {O}. If 
i E Nj then by Lemma 23.5 and Proposition 237 we may selfdualise (6.19) to obtain an 
inequality equivalent to I that is in standard form and has bi < ai, contradicting the fact 
that I is a minimum inequality. Thus bi ~ ai for all i E Nj and bo < ao. However, there 
exists a 0-1 point satisfying LiEN; aixi ::; ao exactly (otherwise aj and ao can be reduced in 
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I whilst maintaining standard form, contradicting the fact that it is a minimum inequality). 
This point must satisfy (6.19) so bo ;:: ao, yielding a contradiction. The result follows. 0 
Thus if S = 0 then self-dualising can be undone by applying Nj whilst keeping the 
inequality an S-minimum (i.e., minimum) inequality. Clearly from the two examples above, 
if a minor- or lesser-fix has been applied before applying an Sj in the first phase of a two 
or three-phase method we cannot automatically be certain that the inequality will be a 
minimum inequality at the end of the last phase even if m = O. However, if m = 0 and 
we find that all minor- and lesser-fixings occurred following all Sj'S in the first phase then 
by Proposition 282 and the remarks following Corollary 279 the inequality finally produced 
will be a minimum inequality. Note that all is not lost even if the inequality produced at 
the end of the execution of the system is not a minimum inequality, since clearly it is likely 
to be a near-minimum inequality and thus it is likely to be better formulated than it was 
previously (recalling, e.g., the research of Chapters 2 and 4). 
6.4.5 Myopic reduction using the transformations 
As an indication of the merits of using only the transformations described in this chapter, 
we show that any maximal myopic coefficient reduction (33) can be performed using these 
transformations. First we describe myopic coefficient reduction. 
Proposition 283 [33, 84J 
(aj - r)xj + L a;x; ::; aD - r 
iENi 
is equivalent to (6.1) for any r satisfying aD - L;ENj a; ;:: r ;:: O. 
(6.20) 
Replacing (6.1) by (6.20) is called myopic reduction. We say the reduction is maximal if 
the maximal value of r is chosen. 
Proposition 284 Suppose a series of maximal myopic coefficient reductions can be per-
formed on a j" aj" ... , aj, in (6.1). Then this reformulation can also be achieved by applying 
(6.21) 
Proof. Suppose that myopic coefficient reduction is possible on aj, i.e., L;ENJ a; < ao· 
Then adding aj to both sides of this relation and re-arranging we obtain a j > L;EN a; - (ao+ 
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1)+ 1. Hence after applying D to (6.1) we may apply Gj. Following this with Gj-I we obtain 
L;ENj a;x;+{L;EN a;-ao)xj ::; L;EN a;- (ao+1). (Note that no minor-fixing has occurred, 
so we may use the original definition of Gj-I.) Taking the dual of this inequality we obtain 
L;ENj a;x; + {L;EN a; - ao)xj ::; L;ENj a;, which is precisely what we obtain by using 
the maximum possible value of r in Proposition 283. Thus DGj-IGjD is equivalent to a 
maximum myopic coefficient reduction on aj. Thus the series of maximal myopic coefficient 
reductions can be achieved by applying DGj, -IGj,D··· DG;, -IGj,DDG;. -IGit D. Since 
D is its own true inverse, this operation is equal to DG;. -IG j ,·· ·Gj, -IGj,Gj, -IGjID, or 
equivalently, (6.21). o 
However, in practice the systems described would not necessarily produce this reformu-
lation even if they were restricted to applying D and greater-fixing, as the following example 
shows. 
Example 285 Consider the inequality 100xI + 100x2 + X3 + X4 :::: 111. Applying 
DGI-IG2-IG2GID yields 91xI +91x2+X3+X4::; 93 which is exactly what a fUll myopic 
reduction would produce. However, the opemtion Duolfix would perform, when restricted as 
above, would be DG I- I DG2 -IG2DG ID which yields 3xI + 12x2 + X3 + X4 ::; 14. In com-
parison, a standard application of any of the systems described would produce the minimal 
inequality XI + X2 ::; 1. 
The reason for this discrepancy is that whenever there is a choice between applying D and 
greater fixing, the systems described choose D, whereas in the transformation equivalent 
of myopic reduction, greater-fixing is always chosen. Note that it is easily seen that the 
systems restricted to just D and G achieve at least as much fixing as when applying the 
transformation equivalent of myopic reduction. 
Table E in Appendix C shows an estimate of the distribution of m when using the 
transformation equivalent of myopic reduction, here termed 'Myopic Dualfix'. This estimate 
is based on 106 inequalities generated randomly in the same way as for Tables A-D, and 
the results are also presented in the same way. Note that n ::; 2 is not included in this table 
since it is easy to see that for n ::; 2 it is always possible to apply greater-fixing to each 
variable following an initial application of D. 
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6.4.6 Inherent limitations of similar schemes 
Observe that any inequality proved minimal using Dualfix, Speculative Dualfix or the trans-
formation equivalent of myopic reduction has its smallest non-zero coefficient equal to one. 
In this subsection we explore a limitation of all schemes that produce an inequality equival-
ent to (6.1) that is in standard form and has coefficients and a RHS that are smallest possible 
in some sense, and are restricted to producing inequalities with a smallest coefficient of one. 
We show that any such method is increasingly unlikely to succeed as n increases. 
1000 inequalities were randomly generated for each n E {5, 6, ... , 16} using the method 
in Chapter 2. For each inequality the smallest possible value of a coefficient of a necessary 
variable was calculated. This was done by finding the necessary variable in (6.1) with 
the smallest coefficient, Xnec say, and using the variation of the integer programme for 
minimising the sum of the coefficients described in [17) in which the objective is boec . Let 
b~ec denote the minimum value of boec . For each n, the number of times that b~ec > 1 was 
counted, and the results are displayed in Table 6.1. 
n 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Tally for b~ec > 1 16 79 192 305 433 520 615 658 727 801 826 853 
Bound 984 921 808 695 567 480 385 342 273 199 174 147 
Table 6.1: Statistics for the randomly generated inequalities. 
Note that the values for n ::; 4 are not listed since the value is one for every inequality 
on at most four variables (see, e.g., [72) for a list of minimal forms of such inequalities). 
This yields a bound on the number of inequalities in the experiment that can be proved 
minimal using any technique that always has b~ec = 1. Note, however, that this bound 
can be exceeded by the Selfdualfix system for n = 5 since by Proposition 272, for n ::; 5 
it can ensure that m = 0 and it does not ever apply lesser-fixing or minor-fixing before an 
S when n ::; 5. The Selfdualfix system is able to exceed the bound since it can introduce 
new variables as well as fix existing ones, so that the variable assigned the lowest coefficient 
during the application of these systems is sometimes removed during the final phase to leave 
a larger coefficient as the smallest coefficient in the inequality produced at the end. 
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6.5 The effects of applying D and fixing on coefficient SIze 
reduction techniques 
Based on results from applying some reformulation techniques to some standard problems, 
Savelsbergh [140] writes: "This shows that, at this moment, we do not have a clear un-
derstanding of how the different techniques embedded in state-of-the-art mixed integer 
optimizers interact.". In order to address this type of concern, in this section and the fol-
lowing we seek an understanding of how applying D and fixing a variable to zero interacts 
with other reformulation techniques that are applied, as R, in the systems described. 
We show that after applying D or fixing a variable to zero the effectiveness of coefficient 
size reduction techniques is as great as or greater than before. Given the speed of applying 
the operations D, L, G, M, Nand S this is encouraging. We consider each technique for 
reducing coefficients in turn. 
6.5.1 Minimising the coefficients usmg the ceiling and roof-point ap-
proach 
A standard method for finding a minimal inequality equivalent to a given 0-1 inequality was 
described in [17] based on finding roof and ceiling points. These concepts are now restated. 
Definition 286 [17} Given an inequality I in standard form L;EN a;x; ::; ao satisfying C4, 
"" E {O, l}n is a roof point of I if 
(i) L;EN a;xi ~ ao + 1, 
(ii) If x; = 1, then L;EN a;xi - at ::; ao, 
(iii) If x; = 1 and X;+1 = 0, then L;EN a;xi - at + at+l ::; ao. 
The set {i: xi = I} is called a roof of I. 
Definition 287 [17} Given an inequality I in standard form L;EN a;x; ::; ao satisfying C4, 
"" E {O, l}n is a ceiling point of I if 
(ii) If x; = 0, then LEN a;xi + at ~ ao + 1, 
(iii) If x; = 0 and Xi+l = 1, then L;eN a;xi + at - atH ~ ao + 1. 
The set {i : xi = I} is called a ceiling of I. 
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The method involves solving a linear programme that finds an equivalent inequality 
L;EN b;x; :::: bo in standard form satisfying C4. An objective function recommended in [17] 
is L;ENo b;. The constraints consist of a small number of constraints preserving Cl and 
C4 and a generally larger number of constraints in one-one correspondence with the set 
of ceilings and roofs. In general there can be exponentially many ceilings and roofs and 
hence exponentially many constraints. Since the method guarantees to find an inequal-
ity minimising L;ENo b;, the technique cannot be made more effective by the USe of fixing 
or applying D. However, we may aim to reduce the time required when solving the pro-
gramme by applying a series of transformations from {D, G, L, M, N, S}, then solving the 
programme for the transformed inequality (adding conditions to ensure C6 and C7 are pre-
served if this is required), and then undoing the transformations. Solving the programme in 
between the transformations and their inverses will create, in the terminology of Chapter 3, 
a positively minimising inequality, which is necessarily a minimal inequality as remarked in 
Chapter 3. Thus if the appropriate conditions, stated in Theorem 277, Corollary 279 and 
Propositions 282 for preserving S-minimality when undoing the transformations are met, 
the inequality produced at the end of the third phase will be a minimal inequality equivalent 
to the original inequality. The efficacy of this approach depends largely on whether or not 
the transformed inequality has many fewer ceilings and roofs than the original. This i~sue 
is now explored. 
As mentioned in [17], a set is a ceiling (roof) of I if and only if its complement with 
respect to the set {I, 2, ... , n} is a roof (ceiling) for the dual inequality. Thus applying D 
does not alter the total number of ceilings and roofs. 
Fixing Xn reduces the number of variables in the programme of [17] and maintains or 
reduces the total number of ceilings and roofs as is now shown. 
Definition 288 Given an inequality I, let c(1) denote the number of ceilings of I, and r(1) 
the number of roofs of I. 
Lemma 289 Let I be the inequality L;ENI a;x; :::: ao and J the inequality L;EN a;x; :::: aD 
in standard form for which C2 and Cl hold and n :::: 2. Then c(1) + r(f) ::; c(J) + r(J). 
Proof. Clearly, if x is a roof point of I then (0, x) is a roof point of J so r(J) :::: r(1). We 
now prove that c(J) :::: c(1) by induction. Suppose that c(J) :::: c(I) for" E {2, 3, .. . ,k}. 
Now let n = k + 1 and consider the inequality Li=2 a;x; ::; 00' Let Cl be the set of ceiling 
points of this inequality, augmented by Xl = 0, and Cf the elements of Cl that are ceiling 
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points of LiEN aixi ~ ao. Clearly any element of C2 := Cl \ Cf has X2 = 1 and satisfies 
Li~2 aiXi + al - a2 ~ ao. Let 5i : {O, l}n -+ {O, l}n be the operation that shifts the first 
i ones in a point :z: one place to the left. Then we may apply SI to the elements of C2 
since each has at least one component taking the value one. Let C~ be the elements of C2 
that map under 51 to ceilings of LiEN aixi ~ ao. Clearly any element of C3 := C2 \ C2 
has X2 = X3 = 1 and satisfies L£,,2 aiXi + al - a3 ~ ao. Let C~ be the elements of C3 that 
map under 52 to ceiling points of LiEN aixi ~ ao. Continuing in this way we obtain sets of 
ceiling points of J: q,51(Q), ... ,5k_I(Q) where k ~ nand q =Ck since C2 holds for 
J. Observe that each ceiling point in 5 i - 1 (Cf) has XI = X2 = ... = Xi_I = 1 and Xi = 0 so 
the sets of ceiling points generated are pairwise disjoint. However the C~ form a partition 
of Cl and the 5i are injective on Ci+1 so we have constructed at least ICII ceiling points of 
LiEN aixi ~ ao· The result follows. o 
However, the following lemma shows that when applying G, L and M the total number 
of ceilings and roofs does not reduce by more than two. 
Lemma 290 Let c(1) and r(1) be the number of ceilings and roofs for an inequality I In 
standard form satisfying Cr Then c(MI(I)) + r(MI(I)) ::: c(1) + r(I) - 2, c(LI(1)) + 
r(L I(1))::: c(I) + ,'(1) - 2 and c(GI(I)) + r(GI(I))::: c(I) + r(1) - 1. 
Proof. Suppose that (XI,:Z:) E {o,l}n is a roof or ceiling of I. Suppose that XI = O. If 
(XI,:Z:) is a roof (ceiling) point of I then:z: is clearly a roof (ceiling) point of LiENl aiXi ~ ao· 
Now suppose instead that XI = 1. Suppose that minor-fixing is possible. Then if (XI,:Z:) 
is a roof point then XI = Xn-I = 1, Xi = 0 otherwise, and if it is a ceiling point, XI = Xn = 1, 
Xi = 0 otherwise. Suppose instead that lesser-fixing is possible. Then if (XI,:Z:) is a roof 
point then XI = Xn = 1, Xi = 0 otherwise, and if it is a ceiling point then XI = 1, Xi = 0 
otherwise. Suppose instead that greater-fixing is possible. Then if (XI,:Z:) is a roof point 
XI = 1, Xi = 0 otherwise, and there will be no ceiling points with XI = 1. The result follows. 
o 
Theorem 291 Let F stand for one of M, Land G and suppose that the conditions for 
applying F to I are satisfied. Then c(I) + r(1) - 2 ~ c(FI (I)) + r(FdI)) ~ c(!) + r(I). 
Proof. This now follows immediately from Lemmas 290 and 289. o 
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This result does not extend to include normal-fixing, as the total number of roofs and 
ceilings can reduce by more than two when applying N. Similarly, by applying S the total 
may increase by more than two. These facts are demonstrated by the following examples. 
Example 292 Consider the normal inequality 6xI +5X2+4x3+3x4+2xs+X6 $ 10. This 
has roofs (1,2), (1,3,6), (1,4,5), (2,3,5), (2,4,5,6) and ceilings (1,3), (1,4,6), (2,3,6), 
(2,4,5) and (3,4,5,6). However, when using the Selfdualfix system we would apply Ni to 
obtain 5X2 + 4X3 + 3X4 + 2xs + X6 $ 4 which has roofs (2), (3,6), (4,5) and ceilings (3), 
(4,6). Thus applying NI has reduced the total number of ceilings and roofs by five. 
Example 293 The inequality 6xI + 5X2 + 4X3 + 3X4 + 2xs $ 9 has roofs (1,3) and (2,4,5) 
and ceilings (1,4), (2,3) and (3,4,5). Using Selfdualfix on this inequality we would apply 
56 to obtain 6xI + 5X2 +4X3 + 3X4 +2xs + X6 $ 10 which has ten ceilings and roofs as shown 
in the previous example. 
By Lemma 289 and the fact that applying D does not alter the total number of ceilings 
and roofs, we would expect self-dualising to generally increase c(I) + r(l). Indeed, it is 
remarked in [17] that it is possible for I'd to have more ceilings than I has roofs and 
ceilings, and hence for c(l) + r(I) to more than double by applying 5. 
Corollary 294 If m = 0 when applying Dualfix to I then c(l) + ,. (I) ~ 2n. 
Proof. As remarked earlier, applying D does not affect the total number of ceilings and 
roofs and by Lemma 290 each fixing in Dualfix reduces the total by at most 2. Since m = 0 
Dualfix reduces the inequality either by k < n fixings until it is redundant (leaving an 
inequality with one ceiling point and no roof points and hence crI) + r(I) $ 2k + 1) or via 
n fixings so that all the variables have been fixed and removed (leaving no roofs or ceilings) 
and hence crI) + r(l) $ 2n. The result follows. 0 
Note that m = 0 is not necessary for the reformulated inequality to be a minimum 
inequality, but it is required in order to prove that the reformulated inequality is a minimum 
inequality using the systems described. Thus a characteristic of the inequalities that can 
be proved minimum using Dualfix is having a small number of ceilings and roofs. 
If we aim to solve the reformulated programme using group-theoretic methods we may 
wish to attempt serious coefficient size reduction on each constraint because, to quote 
from [17], "For example, in Gomory's group-theoretic algorithm ([64, 168] in this chapter), 
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reducing the coefficient size of a single binding inequality by a factor of k usually leads to a 
similar reduction in the determinant of the linear programming optimal basis. The amount 
of computation necessary to solve the group problem is proportional to this determinant 
squared". However, by Corollary 294, by using Dualfix to produce minimum inequalities 
whenever possible in place of the technique of Bradley et al we only avoid the solution of 
some small linear programmes. However, Bradley et al write "The computational results 
and a study of all minimum inequalities for n :5 5 indicated that for fixed n the number 
of roofs and ceilings was a good indicator of the reduction ratio" and that the reduction 
ratio decreased with an increase in the number of roofs and ceilings. Thus the amount of 
coefficient reduction achieved by the transformation-based methods when m = 0 is likely 
to be substantial. Indeed, if the coefficients in each inequality of the programme prior 
to applying these methods are not very large then the computational benefits derived by 
reducing coefficients using these methods may represent a significant part of the potential 
benefits to be derived from coefficient reduction. 
If we aim to solve the reformulated programme using LP-based solution methods then 
the transformation-based reformulation methods may be particularly valuable since, as 
shown in Chapter 2, coefficient reduction can be largely ineffective on inequalities with more 
than about 12 variables uriless they deviate in a favourable way from inequalities generated 
randomly in Chapter 2, and hence a large proportion of the potential computational benefits 
from coefficient reduction can be gained by applying our methods. It appears worthwhile 
to carry out computational experiments to demonstrate this. 
In either case another way to avoid spending large amounts of time with the technique 
of Bradley et al on inequalities with a large total number of ceilings and roofs is to abandon 
the reformulation when the number of ceilings and roofs found exceeds some threshold. 
However there is then the largely arbitrary choice of a threshold to consider and no neat 
proof of minimality is obtained by their method. By using Dualfix we avoid both of these 
problems. 
6.5.2 The Euc\idean reduction 
When the greatest common divisor (ecD) of the LHS coefficients is greater than one an easy 
reduction called Euclidean reduction can be achieved [.4]. With this method the reduction, 
denoted by E, is achieved by dividing the inequality through by the GCD (d say) of the 
LHS coefficients and using the integrality of the new LHS coefficients and the variables to 
round down the new RHS to the nearest integer. Given an inequality I in standard form 
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LiEN aixi :::: ao with integer coefficients, applying Euclidean reduction to this inequality 
results in the new inequality 
(6.22) 
which is as tight as I and tighter if aold is not an integer. We now show that applying D 
leaves unchanged the effectiveness of Euclidean reduction. 
Proposition 295 E == DED. 
Proof. Transforming (6.1) to the dual, the LHS coefficients are the same, so the GCD is the 
same and the same division of the LHS coefficients can take place, this time to give: 
Now the RHS of this inequality is equal to 
'" ai + l-(ao + I)J ~ since LiEN (ad d) is an integer 
. N d d 
'E 
L :i -r ao ; 11 by a property of l· J 
tEN 
L (~) -l ~ J - 1 since ao E IN! U {a}, dE IN. 
'EN 
. Therefore taking the dual of this inequality we obtain (6.22). The result follows. 0 
The efficiency of Euclidean reduction is not increased by applying the dual operation 
alone either, since applying DED requires all the operations that E requires plus further 
operations to obtain the RHS of the dual inequality for each application of D. However, fixing 
operations can enhance the effectiveness of Euclidean reduction since gcd(al' ... , an) divides 
gcd( aI, ... , an-I). The following example illustrates this improvement in effectiveness. 
Example 296 Consider the inequality Fk+2XI + FkX2 + FkX3 + FkX4 :::: Fk+2 + 1 where 
k :::: 5. It is easy to see that no Euclidean reduction on this inequality is possible since 
consecutive Fibonacci numbers are coprime. Since Fk :::: 2 for k :::: 3, LI can be applied to 
obtain FkX2 + FkX3 + Fkx4 :::: Fk+2 + 1. Clearly 2Fk < Fk+2 + 1 for k E IN and it is easily 
proved by induction that 3Fk > Fk+2 + 1 for k :::: 5. Therefore we may apply E to obtain 
X2 + X3 + X4 :::: 2, which is minimal. Applying £1-1 we obtain 2xI + X2 + X3 + X4 :::: 2 which 
is minimal by Theorem 279 and is also a facet of its underlying 0-1 knapsack polytope. 
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When using the algorithm for computing the GCD of n integers described in [14] on an in-
equality satisfying C4, gcd(al' ... , an) is calculated by first establishing gcd(a2' ... , an) and 
then computing gcd(al,gcd(a2' .. . ,an)). Using this algorithm it is easy to see that apply-
ing the reformulation L I - I ELl in Example 296 requires a fixed number of basic arithmetic 
operations regardless of k. However, when attempting to apply E to the original inequality 
gcd(Fk' Fk+2) must be calculated. The number of iterations of the Euclidean algorithm for 
computing this number is k - 1, which clearly can be arbitrarily large. Thus combining 
fixing and Euc1idean reduction can be more efficient as well as more effective than Euc1idean 
reduction alone. 
However, it will be rare for much time to be saved in this way, as normally gcd(a2, ... , an) 
will be small, and the number of iterations for the Euc1idean algorithm for two integers is 
never greater than five times the number of digits in the smaller number (Lame [100]). 
Indeed, since n will normally be much larger than in Example 296, the overheads of call-
ing Dualfix may well outweigh the time saved in calculating d. Consequently when there 
is any benefit to be derived from applying Euc1idean reduction as R within the Dualfix 
or Selfdualfix+Rc systemS rather than directly to an inequality, it will normally be only 
increased effectiveness. 
Note that when fixing a yariable does not increase d (so we have the same value of d) 
this does not necessarily mean that fixing, applying E and undoing the fixing gives the 
same result as applying E. To see this, consider the following example. 
Example 297 The inequality 60xI + 40X2 + 30X3 + 30X4 + 20xs + 20X6 ::; 60 is reduced by 
E to 6xI + 4X2 + 3X3 + 3X4 + 2xs + 2X6 ::; 6. In contrast, by applying £1-1 ELl we obtain 
5xI + 4X2 + 3X3 + 3X4 + 2xs + 2X6 ::; 6. In both cases the GCD was ten, but the resulting 
inequalities are different. IVhich is better will depend on whether or not we are using a 
group-theoretic or LP-based solution method. 
Note that applying 5 can worsen the performance of E by reducing the value of d since 
gcd(al' .. . ,a.,a,) divides gcd(al, ... ,an). 
Example 298 Applying 57 to 60xI + 40X2 + 30X3 + 30X4 + 20xs + 20X6 ::; 80 we obtain 
60xI + 40X2 + 39x7 + 30X3 + 30X4 + 20xs + 20X6 ::; 119 but clearly d = 1 now instead of 10. 
Hence it may be besl to apply Euclidean reduction immediately prior 10 applying 5 as well 
a8 in the second phase of a Ihree-phase process . 
.5 Note that the Selfdualfix system is not considered due to the extra condition required on R in The-
orem 266. 
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Finally, observe that Euclidean reduction automatically preserves C6 and C7 so it is 
very well suited to be R in the Dualfix or Selfdualfix+Rc system. 
6.5.3 The rounding heuristic of Chapter 2 
We now consider the effects of the transformations on the heuristic reduction procedure of 
Chapter 2. It is proved that any divisor for this heuristic that is valid when applied to the 
dual inequality is valid for the original inequality, and so the effectiveness of this method is 
not enhanced by applying D. 
Lemmas 299 and 300 and Theorem 301 are taken from Chapter 2. It is assumed that we 
are considering reformulating an inequality of the form (6.1) with integer LHS coefficients. 
Lemma 299 Letd > 0, 1= {iE N :a;jd-la;jdj > 1/2}, s= III andl= maxU:::iENaixi 
: '" E {O, l}n, LiEN aixi ::; aD}. Let ei(d), or simply ei where there is no ambiguity, be equal 
to a;jd - R(a;jd), where R(o) = loj if 0 - loj ::; 1/2, and R(o) = fol otherwise. Suppose 
'" E {O, 1}n and LiEN aixi ::; aD. Then LiEN R(a;fd)xi is bounded above by 
(31 = max{LR (~) Xi: '" E {O, l}n, L aiXi::; aD}, 
tEN tEN 
(32 = max{L R (~) Xi: '" E [0,1r, L a;x;::; I}, 
tEN tEN 
(33 = ~ +max{L-eiX;: '" E [0,1J',La;x;::; I} 
iE1 iEI 
I 
and (3. = d + L -e;. 
ie] 
Lemma 300 Along with the definitions in Lemma 299, let g = min {L;EN aiXi : '" E {O, 1}n 
, L;EN aixi <': aD + 1}, J = N \ I. Suppose", E {0,1}n and LiEN aiXi <': aD + 1. Then 
L;EN R(a;/d)xi is bounded below by 
/1 = min {L R (~) Xi: '" E {O, l}n, L aiXi ~ ao+ I}, 
teN tEN 
/2 = min{LR (~) Xi: '" E [O,1)",L aiXi ~ g}, 
tEN IEN 
/3 = ~ + L -ei + min {L -eixi : '" E [0,1)', La;Xi <': g - La;} 
£EJ iEl iEl iE) 
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and 1. = ~ + L -ei· 
iE) 
Theorem 301 Given the definitions in Lemmas 299 and 300, let i,j E {I, 2, 3,4}. If 
Lf3;] < hi 1, then 
L R (~) Xi::; Lf3;] 
.EN 
(6.23) 
is equivalent to {6.1}. 
Each application of the heuristic reduces (6.1) to (6.23) where d is the largest divisor 
from a set of candidate divisors S that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 301. The heuristic 
is applied repeatedly until no further reduction is obtained. 
The main result of this subsection is now stated. 
Proposition 302 Given an inequality {6.1}, and its dual {6.3}, let d > 0 be a divisor for 
use with the above heuristic. Then 
{i} f3; = LiEN R( a;j d) - 'Yi, 
{ii} 'YJ = LieN R(a;jd) - f3i and 
{iii} d is an acceptable divisor for the dual inequality using bounds /3; and 'Yk if and only 
if d is an acceptable divisor for the original inequality using bounds /3k and 'Yi. 
Proof. (i): Let x be defined by Xi = 1 - Xi. First note that 
1* = max {L aixi : '" E {O, l}n, L aiXi ::; ao} 
iEN iEN 
= max{L ai(l- Xi): x E {O, l}n, L ai(l- X;) s: L: ai - aD - I} 
iEN ieN iEN 
= L: ai - min {L: aiXi: x E {O, l}n, L aiXi ~ aD + I} 
iEN ieN iEN 
= L ai - g. 
iEN 
Wc now consider each bound from Lemmas 299 and 300 in turn. 
f3; = max{LR(~)Xi: x E {O,qn'Laixi s: ao} 
IEN IEN 
max{"L R (~) (1- X;): x E {O,I}n, "Lai(l- Xi) s: L ai - aD -I} 
leN . IEN IEN 
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L R (~) - min {L R (~) Xi: X E {O, l}n, L aiXi 2 ao + I} 
teN tEN tEN 
L R (a i ) -1'1' 
'N d 
.E 
Pi max{L R (~) Xi: '" E [0,1)", L aiXi ::; r} 
tEN tEN 
= maX{L R (~) (1- Xi): X E [0,1]", L ai(l- Xi)::; 2: ai - g} 
tEN tEN tEN 
= L R (~) - min {L R (~) Xi : X E [0, l]n, 2: aiXi ?: g} 
tEN tEN tEN 
= LR(ai )-1'2' ON d 
.E 
P3 - I; + max {L -eixi : '" E [0,1]', L aiXi ::; I'} 
IEI IEl 
_ LiEN;i - 9 + max {L -ei(1 - Xi) : X E [0,1]', L ai(1 - Xi) ::; L ai - g} 
iel iEl ieN 
LiEN ai - 9 ~ . {~ - - [0 1]' ~ - > ~} 
= d + -ei - mm L.J -€iXi : :z: E ~ ,~aixi _ 9 - L.J ai 
iEl iEl iEl iEJ 
= LE; ai + L -ei - gld - L -ei - min {L -eixi : X E [0,1]', Laixi 2 9 - L ai} 
ieN iEJ iE! ie! iEJ 
L R (ai ) - 1'3' 
ON d 
.E 
/' P; = d + L-ei 
iEI 
= LiEN ai - 9 + L -ei 
d iEI 
= Le;ai + 2: -ei - gld - 2: -ei 
iEN iEJ 
= ~R(~)-1'4' 
(ii): If (6.1) is chosen to be the dual inequality, by (i) we obtain pr = LiEN R(a;jd) -1'; 
for all j E {I, 2, 3, 4}. Since the dual of the dual inequality is the original inequality we may 
rearrange this to obtain 1'; = LiEN R(aild) - {3j for all j E {I, 2, 3, 4}. 
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(iii): d is an acceptable divisor for the dual inequality using bounds f'; and 'Yk if and 
only if 
If'jj < r 'Yk1, 
if and only if l L: R(a;jd) - 'Yj J < rL: R(a;jd) - f'k 1 '
iEN 'EN 
if and only if l-'Yj j < r -f'k 1 since the sum is integral, 
if and only if 
- r 'Yj 1 < -If'kj, 
if and only if If'k] < r 'Yj 1, 
if and only if d is an acceptable divisor for the original inequality using bounds f'k and 'Yj. 
o 
Denoting the heuristic's action when using bounds f'j and ik and a set of divisors 5 by 
H(j, k, 5), part (iii) of the above shows that DH (k, j, 5)D produces an inequality with the 
same LHS as is obtained using H(j, k, 5). However, the RHS may be different. Indeed we 
have the following result. 
Corollary 303 The RHS obtained by applying DH(k,j, 5)D to (6.1) is greater than or 
equal to the RHS obtained by applying H(j, k, 5). 
Proof. Suppose that the best divisor when applying H(k, j, 5)D is d. Then the RHS be-
comes If'kj = lLiEN R( a;j d) -ikj by (i) of Proposition 302. This is equal to LiEN R(a;j d)-
r 'Yk 1· Thus applying D again we obtain a RHS of r 'Yk 1- 1. By (iii) , d is an acceptable divisor 
for (6.1) when applying H (j, k, 5) so If'j j < r 'Yk 1· Thus If'jj ~ r ik 1 - 1 and the result 
follows. o 
Though this result shows that applying DH(k, j, 5)D may yield a less tight inequality 
than applying H (j, k, 5), it should be noted that the possible difference in the RHSS does 
not affect the set of acceptable divisors for subsequent applications of the heuristic since the 
inequalities are equivalent and the LHSS are the same. Therefore subsequent applications of 
the heuristic are not affected by a possibly larger RHS after the first application. When no 
more applications of the heuristic are effective, a RHS which is larger than necessary can, 
in a~y case, be reduced to the minimum possible value by assigning it the new value of 
l. However, it was shown in Chapter 2 that with a good set of divisors the heuristic will 
produce a (near)-minimal inequality, in which case there will be little scope to have different 
RHSs in Corollary 303. 
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It is easy to see that calculating {3i. and ,; requires exactly the same order of time 
as calculating (3j and Ik. Therefore given the computations required to apply D twice, 
applying DH(k,j,5)D will always be slightly slower than applying H(j,k,5) so applying 
D H (k, j, 5) D is slightly less efficient than applying H (j, k, 5). 
Consequently, to find the advantages of applying the heuristic within any of the sys-
tems (except Selfdualfix which is excluded due to the reasons mentioned in the previous 
subsection, and Speculative systems which leave no scope for R) we must consider the 
other transformations. Fixing reduces the size of the inequality and so generally makes the 
calculations faster, at the cost of very little work. It is easy to see that fixing a variable 
to zero decreases the value of {3j and increases Ik for all j, k E {I, 2,3,4}, so the new set 
of acceptable divisors following G, L, M and N contains the original set. (Note that we 
would change from H(j,k,5) to H(k,j,5) after applying N since Nj = DFj.) Thus the 
reduction will always be at least as effective' as measured by d following fixing by any of 
these transformations. 5 has the opposite effect since it is equivalent to possibly applying D 
and then introducing a new coefficient. However, in the systems described it is only applied 
when it enables two further fixings (the first of which is a normal-fix), so the overall effect 
on d could be favourable. This is demonstrated in the following example. 
Example 304 Consider the inequality 11:1:1 + 8:1:2 + 6:1:3 + 4:1:4 + 4:1:5 +4:1:6 + 2:1:7 :S 18 and 
suppose that we use the bounds {34 and ')'4 and the set of divisors D/, which is equal to the 
set of natural numbers less than twice the smallest coefficient of a necessary variable, i.e., 
{1, 2, 3}. Then I = 18 and g = 19 and when d = 2 we have {34 = 9 = 14 so 2 is not an 
acceptable divisor. When d = 3 we have {34 = 7 and 14 = 16/3 so 3 is not acceptable either. 
However, by applying 58 we obtain 11:1:1 + 8:1:2 + 6:1:3 + 4X4 + 4:1:s + 4X6 + 2:1:7 + 2X8 :S 20 
and then applying NI we obtain 8X2 + 6X3 + 4:1:4 + 4:1:5 + 4:1:6 + 2X7 + 2xs :S 9 and now L2 is 
possible so the self-dualising operation would be applied by the 5elfdualfix system. It is easy 
to see that D/ is still {1, 2, 3} and that 2 is now an acceptable divisor with the same bounds. 
Note that when applying transformations apart from D we may need to restrict d so 
that the heuristic is C6- and C7-preserving. C6 is easily preserved by limiting the choices 
for d, specifically we require d < 2an • C7 can also be preserved without a significant amount 
of additional computations by ruling out any divisor that would result in C7 being yiolated 
before determining whether or not it is "acceptable". 
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6.6 The effect of the transformations on tightening tech-
mques 
In Chapter 5 a method was given for tightening inequalities which generalised the existing 
techniques for tightening 0-1 programmes. The method is restated here for the special case 
in which we have a linear 0-1 programme and all coefficients and RHSs are integral. 
Theorem 305 Let k El. Suppose that (i) 
(6.24) 
is valid for the original programme or (ii) it is not valid and there is no :z; that violates 
(6.26) and (6.24) and satisfies (6.27). Then consider the following programme. 
(6.25) 
subject to 
~ ak' x .) ) < ak,O, (6.26) 
jEJk 
~ax t,) J < ai,O, for all i E 1\ {k}, (6.27) 
jEJj 
~ O'jXj < g - 1, (6.28) 
jEG 
Xj E {O, 1}, for all j E J. (6.29) 
If this programme does not have a solution we may append the inequality LjEG Cl'jXj ;::: g or 
LjEG Q'jXj = g if (6.24) is valid (replacing (6.24) if it is already part of the programme), 
to produce a new formulation as tight as the original. Otherwise, for any 11 such that 
0::; 11 ::; 11max> (6.26) can be replaced by 
~ (ak,j - 11Cl'j)Xj + ~ ak,jXj::; ak,o - 11g, (6.30) 
jEG jEJ,\G 
with (6.24) appended if it is valid to form an equivalent integer programme as tight as 
the original. It will be tighter if there are solutions to the LP-relaxation of the original 
p1'Ogramme that violate (6.30), or (6.24) if it is appertded. 
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If this method is applied within one of the systems then complications arise from the fact 
that the reformulation is not taking place on the original inequality. In particular, without 
knowing the value of" it is not easy to determine the effect on the original inequality when 
" times (6.24) is "subtracted" from a transformed version of the original inequality in the 
second phase of the reformulation. Nevertheless, as along as the reformulation achieved on 
the transformed inequality satisfies the required conditions on R and reduces the coefficients 
of the original inequality it is likely to be helpful since coefficient reduction is generally 
helpful. Thus techniques such as single coefficient reduction [33, 46] might successfully be 
used within the systems, as might the method of Theorem 305 if" is limited sufficiently to 
preserve equivalence. 
When D is the only transformation applied, matters simplify considerably. It can easily 
be shown that if (6.26) is in standard form and "(6.24) denotes the operation of "sub-
tracting" " times (6.24) from an inequality then D"(6.24)D applied to (6.26) yields (6.26) 
"less" " times LjEG QjXj s: LjEG Qj - 9 if "(6.24) preseryes standard form. Therefore if 
LjEG QjXj s: LjEG Qj - 9 satisfies the conditions imposed on (6.24) we may apply "(6.24) on 
the dual inequality using an acceptable value of" and know that after applying D again and 
appending LjEG C>jXj s: LjEG Qj - 9 if necessary the formulation will be 0-1 equivalent to 
and as tight as or tighter than the original. Theorem 305 can be used to give the maximum 
value for" by applying it directly to the original inequality using LjEG C>jXj s: LjEG Dj - 9 
in place of (6.24) so actually nothing will be gained by transforming to the dual inequality 
if we have the time available to use Theorem 305 to obtain the strongest possible reformu-
lation. 
In practice some of the constraints (6.26)-(6.29) will normally have to be dropped to 
speed up the calculation of "max> so that a lower bound on the optimal value of "max 
is usually obtained, so one might imagine that sometimes, depending on the nature of the 
relaxation of (6.26)-(6.29) contemplated in an ordinary application of Theorem 305, a larger 
value of" could be verified as acceptable after transforming to the dual inequality. However, 
the following result shows that under conditions that are commonly satisfied the value of 
" obtained on the dual inequality is no more than that obtained on the original inequality 
when just (6.28) and (6.29) are used as the relaxation, i.e .. when using the short-sighted 
approach of Chapter 5. 
Proposition 306 Suppose that {6.26} satisfies Cl-CS and C5, (6.24) has integral coeffi-
cients and is implied by the dual of {6.26} and that LjEG Cl jX j s: L:jEG C>j - 9 is implied by 
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{6.26}. Then if the transfDrmatiDn Drr (6.24)D is applied tD {6.26} where "(6.24) preserves Cl 
and C5, and the revised fDrm Df {6.26} alDng with LjEG crjXj ~ LjEG Oij - g is equivalent 
tD {6.26} then 
rr < 
such that 
x E 
L crj - g - 1, 
jEG 
{O,l}IJ,UGI. 
Proof. Since (6.24) is implied by the dual inequality and we wish C5 to be satisfied by 
the new dual inequality, as well as for it to imply (6.24), according to Proposition 197 of 
Chapter 5 we require 
subject to 
x 
< L crj - g - 1, 
jEG 
E {O,l}!J,UGI. 
Clearly the fraction to be minimised simplifies to give the stated result. o 
Thus if one is able to efficiently use fractional programming techniques alongside the 
short-sighted approach it is inadvisable to transform to the dual inequality. Nevertheless, it 
can sometimes be advantageous to transform to the dual inequality before applying rr(6.24) 
when using lower bounds on 7r max, as we now demonstrate. 
Example 307 CDnsider the 0-1 inequality lOx[ + 9X2 + SX3 + 7X4 + Xs ~ 23. By applying 
D tD the Driginal inequality we Dbtain lOx[ + 9X2 + SX3 + 7X4 + Xs ~ 11. This inequality 
implies the clique inequality x[ + X2 + X3 + X4 ~ 1. By PropDsitiDn 306" is limited tD being 
at mOist 3. Using this value fDr rr we Dbtain 7x[ +6X2+ 5X3 +4X4 + Xs ~ S and then applying 
D we Dbtain 7x[ + 6X2 + 5X3 + 4X4 + Xs ~ 14 as the replacement fDr the Driginal inequality. 
As remarked abDve, subtracting a multiple Dfx[ +X2+X3+X4 ~ 1 from the dual inequality is 
equivalent tD subtracting a multiple Df X[ +X2 +X3 +X4 ~ 3 from the Driginal, but when dOling 
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the latter we obtain 11:" = 3/3 = I and after a total of n such applications (6.30) reads as 
(7+3(2/3)n)Xl +(6+3(2/3t)X2+(5+3(2/3)n)X3+(4+3(2/3)n)X4+XS :'S 14+9(2/W. Thus 
by transforming to the dual we may sometimes obtain in one application of Proposition 306 
what would require infinitely many applications of Corollary 155 on the original inequality. 
6.7 Probabilistic assessment of reformulation techniques 
Whilst the effectiveness of a reformulation technique can be assessed by applying it to 
problems in a test set and observing the improvement in solution times, it is also informative 
to determine the extent to which its effectiveness is due to how often it has an effect and 
the extent it is due to the magnitude of the effect when there is one. It is also interesting 
to examine how the effectiveness of a reformulation technique changes as the number of 
variables in an inequality changes. To examine these questions, in this section we estimate 
the probability that certain reformulation techniques can be applied to an inequality that 
has been generated randomly in a natural way on a given number of variables. 
Naturally it is sensible to only apply fully the conclusions from this analysis to sets of 
inequalities within programmes that would satisfy numerous probing tests of the hypothesis 
that they are generated in this way. Such tests will not be met by those inequalities in 
practical problems that have a special structure (such as cOVer inequalities). However, with 
knapsack inequalities of no special form these results are likely to give useful information 
about the effectiveness of the various techniques studied. Of particular interest may be 
the information about how the probability that each technique can be applied varies as n 
varies. It should be noted that in this analysis no measurement is made of the amount 
of reformulation that can be done, nor of how effective a technique is at improving the 
performance of any given solution method. The results of this analysis can also be used to 
compare the efficacy of some reformulation techniques, e.g., when one is a special case of 
another. 
In this analysis we assume that each inequality has been generated by sampling each 
ai independently from Unif( {I, ... , cmax}) where Cmax is "extremely large", arranging the 
coefficients so that C4 holds and then sampling ao from linif({al, ... ,LiENai - I}). This 
will be referred to as the discrete model. The assumption about the size of Cmax is made 
so that theoretical results can be obtained easily. With such a large value of Cmax> when 
helpful to do so we may obtain an excellent estimate of the probability sought by acting 
as if the coefficients were selected from Unif((O, cm• x]), or equivalently Unif((O, 1]), and ao 
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were selected from Unif([ab L;eN a;)). This is referred to as the continuous model. Note 
that Cm •• is sufficiently large that for both models ao can be sensibly approximated by 
L;eN a; - aD when calculating the probabilities. 
We examine Dualfix, Euclidean reduction, the heuristic of Chapter 2, Myopic reduction, 
Myopic Cover reduction and finally general non-myopic constraint tightening using the 
constraint subtraction techniques of Chapter 5. 
6.7.1 Dualfix 
Given an inequality of the form L;eN a;x; S aD generated using the continuous model in 
which n 2: 5, let Dn be the probability that Dualfix can temporarily fix at least One variable. 
Note that this is equal to the probability that a new formulation of the inequality is achieved 
since the probability that a re-introduced coefficient has a value equal to its original value 
is zero with this model. 
Considering the coefficients ai, ... , an as random variables, let aU) denote the ith order 
statistic in this sample (see, e.g., [38]). Now, no variables can be temporarily fixed using 
Dualfix if and only if a(n) + a(2) S ao and a(n) + a(2) S L;eN ai - ao. Thus the probability 
of no temporary fixings given a1,"" an is P(ao E laIn) + a(2), L;eN a; - a(n) - a(2)]lao E 
[a(n),L;eNai)). This is equal to 
max {L Q; - 2a(n) - 2a(2), o}/ La;. 
IEN iEN(n) 
(6.31) 
Thus 
Dn = 1- E (max {L a; - 2a(n) - 2a(2), o}/ L ada E Unif((O, l]n)) . 
IEN iEN(n) 
When calculating this expected value it is reasonably straightforward to partition the 
region of integration so that it is clear which term is greater in the maximisation within 
each part of the region. However, the only symbolic algebra package available to the au-
thor (MAPLE v) was unable to evaluate this due to the growth in the number of terms 
as each innermost integration was performed. Consequently the probability was estimated 
empirically instead. (See Table A, which was described earlier.) 
However, we may gain further insight into how this probability changes with n by 
approximating the quantity (6.31) by (L;eN Ui - 2a(n) - 2a(2))/ LieN!n) a;. This is a good 
approximation since clearly this term will generally be positive for large n. Thus applying 
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the further approximation E(X/Y) "" E(X)/ E(Y) to this calculation we can approximate 
Dn by one minus 
E(LEN ai - 2a(n) - 2a(2)la E Unif«O, 1]n)) 
E(LiEN(n) ada E Unif«O, l]n)) 
The expected value for a(i) is i/(n + 1) with the uniform distribution on [0,1] (see, e.g., 
[38]) so Dn = 1 - ((LEN i - 2n - 4)/(n + 1))/«Li~} i)/(n+ 1)) = 1- (n(n + 1)/2 - 2n-
4)/(n(n - 1)/2) = (2n + 8)/(n(n - 1)) = 2/(n - 1) + 8/(n(n - 1)). 
Therefore the estimate of the figure on the diagonal in Table A is 1- (2n+8)/(n(n- 1)). 
The difference between the estimate and the figure in the table in less than 1% of the 
estimate for n ~ 10 so it would appear to be a valuable guide to Dn for n ~ 17, when 
the table can't inform us. This analysis shows that, given the probabilistic assumptions, 
as n increases the probability of a Dualfix reformulation being possible is approximately 
inversely proportional to n. 
6.7.2 Euclidean reduction 
Given an inequality LiEN aixi :::: ao generated using the discrete model in which n ~ 2, 
let En be the probability that a Euclidean reduction is possible, i.e., the probability that 
gcd(al, ... , an) > 1. Let P = {Pi: i E 1N1} be the set of prime numbers listed in increasing 
order of magnitude. Since Cm•x is extremely large it is easy to see that the probability that 
PI divides gcd(al, .. . ,an ) is approximately l/pr. Since Cmax is extremely large it can be 
seen that the probability that P2 divides this GCD will be almost independent of whether 
PI divides it and is therefore approximately l/p~. Let Q~ be the probability that none of 
the first k primes divide the GCD. Thus Q2 "" (1- PI-n )(l_ P2-n ). This may be readily 
extended to Q~ "" IT7=1 (1 - Pi- n ) where Pk «cmax . 
For n > 1, L~I i-n converges (see, e.g., Niven et al[122, p. 375]) to ITp;EP(I-Pi-n )-l = 
1/ ITp;EP(1- Pi- n ) = I/Q~. Thus if n ~ 2, Q~ -) Q~ as k increases, but L~I i-n = (n) 
where ( is Riemann's zeta function (see, e.g., [135]), so Q~ -) 1/«n). Now it can be seen 
that Q~ converges to this limit quite rapidly so En can be approximated reasonably well 
by 1 - Qi "" 1 - Q~ = 1 - 1/«n), where I is the number of primes less than or equal 
to Cm • x. Some expressions for «n) are given in [135] - for example, «2) = 11"2/6 - see 
also Ewell [51]. Thus En can easily be approximated by 1 - 1/«n). To test how well this 
approximation agrees with actual results when Cm • x is a realistic size, Euclidean reduction 
was attempted on 106 randomly generated inequalities with Cm • x = 9999. The resulting 
estimates of En are displayed below. 
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n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
En 0.392 0.168 0.076 0.035 0.017 0.008 0.004 0.002 0.001 
Seconds 28 35 43 50 58 66 74 82 89 
Table 6.2: Estimates of En based on randomly generated inequalities. 
The empirically based estimates for En in Table 6.2 are all within 2 standard deviations 
of the theoretically based estimates so the latter estimates of En are not given separately. 
Clearly the estimates are very accurate for n ::; 10. Note that for n ~ 11, «(n) = L~t i-n 
can be fairly well approximated by 1 + 2-n and that this approximation becomes increasingly 
good as n increases. Hence En ~ 1- 1/(1 + 2-n) ~ 1 - (1 - 2-n) = 2-n. Thus En declines 
exponentially fast as n increases. 
Note that, as with Dualfix, the time taken to apply Euclidean reduction to 106 inequal-
ities displayed in Table 6.2 grows approximately linearly with n when n ::; 10. This is not 
surprising given the following extension of the result of Lame stated in Subsection 6.5.2 and 
the fact that Cm • x is fixed. 
Theorem 308 [141 The number of iterations of the Euclidean algorithm for n integers is 
never greater than n - 2 plus five times the number of digits in the smallest number. 
6.7.3 The rounding heuristic of Chapter 2 
To analyse this technique we use the discrete model. Observe that with this heuristic 1 is 
always a possible divisor and that with this divisor l,B;j = I for all i E {I, 2, 3, 4}. Thus 
the new RHS given by (6.23) is less than the original RHS if and only if ao i I. Given 
at, ... , an, for n ~ 2 it is easy to see that there are k ::; 2n - 3 different values for aD in 
the range {a(n), ... , LiEN a; -I} which would produce aD = I. For large values of Cm • x the 
expected size of this range is approximately equal to Cmax Li;;l i/(n+ 1) = cmaxn(n -1)/2. 
Thus the probability, Hn, of a reduction using the heuristic is greater than or equal to 
1 - k/(cm.xn(n - 1)/2). Clearly for extremely large values of Cm • x and small n, Hn ~ 1 
provides a very good approximation. However, as remarked earlier, the run-time for this 
heuristic is pseudo-polynomial (see Chapter 2) so this high value for Hn is obtained at 
considerable computational expense when compared with Dualfix and Euclidean reduction. 
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6.7.4 Myopic reduction a la Crowder et al 
Given an inequality LiEN aixi ~ ao generated using the continuous model in which n ~ 3, 
let MK be the probability that a myopic reduction can be achieved using the technique of 
Crowder et at. Note that this is the same as the probability that the version of Dualfix 
equivalent to myopic reduction can temporarily fix at least one variable since as mentioned 
previously the probability that a re-introduced coefficient has a value equal to its original 
value is zero with this model. 
Myopic reduction is possible if and only if L;';t' a(i) < 00. Thus the probability of 
a myopic reduction given 01,"" an is P(ao E (Li;i a(i)' LiEN aillao E [a(n), LiEN ail)· 
This is equal to 1 if L;';/ a(i) ~ a(n) and a(n)/ Li;/ a(i) otherwise, i.e., 
min {a(n) f~ a(i)' I}. (6.32) 
Thus MK = E(min{a(n)/Li;i a(i)' 1}la E Unif((O,I]n)). As with the analysis of Dualfix, 
it is reasonably straightforward to formulate a series of integrations yielding the required 
probability MK. Again MAPLE V could not evaluate this series so the probability was 
estimated empirically instead. (See Table D, which was described earlier.) Again, we may 
gain further insight into how this probability changes with n by approximating the quantity 
(6.32), by a(n)/ Li;/ a(i)' This is a sensible approximation since this term will generally be 
much smaller than one for large n. Thus applying the further approximation E(X/Y) ~ 
E(X)/ E(Y) to this calculation we can approximate MK by E(a(n)la E Unif((O, l]n)) divided 
by E(Li;i a(i)la E Unif((O,lr))· Thus MK = (n/(n + l))/(Li;/ ;/(n + 1)) = 0/(0(0 -
1)/2) = 2/(n - 1). 
Therefore the estimate of the figure on the diagonal in Table D is (0 - 3)/(n - 1). 
The difference between this estimate and the figure in the table is less than 1% of the 
estimate for 0 ~ 12 so 2/(0 - 1) would appear to be a valuable approximation to MK 
for 0 ~ 16. As with D n , MK is approximately inversely proportional to o. Whilst it is 
less than Dn, the difference is 0(1/02) so MKj Dn -t 1 as n -+ 00, i.e., the difference 
eventually becomes insignificant. However, since Dualfix is more capable of a reduction 
than ~\'Iyopic reduction without incurring a worse worst-case order of complexity for its 
run-time it appears preferable. 
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6.7.5 Short-sighted implied cover reduction 
As was demonstrated in Subsection 6.2 of Chapter 5, tightening a programme with the 
short-sighted approach using implied covers can be an effective reformulation technique. In 
this subsection we describe a method for determining whether or not a short-sighted implied 
cover reduction (SSICR) is possible on an inequality and estimate the probability of such a 
reduction being possible. 
Given the failure of MAPLE V in evaluating the integral yielding M~, the much more 
complicated expression involving n-tuple integrals for the probability of a SSICR, S~, was 
not even formulated. Instead estimates for the probability were obtained by implementing 
the method, which makes use of the following result. 
Claim 309 Given an inequality of the form (6.1) and an implied cover inequality.LjEc Xj ~ 
c, suppose that a SSICR is possible using this cover inequality. Then a SSICR is possible using 
the inequality 
ICI 
I>j ~ c. (6.33) 
i=l 
Proof. If C = {1, ... , ICI} we are done, so suppose otherwise. By C4 the inequality 
Lj~ll Xj ~ c is also implied by (6.1). Now since a SSICR is possible using LjEC Xj ~ C, 
we have LjEN aj - LjET aj < aD where T is the set of indices of the ICI - c + 1 smallest 
coefficients of variables with indices in C. However, L:j~lc a j <': L:jET aj so a SSICR is possible 
. "lcI < usmg Gj=l Xj _ C too. o 
Note that it is possible that (6.33) is valid with a smaller RHS than c. If so then clearly 
an SSICR is possible with this inequality too. Thus to determine whether or not any SSICR 
is possible we need only examine cover inequalities implied by (6.1) of the form (6.33) with 
minimal RHSS. When executed, Algorithm 6.5 searches through all such inequalities until 
it finds one that can be used to effect a SSICR or determines that there is none. 
The run-time for this algorithm is clearly O(n) given that C4 holds. Table 6.3 contains 
the results from applying this method to 106 inequalities generated as described earlier. 
Unfortunately whilst S~ is considerably greater than .\[~. for n = 6 as can be seen by 
comparing the above table with Table E, the advantage of SSICR dwindles rapidly as n 
increases to 16. Since myopic reduction is the special case of SSICR involving Xi ~ 1 for 
some i, S~ 2: M~ for all n E IN!. 
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Algorithm 6.5 Determining whether or not an SSICR is possible. 
SSICR(L;EN a;x; :<::: aD): 
aT := O. 1* aT = L;ET a; *1 
al := O. 1* al = L;EC\T *1 
al,f := O. 1* L!=J a; *1 
f:= 1. 
c := O. 1* RHS of cover inequality * / 
[ := 1. 
while l :<::: n and no suitable cover found and al < aD do 
Add al to al,f· 
if al,f > aD then 
Subtract aJ from al,f and increment f. 
Add al to aT. 
else 
Increment c. 
Add al to aT. 
if l > 1 then 
Subtract ac-l from aT. 
Add ac_l to al. 
end if 
end if 
if L;EN a; - aT < aD then 
Declare that L~=l X; :<::: c can be used for a SSICR. 
end if 
Increment l. 
end while 
n 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
s~ 0.978 0.903 0.772 0.618 0.475 0.362 0.281 0.226 0.190 0.165 0.147 
Seconds 59 70 79 91 101 112 122 134 144 155 166 
Table 6.3: Empirically-based estimates for S~. 
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Thus, given the probabilistic assumptions, most SSICRs are plain myopic reductions it la 
Crowder et al as n becomes larger, which suggests that with inequalities where n is large 
it might not be worth attempting a SSICR if the coefficients appear randomly generated in 
a way similar to that assumed here. 
Table 6.3 contains information only on those inequalities with at least six variables. The 
reason for this is the following result. 
Proposition 310 For an inequality (6.1) generated using the continuous model S! = 1 for 
n ::; 5. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary inequality I of the form Lf=l aixi ::; aD generated using the 
continuous model. Clearly I satisfies Cl, C2 and C3. Relabel the variables so that C4 holds. 
Suppose first that none of the feasible 0-1 vectors satisfy the inequality exactly. Suppose 
further that no SSICR is possible. Since no reduction is possible using XI +X2+X3+X4+XS ::; 
2, either it is not implied by I (a3 + a4 + as < aD) or al > aD. The latter contradicts C3, so 
a3+a4+a5 < aD· A reduction is possible using XI+X2+X3+X4+X5 ::; 3 if a2+a3+a4+a5 > aD 
and a I + a2 < aD. Now observe that a2 + a3 + a4 + as > aD since otherwise a reduction 
is possible using the trivial clique XI ::; 1. Thus we require al + a2 > aD to prevent a 
reduction being possible. Hence the clique XI + X2 ::; 1 is valid and since a3 + a4 + as < aD 
a reduction is possible using the clique, a contradiction. The result follows by observing 
that the probability that no 0-1 vectors satisfy the inequality exactly is one. Similarly for 
n<~. 0 
i\aturally this does not mean that SSICR is possible on all inequalities with at most five 
variables. Indeed, there are inequalities on only four variables for which no SSICR is possible. 
Example 311 It is easy to check that no SSICR can be achieved on 2xI + X2 + X3 + X4 ::; 2. 
This is in part because (0,0,1,1) satisfies this inequality exactly (whereas if the RHS were 
2 + f. a SSICR could be achieved). Such an event has probability 0 when inequalities are 
generated using the continuous method, but need not be uncommon with inequalities arising 
in other ways (e.g., inequalities generated using the discrete model with a modest value of 
Cmax). 
However, this greater degree of certainty can be achieved for n ::; 3 as the following result 
shows. 
Claim 312 For n ::; 3, a SSICR on (6.1) can always be achieved. 
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Proof. Suppose that n = 3. By C2 we know that x 1+ X2 + X3 ~ 2 is valid. Suppose that no 
reformulation is possible using it. Then by Cl, C3 and C4 we have al = ao. Therefore, by 
C2 and C4, XI +X2 ~ 1 is valid. Since no reformulation is possible with this clique inequality 
and Cl and C3 hold, a3 = ao. Hence by C4, a2 = ao. Thus the clique XI + X2 + X3 ~ 1 is 
valid and a reformulation can be performed since ao ~ al > 0, a contradiction. Similarly 
for n $ 2. The result follows. 0 
Table 6.3 gives convincing evidence that Proposition 310 cannot be strengthened by 
increasing the limit on n from five to six. (The remaining doubt being due to the chance 
that, since a discrete model is used, some vector may satisfy an inequality exactly, unlike 
almost all inequalities generated using the continuous modeL) This is confirmed by the 
following example showing that for some non-zero proportion of inequalities generated using 
the continuous model on n = 6, no SSICR is possible. 
Example 313 It is straightforward to verify that any inequality 0-/ equivalent to 7xI + 
5X2 + 4X3 + 3X4 + 2xs + X6 ~ 9 cannot be reduced by SSICR. The probability that an inequality 
on six variables generated using the continuous model is equivalent to this inequality is clearly 
non-zero. 
6.7.6 More far-sighted tightening techniques 
Let Tn be the probability that the technique of Theorem 305 can be used to effect a refor-
mulation on an inequality generated using the continuous model when (6.26) is included in 
the calculation of 11" max. Since we incorporate the original constraint (6.26) when calculating 
11" the numerator in (6.25) is greater than or equal to aD -I, which is greater than zero with 
probability one. Thus the probability that 11" > 0 and hence a tightening reformulation can 
be performed is equal to one. In other words, Tn = 1. Of course, the effort required to 
compute I is pseudo-polynomial so the good value of Tn comes at a price. 
Some conclusions and ideas for further research related to this chapter and the rest of 
the thesis are included in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and ideas for further 
research 
I see land. I see the end of my labour. Diogenes. 
What is now proved was once only imagined. William Blake. 
There is one thing I would be glad to ask you. When a mathematician engaged 
in investigating physical actions and results has arrived at his own conclusions, 
may they not be expressed in common language, as fully, clearly and definitely 
as in mathematical formulae? If so, would it not be a great boon to such as we to 
express them so, translating them out of their hieroglyphics that we might work 
upon them by experiment? I think it must be so, because I have always found 
that you could convey to me a perfectly clear idea of your conclusions, which, 
though they may give me no full understanding of the steps of your process, gave 
me the results, neither above nor below the truth, and so clear in character that 
I can think and work from them. 
If this be possible, would it not be a good thing if mathematicians, writing on 
these subjects, were to give us their results in this popular useful working state, 
as well as in that which is their own and proper to them? M. Faraday in a letter 
to Maxwell dated November 13th, 1857, quoted in Bragg (19). 
I would predict that there are far greater mistakes waiting to be made by someone 
with your obvious talent for it. Orae to Yila. [City at the Edge of the World.) 
Next week there can't be any crisis. My schedule is already full. Henry Kissinger, 
US diplomat. 
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Many practical problems in business and industry can be tackled by modelling them as 
pure or mixed integer programmes and solving them, usually using a computer code that 
employs a technique called branch-and-bound. By reformulating the programmes before 
getting the computer to solve them much solution time can be saved. In this thesis two 
main types of reformulation were researched in depth: coefficient reduction and tightening 
the formulation. Chapters 2-4 described research into coefficient reduction and matters 
related to coefficient size. Chapter 5 dealt with techniques for tightening the formulation 
and Chapter 6 dealt with both types of reformulation. The conclusions reached and the 
ideas for further research generated are now stated in two ways in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. In 
Section 7.1 an attempt is made to state them in common language to someone unfamiliar 
with the field, so that it is possible to obtain some inkling of the research undertaken and 
the ideas explored without reading through the many pages of text and mathematics in this 
thesis. The second would be appreciated most by those that already have some background 
in the field or have already read large parts of this thesis. 
7.1 Briefly, in common language 
In the programmes considered in this thesis the constraints on the variables can normally 
be expressed mathematically in such a way that all the coefficients of the terms are whole 
numbers. It is surprising (at least to the author) that the sizes of the numbers used can have 
a big effect on solution times when using not just branch-and-bound but also other solution 
techniques - in the literature it is well known that re-expressing inequality constraints with 
minimal-sized integer coefficients can be very helpful. However, techniques for re-expressing 
inequalities in this way can be time-consuming and fairly complex. In Chapter 2 I tried out 
the naive and simple approach of repeatedly dividing all the coefficients through by some 
candidate numbers, rounding them to the nearest integer, choosing a new value for the right-
hand-side of the inequality and testing the new inequality for equivalence with the original. 
Surprisingly this worked very well for inequalities with a "small" number of variables and 
empirical testing suggests that coefficient size reduction on such inequalities could play a 
useful role if incorporated into commercial codes for solving programmes. In Chapter 3 an 
attempt was made to derive simple proofs of the "minimality" of the coefficients in some 
inequalities by building up "complex" minimal inequalities from "simpler" ones. These 
proofs could then act as "certificates" to show such an inequality was in the best possible 
form in a sense. A surprising connection was made to that ubiquitous set of numbers called 
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the Fibonacci sequence, which arises, e.g., in the study of sunflowers. Ideas raised for further 
research include extending the results to make use of alternative definitions of minimality. 
In Chapter 4 the question was asked: "Why is there this connection between coefficient 
size and branch-and-bound performance, exploited in Chapter 2, and is reducing coefficient 
size the best thing to do?". It turns out that, whilst for a number of reasons coefficient size 
reduction can be expected to be worthwhile, it is not always best. The various quantities 
used in Chapter 4 to measure the efficacy of the formulation of individual inequalities might 
also be used to guide the reformulation process more effectively. The implementation of 
this idea could form part of further research. 
The main difficulty in solving integer programmes using branch-and-bound arises be-
cause the set of integer-valued solutions is approximated by the larger set of real-valued 
solutions, and this approximation may be quite poor. In Chapter 5 a method was described 
that attempts to improve this approximation by "rotating" one inequality about its "in-
tersection" with another inequality until it meets an integer-valued solution, in much the 
same way as a door might be swung about its hinges until it meets a doorstop. It is shown 
that the existing reformulation methods that try directly to improve the approximation 
are special cases of this new method that are much less effective in that they rotate the 
inequality less far in general than the new method, sometimes requiring infinitely many ro-
tations before matching it. In order to determine the largest amount of rotation possible an 
auxiliary problem must be solved. This auxiliary problem takes the form of what is called 
a fractional programme, whereas the auxiliary problem for the reformulation methods that 
are special cases has a form similar to that of the original problem. The task of solving 
this new type of auxiliary problem in reasonable time presents new challenges, but much 
more ambitious reformulations of the original problem can, potentially, be achieved using 
it. Attempts to meet these challenges and achieve more perfect reformulations of practical 
or benchmark problems could form part of some further research. 
In Chapter 6 it is shown how some common types of constraints can, to some extent, 
be taken apart, step by step, reformulated as per normal if there is any structure left, and 
then put back together again in such a way that the new form of the constraint is better 
in a sense than the original. An analogy that might be helpful is that of unpacking all 
or part of a suitcase, and then re-packing it, this time using up the smallest amount of 
space possible for each item. Some of the systems of rules described in this chapter for 
doing this "rc-packing" are such that the final, reformulated, inequality (analogous to the 
re-packed suitcase) has the smallest possible whole-number coefficients in a high proportion 
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of cases involving only a "small" number of variables. In addition, some existing techniques 
can be enhanced by employing them between taking the constraint apart (partially) and 
putting it back together again, even if very little taking apart was done. One of the main 
virtues of these ideas is how speedily they can be executed on a computer. Ideas for further 
research include determining whether some of the rules used are the best possible, whether 
better reformulation is possible at a similar speed, and testing of the systems on practical 
problems. 
7.2 An unabridged mathematical verSIOn 
7.2.1 Chapter 2 
In Chapter 2 the merit of reducing coefficients in constraints with a small number of variables 
with the BHW technique was confirmed. The nature of the new heuristic was thoroughly 
explored'and it was shown to be remarkably effective, almost matching the exact method 
of BHW in terms of coefficient size and matching it for branch-and-bound performance. It 
was also shown that versions of it were faster than the BHW technique on a "small" number 
of variables, but that in practice all these techniques would be best applied alongside other 
simpler methods, as a way of improving the formulation of otherwise very difficult integer 
programmes. 
The examples given of the strengths and weaknesses of the heuristic suggest that it 
might be possible to combine it with existing methods in a beneficial way as part of a refor-
mulation system. Often complicated reformulation is tried only after simple reformulation 
fails, and the heuristic could help in such circumstances. Another aspect that could be con-
sidered is the possibility of taking advantage of the inherent parallelism of pre-processing 
techniques that, like the methods focused on here, process each constraint independently. 
An interesting problem of a more theoretical nature would be to explore the computational 
complexity of finding minimal inequalities. 
On a related theme, one idea I had but have so far not been able to develop satisfactorily 
was that of attempting coefficient reduction, or possibly minimising coefficients, by examin-
ing the continued fraction expansion of the ratio of pairs of coefficients in the inequality 
and truncating these expansions and/or adjusting them slightly to form an approximation 
to each ratio involving only small coefficients. 
Another idea was that of systematically producing a minimal inequality equivalent to a 
given one by using the relationships between vectors that satisfy the inequality and vectors 
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that violate it. Some of the elements of this approach are demonstrated in Proposition 116. 
Possibly the required relations could be found using a combination of the row generation 
technique of [17] (to obtain a point showing the putative inequality was not equivalent to 
the original inequality) and then finding a vector representing the difference between two 
relations that corresponds to moving from a point satisfying the inequality to one violating 
it. This approach has the quality of not requiring the solution of linear programmes, thereby 
keeping the algorithm in the discrete domain. 
7.2.2 Chapter 3 
The methods given in Chapter 3 provide a way of proving minimality which is available 
in many cases when the coefficients are reasonably small. It can be useful when a proof 
of minimality that can easily be checked without a computer is required. It may also be 
necessary to use it if a given computer-based method requires more computer memory than 
is available, as the following example demonstrates. 
Example 314 Consider the inequality Xl + X2 + 2X3 + 3X4 + 4X5 + 5X6 + 6X7 + 7xg + 8xg + 
9XlO+lOxl1 +llXI2+12xI3+13xI4+14xI5 ~ 53. This had a total of 1205 ceiling- and roof-
points and to prove that it is positively minimising using one of the methods in [17} requires 
the solution of an integer programme with 1220 constraints and a considerable amount of 
checking if we do not wish to assume that the computer used has performed all the relevant 
calculations correctly. What is more, this number of constraints exceeds 1024, the maximum 
number of rows allowed in an integer programme to be solved using the standard installation 
of SCICONIC [143} available to the author. 
However, to prove the stronger result that it is a minimum inequality one can start with the 
Fibonacci inequality Xl + X2 + 2X3 ~ 2 and extend it using (3.16) of Theorem 57 if n == 0 
or 1 modulo 4 and (3.13) of Theorem 57 otherwise. 
Those open questions prompted by the research in this chapter include: Can each min-
imal inequality on n + 1 variables satisfying the conditions of Theorem 64 be obtained from 
a minimal inequality on n variables using Theorem 57 if permutation of the coefficients is 
allowed after using Theorem 57. (In this way the counter-example given in Section 3.4, 
Xl + X2 + 2X3 + 3X4 + 2X5 ~ 5, can be obtained from a minimal inequality on n variables, 
Xl + X2 + 2X3 + 2X4 ~ 2.) There are also the questions concerning L(n) and R(n) men-
tioned in Subsection 3.7.2. In addition it still remains to prove whether or not all minimal 
inequalities are positively minimising inequalities. Proofs or counter-examples could also 
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be sought of whether we can replace "minimal" by "positively minimising" in Lemma 56, 
Theorem 57 or Corollary 60. The possibility of generating simple proofs of minimality based 
on Theorem 57 using a computer could also be considered. 
7.2.3 Chapter 4 
In Chapter 4 it was shown that reducing coefficients in 0-1 inequalities in a general way 
is effective at reformulating 0-1 programmes for branch-and-bound, and that there are 
a number of reasons for this. However, it is often possible to produce constraints that 
are better in isolation than minimal equivalent inequalities. When the advantage of these 
inequalities over the corresponding minimal inequalities is large, a complete set of these 
constraints may constitute a much better formulation than the corresponding set of minimal 
inequalities, and solution times may be much shorter. 
Most commercial codes apply reformulation techniques that, along with reformulating 
individual constraints, also append constraints. Whilst they are very successful, the tech-
niques applied to reformulating individual constraints generally guarantee no more than 
to optimise s, and consider neither minimising the coefficients nor optimising some other 
measure. Therefore there is considerable scope for improving their performance on some 
types of problems. 
Further research could include: 
1. Determining whether the advantage of I-optimal inequalities over minimal ones varies 
significantly as n varies. 
2. Developing an efficient technique for optimising I or one of the other measures. V 
seems promising as hill-climbing on it yielded good results in the experiments under-
taken and it is easy to evaluate. Given an inequality, one could optimise V over equi-
valent inequalities using the poly to pe characterising equivalent inequalities defined by 
Bradley et al in [17] and an objective function obtained by expanding the expression 
for volume given by (4.3). 
3. Generalising some of the measures to include other constraints as well as the main 
constraint focussed upon. By optimising a measure generalised in this way, some of the 
interactions between the constraints could be taken into account in the reformulation 
process. This might result in considerable savings in branch-and-bound time, though 
this would have to be weighed against the time taken to do the reformulation. 
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4. Including information about the particular objective function used when measuring 
efficacy. For example, the measure LPI(Z) could be considered where Z is the part of 
the objective function corresponding to the variables in the inequality. Preliminary 
experiments suggest that the LP-optimum is especially good after such reformulation 
and lifting/reducing coefficients in order to make s = 1, but that solution times are 
not better than with some other measures. 
5. As mentioned in Section 4.5, ascertaining whether or not a linear function of l/amax 
or l/ao is a good approximation to the efficacy of an inequality as n varies. 
6. Applying some of the measures of efficacy in the ways suggested in Section 4.6. 
7.2.4 Chapter 5 
Whilst Theorem 153 of Chapter 5 enables reformulations that previously would not have 
been possible, there remain a number of very important issues that need to be addressed 
when attempting to implement it in practical computer codes. Its application must be 
focussed on well-chosen inequalities using well-chosen relaxations and well-chosen algorithms 
to ensure that the time saved subsequently in branch-and-bound by using the improved 
formulation more than out-weighs the time spent in the reformulation process. The amount 
of time that should be available for reformulating will vary with the difficulty of the problem: 
with harder problems it may be worth spending more time on the reformulation process in 
order to achieve a stronger formulation. In short, for a given problem, we have to try to 
find the right balance between the speed and the effectiveness of the reformulation. 
Tightening the formulation using Theorem 153 has its limitations as we now illustrate. 
Consider the feasible region in Figure 5.8 in Subsection 5.8.2 defined by four inequalities 
involving two integer variables. It is easy to see that the formulation cannot be tightened 
by changing an individual inequality using another one of the four. To overcome this 
limitation and reformulate the constraints so that they give the convex hull of integer 
solutions (indicated by a dotted line) we may consider the following four options. 
1. Allow changes to an individual inequality that do not immediately result in a tighter 
programme but still change only one inequality at a time. 
2. Change more than one inequality at a time. 
3. Use some new valid inequalities that either tighten the programme when they are 
appended, create new opportunities for tightening with the original method of refor-
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mulation, or both. For example, in Figure 5.8, appending XI + X2 ? 2 tightens the 
formulation and enables further tightening, whilst appending XI $ 2t enables further 
tightening. 
4. Use some new inequalities that are not valid in order to reformulate the programme 
using Theorem 153. 
Clearly, these options can be considered generally. Option 1 has been tried in [17] 
and Chapter 2. These approaches involve replacing the original inequalities by equivalent 
inequalities with minimal or near-minimal coefficients, and generally produce better, though 
not necessarily strictly tighter formulations. Option 3 is a well-established practice (see, 
e.g., [42, 120]), though the task of finding good, "strong" , valid inequalities is often difficult. 
A common practice is to seek an inequality belonging to a particular class that is violated 
to the maximum extent by the current Lp-solution and then append it. This process is then 
repeated, thereby ensuring to some degree that the tightening of the formulation occurs 
where it is needed most. However, options 2 and 4 do not appear to have been tried and 
could be considered. 
Some other avenues for further research are now discussed. 
1. As mentioned in Subsection 5.3.3 and [50], sometimes a redundant inequality can be 
used to tighten an integer programme. This raises the question of whether the common 
practice of eliminating redundant constraints from the formulation of a programme 
during reformulation is necessarily good practice. This issue could be explored. 
2. We have seen that Theorems 153 and 161 are more general and more powerful than the 
existing methods of tightening a formulation. This suggests that it would be worth 
testing them using various implementations and comparing the results with those 
obtained using existing reformulation methods. When the relaxation used involves 
only Ck and fj(x) < rj and the variables involved are integral and bounded, an 
implicit enumeration-like procedure like that discussed in [46] and described in detail 
in [40J could prove useful. 
3. The matter of calculating 1rmax or good lower bounds on it efficiently could also be 
considered in generality. The type of techniques considered could include traditional 
fractional programming techniques such as the algorithm described by Robillard [136J 
for 0-1 problems, a reformulation of this problem into a mixed 0-1 programme using 
the techniques described by Wu [173], and perhaps a Davis-Putnam based method 
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such as that by Barth [5] adapted so that whenever a feasible solution "" is obtained 
with objective zj /zi, the inequality LjeJ. Ziak,jXj - LjEG zjCl'jXj ~ Ziak,O - zjg -1 is 
added to the problem. For the short-sighted relaxation a branch-and-bound method 
like that suggested in Subsection 5.7.1 might prove efficacious. 
4. Just as bounds on the variables can be tightened during branch-and-bound when using 
the presol ve option of SCICONIC, and constraints added during branch-and-bound 
in a branch-and-cut scheme, so more advanced reformulation than simply tightening 
bounds, of the kind described in this paper, could take place during the execution of 
branch-and-bound. This could perhaps be called branch-and-rotate. 
5. It would be interesting to try to characterise those 0-1 knapsack inequalities that can 
be disaggregated into the convex hull of 0-1 solutions using Theorem 161 or some 
particular algorithm based on it like that used in Theorem 195. 
6. Potentially a lot of time can be wasted by calculating 1fmax or a lower bound on it 
only to find that this value is not positive. When the inequalities in the programme 
are linear and (5.11) already supports a facet of the set of solutions to the programme 
it cannot be rotated to tighten the formulation. However, if the face of the convex 
hull of 0-1 solutions to (5.11) supported by (5.11) is of less than maximal dimension 
it would be possible to ensure that 1fmax > 0 using the short-sighted relaxation by 
making sure that (5.9) is satisfied exactly whenever (5.11) is satisfied exactly. (5.9) 
could be constructed with this in mind along with the aim of making the current 
LP-solution violate the revised (5.11) as much as possible. This could form part of 
an iterative pre-processing phase. Indeed, (5.11) could be systematically rotated with 
appropriate inequalities appended until (5.11) was replaced by a set of inequalities 
defining some of the facets of its underlying 0-1 polytope. 
7. Even when the original programme has just one 0-1 inequality for its set of constraints, 
the complete convex hull of 0-1 solutions might not be found using the method men-
tioned in item (6) (e.g., the inequality may already represent one of the facets Of its 
underlying 0-1 polytope). However, an inequality (5.11) defining a facet of the facet 
defined by a facet-defining inequality (5.9) could be rotated using (5.9) to obtain a 
neighbouring facet of the convex hull of solutions to (5.9) and this could be repeated 
until the entire convex hull was defined by facets. Such ideas have already been 
developed outside of an integer programming context in, c.g., [149], though in that 
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paper the approach was different in that a finite set of points was given as the input 
(as opposed to a set of constraints for the LP-relaxation of the feasible region), the 
amount of rotation was determined by calculating angles between vectors (as opposed 
to solving the problem in Theorem 153) and the search for the facets was organised 
using a graph-traversal algorithm. This idea might be used to obtain inequalities 
supporting some of the facets of individual knapsack polytopes that are near to the 
corresponding part of the current LP-solution of the whole programme. 
7.2.5 Chapter 6 
In Chapter 6 some systems of reformulation consisting of transformations and rules for their 
application were described and it was proved that they produce inequalities equivalent to 
the original inequality. The most favoured systems - Dualfix and Selfdualfix+Rc - have 
the advantage of requiring only O(n) and 0(0 log n) time respectively. The use of some 
existing reformulation techniques within this system has also been examined. The most 
promising combination of an existing reformulation technique and a system appears to be 
Euclidean reduction used within the Selfdualfix+Rc system. It is interesting to see that 
the probability of a Euclidean reduction is related to Riemann's zeta function and that the 
probability of a myopic reduction it la Crowder et at or a SSICR (as performed in parts of 
Chapter 5) rapidly becomes small, as the number of variables in an inequality increases, 
compared to the probability of a reduction using the more far-sighted approaches discussed 
in [46] and Chapter 5. 
Questions naturally arising from this research that could be explored in further research 
include: 
1. Fixing Xn has been proved to be a greedy strategy in the sense that it maximises the 
value of f after the fixing (and possibly D) has been applied. However, does always 
fixing Xn achieve the optimal total number of variables fixed by an unextendable 
sequence of D, G, L, M or N transformations? 
2. Given that the variables have been relabelled so that C4 holds, is there an algorithm 
that can be applied in O(n) time that has a better probability that it can achieve a 
reformulation than 2/(n - 1) + o(l/n)? 
3. We have examined the performance of the systems on inequalities generated randomly 
using a natural method. Ho\\" do they perform on practical problems and standard 
benchmark problems? 
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Appendix A 
The tables for Chapter 2 
Table 1.1: Comparing the methods on 6-variable problems 
Bounds and divisor set RHS PlC NODES RT 
(2.7)&(2.11), D, 12.8 34.1 1113 1.18 
(2.8)&(2.12), D, 15.7 29.4 1472 1.04 
(2.9)&(2.13), Ds 23.1 27.8 1944 1.02 
(2.10)&(2.14), Ds 24.0 24.2 2379 0.79 
(2.7)&(2.11), DJ 6.73 45.9 571 2.21 
(2.8)&(2.12), DJ 8.38 42.0 734 1.75 
(2.9)&(2.13), DJ 9.91 39.1 773 1.78 
(2.10)&(2.14), DJ 10.1 38.4 825 1.13 
(2.7)&(2.11), D, 5.74 49.3 405 1.18 
(2.8)&(2.12), D, 5.77 48.9 426 1.17 
(2.9)&(2.13), D, 6.75 43.3 579 1.10 
(2.10)&(2.14), D, 6.88 42.4 575 1.08 
(2.7)&(2.11), D. 5.67 49.6 403 1.89 
(2.8)&(2.12), Da 5.70 49.3 384 1.69 
(2.9)&(2.13), D. 6.01 48.6 401 1.52 
(2.10)&(2.14)' D. 6.03 48.6 414 1.09 
(2.7)&(2.11), Dc 5.67 49.6 411 7.15 
(2.8)&(2.12), Dc 5.70 49.2 403 6.53 
(2.9)&(2.13), Dc 10.2 36.0 944 7.49 
(2.10)&(2.14), Dc 10.3 34.5 1068 6.80 
Table 1.2: Summary of behaviour as n varies 
n OR MR D,R D.R ON MN D,N D.N MPIC DcPIC DaPIC MRT DaRT D,RT 
2 732 1 1 1 8008 1 1 1 99.9 99.9 99.9 43.2 0.51 2.00 
4 1336 2.15 2.15 2.15 4095 33 33 33 81.5 81.5 81.5 44.1 0.92 4.49 
6 1709 5.64 5.64 5.64 7523 531 531 532 48.7 48.7 48.6 41.5 1.67 7.32 
8 2190 15.9 15.9 15.9 3700 1056 1050 1088 22.3 22.5 22.6 43.8 4.24 lO.5 
10 2550 46.6 47.0 47.2 8814 5732 5683 6134 9.07 7.25 7.49 47.8 9.21 21.9 
12 21266 121 122 130 4057 3334 3330 3453 3.60 3.72 3.73 56.9 15.1 229 
13 32904 236 237 270 4796 4123 4303 3883 3.93 3.91 4.12 74.4 20.2 387 
14 33160 361 363 442 3408 3274 3311 3J40 3.46 3.68 3.58 87.3 29.0 718 
16 39456 1231 1243 1768 2880 2882 2676 2698 1.12 1.36 1.78 265 58.1 4573 
Table 1.3: Total time taken 
n OTT MTT D.TT D,TT 
2 150 43.4 0.73 2.16 
4 86.6 45.3 1.98 5.59 
6 173 59.8 15.0 23.8 
8 92.7 74.9 35.7 41.2 
10 269 234 196 19J 
12 131 190 148 393 
13 154 247 158 623 
14 115 208 142 836 
16 95.4 365 162 4692 
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Table 2.1: D _ Ds bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr Table 2.3: D - Ds bounds (2.9)&(2.13) 
BOa6 1.14 11.3 30630.B9 754 16.3 Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr 
BOb6 1.17 12.4 3100B.39 6144 141 BOa6 1.06 IB.6 30474.70 940 21.3 
80c6 1.26 13.4 24693.13 2254 57.0 80b6 1.23 27.7 31258.21 13849 321 
80d6 0.9B 14.6 31534.90 B59 21.1 80c6 1.07 26.2 24872.26 2993 B3.1 
BOe6 1.1B 13.2 30473.B4 1672 43.4 80d6 1.09 23.5 31652.79 14B7 36.7 
80f6 1.34 12.3 29384.83 359 10.0 BOe6 0.B3 32.9 30630.B4 2922 B2.0 
80g6 1.14 12.8 2956B.03 IB94 46.1 80f6 1.24 21.2 29423.56 1334 35.1 
80h6 1.31 10.9 29161.98 204 5.72 BOg6 0.98 21.9 29845.10 2924 70.9 
80i6 1.21 13.6 26133.29 4BO 13.7 80h6 1.04 21.0 29440.52 686 17.7 
80j6 1.33 14.5 29641.77 1906 47.4 BOi6 1.08 22.6 26192.75 270 7.60 
80k6 1.06 13.3 27113.63 1816 44.4 80j6 1.18 26.4 29848.43 4118 100 
8016 1.16 12.2 27349.18 688 18.8 80k6 0.93 20.3 27162.61 4293 90.9 
80m6 1.09 15.1 30970.18 562 15.3 BOl6 0.97 19.9 27664.48 1698 3B.8 
80n6 1.17 10.2 27074.48 1860 45.8 80m6 0.82 22.B 31193.95 B93 19.3 
8006 1.18 13.8 28296.19 1994 54.2 BOn6 0.83 16.7 27247.62 1766 40.0 
B006 0.92 31.4 28890.61 3707 B8.0 
Table 2.2: D - Ds bounds (2.B)&(2.12) 
Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr Table 2.4: D - Ds bounds (2.10)&(2.14) 
80a6 1.06 12.0 30461.65 740 16.4 Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr 
80b6 1.24 19.7 31255.91 12814 293 BOa6 O.Bl 20.1 30589.67 906 IB.l 
80cG 1.10 17.1 24802.81 2414 62.5 BOb6 0.82 28.6 31434.53 16773 336 
BOd6 1.02 17.7 31554.06 971 22.6 80c6 0.82 26.0g 24872.26 2993 68.4 
80e6 1.10 18.7 30615.06 3126 78.6 80d6 0.75 27.2 31882.43 2543 55.0 
80f6 0.99 16.0 29445.50 586 14.8 80e6 0.78 32.7g 30675.81 2962 67.7 
80g6 1.10 15.2 29676.11 2478 58.1 BOf6 0.80 23.1 29504.68 2149 45.7 
80h6 1.01 12.8 29832.56 567 12.6 80g6 0.68 22.5 29847.18 2928 60.9 
BOi6 0.89 15.1 26319.70 434 10.8 BOh6 0.79 21.6 29409.75 519 12.0 
80j6 0.97 19.8 29680.13 1746 39.3 80i6 0.75 23.7 264BB.78 500 11.1 
BOk6 1.03 14.4 27131.B5 1014 24.1 BOj6 O.BO 26.4 29848.43 4118 B2.4 
8016 0.99 12.4 27349.64 698 17.2 80k6 0.84 20.9 27344.09 B400 175 
BOm6 0.99 19.1 31174.18 890 20.9 8016 0.74 20.3 28107.15 2611 55.3 
80nG 1.04 12.1 27276.71 4062 100 BOm6 0.B4 22.8 31193.95 B93 19.1 
B006 1.08 16.7 28591.40 2983 73.9 80n6 0.87 18.0 27321.74 2654 5B.5 
8006 O.BO 31.4 28890.61 3707 85.3 
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Table 3.1: D - Dl bounds (2.7)&(2.11) Table 3.3: D - Dl bounds (2.9)&(2.13) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #S, 
80a6 1.77 6.48 30344.65 268 6.08 80a6 1.68 8.65 30418.94 507 11.3 
80b6 3.09 6.86 30650.77 6002 139 80b6 2.22 11.8 30925.22 9293 220 
80c6 2.58 7.89 24487.93 883 22.7 80c6 2.11 10.9 24577.02 1584 42.1 
80d6 1.99 7.62 31285.52 562 12.5 80d6 1.47 9.08 31314.98 569 14.0 
80e6 2.03 7.67 30183.28 1141 28.9 80e6 1.72 11.9 30278.05 2528 68.9 
80f6 2.15 6.99 29117.71 671 15.4 80f6 1.78 9.17 29166.33 447 10.9 
80g6 2.14 7.31 28995.31 652 16.3 80g6 1.67 9.17 29109.76 518 12.3 
80h6 2.72 6.62 28177.27 71 1.82 80h6 1.98 9.33 28995.76 191 5.02 
80j6 1.88 7.41 25766.92 370 7.58 80j6 1.58 9.98 25912.37 226 5.34 
80j6 1.89 7.60 29277.27 1092 23.1 80j6 1.76 11.8 29447.93 821 17.9 
80k6 2.04 7.48 26693.86 317 7.26 80k6 1.81 10.3 26884.08 545 13.6 
8016 2.11 6.71 26904.42 215 5.00 8016 1.66 8.75 27498.34 416 10.3 
80m6 2.00 8.06 30612.00 288 6.36 80m6 1.59 9.86 30761.64 306 7.44 
80n6 2.75 6.27 26954.18 1008 20.4 80n6 1.95 8.24 27028.70 1480 34.8 
8006 1.98 7.87 28205.30 984 22.1 8006 1.65 10.8 28410.44 2345 54.4 
Table 3.2: D - Dl bounds (2.8)&(2.12) Table 3.4: D _ Dl bounds (2.10)&(2.14) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #S, Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #S, 
80a6 1.56 7.35 30376.29 461 10.8 80a6 1.06 8.74 30427.64 507 9.68 
80b6 2.67 9.65 30825.20 7583 186 80b6 1.39 12.3 30931.72 8880 180 
80c6 2.07 9.44 24443.95 1052 25.0 80c6 1.24 11.2 24580.70 1562 34.5 
80d6 1.58 8.31 31330.26 498 11.5 80d6 0.99 9.22 31311.36 486 10.0 
80e6 1.75 9.18 30237.97 2337 54.6 80e6 J.J2 12.4 30287.59 3279 74.7 
80f6 1.73 7.99 29170.55 759 16.2 80f6 J.J3 9.33 29196.19 476 10.1 
80g6 1.48 8.08 29085.90 427 9.92 80g6 J.J 1 9.74 29288.20 1059 21.8 
80h6 1.65 7.99 28817.63 154 3.64 80h6 1.26 9.40 28975.18 193 4.26 
80j6 1.32 8.34 25890.71 218 5.06 80j6 1.04 10.0 25988.57 281 6.06 
80j6 1.75 9.44 29483.62 2041 43.0 80j6 1.01 11.8 29447.93 821 16.8 
80k6 1.71 8.19 26737.38 770 16.8 80k6 1.09 10.3 26884.08 545 11.7 
8016 1.71 7.35 27052.70 242 5.82 8016 1.09 8.75 27498.34 416 8.98 
80m6 1.55 8.93 30718.04 244 5.92 80m6 1.06 10.1 30765.02 306 6.52 
80n6 2.21 7.16 27017.46 1757 36.2 80n6 1.25 8.43 27059.31 1551 31.6 
8006 1.45 8.90 28282.23 1272 30.0 8006 1.08 11.0 28403.48 2067 42.6 
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Table 4.1: D _ D, bounds (2.7)&(2.11) Table 4.3: D _ D, bounds (2.9)&(2.13) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
80a6 1.22 5.02 30370.13 248 6.12 80a6 1.25 5.97 30711.49 455 10.0 
80b6 1.34 6.18 30480.01 4148 97.7 80b6 1.45 6.73 30572.42 6184 120 
80c6 1.32 6.05 24543.27 510 14.7 80c6 1.22 6.96 24651.68 1682 35.6 
80d6 1.22 6.06 31239.89 469 11.1 80d6 0.97 7.11 31238.99 489 9.68 
80e6 1.23 5.79 30074.08 952 25.1 80e6 1.17 6.72 30212.35 1182 25.7 
80f6 1.08 5.12 28650.93 368 8.12 80f6 0.98 5.99 28804.71 456 9.24 
80g6 1.17 5.82 28866.27 305 7.92 80g6 1.06 6.37 29098.07 391 8.74 
80h6 1.03 5.75 28035.83 145 3.20 80h6 1.08 6.86 28221.15 142 2.96 
80i6 1.16 5.55 25642.91 181 4.98 80i6 1.05 7.08 25758.28 236 5.32 
80j6 1.24 5.93 28977.41 367 12.4 80j6 1.17 6.96 28995.25 276 5.82 
80k6 1.22 5.65 26509.57 106 3.06 80k6 1.03 7.12 27133.20 293 6.98 
8016 1.07 5.55 27051.20 182 4.76 8016 0.99 6.68 27793.72 805 17.2 
80m6 1.20 6.30 30459.51 191 5.22 80m6 0.98 7.52 30503.24 225 4.88 
80n6 1.05 5.38 27000.48 1426 39.1 80n6 1.06 6.47 27028.85 2068 40.9 
8006 1.17 6.05 28115.60 984 27.6 8006 1.03 6.92 28034.16 550 12.2 
Table 4.2: D _ D, bounds (2.8)&(2.12) Table 4.4: D _ D, bounds (2.10)&(2.14) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
80a6 1.27 5.07 30381.84 254 5.80 80a6 0.96 6.07 30727.19 554 11.2 
80b6 1.30 6.13g 30511.96 4827 119 80b6 1.16 6.68 30563.67 5619 125 
80c6 1.33 6.13 24555.93 702 17.9 80c6 1.21 7.19 24703.13 1570 37.4 
80d6 1.21 6.14 31239.89 481 10.8 80d6 1.27 7.65 31256.01 497 11.9 
80e6 1.08 5.91 30183.92 999 24.8 80e6 1.08 6.90 30212.35 1184 29.5 
80f6 1.04 5.12 28650.93 368 8.66 80f6 1.01 6.03 28795.66 246 6.26 
80g6 1.32 5.84 28979.60 399 9.96 80g6 1.09 6.37 29098.07 391 9.36 
80h6 1.13 5.79 28035.83 145 3.10 80h6 1.02 6.94 28308.83 162 3.88 
80i6 1.07 5.55 25642.91 181 5.22 80i6 1.02 7.44 25898.01 313 7.40 
80j6 1.15 5.98 28918.16 396 9.74 80j6 1.10 7.00 28977.84 247 5.78 
80k6 1.27 5.65 26509.57 106 2.74 80k6 1.24 7.17 27133.20 293 7.60 
8016 1.18 5.55 27051.20 182 4.02 8016 0.96 6.70 27741.94 768 17.5 
80m6 1.17 6.30 30459.51 191 5.14 80m6 1.03 7.58 30503.24 227 5.46 
80n6 0.98 5.38 27000.48 1426 29.7 80n6 1.02 6.75 27100.17 1640 38.9 
8006 1.08 6.15 28127.06 825 20.2 8006 1.06 7.01 28158.67 851 24.3 
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Table 5.1: D - Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) Table 5.3: D - Da bounds (2.9)&(2.13) 
Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr 
80a6 1.72 5.02 30305.99 230 5.06 80a6 1.45 5.33 30305.99 236 5.28 
80b6 2.03 6.13 30511.96 4827 107 80b6 1.59 6.27 30511.96 4875 103 
80c6 2.12 6.00 24538.24 508 13.3 80c6 1.61 6.19 24562.99 508 12.4 
80d6 1.87 6.03 31239.89 484 10.8 80d6 1.54 6.41 31247.87 477 10.4 
80e6 2.12 5.67 30051.72 826 20.5 80e6 1.62 5.91 30161.55 935 21.9 
80£6 1.61 5.10 28663.69 370 8.54 80£6 1.36 5.54 28685.62 366 8.20 
80g6 1.92 5.71 28860.25 537 12.6 80g6 1.46 6.08 29014.83 392 9.08 
80h6 2.03 5.60 28040.93 144 3.30 80h6 1.59 5.79 28035.83 145 3.16 
80i6 1.81 5.57 25725.91 179 4.50 80i6 1.34 6.11 25733.16 254 5.78 
80j6 1.85 5.91 28977.41 355 9.16 80j6 1.67 6.21 28924.90 268 6.36 
80k6 2.03 5.61 26532.23 106 3.00 80k6 1.60 5.75 26532.23 104 2.70 
8016 1.69 5.48 26887.79 118 2.84 8016 1.49 5.97 27032.51 178 4.08 
80m6 1.94 6.27 30470.77 233 5.54 80m6 1.67 6.80 30496.55 179 5.18 
80n6 1.77 5.20 26992.89 1031 23.8 80n6 1.39 5.49 26992.89 1150 26.5 
8006 1.83 5.99 28115.60 982 23.4 8006 1.49 6.56 28115.55 785 19.7 
Table 5.2: D - Da bounds (2.8)&(2.12) Table 5.4: D _ Da bounds (2.10)&(2.14) 
Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #Sr 
80a6 1.59 5.00g 30287.06 224 5.00 80a6 1.07 5.33 30305.99 236 5.22 
80b6 1.69 6.13 30511.96 4827 105 80b6 \.19 6.27 30511.96 4875 102 
80c6 1.90 6.04 24579.49 604 14.5 80c6 \.18 6.29 24594.38 833 19.2 
80d6 1.57 6.03 31238.66 477 10.8 80d6 0.97 6.46 3123\.11 458 9.88 
80e6 1.75 5.71 30106.05 494 12.1 80e6 1.06 5.93 30161.59 950 22.4 
80£6 1.53 5.10 28663.69 370 7.84 80f6 1.04 5.54 28685.62 366 7.98 
80g6 1.61 5.78 29005.15 400 8.66 80g6 1.04 6.08 29014.83 392 9.18 
80h6 1.68 5.60 28040.93 144 3.24 80h6 \.12 5.79 28035.83 145 3.14 
80i6 1.60 5.57 25725.91 179 4.62 80i6 1.06 6.11 25733.16 254 5.92 
80j6 1.83 5.98 28918.16 388 9.26 80j6 \.16 6.21 28924.90 268 6.16 
80k6 1.90 5.61 26532.23 106 2.70 80k6 \.12 5.79 26532.23 104 2.74 
8016 1.61 5.48 26887.79 118 2.96 8016 \.12 5.97 27032.52 178 3.94 
80m6 1.78 6.27 30470.77 233 5.86 80m6 \.14 6.80 30496.55 179 4.66 
80n6 1.63 5.24 26992.89 1043 23.4 80n6 1.06 5.55 26973.46 1158 25.3 
8006 1.65 6.14 28127.06 825 19.1 8006 0.99 6.56 28115.55 785 18.9 
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Table 6.1: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) Table 6.3: D - Dc bounds (2.9)&(2.13) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #S, Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #S, 
80a6 7.91 4.96 30287.06 224 5.30 80a6 8.52 9.48 30636.60 1034 26.6 
80b6 6.79 6.13 30511.96 4827 115 80b6 7.47 10.0 30712.93 6107 148 
80c6 7.34 6.00 24538.24 508 16.3 80c6 7.52 10.0 24665.67 1368 35.0 
80d6 7.37 6.03 31239.89 484 13.6 80d6 7.23 9.61 31524.44 990 24.4 
80e6 7.86 5.67 30051.72 826 27.5 80e6 7.71 10.6 30493.68 1684 45.0 
80f6 7.43 5.10 28663.69 370 9.44 80f6 7.59 9.42 29432.91 425 11.0 
80g6 6.82 5.71 28860.25 537 12.9 80g6 6.64 9.54 29243.14 715 18.6 
80h6 7.02 5.63 28035.83 145 3.90 80h6 7.30 10.0 28389.39 110 3.78 
80i6 7.02 5.53 25642.91 181 5.42 80i6 7.49 10.6 25819.95 563 15.2 
80j6 6.23 5.87 29066.41 477 13.0 80j6 7.29 10.6 29136.08 539 14.5 
80k6 6.94 5.61 26532.23 106 3.38 80k6 8.05 10.4 27575.54 2478 66.9 
8016 7.71 5.48 26887.79 118 3.28 8016 7.52 10.6 28113.51 1006 26.8 
80m6 6.81 6.27 30470.77 233 7.30 80m6 7.46 11.4 30512.82 271 7.64 
80n6 7.67 5.20 26992.89 1031 27.3 80n6 7.97 9.41 27376.79 2925 70.9 
8006 6.38 5.99 28115.60 982 25.4 8006 6.56 11.4 28512.67 1463 39.4 
Table 6.2: D - Dc bounds (2.8)&(2.12) Table 6.4: D - Dc bounds (2.10)&(2.14) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #S, Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #S, 
80a6 7.44 5.03 30305.99 230 5.36 80a6 7.40 9.40g 31049.61 1302 29.6 
80b6 6.57 6.13 30511.96 4827 107 80b6 6.76 10.0 30765.50 8434 190 
80c6 6.77 6.04 24579.49 604 15.6 80c6 6.46 10.2 24699.72 1202 27.9 
80d6 6.35 6.03 31238.66 477 11.8 80d6 6.54 9.70 31479.88 1028 22.1 
80e6 7.27 5.75 30094.88 492 12.6 80e6 7.06 10.8 30530.24 1714 40.0 
80f6 6.60 5.10 28663.69 370 8.88 80f6 6.76 9.42 29429.08 494 12.0 
80g6 5.93 5.73 28964.25 313 7.50 80g6 6.12 9.52g 29283.73 799 19.3 
80h6 6.29 5.63 28035.83 145 3.42 80h6 6.54 10.6 28597.65 251 6.16 
80i6 6.34 5.53 25642.91 181 4.44 80i6 6.61 10.8 26038.45 491 11.4 
80j6 6.03 5.92 29007.16 612 13.8 80j6 6.63 11.0 29143.35 663 15.3 
80k6 6.61 5.61 26532.23 106 2.70 80k6 7.23 10.7 27677.00 2809 68.3 
8016 6.61 5.53 26928.91 194 4.68 8016 7.16 10.6 27959.11 1211 31.2 
80m6 6.28 6.27 30470.77 233 6.10 80m6 6.76 11.8 30492.44 270 7.40 
80n6 6.97 5.20 26992.89 1031 22.8 80n6 7.39 9.54 27405.08 2643 64.2 
8006 5.93 6.14 28127.06 825 19.3 8006 6.63 11.5 28370.86 1473 36.0 
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Table 7.2: BHW technique on 2-variable inequalities 
Prob. LP IP #N #5 UT 5T OR MR LP, #N, #5, sd 
80a2 37115.83 31860 21514 399 16.6 28.7 673 I 31860.00 I 0.18 I 
80b2 39300.99 33129 64029 1291 15.3 28.4 753 I 33129.00 I 0.14 2 
80c2 42319.98 36420 21944 371 16.1 28.0 729 36465.50 3 0.22 3 
80d2 36089.50 30932 691 14.0 15.9 27.5 694 30932.00 I 0.14 4 
80e2 38089.57 31993 4231 72.5 15.7 27.1 760 31993.00 I 0.18 5 
80f2 34455.78 28726 11779 206 14.4 26.5 874 28726.00 I 0.22 6 
80g2 32399.97 28012 1179 23.2 15.8 28.3 701 28012.00 I 0.14 7 
80h2 36870.43 30294 13775 270 15.3 26.1 688 30294.00 I 0.24 8 
Table 7.4: BHW technique on 4-variable inequalities 
Prob. LP IP #N #5 UT 5T OR MR LP, #N, #5, sd 
80a4 30588.59 26551 9456 199 16.4 28.3 1173 2.20 27939.42 76 2.08 21 
80b4 33061.05 29224 7779 165 15.8 28.3 1498 2.12 29628.40 43 1.40 22 
80c4 32214.07 28814 4208 85.3 16.5 27.3 1446 2.30 29653.83 73 2.00 23 
80d4 35043.67 31699 5000 116 16.4 28.2 1424 2.40 32456.08 66 1.62 24 
80e4 31715.66 28510 4555 80 16.5 28.2 1271 1.96 28676.00 9 0.44 25 
80f4 32636.77 28455 1601 37.8 16.0 27.6 1211 1.99 29152.50 30 0.88 26 
80g4 33314.41 29960 4928 107 15.7 26.8 1322 2.24 30418.50 17 0.80 27 
80h4 34176.18 30905 1421 30.0 16.6 28.0 1382 2.00 31551.91 18 0.78 28 
Table 7.6: BHW technique on 6-variable inequalities 
Prob. LP IP #N #5 UT 5T OR MR LP, #N, #5, sd 
80a6 31904.62 28589 7004 152 14.9 25.8 1861 4.96 30287.06 224 5.58 41 
80b6 31816.51 28361 25050 571 15.4 25.2 1690 6.13 30511.96 4827 123 42 
80c6 25601.90 22808 10846 222 15.5 26.0 1526 6.00 24538.24 508 12.4 43 
80d6 32473.22 29577 6521 167 15.6 26.5 1775 6.03 31239.89 484 10.1 44 
80e6 31492.91 28198 13363 360 15.4 26.0 1801 5.67 30051.71 826 21.7 45 
80f6 30687.63 27183 6245 132 15.4 26.8 1652 5.10 28663.69 370 8.76 46 
80g6 30454.70 27222 6657 145 15.5 26.0 1696 5.71 28860.25 537 11.4 47 
80h6 30310.41 27135 1488 36.1 16.1 26.1 1691 5.60 28040.93 144 3.18 48 
80i6 27765.89 24533 5458 127 15.5 26.2 1826 5.53 25642.91 181 5.56 49 
80j6 30565.66 27617 5788 142 15.0 25.5 1825 5.87 29066.41 477 11.9 50 
80k6 28484.94 25332 8074 209 15.0 26.2 177·5 5.57 26356.06 106 3.00 51 
8016 28503.88 25791 4283 109 15.0 25.6 1872 5.48 26887.79 118 2.62 52 
80m6 31447.33 29192 1824 47.9 15.0 25.6 1687 6.27 30470.77 233 6.14 53 
80n6 27918.10 25267 6723 165 15.4 25.9 li16 5.20 26992.89 1031 23.1 54 
8006 29258.92 26296 19802 459 15.5 25.7 1644 5.99 28115.60 982 22.0 55 
Table 7.8: BHW technique on 8-variable inequalities 
Prob. LP IP #N #5 UT 5T OR MR LP, #N, #5, sd 
80a8 27032.38 25273 1020 26.0 15.6 27.1 2177 15.0 26535.38 485 13.5 61 
80b8 27384.05 25074 8191 192 16.5 25.8 2266 15.3 26781.99 1011 27.3 62 
80c8 27870.41 24537 5505 136 16.5 26.9 2012 15.9 27408.46 3272 81.4 63 
80d8 27071.20 23857 2107 58.6 16.5 27.8 2040 15.5 25908.06 666 15.6 64 
80e8 34264.85 31528 15830 429 16.5 26.8 2388 14.5 33767.89 2765 71.7 65 
80f2 31527.69 28929 2947 73.4 17.5 28.0 2196 15.5 30960.06 1247 30.6 66 
80g2 28002.49 25488 1031 26.0 17.3 27.1 1995 18.1 27485.25 516 12.5 67 
80h2 31142.52 29258 7540 168 16.4 27.7 2501 17.4 30892.35 815 23.6 68 
33·5 
Prob. 
80al0 
80blO 
80dO 
80dl0 
BOelO 
80flO 
80glO 
80hlO 
Prob. 
80al2 
80b12 
80c12 
80d12 
SOe12 
80fl2 
80g12 
80h12 
Prob. 
80a13 
80b13 
80c13 
80d13 
80el3 
Sofl3 
80g13 
80h13 
Prob. 
80a14 
. 80b14 
BOc14 
80d14 
80el4 
SOfl4 
80g14 
80h14 
Proh. 
80a16 
80b16 
SOd6 
80d16 
80e16 
80fl6 
80g16 
SOhl6 
LP 
23504.54 
26009.11 
25747.69 
25592.29 
25314.14 
22680.04 
25402.95 
29135.56 
LP 
278410.65 
240285.05 
222046.94 
218246.08 
276147.21 
224691.41 
244373.26 
251573.95 
LP 
Table 7.10: BHW technique on IO-variable inequalities 
JP #N #S UT ST OR MR LP. 
20943 21079 719 18.4 27.7 2471 43.2 23366.23 
24728 2337 69.0 17.9 28.0 2693 43.2 25798.66 
23069 7602 236 18.1 27.9 2261 47.4 25576.63 
23506 12935 408 19.0 29.3 2723 52.5 25299.52 
22577 3366 103 18.5 27.8 2362 37.6 24995.02 
19966 10004 263 18.4 27.7 2411 46.8 22547.61 
23038 8363 250 20.3 30.6 2670 48.4 25235.05 
26820 26689 850 21.2 31.5 2874 56.4 28981.37 
Table 7.12: BHW technique on 12-variable inequalities 
#N. 
10791 
2000 
4658 
3732 
2243 
7571 
6658 
27471 
IP #N #5 UT 5T OR MR Ll'r 
260381 1164 36.2 25.1 31.2 33276 101 277757.42 
215364 5173 176 23.9 31.8 27926 121 238519.43 
206923 1978 58.2 24.8 31.9 31439 121 221385.54 
204333 553 22.2 23.4 30.9 29610 97.7 217790.84 
257557 8537 317 26.7 33.0 31750 139 275848.48 
204288 8396 262 24.8 31.8 29179 143 224870.64w 
226113 46003 1431 24.5 31.8 33315 
228962 3377 90.9 26.5 32.8 34208 
134 
122 
242618.44 
251550.23 
Table 7.13: BHW technique on 13-variable inequalities 
#s. 
361 
58.5 
153 
128 
67.7 
201 
188 
831 
#N. 
1071 
2922 
1479 
438 
7164 
7934 
41066 
3230 
lP #N #5 UT 5T OR MR LP, #N. 
sd 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
#s. 
33.1 
104 
42.6 
16.9 
267 
238 
1201 
83.0 
#s. 
sd 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
,d 
217746.37 
250445.53 
233500.92 
240657.59 
226556.63 
259813.50 
228021.97 
204904.67 
202051 919 25.9 34.8 38.4 33772 207 
237074 1388 44.6 36.7 39.6 32070 230 
216676.84 
250119.15 
213267 3232 88.5 34.5 37.7 34011 220 231490.40 
227790 3096 96.8 34.7 37.9 34899 259 
202359 48083 1685 38.7 41.7 30737 245 
240815 41748 1606 32.9 35.8 35122 230 
240209.81 
225821.20 
259673.08 
209091 1768 60.1 38.0 38.1 31826 287 227602.43 
188084 6176 195 36.3 39.6 31112 217 204431.83 
951 
1353 
2720 
1810 
37033 
43662 
1949 
4186 
25.4 
43.3 
73.8 
60.1 
1399 
1400 
58.8 
128 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
LP 
197597.93 
232124.48 
234639.77 
205652.17 
212063.39 
241764.83 
224974.78 
206642.74 
Table 7.14: BHW technique on 14-variable inequalities 
JP #N #S UT 5T OR MR LP, 
183085 723 28.8 50.9 42.7 31796 332 197411.51 
208324 2848 109 46.4 42.1 33088 333 230810.92 
209672 6790 206 47.5 42.4 31257 409 232568.99 
188833 4401 171 44.5 41.6 31729 460 205613.66 
194437 4479 165 47.3 42.5 30229 313 211380.39 
227236 5833 167 43.9 40.1 37219 311 
209386 2732 83 42.8 39.9 35388 369 
241161.64 
224803.59 
190405 4140 119 42.8 41.3 35187 385 206121.07 
Table 7.16: BHW technique on 16-variable inequalities 
LP JP #N #5 UT 5T OR MR LP. 
859 
2615 
3872 
7496 
4596 
5860 
2224 
3382 
#s. 
35.1 
90.5 
121 
284 
192 
169 
66.2 
99.4 
#N. 
227137.63 211693 3479 147 187 89.9 39415 1295 226812.29 
227052.41 210017 11629 431 175 91.3 42210 1937 226957.66 
226423.35 211472 3687 133 142 72.9 38920 644 226049.38 
221196.48 206882 1744 53.8 142 84.4 38257 1371 220951.22 
4124 
11079 
3640 
1975 
2612 
919 
231373.69 216387 3037 88.8 199 90.0 41694 1325 230854.92 
266108.54 250082 1001 32.1 123 67.3 40653 1051 266196.56w 
205132.34 185824 4452 147 380 75.8 36566 1293 204852.39 
205208.36 192619 1345 36.2 129 72.3 38527 1327 205497.43w 
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3196 
1891 
sd 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
#s. 
158 
388 
127 
61.2 
77.8 
26.2 
108 
52.2 
sd 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
Table S.2: D = Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table S.12: D - Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
SOa2 0.53 1.00 31S60.00 1 0.16 Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
SOb2 0.49 1.00 33129.00 1 0.14 SOal2 13.7 10S 277726.46 1051 33.4 
SOc2 0.53 1.00 36465.50 3 0.40 SOb12 17.5 130 23S633.67 3627 145 
SOd2 0.53 1.00 30932.00 1 0.20 SOcl2 15.5 130 2214S4.64 1527 56.0 
SOe2 0.50 1.00 31993.00 I O.IS SOdl2 13.6 102 217759.59 500 19.5 
SO£2 0.51 1.00 2S726.00 1 0.2S SOe12 16.9 147 275765.33 6233 264 
SOg2 O.4S 1.00 2S012.00 1 0.16 SOfl2 15.5 156 224675.42 S244 294 
SOh2 0.52 1.00 30294.00 1 0.24 SOg12 15.2 145 242576.21 39466 1351 
SOh12 13.1 133 25152S.46 3424 92.0 
Table S.4: D = Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table S.13: D - Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
SOa4 1.00 2.20 27939.42 76 1.76 Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
SOM 0.92 2.12 2962S.40 43 1.22 SOa13 19.1 240 216663.97 1011 2S.6 
SOc4 0.93 2.30 29653.S3 73 2.0S SObl3 21.6 272 24976S.4S 1221 44.3 
SOd4 1.02 2.40 32456.0S 66 1.7S SOcl3 19.1 245 231569.13 2617 76.S 
SOe4 O.SI 1.96 2S676.00 9 0.36 SOdl3 22.4 2S6 24023S.19 2055 74.5 
SOf4 0.S3 1.99 29152.50 30 0.9S SOel3 19.7 2S5 226126.43 37967 1211 
SOg4 0.S2 2.24 3041S.50 17 0.58 80fl3 17.3 271 259800.16 39264 1230 
SOh4 1.00 2.00 31551.91 18 0.58 80gl3 20.1 326 227453.76 15S0 48.6 
80h13 22.3 246 204342.08 3307 105 
Table 8.8: D = Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table 8.14: D - Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
80aS 3.58 15.0 26535.38 485 13.3 Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
SOb8 4.33 15.3 26781.99 1011 30.4 80al4 25.2 396 197369.67 837 33.9 
80c8 3.90 15.9 2740S.46 3272 90.8 80bl4 29.8 399 230712.9S 2156 73.6 
80dS 4.74 15.7 25914.71 714 20.8 80cl4 33.2 487 232552.62 3992 129 
SOeS 4.47 14.7 33708.18 2610 72.2 SOd14 32.2 598 205686.56w 7053 264 
SOfS 4.41 15.5 30960.06 1247 33.7 SOel4 27.4 408 211225.64 3913 150 
SOgS 4.42 IS.3 27473.25 646 17.9 SOfl4 26.3 372 241251.S1 5929 190 
SOhS 4.06 17.4 30S92.35 815 24.7 SOgl4 28.0 445 224784.8S 2214 71.5 
SOhl4 30.1 472 206083.96 3623 114 
Table S.IO: D - Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table 8.16: D Da bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
SOal0 S.90 43.4 23367.14 11433 372 Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
80bl0 8.15 44.1 25935.64 1642 47.7 80al6 51.8 1906 22690S.48 4620 175 
80c10 9.04 48.0 255S5.18 479S 150 80bl6 78.4 2958 226917.54 117S5 427 
SOdlO 10.6 53.2 25333.65 7355 232 SOcl6 37.1 845 226054.27 3S20 139 
SOe10 S.56 37.9 24985.55 2441 74.5 SOdl6 5S.7 1959 221027.53 1991 62.5 
SOflO 9.40 47.3 22546.S4 7940 236 SOe16 57.7 2086 231016.90 2473 76.1 
SOglO 9.69 49.2 25226.79 66S4 IS2 SOfl6 69.6 139S 265645.01 750 23.S 
SOhl0 9.35 57.2 28995.92 23352 664 80g16 50.5 IS95 204851.42 3494 123 
SOhl6 61.0 IS54 20500S.66 1046 30.4 
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Table 9.2: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table 9.12: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
SOa2 1.94 1.00 31S60.00 1 0.22 Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
SOb2 I.S3 1.00 33129.00 1 0.24 SOa12 235 102 277S90.63 lOS5 31.0 
SOc2 2.10 1.00 36465.50 3 0.30 SOb12 256 121 23S519.43 2922 101 
SOd2 1.91 1.00 30932.00 1 0.22 SOcl2 230 122 2213S6.60 1509 45.0 
SOe2 I.SS 1.00 31993.00 1 0.24 SOdl2 217 97.9 2177S3.42 436 14.6 
SOf2 3.0S 1.00 2S726.00 1 0.16 SOe12 235 140 275612.61 6756 226 
SOg2 2.05 1.00 2S012.00 1 0.16 SOfl2 216 143 224754.2Sw 7992 242 
SOh2 1.20 1.00 30294.00 1 0.16 SOg12 225 135 242643.04 41430 1234 
SOh12 21S 123 251552.9S 323S S5.5 
Table 9.4: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table 9.13: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
SOa4 4.40 2.20 27939.42 76 1.94 Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
SOb4 5.53 2.12 2962S.40 43 1.14 SOa13 361 20S 2166S2.0S 1033 26.4 
SOc4 4.S2 2.30 29653.S3 73 1.90 SOb13 366 232 250127.22 IS46 59.7 
SOd4 4.0S 2.40 32456.0S 66 1.60 SOcl3 337 222 2314S3.73 2759 7S.1 
SOe4 3.94 1.96 2S676.00 9 O.4S SOdl3 421 259 240210.03 IS15 63.2 
SO[4 4.56 1.99 29152.50 30 0.9S SOe13 370 24S 225805.99 36S17 1132 
SOg4 4.0S 2.24 3041S.50 17 0.5S SOfl3 41S 231 259675.9S 43741 1410 
SOh4 4 .. 53 2.00 31551.91 IS 0.6S SOg13 457 2SS 227619.05 1904 55.7 
SOh13 363 219 204451.53 4015 121 
Table 9.S: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table 9.14: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
SOaS 9.S0 15.0 26535.3S 4S5 13.S Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
SObS 10.9 15.3 26775.65 1024 29.3 SOa14 664 333 197407.72 S40 31.9 
SOcS 10.1 16.0 27422.39 3011 79.9 SOb14 934 335 230766.26 2611 S3.S 
SOdS 10.S 15.7 25914.71 714 20.3 SOcl4 750 412 232464.95 410B l1S 
SOeS 10.S 14.6 3370S.1S 2610 71.0 SOd14 647 465 205631.61 7530 256 
SO[S 10.0 15.6 30963.96 1260 32.7 BOe14 695 314 211353.S2 4601 152 
SOgS 10.4 IB.l 274S5.25 516 13.9 SOfl4 623 313 241162.6S 5S69 174 
SOhS 10.9 17.4 30S92.35 S15 25.S SOg14 76S 372 224673.65 2226 65.1 
SOh14 665 3S6 206071.53 3544 101 
Table 9.10: D _ Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, Table 9.16: D - Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) 
SOal0 20.S 43.3 23366.23 10797 36S Prob. RT NR LP, #N, #5, 
SObl0 20.2 43.3 25969.4S IS79 51.5 SOa16 5119 1300 226S37.17 3929 13S 
SOclO 19.5 47.9 25554.93 4512 13S SOh16 6065 1951 22695S.96 109S1 391 
SOd1O 25.2 53.2 25332.63 6431 192 SOcl6 2337 655 226073.96 3571 120 
SOe1O 17.5 37.9 249S4.S1 2217 63.2 SOd16 4361 13S7 221050.44 2033 61.6 
SOflO 20.4 47.3 22546.S4 7630 215 SOe16 4246 1329 230S35.76 2624 74.0 
SOg1O 26.7 4S.4 25232.45 6603 176 SOfl6 4194 1063 266195.9Sw 919 25.5 
SOh1O 24.2 57.0 29002.53 16562 464 SOg16 4257 130S 204S59.94 3250 109 
SOh16 7969 1339 205134.00 1071 29.7 
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Table 10.1: MIPLIB Problem statistics 
Prob. #V #C #B den pro v.elim fpro 1-4 5-8 9-12 13-16 
bm23 27 20 ALL 88.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p0033 33 15 ALL 19.8 9 0 9 4 4 I 0 
p0040 40 23 ALL 12.0 4 I 4 I 0 3 0 
plpex 48 25 ALL 16 9 0 9 0 0 0 9 
misc02 59 39 58 17.9 4 0 4 2 0 0 2 
sentoy 60 30 ALL lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
miscOI 83 54 82 16.6 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 
lseu 89 28 ALL 12.4 5 0 5 I 2 2 0 
misc03 160 96 159 13.4 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 
p0201 201 133 ALL 7.2 6 6 6 0 3 0 3 
misc07 260 212 259 15.6 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 
p0282 282 241 ALL 2.9 3 0 3 0 I 2 0 
p0291 291 252 ALL 2.8 2 0 2 0 0 I 1 
p0548 548 176 ALL 1.77 103 16 87 0 8 45 34 
gen 870 780 144 0.38 24 36 12 5 7 0 0 
Table 10.2: Preliminary pre-processing on original benchmark problems 
Prob. LP JP #N #S UT ST 
bm23 20.57 34 348 6.2 0.3 0.5 
p0033 2520.57 3089 1486 12.6 0.1 0.2 
p0040 61796.6 62027 109 1.18 0.1 0.3 
plpex 773.75 788.263 1553 21.0 0.2 0.3 
sentoy -7839.28 -7772 276 11.3 1.2 1.3 
misc02 1010.0 1690 53 2.44 0.3 0.4 
miscOI 57.0 563.5 435 21.9 0.5 0.6 
lseu 834.68 1120 17305 339 0.4 0.4 
misc03 1910.0 3360 491 77.7 1.5 1.6 
p0201 6875.0 7615 2015 268 2.1 1.7 
misc07 1415.0 2810 35769 13212 7.1 6.5 
p0282 176868 258411 1306 120 2.9 1.9 
p0291 1705.13 5223.75 124 13.6 2.8 1.7 
p0548 315.25 10683 19678' 2742' 3.8 2.1 
gen 112130.04 112313.36 896 451 10.3 4.6 
, Best IP solution is 10683 
Table 10.3: BHW technique on preliminarily processed benchmark problems 
Prob. LP IP #N, #5, UT ST OR MR LP, #Nr #5, 
bm23 20.57 34 348 6.2 0.3 0.5 20.57 348 7.40 
pOO33 2520.57 3089 1486 12.6 3.8 6.7 896 5.17 2862.38 121 1.42 
pOO40 61796.6 62027 91 1.24 1.7 3.2 2576 5.73 62027 1 0.12 
pipex 773.75 788.263 1553 21.0 37.3 24.9 373 363 774.09 1566 24.8 
sentoy -7839.28 -7772 276 11.3 1.2 1.1 -7839.28 276 14.4 
misc02 1010.0 1690 53 2.44 2.5 3.4 245 2.45 1010.0 49 3.06 
miscOl 57.0 563.5 435 21.9 1.1 2.1 200 3.00 57.0 477 30.1 
Iseu 834.68 1120 17305 339 2.6 4.0 2011 7.57 897.8 11219 251 
misc03 1910.0 3360 491 77.7 2.4 3.1 300 3.00 1910.0 644 118 
p0201 6875.0 7615 2275 346 4.1 6.0 65.5 11.1 7075 1249 207 
misc07 1415.0 2810 35769 13447 7.4 7.2 700 7 1415.0 26909 10531 
p0282 176868 258411 1305 113 4.0 4.5 6.84 6.84 176868 1306 124 
p0291 1705.13 5223.75 128 9.4 3.7 3.4 9.80 9.80 1705.13 124 12.8 
p0548 429.61 8691 19447* 2427 59.5 75.9 8291 84.6 3275.97 3i141* 4556* 
gen 112226 112313.36 1077 478 13.3 17.3 92.3 1.93 1l2275.34 151 73.3 
.. Best JP solution was 10684 and 9568 on preliminarily and fully-processed problems 
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Table 10.4: D _ D. bounds (2.7)&(2.11) on benchmark problems 
Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #5r 
bm23 0.60 20.57 348 8.03 
p0033 0.57 5.17 2862.38 121 1.42 
p0040 0.40 5.73 62027 1 0.1 
plpex 1.71 373 773.75 1461 24.8 
sentoy 2.14 -7839.28 276 12.6 
misc02 0.69 2.45 1010.0 49 2.54 
miscOl 1.03 3.00 57.0 477 28.7 
lseu 0.95 7.57 897.80 11219 257 
misc03 3.11 3.00 1910.0 644 115 
p0201 4.32 11.1 7075 1249 177 
misc07 12.1 7 1415.0 26909 10531 
p0282 4.80 6.84 176868 1306 132 
p0291 4.64 9.80 1705.13 124 13.5 
p0548 582 140 1866.41 41072* 5439 
gen 12.8 1.93 112275.34 151 73.7 
* Best JP solution was 10324 
Table 10.5: D _ Dc bounds (2.7)&(2.11) on Benchmark problems 
Prob. RT NR LPr #Nr #5r 
bm23 0.63 20.57 348 7.06 
p0033 0.65 5.17 2862.38 121 1.50 
p0040 3.31 5.73 62027 1 0.1 
plpex 53.9 363 774.09 1566 25.9 
sentoy 2.37 7839.28 276 14.5 
misc02 0.63 2.45 1010.0 49 2.72 
miscOl l.l1 3.00 57.0 477 28.2 
lseu 0.89 7.57 897.80 11219 241 
misc03 2.84 3.00 1910.0 644 128 
p0201 3.43 11.1 7075 1249 185 
misc07 12.3 7 1415.0 26909 10531 
p0282 4.68 6.84 176868 1306 128 
p0291 4.46 9.80 1705.13 124 12.9 
p0548 20000+ 
gen 12.5 1.93 112275.34 151 71.9 
p0548 was abandoned after 20000 CPU seconds 
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Appendix B 
Some tables for Chapter 4 
Table 1: Average RHS and performance in each class. 
Class RHS #N #s PlC 
0 5.92 367 8.21 0.434 
1 5.98 322 7.39 0.427 
2 6.84 490 10.8 0.364 
3 7.75 510 11.7 0.358 
4 10.1 615 13.5 0.275 
5 12.5 1620 33.8 0.211 
6 15.2 1470 30.8 0.128 
7 18.8 1550 33.3 0.158 
8 23.1 2030 41.6 0.0728 
9 28.0 2280 49.4 0.0911 
10 33.9 2240 48.2 0.0647 
11 42.1 2600 52.3 0.0127 
12 51.9 1610 33.5 0.0691 
13 62.9 4260 92.2 0.0410 
14 77.1 2660 56.3 0.0388 
15 92.4 3190 65.8 0.0227 
16 113 2180 44.9 -0.0111 
17 136 2360 49.4 -0.00687 
18 170 2530 52.7 0.00678 
19 206 2750 56.5 0.00924 
20 252 5250 113 -0.0287 
21 309 3040 65.0 0.0155 
22 370 4720 105 -0.0505 
23 451 2730 56.0 -0.0143 
24 554 2720 56.1 0.00373 
25 664 2650 55.8 0.00654 
26 812 6490 142 -0.000815 
27 996 3010 62.5 0.0178 
28 1210 2820 60.4 0.0237 
29 1480 2470 51.6 -0.000241 
30 1830 4850 102 -0.00146 
The averages are given to 3 significant figures. 
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Table 2: Averages of measures in each class. 
Class b g v f m e s 0 V I w 
0 0.0696 0.239 5.23 3.60 0.545 0.0575 1.00 0.578 0.631 3.68 3.97 
0.0693 0.238 5.17 3.54 0.546 0.0595 0.995 0.578 0.631 3.75 4.06 
2 0.0640 0.219 4.62 3.08 0.582 0.0761 0.990 0.585 0.639 4.42 4.86 
3 0.0591 0.203 4.28 2.83 0.606 0.0817 0.988 0.587 0.643 4.74 5.34 
4 0.0447 0.153 3.27 2.02 0.742 0.107 0.977 0.606 0.657 5.82 6.62 
5 0.0369 0.126 2.76 1.57 0.791 0.121 0.969 0.616 0.667 6.44 7.44 
6 0.0318 0.110 2.17 1.10 0.819 0.132 0.962 0.622 0.674 7.11 8.53 
7 0.0266 0.0920 1.86 0.827 0.855 0.140 0.956 0.629 0.678 7.66 9.35 
8 0.0233 0.0812 1.46 0.433 0.874 0.141 0.951 0.632 0.681 7.84 9.65 
9 0.0235 0.0818 1.33 0.310 0.873 0.141 0.948 0.632 0.681 7.97 9.95 
10 0.0208 0.0723 0.990 -0.0167 0.891 0.146 0.945 0.635 0.684 8.46 10.6 
11 0.0192 0.0669 0.853 -0.150 0.900 0.153 0.941 0.639 0.690 8.70 11.1 
12 0.0180 0.0636 0.733 -0.273 0.903 0.149 0.942 0.636 0.686 8.68 11.0 
13 0.0156 0.0546 0.580 -0.420 0.916 0.154 0.936 0.642 0.690 9.06 11.6 
14 0.0161 0.0573 0.523 -0.480 0.915 0.153 0.941 0.639 0.689 9.03 11.5 
15 0.0152 0.0539 0.447 -0.553 0.921 0.154 0.940 0.640 0.688 9.02 11.6 
16 0.0149 0.0535 0.387 -0.617 0.923 0.154 0.938 0.639 0.692 9.08 11.6 
17 0.0148 0.0527 0.317 -0.683 0.921 0.154 0.939 0.641 0.697 9.11 11.8 
18 0.0143 0.0513 0.157 -0.843 0.925 0.157 0.937 0.641 0.693 9.29 12.0 
19 0.0128 0.0463 0.140 -0.860 0.931 0.159 0934 0.645 0.695 9.37 12.2 
20 0.0125 0.0444 0.193 -0.807 0.937 0.162 0.934 0.644 0.693 9.53 12.4 
21 0.0134 0.0478 0.133 -0.867 0.929 0.153 0.938 0.640 0.690 9.28 12.0 
22 0.0135 0.0487 0.110 -0.890 0.929 0.155 0.937 0.642 0.695 9.32 12.1 
23 0.0132 0.0475 0.0833 -0.917 0.932 0.157 0.936 0.642 0.692 9.33 12.0 
24 0.0139 0.0497 0.0733 -0.927 0.929 0.154 0.938 0.641 0.692 9.40 12.2 
25 0.0117 0.0421 0.0733 -0.927 0.938 0.158 0.935 0.644 0.695 9.53 12.3 
26 0.0118 0.0421 0.0533 -0.947 0.937 0.155 0.937 0.643 0.691 9.34 12.0 
27 0.0128 0.0460 0.0433 -0.957 0.930 0.157 0.934 0.643 0.697 9.46 12.2 
28 0.0122 0.0442 0.0367 -0.963 0.936 0.156 0.934 0.643 0.693 9.38 12.3 
29 0.0121 0.0435 0.0200 -0.980 0.934 0.162 0.934 0.644 0.695 9.57 12.4 
30 0.0128 0.0473 0.0267 -0.973 0.928 0.154 0.935 0.641 0.695 9.39 12.1 
The averages are given to 3 significant figures. 
Table 3: Regression lines (y _ a + bx) and coefficients of determination (r'). 
x - l/ao I x - l/amax 
y r2 a b r2 a b 
b 0.997 0.0119 0.277 0.998 0.0122 0.124 
9 0.997 0.0427 0.939 0.998 0.0437 0.421 
v 0.995 0.105 25.3 0.990 0.135 11.3 
f 0.989 -0.858 22.4 0.981 -0.830 9.99 
m 0.989 0.943 -1.88 0.995 0.941 -0.846 
e 0.981 0.160 -0.461 0.985 0.159 -0.207 
s 0.990 0.935 0.312 0.990 0.935 0.312 
0 0.992 0.644 -0.320 0.994 0.644 -0.144 
V 0.993 0.695 -0.304 0.992 0.694 -0.136 
0.995 9040 -28.1 0.989 9.37 -12.6 
w 0.988 12.1 -41.l 0.979 12.1 -18.4 
#N 0.539 3260 -16500 0.530 3240 -i320 
#5 0.506 69.1 -347 00497 68.6 -154 
PlC 0.977 -0.00634 2.13 0.973 -0.00386 0.952 
Decimal values are given to 3 significant figures. 
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Table 4: Optimal inequalities and values for v,/,b,g,o,m (n < 4). 
I v Iv f If b h g 19 0[0") I. m[m') Im 
I 2 I, I I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/2 I, 0 I, 3 .,f2 
2 3 I, 2 I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/3 I, 0 I, ;; Ta 
3 3 I, 2 I, 1 I, 1 I, 2/3 I, 0 I, ;; Ta 
4 2 I, I I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/2 I. 1 I, 6 To '; 
5 4 I, 3 I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/4 I, 0 I, 5 , 
6 6 I, 3 I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/2 I, 0 I, .. , 
7 4 I, 3 I, 1 I, 1 I, 3/4 I, 0 I, 
'i 2 
8 4 I, 3 I, 1 I, 1 I, 2/5 I, 1 I, 
'i 7i '; 
9 4 I, 3 I, 1 I, 1 I, 3/5 I, 1 I, 8 7i '; 
10 3 I, 2 I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/3 I. 1 I, 8 7iO , 
11 4 I, 2 I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/2 I, 1 I, ;; 710 '; 
12 3 I, 2 I, 1 I, 1 I, 2/3 I, 1 I, iD "ITii 2 
13 2 I, I I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/2 I, 
, I, ;; Wo 3 
14 3 I, 2 I, 1 I, 1 I, 4/7[1/2 + c) k = c , I, IT 7t5 3 
15 3 I, 2 I, 1 I, 1 I, 3/8[1/3 + c) k = 1- c 2 1 k = l/g IT 3T2 3 , 
16 2 I, I I, 1 I, 1 I, 1/2 I. 2 1 k = 0, t = 1 - g/2 12 3T2 3 , 
Table 5: Optimal inequalities and values for e,1 (n < 4). 
I ere") I, 1[1') I, 
I 0 I, I I, 
2 0 I, 1 I, 
3 0 I, 1 I, 
4 1 I, (1.664,1.668) I, 24 
5 0 I, 1 I, 
6 0 I, I, 
7 0 I, 1 I, 
8 1 I, (1.311,1.314) ? Ir 64 
9 11 l, (1.684,1.688) ? Ir 320 
10 7 l, (2.247,2.253) ? Ir 120 
11 ":0 [0.03200) k = (35 - 3.;5)/59 (2.956,2.964)[(2.322,2.330)) k "" 0.48 
12 1 . I, (1.706,1.711) ? Ir 40 
13 17 l, (1.774,1.778) ? lr 360 
14 1~2[0.04317) k = 0.2554 (1.789,1.793)[(1.772,1.777)) k "" 0.22 
15 251 [ ) 6480 0.03380 k = 0.7507 (1.969,1.976)[(1.625,1.629)) k "" 0.9 
16 797 [ ) 6480 0.07236 k = 0, t = 0.4596 (4.846,4.856)[(4.115,4.124) ) k '" 0, t "" 0.465 
Estimates for I are 95% confidence intervals based on 106 points, 
calculated for minimal and near-I-optimal inequalities. 
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Table 6: Optimal inequalities and values for w, V (n < 4). 
I w[w') Iw V[V') Iv 
1 1 I, 1 I, 2 
2 1 I, 1 I, 6" 
3 1 I, 5 I, 6" 
4 (1.665,1.668) ?lr 1 I. ,. 
5 1 I, 1 I, 24 
6 1 I, 1 I, 2 
7 1 I, 23 I, 24 
8 (1.311,1.314) ?lr 13 I, 48 
9 (1.684,1.688) ?Ir 35 I, 48 
10 (2.246,2.252) ?Jr 7 I, 48 
11 (2.953,2.960)[(2.333,2.340)) k '" 0.49 1 I, 2 
12 (1.706,1.711) ?Ir il[~+<l 48 6 k=I/4-6 
13 (1.775,1.779) ?Ir 1 I. ,. 
14 (1.798,1.803)[(1.774,1.778)) k '" 0.20 95 [1 1 m 2+( k =6 
15 (1.966,1.973)[(1.625,1.629)) k '" 0.9 ;2[~+<1 k = 1-6 
16 (4.928,4.938)[(4.404,4.415)) k '" 0, t '" 0.45 1 I, 2 
Estimates for ware 95% confidence intervals based on 106 points, 
calculated for minimal and near-w-optimal inequalities. 
Table 7: Seconds taken by SCICONIC for PI,"" PlO after hill-climbing on each measure. 
M PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 Pg PlO mean m.r. 
I 1.92 1.42 25.8 21.36 2.84 4.06 11.68 3.48 1.58 0.76 7.49 4.05 
w 1.20 1.34 19.58 16.50 3.82 4.38 13.1 3.90 1.12 1.22 6.61 4.6 
g 2.58 2.04 41.02 14.86 3.34 3.72 7.06 4.16 2.88 0.70 8.24 4.9 
r 2.86 2.12 38.56 16.18 2.64 3.26 7.48 4.44 2.80 0.86 8.12 5.2 
m 3.68 2.04 45.48 14.00 3.66 3.68 7.24 3.70 3.68 0.70 8.79 5.3 
V 1.48 6.48 19.92 17.74 1.64 5.44 5.62 5.02 1.32 2.42 6.71 5.4 
0 1.00 7.52 44.52 14.10 1.92 4.64 13.30 5.32 1.30 0.82 9.44 5.6 
b 2.66 2.14 40.88 15.86 3.44 3.94 7.44 4.64 2.70 1.06 8.48 6.2 
e 2.14 3.00 38.90 33.66 2.86 4.90 18.02 3.82 2.30 1.00 11.06 6.7 
s 2.94 1.84 39.42 32.62 10.76 5.58 17.26 5.92 1.58 1.12 11.90 8.05 
v 7.42 6.24 106.44 111.40 8.16 15.88 93.42 8.48 6.80 2.88 36.71 10.9 
f 8.20 19.46 36.50 205.48 38.44 50.62 56.08 16.96 6.64 7.66 44.60 11.1 
Times are displayed in seconds to 2 decimal places .• indicates joint fastest on PlO· 
Table 8: Correlation of measures with branch-and-bound time on PI, . .. , Pto. 
M 1 r, r' , r3 , r' , r' , r' , r' , r" , y r. rlO , w r, m.r. 
b -0.892 -0.987 -0.815 -0.979 -0.954 -0.969 -0.995 -0.787 -0.923 -0.941 0.924 3.35 
m 0.912 0.981 0.840 0.994 0.950 0.958 0.976 0.819 0.520 0.947 0.890 3.9 
s -0.928 -0.897 -0.970 -0.963 -0.609 -0.961 -0.925 -0.818 -0.817 -0.965 0.885 4.2 
w 0.955 0.963 0.856 0.983 0.904 0.397 0.685 0.917 0.938 0.603 0.820 4.8 
g -0.861 -0.967 -0.793 -0.963 -0.943 -0.890 -0.988 -0.768 -0.633 -0.940 0.875 5.45 
e 0.969 0.427 0.878 0.940 0.906 0.927 0.197 0.856 0.856 0.880 0.784 5.6 
0.928 0.446 0.925 0.666 0.925 0.669 0.540 0.727 0.923 0.884 0.763 5.9 
0 0.417 0.634 0.448 0.961 0.988 0.735 0.246 0.075 0.980 0.758 0.624 6.9 
V 0.878 0.391 0.968 0.929 0.915 0.756 0.182 0.644 0.987 0.092 0.674 7.0 
v -0.688 -0.828 0.214 -0.546 -0.539 0.167 0.270 0.343 -0.138 -0.750 -0.250 10.1 
r -0.193 0.440 0.439 0.489 0.246 0.183 -0.341 0.120 0.659 0.160 0.220 10.4 
f -0.728 0.\04 -0.730 -0.462 0.284 0.280 -0.303 0.560 -0.835 0.290 -0.154 10.4 
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Table 9: Test Set 1. Minimal versus (nearl-I-optimal inequalities. 
Minimal I I-optimal 
Problem s-nodes S-secs L-nodes L-secs s-nodes s-secs L-nodes L-secs 
1 64 3.20 855 18.18 524 20.50 877 17.74 
2 227 9.2 1957 43.61 64 3.16 2087 45.26 
3 106 4.90 3587 73.97 421 16.34 1617 35.21 
4 112 4.72 1187 23.62 59 2.94 381 10.98 
5 84 3.44 187 7.80 408 19.14 1697 34.32 
6 35 2.02 93 6.15 56 2.58 593 19.22 
7 73 3.32 1905 39.16 80 3.48 1457 30.70 
8 418 15.68 3499 76.35 503 19.46 3179 70.03 
9 1323 50.72 12213 265.29 1583 56.12 11037 236.51 
10 195 8.04 831 19.17 127 5.28 115 6.87 
\I 31 1.58 27 4.73 19 \.30 17 5.00 
12 37 \.94 161 7.31 39 \.68 21 5.\1 
13 41 2.22 125 7.63 78 3.50 264 9.56 
14 142 6.58 3965 81.13 74 3.44 531 14.61 
15 13 \.02 59 5.66 15 \.00 29 4.88 
Table 10: Test Set 2. Minimal versus (nearl-I-optimal inequalities. 
Minimal I I-optimal 
Problem s-nodes S-secs L-nodes L-secs s-nodes S-secs L-nodes L-secs 
1 184 8.32 809 16.42 107 4.40 321 8.78 
2 552 21.88 4419 86.94 1015 39.74 1623 35.26 
3 473 18.68 695 17.63 254 10.10 397 \1.59 
4 49 2.42 73 5.38 27 \.58 13 4.40 
5 661 26.44 6341 118.91 451 15.32 3407 67.23 
6 354 1292 827 17.41 107 4.46 463 1\.87 
7 90 4.36 1241 22.85 101 4.05 471 1\.25 
8 661 25.30 3213 64.10 101 4.12 95 6.59 
9 643 25.14 2283 47.95 164 6.60 933 2\.75 
10 83 3.72 549 14.00 162 6.22 1991 39.60 
11 79 3.26 183 6.42 59 2.42 109 5.54 
12 794 30.68 5255 102.88 52 2.56 135 6.76 
13 57 3.06 191 7.41 51 2.54 121 6.64 
14 52 2.62 65 5.44 26 \.68 13 4.40 
15 141 6.68 775 18.46 73 3.30 397 11.70 
Table 11: Test Set 3. Minimal versus (nearl-I-optimal inequalities. 
Minimal I I-optimal 
Problem s-nodes S-secs L-nodes L-secs s-nodes S-secs L-nodes L-secs 
1 8744 345.08 52117 13:27.62 297 10.98 907 19.88 
2 1507 58.86 82659 21:47.12 94 3.90 803 18.23 
3 308 12.20 3595 5·5.64 1011 40.96 10837 2:37.08 
4 9975 411.18 72043 18:36.25 4352 160.60 30307 7:48.85 
5 2600 95.10 732251 3:20:57.14 442 16.76 23185 6: 18.38 
6 144 6.28 5513 1:35.29 223 9.04 999 19.33 
7 748 31.22 52517 14:29.25 200 8.10 18763 4:58.14 
8 377 15.58 11669 3:01.26 40 \,74 127 6.20 
9 100 4.28 847 2.49" 141 5.94 353 1.25' 
10 1466 57.44 935\1 24:59.79 245 9.68 3699 1:01.90 
11 1223 47.34 85343 23:47.24 682 25.40 45053 11:45.74 
12 1847 73.72 130341 6:06.09' 81 3.32 449 \.57" 
13 441 17.42 2·5733 6:49.63 5700 220.84 58577 14:36.45 
14 404 17.00 7239 1:54.63 147 6.02 961 18.78 
15 2144 83.18 98123 27:01.02 519 18.84 11501 3:06.14 
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Appendix C 
Some tables for Chapter 6 
Table A: The distribution of m when reformulating with Dualfix. 
m 
n 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 0 Seconds 
16 831 15 13 11 10 9 9 9 9 8 8 4 62 171 
15 816 18 15 13 12 11 10 10 10 9 5 71 161 
14 799 21 17 15 14 13 12 11 10 6 82 150 
13 779 25 20 18 16 14 14 12 6 96 139 
12 753 29 24 21 19 17 15 8 115 129 
11 722 36 29 25 22 19 10 138 119 
10 683 44 36 30 25 13 170 109 
9 631 55 44 34 17 218 99 
8 563 70 52 24 290 89 
7 463 86 37 414 80 
6 318 61 622 72 
5 110 890 64 
The proportions are displayed in thousandths to the nearest thousandth. 
Table B: The distribution of m when reformulating with Selfdualfix. 
m 
n 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 0 Seconds 
16 831 15 13 11 10 9 9 9 9 7 4 3 68 420 
15 816 18 15 13 12 11 10 10 8 5 3 78 391 
14 799 21 17 15 14 13 12 10 5 4 91 362 
13 779 25 20 18 16 14 12 7 5 106 333 
12 753 29 24 21 18 15 8 5 127 306 
11 722 36 29 24 19 11 7 153 279 
10 681 44 35 26 14 9 189 252 
9 623 57 39 20 13 247 226 
8 532 70 33 21 344 202 
7 362 67 34 536 183 
6 100 64 836 166 
The proportions are displayed in thousandths to the nearest thousandth. 
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Table C: The distribution of m when reformulating with Selfdualfix+Rc. 
m 
n 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 0 Seconds 
16 831 15 13 11 la 9 9 9 9 7 4 3 69 378 
15 816 18 15 13 12 11 la la 8 5 3 79 350 
14 799 21 17 15 14 13 12 10 5 4 91 324 
13 779 25 20 18 16 14 12 7 4 106 301 
12 753 29 24 21 18 15 8 5 127 275 
11 722 36 29 24 19 10 7 153 251 
10 681 44 35 26 14 9 190 225 
9 623 57 39 20 13 248 202 
8 532 70 33 20 346 179 
7 362 66 33 539 160 
6 97 61 842 142 
The proportions are displayed in thousandths to the nearest thousandth. 
Table D: The distribution of m when reformulating with Speculative Dualfix. 
m 
n 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 0 Seconds 
16 133 156 146 115 87 71 59 47 39 40 27 3 76 78619 
15 134 157 147 118 92 74 57 48 49 32 4 88 45685 
14 133 158 150 124 96 72 60 61 40 5 101 25982 
13 133 160 155 129 95 76 77 50 6 119 14752 
12 131 164 162 126 102 101 64 8 143 8397 
11 132 168 156 135 137 86 10 176 4819 
10 130 162 168 185 119 14 223 2759 
9 124 171 227 161 19 298 1538 
8 132 228 196 25 419 825 
7 171 193 29 608 412 
6 144 27 829 192 
5 19 981 92 
The proportions are displayed in thousandths to the nearest thousandth. 
Table ~: The dlftfll)utlon ol m when reformulatlnl\: with MyopIC i5ualih:. 
m 
n 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 , 7 6 5 , 2 0 Second. 
16 ,6< 9 9 9 , 9 9 , , 9 , , , • • • • 16< 15 853 10 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 , 9 9 9 9 152 
14 ,<2 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 143 
13 82' 14 14 14 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 12 12 132 
12 811 17 17 17 16 16 16 16 15 
" 
15 15 15 122 
11 792 21 20 20 19 19 19 19 
" 
18 
" 
17 III 
10 768 26 25 2< 24 24 23 22 22 21 21 101 
9 737 33 31 31 30 29 28 27 27 27 91 
8 699 .3 41 39 38 30 35 35 3< 81 
7 6H 60 .. 53 50 48 
" 
45 71 
6 56' 85 79 73 68 65 62 62 
, 457 12' 119 10' 99 93 52 , 299 178 199 171 153 H 
3 113 193 3'7 307 33 
The proportion' are dlspiayed In thounndth. to the nearen thouu.ndtb. 
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